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This dissertation considers twenty-first century metafictional novels and short 

stories by Native American, Mexican American, and Asian American authors who use 

literary form to theorize the politics of ethnic privacy. These authors use metafictional 

strategies to situate the well-meaning desires of academic and popular readers for ethnic 

literary representation within historical contexts in which increased visibility for ethnic 

people often compromised rather than improved their status. Using a formal maneuver I 

term “narrative privacy,” the writers in this project explicitly withhold stories from 

readers to maintain control over the most intimate parts of their lives and as an assertion 

of the social and political dangers that often accompany the mass dissemination of ethnic 

representations in the post-9/11 age.  

The dissertation’s three chapters each focus on a specific context of compulsory 

visibility—ethnographic, capitalistic, and archival—that authors use narrative privacy to 

resist. The dissertation opens with a reading of David Treuer’s The Translation of Dr. 

Apelles (2006), Sherman Alexie’s “Dear John Wayne” (2000), Rigoberto González’s 
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Crossing Vines (2003), and Nam Le’s “The Boat” (2008) as rejecting ethnographic 

imperatives in ethnic literature. By constructing private spaces for their characters within 

the narrative, Treuer, Alexie, González and Le destabilize persistent understandings of 

ethnic peoples as available subjects of study for the curious. Chapter two considers how 

Salvador Plascencia’s The People of Paper (2005) and Le’s “Love and Honor” (2008) 

position writers’ and readers’ literary gazes as privileged acts of dominance and 

surveillance that mimic oppressive U.S. political and economic processes that target 

people of color. Monique Truong understands literary and historical inclusion of 

marginalized subjectivities as potentially confining rather than validating in The Book of 

Salt (2003), the focus of the third chapter. Truong argues that well-meaning academic 

practices of historical and literary recovery reinscribe the authority of written records that 

have long diminished and excluded marginalized subjectivities. In conclusion, I argue 

that these narrative strategies indicates a vibrant formal and political shift in 

contemporary ethnic U.S. fiction that attends to some of the most urgent questions of 

privacy and surveillance in the late twentieth and early twenty-first century U.S.  
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Introduction:  Formal Privacy 

 

This project critically engages the politics of contemporary Native American, 

Mexican American, and Asian American metafictional novels and short stories. In the 

midst of scholarly and popular demands to fill gaps in neglected literary histories, to 

represent marginalized communities, to correct colonialist accounts, or simply to breach 

“colonialism’s strongest defense: silence,” these fictions maintain strategic narrative 

silence in a formal technique I term “narrative privacy” (Million 57-58). The authors 

treated in this dissertation develop literary forms that theorize and respond to the power 

relations that shape the production of literary representations of people of color. 

Answering calls from critics such as Ramon Saldívar, Linda Tuhiwai Smith, and 

Yoonmee Chang for new literary constructions to confront racism in the twenty-first 

century, the authors I discuss temper enthusiasm for recovery and representation by 

drawing on histories of the compulsory visibility of people of color in the United States 

in ethnographic, political, and historical contexts. Narrative privacy offers an alternative 

to both absence and compulsory presence by underscoring authorial choice and 

undermining audiences’ expectations about ethnic visibility. In making transparent the 

processes by which authors create, publishers circulate, and readers consume fiction, the 

stories’ metafictional form serves as a pedagogical stage on which writers self-reflexively 

comment on their privileges as creators of narratives and the political limitations of 

commercial fiction. 
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While self-referential fiction is not new, the authors in this study adopt a 

historically specific form to comment upon the politics of this early twenty-first century 

moment. Their self-referential maneuvers are powerful literary theorizations with 

immediate, specifically targeted political and social aims; I read these authors as 

illuminating the pervasive racial, ethnic, and legal inequalities that continue to condition 

the processes by which ethnic fiction is created, circulated, and read in our contemporary 

“postracial,” post-9/11 moment. How do legacies of the damaging conditions of 

compulsory visibility for Native Americans, Asian Americans, and Mexican Americans 

in U.S. history continue to condition the production and reception of contemporary 

Native American, Mexican American, and Asian American fiction? These authors 

challenge reading practices that continue to see and hear cultures in particular ways while 

also continuing to reject the political, physical, and social needs of the people who 

originate it.1 They also implicate scholarly treatment of fiction that, in striving for 

inclusion and equality, results in similarly over-determined readings. 

The authors under consideration in this study also contend with their own 

complicity as writers in the political and capitalist processes their narratives critique by 

highlighting the formal tension between their narratives, which condemn the 

dissemination of characters’ stories for entertainment or profit, and their physical books, 

which circulate commercially. In crafting characters who accuse them of stealing and 

profiteering from their narratives by selling access to their lives to potentially 

                                                
1 Here I adapt Coco Fusco’s consideration of cultural appropriation, in which she explains, “the 
simultaneous embrace of a culture and rejection of the people who originate it [is] a contradictory behavior 
with a colonial history” (66).  
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unsympathetic readers, the writers in this dissertation illustrate the worst-case scenario 

for published fiction about communities of color: if stories about deeply personal 

experiences – even traumas – do nothing politically, writers run the risk of simply 

profiting from others’ struggle without returning anything to the communities about 

which they write, while readers risk naturalizing inequality by uncritically assuming 

access to the lives of people of color. Publishing fiction is an act of faith that tempers 

these authors’ suspicious treatment of narrative’s vexed relationship with privacy, 

authority, and cultural surveillance.  

LITERARY & SOCIAL CONTEXTS 
The four most influential contexts for my project include: 1) the literary trajectory 

of metafiction in postmodernism and post-postmodernism, which runs simultaneously 

with 2) the historical rise of progressive social movements in the 1960s and ’70s that 

gave way to multiculturalism in the ’80s and ’90s; 3) the resulting institutionalization of 

ethnic studies and ethnic literatures in U.S. universities, and 4) legacies of inequalities 

still manifest in literary studies. 

By most accounts, the height of U.S. literary metafiction was in the 1960s and 

’70s, when the technique was constitutive of high literary postmodernism (Elias 15).2 

Metafiction was at first characterized as the literature of exhaustion; in the wake of the 

death of the Author, History, and Authority, John Barth explains that writers exhausted 

all source material except writing itself, so turned their creative and critical lenses inward 

                                                
2 William Gass coined the term “metafiction” in an essay, “Philosophy and Form of Fiction” (1979).  
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through self-aware writing to take as their subject the process of creating and reading 

literature (64). Barth later clarified his argument in “Literature of Replenishment,” with 

what is probably a more accurate characterization of metafiction, that it stemmed not 

from an exhaustion of literary possibilities, but an exhaustion of high modernist projects; 

metafiction served mid-century writers as a way to explore and recreate literary form. 

David Foster Wallace offers a similar trajectory: “For metafiction, in its ascendant and 

most important phases, was really nothing more than a single-order expansion of its own 

great theoretical nemesis: Realism: if Realism called it like it saw it, Metafiction simply 

called it as it saw itself seeing itself see it. The high-cultural postmodern genre, in other 

words, was deeply informed by the emergence of television and the metastasis of self-

conscious watching” (34). In Metafiction, perhaps the most widely cited source on the 

subject, Patricia Waugh characterizes metafiction as “a term given to fictional writing 

which self-consciously and systematically draws attention to its status as an artifact in 

order to pose questions about the relationship between fiction and reality. In providing a 

critique of their own methods of construction, such writings not only examine the 

fundamental structures of narrative fiction, they also explore the possible fictionality of 

the world outside the literary fictional texts” (2). She notes that while metafiction is 

primarily a mid-twentieth century phenomenon, it is not uniquely so: “while the term 

‘metafiction’ might be new, the practice is as old (if not older) than the novel itself” (5). 

Unique to postmodern metafiction, however, is preoccupation with texts’ “own condition 

of artifice” and exploration of “a theory of fiction through the practice of writing” (21, 2, 

emphasis in original). Amy J. Elias explains further: “When people talk about 
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metafiction, they often refer to fiction whose themes and narrations focus on the death of 

fiction, that presents overtly fictional story elements, motifs, and archetypes as reality or 

realistic actors and existents; and that employs techniques … to break the ‘fourth wall’ 

and insert real-life authors directly into the fictional construct as narrators or characters” 

(18). As a marker of high postmodernism, metafiction waned in popularity in the 1980s 

and ’90s, and Wallace reflected on the passing of the form in his 1990 essay, “E Unibus 

Pluram.”3 Recent texts, including not only those included in this study but also work by 

Percival Everett, Ruth Ozeki, Ian McEwan, Jonathan Safran Foer, and Mark Z. 

Danielewski, however, testify to a persistent interest in the form, which as Wallace 

suggests has now rooted itself in other media, including television and film.4 

In recent criticism, scholars often use “metafiction” to refer to any fiction that 

thematizes writing, reading, or textuality. In this project, however, I use “metafiction” 

exclusively to name self-referential fiction, or fiction that considers its own creation, 

distribution, and reception as a literary artifact. This self-referentiality occurs by breaking 

the fourth wall between the text and reader, by including the author-character in the 

                                                
3 Andrew Hoberek offers a useful survey of various – and at times conflicting – views of the end of 
postmodernism in his introduction to a special issue of Twentieth Century Literature, “After 
Postmodernism: Form and History in Contemporary American Fiction.” He cites as an example Minsoo 
Kang’s argument that once postmodern “devices of self reference … and playing with multiple levels of 
reality” spread to popular culture in The Last Action Hero (1993), the techniques lost their intellectual 
capacity (233). Others, including Bruce Fleming, locate the end of postmodernism after September 11, 
2001 or the 2008 recession (768). Mary K. Holland treats the issue at length in her book-length study 
Succeeding Postmodernism: Language and Humanism in Contemporary American Literature (2013).  
4 Ferris Bueller’s Day Off (1986), for instance, famously breaks the fourth wall when the titular character 
addresses his audience. The mockumentary genre, recently popularized by U.K, and U.S. versions of The 
Office, integrates metafiction into its generic definition. Some authors take metafiction’s progression from 
fiction to television and film one step further. For example, Stephen Graham Jones writes a fictional meta-
commentary on the metafictional nature of contemporary film in his metafictional The Last Final Girl 
(2012). 
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fiction, by including a text by the same name as the novel or story in the narrative, or 

sometimes by narrating the creation of the story readers hold in their hands. I argue that 

the writers discussed below turn to metafiction not as a matter of stylistic novelty, but to 

provide a forum for considering ethnic literature in literary, rather than sociological 

terms; the authors stage strategic investigations into how Native American, Mexican 

American, and Asian American fiction is produced, read, and circulated in our present 

moment. If the permeability of barriers between fact and fiction was what preoccupied an 

earlier generation of self-referential authors, ethnic literary visibility in the context of 

legacies of oppression and exploitation drive the authors in this study.  

The rise of postmodernism in the United States corresponded with the rise of 

progressive social and political movements, including the Chicana/o Movement, Civil 

Rights, Red Power, and Asian American Civil Rights Movement, as well as feminism 

and Gay Rights movements in the 1960s and ’70s. As Henry Louis Gates, among others, 

has noted it is not without irony that postmodernism evacuated Authority, killed the 

Author and History, and abstracted meaning from texts just as people of color began 

publishing in increased numbers.5 Similarly, the decline of postmodernism in the 1980s 

and ’90s was accompanied by the rise of U.S. multiculturalism, which in celebrating 

diversity effected a “flattening of otherness into otherness-as-the-same” (Chuh 18). David 

                                                
5 Gates considers the timing of the “death of the subject,” writing, “[c]onsider the irony: precisely when we 
(and other Third World peoples) obtain the complex wherewithal to define our black subjectivity in the 
republic of Western letters, our theoretical colleagues declare that their ain’t no such thing as a subject, so 
why should we be bothered with that?” (Loose Canons 36). Also, while it would be excessive to outline the 
relevant histories here, I do want to underscore my understanding that Mexican American, Native, and 
Asian American (as well as African American, feminist, and Queer) literatures existed before this period of 
activism. As a result of these social movements, however, these literatures became more visible.  
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Palumbo-Liu acknowledges the reasoning, espoused by Michael Omi and Howard 

Winant, that “multiculturalism was engendered as a reaction to and an accommodation of 

social activism in the 1960s and 1970s,” but also ties the movement to “significant 

changes in material life in the post-Fordist age,” which translated cultural difference into 

marketable commodities, or what Sylvia Rodríguez names the “commodification of 

subjectivity” (Palumbo-Liu “Introduction” 7, 5; Rodríguez 105).6 The same chronology 

that saw the rise and fall of “high postmodernism,” in other words, also saw the rise of 

social movements and their attendant cultural and institutional changes which brought 

increased attention, access, and rights to marginalized Americans before sliding into a 

                                                
6 As scholars have noted, U.S. capitalism has a long and vexed history with racial inequality, not only in 
terms of labor exploitation but also in the marketing of and – increasingly – toward ethnic groups. Susan L. 
Mizruchi explains of U.S. capitalism’s rapid expansion between the Civil War and WWI, “[o]n the one 
hand, an expanding capitalist industry, far from being inimical to cultural difference, welcomed it, taking 
advantage of the tremendous diversity of American society to identify and pitch products to consumer 
groups. On the other hand, American capitalism aggressively manipulated racial hostility, fanning the 
flames of nativism, devaluing and excluding through various means blacks and ethnic others and defending 
the social Darwinism that legitimated claims of Anglo-Saxon superiority” (3). The rest of the twentieth 
century followed a similar pattern of exploiting non-white labor and purchasing power while excluding 
racial Others from political and social equality. Even as corporations cater to the purchasing power of 
“special markets,” as Arlene Dávila explains, they reinforce highly compromised forms of ethnic visibility 
– as marketable products, as consumers, and as exterior to the U.S. mainstream market. She explains, for 
example, “Latinos are continually recast as authentic and marketable, but ultimately as a foreign rather than 
intrinsic component of U.S. society, culture, and history, suggesting that the growing visibility of Latino 
populations parallels an expansion of the technologies that render them exotic and invisible” (4). Speaking 
of the rise of multiculturalism in the 1980s and 1990s, Fusco clarifies that the U.S.’s “projection of racial 
diversity as desirable, and our sophisticated consumer’s attraction to commodified otherness have done 
little to stop increasing the polarization of wealth along racial lines. In fact, they parallel the intensification 
of xenophobia and nativism in government policy throughout the nations of the First World” (70). The two 
decades since Fusco’s writing have only confirmed her observations. Despite increasing globalization and 
interconnectivity and sustained “attraction to commodified otherness,” wealth gaps persist in the U.S. and 
xenophobia and nativism continue to intensify, particularly post-9/11. 
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multiculturalism in which, since everyone is an “other,” political and social demands are 

muted while particular forms of “otherness” are desired and commodified.7  

I map these two trajectories next to one another as a partial explanation for the 

position of contemporary ethnic American fiction, threatened by postmodernism’s 

challenge to literary authority but celebrated by multiculturalism as commodified artifacts 

of cultural difference.8 As Anne Anlin Cheng explains, despite modernism’s and post-

modernism’s “assault on ideological narratives and the certitude of historical narration,” 

ethnic literature remains mired in popular discussions of representation and authenticity; 

ethnic literatures are understood as “seemingly transparent vehicles of authentic 

otherness” (Cheng 150, Chuh 19). Kandice Chuh argues “the failure of U.S. 

multiculturalism to allow for the complexity of ‘ethnic literatures,’ which are effectively 

coded as transparent, self-evident expressions … obviously makes difficult an 

engagement with minoritized literatures as anything other than (‘authentic’) artifacts of 

an ethnography of the Other” (18). The result, as scholars have argued, is that fiction by 

non-white authors is often reviewed in terms of “authenticity,” subject to ethnographic 

                                                
7 For example, Marcial González draws on Ellen McCracken’s book, The New Latina Narrative (1999) to 
explain the commodification of ethnic literature: “publishers have found the writing of Latinas to be 
profitable by marketing their works as ‘postmodern ethnicity.’ McCracken’s book marks an important 
moment in the study of postmodernism and its relation to ethnic literatures because it draws a direct 
correlation between the fashionable status of postmodernism and the needs of a capitalist market” (167).   
8 Elias also points to this simultaneity. Ramón Saldívar goes one step further to suggest, “[r]ather than 
seeing the rise of postmodernism and ethnic literature in the postwar era as two distinct and unrelated 
phenomena, viewing both within the domain of a shared aesthetic matrix allows us to see how postmodern 
and ethnic fiction were shaped by the same institutional histories and practices of creativity” (“The Second 
Elevation” 4). See also Min Hyoung Song.  
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imperatives, routinely held to higher standards of truthfulness, and understood as a way 

to “know and see the ‘other’ through reading” (Cheng 150).9 

Academic audiences sensitive to the importance of historical context are not 

blameless in tasking ethnic fiction with cultural representation. David Eng explains: 

“Since the establishment of ethnic studies in the late 1960s as a political movement as 

well as a scholarly endeavor, the ethnic literary text in the U.S. has often been said to 

function as a proxy for history. This has placed particular pressure and urgency on the 

literary to perform what is ‘missing’ in history and to represent otherwise unrepresentable 

communities” (64-65). Faced with gaps in historical and literary records for a variety of 

reasons – colonial violence, administrative indifference, systemic racism, theft, boarding 

schools, physical trauma, and language eradication, to name only a few – ethnic studies 

scholars and scholars working with literature by authors from historically marginalized 

populations understandably look to literature as a potential avenue for imagining more 

comprehensive historical and cultural accounts.  

I am interested in how several contemporary Native American, Mexican 

American, and Asian American authors respond to these demands to inform, represent, 

and document by taking as their subject the creation of their own fiction in ways resonant 

with, but crucially different from, mainstream postmodernists of an earlier historical 

                                                
9 Highly stylized or “postmodern” ethnic fiction, however, inhabits a different critical space. As I explain 
below, these texts are often read for their formal qualities and considered in postmodern, rather than 
political, genealogies.  
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moment. I am not interested in aligning the authors I study with postmodernism,10 as I 

largely agree with scholars such as Paula M.L. Moya and Chuh who argue for critical 

distance from “the hegemonic influence of postmodernism within U.S. literary and 

cultural studies,” which effectively “universaliz[es] sameness” and “makes difficult 

immediate political intervention” (Moya 68, Chuh 5).11 I similarly agree with Greg 

Sarris, who encourages critics to resist subscribing to critical metanarratives such as 

postmodernism that offer easy frameworks for understanding texts, and instead “to notice 

and explore those instances where the texts do not make sense to them, where the texts 

might question, qualify, subvert the readers’ agendas” (131). Instead, I draw attention to 

how these texts use metafiction to respond to particular historical and critical moments by 

creating spaces of narrative privacy; in other words, they use similar means (for example, 

narrating self-referentially, breaking the fourth wall, blurring distinctions between fact 

and fiction) to reach different ends (for example, critiquing historical and ongoing 

surveillance of and presumed access to people of color in the U.S., exploring the 

                                                
10 In this, I depart from scholars such as Elisabeth Mermann-Jozwiak and Klaus Zilles who argue for more 
inclusive definitions of postmodernism that would more fully recognize the contributions of non-white 
writers.  
11 Moya explains that postmodern treatments of difference effect the same ends as multiculturalism’s 
treatment of difference: “Within the field of U.S. literary and cultural studies, the institutionalization of a 
discourse of postmodernism has spawned an approach to difference that ironically erases the distinctiveness 
and relationality of difference itself. Typically, postmodernist theorists either internalize difference so that 
the individual is herself seen as ‘fragmented’ and ‘contradictory’ (thus disregarding the distinctions that 
exist between different kinds of people), or they attempt to ‘subvert’ difference by showing that 
‘difference’ is merely a discursive illusion (thus leaving no way to contend with the fact that people 
experience themselves as different from each other). In either case, postmodernists reinscribe, albeit 
unintentionally, a kind of universalizing sameness (we are all marginal now!) that their celebration of 
‘difference’ had tried so hard to avoid” (68). 
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conditions of publication for fiction writers of color in the U.S.) than do earlier 

metafictions.  

Distinguishing between these contemporary projects and those of mid-century 

postmodern writers challenges critics’, reviewers’ and publishers’ tendency to place these 

formally innovative authors in the literary tradition of Philip K. Dick, John Barth, Jorge 

Luis Borges, Thomas Pynchon, and Italo Calvino, names I understand as functioning as 

literary markers, rather than as productive comparisons of the actual authors’ work. The 

paratexts, including the cover text and published reviews, for almost every novel in this 

study include mention of one or more of these five men; surely they are not the only or 

best comparisons reviewers could make, but the reliance on this cadre of “high 

postmodernists” illustrates my argument that contemporary, ethnic, self-referential 

fictions are positioned as postmodern or cosmopolitan texts rather than as historically-

grounded texts capable of political intervention. The novels and stories in this dissertation 

are uniquely positioned in that they are understood as transparent, authentic 

representations of culture by virtue of their “ethnic” authorship, and/or decontextualized, 

derivative literary experiments, by virtue of their formal resemblance to high 

postmodernists. Both positions are examples of the critical metanarratives Sarris warns 

against. Interrupting these standard comparisons focuses attention on the social, political, 

and literary theories these contemporary texts produce rather than the impression that 

ethnic authors are either delivering ethnographic artifacts or finally catching up to 

poststructuralist aesthetics a decade after Wallace marked the passing of those same 

aesthetics in literature. 
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CRITICAL ACADEMIC CONTEXTS 

As a result of the social and political movements of the ’60s and ’70s, U.S. 

universities have institutionalized ethnic studies, Native studies, Chicana/o and Latina/o 

studies, Asian American studies, and similar fields over the past several decades 

(Palumbo-Liu “Introduction” 7; Eng 64). These centers, institutes, and programs have 

deployed strategic essentialisms to gain institutional, political, and social currency that 

has contributed to social and political activism as well as the generation of intellectual 

capital within each field.12 Scholars are better positioned to produce their own theory 

and practices rather than fulfilling the expectation to deploy “universal” EuroAmerican 

ways of thinking. Similarly, the institutionalization of ethnic studies and the theories 

emerging from the fields work against the flattening effects of multiculturalism by 

establishing historical, social, political, and cultural specificity as necessary elements of 

responsible scholarship. Scholars have also pushed back against the (ironically) totalizing 

narratives of postmodernism and the end of History to affirm the importance of historical 

context for literary study. Scholars are now increasingly engaged in critical conversations 

about the boundaries of literary fields: how they might be expanded, reinforced, or 

interpenetrated. Discussion of the diversity terms such as “Asian American” or “Native 

American” elide productively underscores the importance of specificity within, as well as 

                                                
12 Here I nod to Gayatri Spivak’s formulation of “strategic essentialisms,” but also have in mind Robert 
Warrior’s “intellectual sovereignty.”  
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between, fields.13 Another result of the institutionalization of ethnic studies is the 

tremendous amount of recovery work scholars have accomplished both in terms of texts 

and authors and in filling gaps in literary and intellectual histories.  

The institutionalization of ethnic studies and ethnic literatures is important to my 

dissertation project both because ethnic studies have laid the groundwork for productive 

comparative projects that do not fall into the multicultural trap of conflating experiences 

and flattening difference and because the success of recovery projects creates space to 

start thinking of narrative privacy as a potentially generative, empowering concept. 

Cross-field conversations can offer new insights and productive ways of thinking about 

the pressures and conditions common to various groups without presuming that those 

pressures and conditions are experienced uniformly between or even within communities. 

José Aranda identifies a “need for a more integrated literary history of literatures that 

historically developed in North America,” and suggests scholars “can make 

transhistorical, transcultural comparative analysis as long as it is not reductive in formal 

and historical matters or politically naive about the power relations transacted between 

the dominant and marginal members of society” (73).14 In other words, careful 

comparative scholarship is attentive to specific contexts and sensitive to the power 

                                                
13 For instance, Chuh calls for destabilizing the boundaries of “Asian America” to avoid “affirm[ing] the 
conception of ‘Asian America’ as ahistorical, self-evident, and transparently knowable, thus effacing the 
dynamic complexity of Asian-raced peoples” (149).  
14 I also heed Aranda’s concern that following a comparative model “requires a degree of specialization, as 
well as intellectual breadth, largely unavailable in American universities today [and that] … for a viable 
comparative approach to thrive, scholars need synthesizing models of analysis that simultaneously call 
attention to differences in form, literary tradition, and political production” (73). 
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differentials scholars have worked to identify as missing in discourses of 

multiculturalism. 

As a result of activism, increased interest in “submerged” histories and fiction, 

and institutional support, recovery efforts have brought a great volume of previously 

forgotten, obscured, or marginalized figures and writings to readers’ and scholars’ 

attention (Cheng 143). Interrogating critical and archival absences, scholars have 

demanded that these texts and voices be seen and heard. One famous example is Alice 

Walker’s resuscitation of Zora Neale Hurston’s literary prominence in the 1970s. Other 

examples of authors recovered through diligent scholarship include John M. Oskison, 

Lynn Riggs, Todd Downing, William Apess, Samson Occom, Jane Johnston Schoolcraft, 

Jovíta Gonzalez, Josefina Niggli, María Ruiz de Burton, Jane Edna Hunter, John Okada, 

Younghill Kang, and Winnifred and Edith Eaton, to name only a few. Scholars have and 

continue to do important work to demonstrate that women, LBGTQ individuals, and 

people of color have continuously contributed intellectually and creatively for the 

duration of U.S. history, as well as before Europeans entered the Western hemisphere.  

However, certain responses to demands for visibility and representation can 

foreclose other approaches to historical, critical, and literary gaps. Recovery projects 

share in what Cheng terms a “documentary desire,” which assumes inclusion into the 

historical record or canon to be beneficial and reparative.15 Though it comes from a 

                                                
15 “The desire to know and to bear witness as some kind of ‘redemptive’ act has fueled many of the recent 
academic moves to recognize and understand the various histories and forms of colonization – a desire, in 
other words, for the documentary. … [B]oth writer and reader embark on a journey in search of a ‘whole’ 
narrative – something along the lines of a package deal, ready for consumption” (Cheng 143).  
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different place, academic documentary desire shares with multiculturalism the desire for 

texts to represent, and to make whole, fragmented histories. Scholars working on theories 

of silence and invisibility have already raised questions about recovery work and the 

possibility of representation, asking how we might imagine silence, invisibility, and 

absence otherwise.16 My dissertation project builds on this work to move past the 

im/possibility binary they establish. I am interested in supplementing – not supplanting – 

recovery efforts by exploring other possibilities for considering incomplete records. What 

if documentation and inclusion are not always desirable or productive? Can we read 

authors, suspicious of co-optation by both dominant discourses and identity politics, as 

imagining ways of approaching historical and literary gaps that account for alternative 

value systems? Who determines what, and who, is recovered or represented? What rights 

to privacy do historically marginalized subjects possess? 

One more critical context worth outlining here is the persistence of inequality 

between scholars and subjects in literary studies. Linda Tuhiwai Smith reminds all 

researchers that “research is not an innocent or distant academic exercise but an activity 

that has something at stake and that occurs in a set of political and social conditions” (5). 

Especially given literary studies’ long relationship with colonialism and history of 

excluding particular voices, responsible critics must, as Dian Million explains, 

“understand as fully as possible the forms colonialism takes in our own times” (55). In 

Culture and Imperialism, Edward Said tasks his readers with connecting literary texts 

                                                
16 For example, Lowe, Eng, Cheng, King-Kok Cheung, Laura Mulvey, RosaMaria Chacon, Gerald 
Vizenor, Naomi Rand, Vicente Mora, and Nicholas Mirzoeff, to name only a few.  
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“with the imperial process of which they were manifestly and unconcealedly a part” 

(xiv). Updating Said’s charge in light of Million’s warning, I understand the authors in 

this project as tasking themselves with illuminating how colonial processes continue to 

shape critical and public understandings of literature by Native American, Mexican 

American, and Asian American writers.  

More specifically, the authors in this study consider how colonial ways of looking 

at indigenous people, people of color, and immigrants inflect the way readers understand 

fiction. As I will show in the following chapters, the works I consider highlight issues of 

visibility – what can be seen, what is invisible – and position reading as an act of 

looking.17 They do so within specific historical contexts, including histories of 

ethnography, capitalism, and literary/historical documentation. For instance, authors such 

as David Treuer, Rigoberto González, Nam Le, and Sherman Alexie ask what happens if 

we understand reading in relation to ethnographic demands for representation. How can 

authors, working within a legacy of indigenous people “attempt[ing] to escape the 

penetration and surveillance of that [ethnographic] gaze,” subvert the role of “native 

informant” so long expected of Native storytellers by Western audiences (Smith 41)? 

Salvador Plascencia and Le consider stories as ethnic commodities, recognizing in 

capitalist desires for diversity a new form of colonialism. As Smith explains, “[t]he 

economic, cultural, and scientific forms of imperialism associated with the nineteenth and 

                                                
17 More specifically, the authors in this study depict reading as a hierarchical relationship between those 
with access to privileged gazes and the subjects of those gazes. As the authors make clear in how they 
rewrite these hierarchal relations, power and visibility are intertwined in complicated – and contradictory – 
ways. Franz Fanon’s articulation of the “white gaze” and Mary Louise Pratt’s consideration of “imperial 
looking” are important theoretical forebears to this critical work on privileged (racialized, imperial) gazes. 
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early twentieth centuries have been reformulated. The geography of empire has been 

redrawn. … Territories are called markets, interesting little backwaters are untapped 

potentials, and tribal variations of culture and language are examples of diversity” (101). 

In these contexts, Plascencia, Le, and other writers in this study ask hard questions about 

the responsibilities of authorship as well as the fraught relationship between political 

representation and commodification of the Other. They, along with Treuer, González, 

Alexie, and Monique Truong question the reductive and confining effects of literary 

canons and historical archives. They interrogate “the politics of our lack of knowledge” 

from the political perspective of historical actors for whom inclusion held no validating 

power (Eng 65). How can we imagine historical and literary gaps without reinforcing the 

validating authority of colonial archives? The authors in this study turn to narrative 

privacy as a formal response to the forms colonialism takes in contemporary literary 

studies.18  

LITERARY HISTORICAL SCOPE 

My primary aim in this project is to bring into conversation several contemporary 

metafictional Native American, Mexican American, and Asian American novels and 

short stories to consider their theorization of narrative privacy as a response to historical 

and contemporary conditions of compulsory visibility for people of color as well as to 

continue conversations about privacy and surveillance in the present historical moment. 
                                                
18 To be clear, I am not arguing that there is anything inherently colonial in the novel form or writing in 
English. Those critical conversations have happened and are well documented; English-language novels are 
as much Native American, Mexican American, and Asian American as they are European American. For 
example, see the essays in American Indian Literary Nationalism. 
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Written since 2000, these texts respond to and stem from diverse contexts but emerge 

from the same historical and political moment. I cast my net across several fields of 

literature in this project and, therefore, I necessarily narrow the historical and formal 

criteria for inclusion.  

All of the texts in this study are self-referential, allowing authors to engage 

reading practices by writing readers – the readers of their texts, even – into their fiction. 

Self-referential fiction allows these authors to theorize how readers engage their texts in 

what Donald C. Goellnicht terms a “pedagogical,” rather than reactionary, way that 

contends with specific histories and circumstances, and in some cases, particular types of 

readers. By depicting specific readers and reading practices, the authors offer 

“pedagogical example[s] of the way a reader should approach and respond to ethnic 

literature/subjects: with a respect that does not demand knowledge, but rather keeps the 

reader open to other possibilities” (216). In doing so, they promote reciprocal reading 

practices in which readers do more than seek to extract readily available knowledge from 

willing informants. In her study of twentieth-century texts that resist interpretation, Doris 

Sommer explains that readers “who mistake a privileged center for the universe … need 

obstacles to notice the circumstances of conversation” (xii).19 Sarris writes of “cross-

                                                
19 Sommer’s Proceed With Caution when Engaged by Minority Writers in the Americas (1999) is a case 
study of myriad ways writers of color resist or alienate readers through narrative. They do so by marking 
limits: “One limit can show a reader that his monolingualism is unequal to a bilingual performance another 
frustrates the expectation of a talking cure when a trauma story wisely refuses to satisfy impertinent 
curiosity. At some points, secrets mark the limits of intimacy whether or not they guard information; at 
others, benighted white narrators nervously defer to or defend against colored competitors. In all these 
cases, writers can maneuver texts into unanticipated passes that make even bullish readers stop to ponder 
the move” (xii). Sommer offers productive theorization of reading practices that include “the anticipation of 
strategic refusals,” but she positions writers as reacting – often aggressively – to presumably white, 
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cultural” textual encounters: “the task is not to assimilate the text or any element of it to 

ourselves nor to assimilate ourselves to the text. It is not to reduce difference to sameness 

nor to exoticize or fetishize it. Rather, the task is to become aware of our tendencies to do 

any of these things” (92). The authors in this dissertation decline to ‘inform’ but instead 

illuminate the political processes of visibility at work in ethnic literature and open a 

dialogue about reading strategies “that work to validate and respect the subjectivities of 

text and reader” (Sarris 92). The formal play of self-referential metafictions provides a 

pedagogical stage for these dialogues that is at once theoretical and deeply personal in its 

implication of reading audiences. 

The focal authors in this study also share a generational bond. In what I 

understand as an emerging trend in the field, Ramón Saldívar uses a similar methodology 

in his recent publications by focusing on post-Civil Rights authors. He explains, “[f]or 

this generation of writers, born for the most part in the 1960s and 1970s, the heroic era of 

the fight for civil rights is not a memory but a matter of history” (“Historical Fantasy” 

596n1). Min Hyoung Song similarly organizes his study on contemporary Asian 

American literature along generational lines, focusing on “a generation of writers who 

have largely been born since the mid-1960s and are in the process of making a substantial 

mark on American literature” (8). Song marks generation not only by Civil Rights 

movements, but also by the specific context of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act, 

which opened the U.S. border to Asian immigrants after nearly a century of racialized 

                                                                                                                                            
educated, privileged readers by limiting or thwarting their access to narrative (xv). I understand the writers 
in this dissertation not as reactionary, but as exploring through literary form ways of engaging with readers 
in more nuanced, self-conscious ways than Sommer’s “rhetoric of particularlism” allows.  
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exclusion (31). My aim in focusing on a younger generation of writers is twofold: I hope 

to increase critical attention to newer, understudied writers, and I wish to highlight the 

specific contributions – political and formal – of writers who have matured in a different 

era of racialized visibility than their predecessors who contributed to the important work 

of Civil Rights.  

Because my project is shaped around racialized visibility, generational 

distinctions matter. Unlike in the 1960s and ’70s when Civil Rights and national 

legislation moved these discussions to the forefront of public conversation, the ’90s and 

’00s have smothered direct discussions of race under multiculturalism and its aftermath. 

September 11th resurrected some discussion of race, but much of it was displaced and 

disguised as issues of religion, economic policy, and nationalism. Barack Obama’s 

election in 2008 generated explicitly racist – primarily anti-Black and anti-Muslim – 

discourses in journalism and politics. The writers under consideration in this project link 

racialized histories prior to and including the Civil Rights era with contemporary public 

discourses on issues of privacy and state surveillance. They do so by theorizing spaces of 

narrative privacy that call into question how popular and academic audiences access 

stories by ethnic American writers. 

Specific historical contexts of racialized visibility are important to this 

dissertation, which informs my decision not to treat African American fiction. African 

Americans have experienced racial hyper-visibility for the duration of U.S. history. In 

contrast, Native Americans, Mexican Americans, and Asian Americans who have been in 

North America for centuries and have been absolutely crucial to the expansion and 
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development of the nation, have inhabited unstable and historically variable racialized 

positions outside the black/white binary (Ty 13). In the last several decades, however, 

Mexican Americans and Asian Americans have grown in population and visibility, 

becoming for many the face of an increasingly less-white America, while Native 

American political activism has firmly asserted that Natives are not, as popular narratives 

contend, “safely dead and historically past” (Berkhofer 67). Furthermore, Native 

American, Mexican American, and Asian American literatures all achieved mainstream 

visibility for the first time during the political activism of the 1960s and ’70s and have 

continued to grow in number and variety.20 More than ever, the black/white racial binary 

that has long informed U.S. discussions of race is insufficient. I focus in this dissertation 

on how contemporary Native American, Mexican American, and Asian American writers 

engage these new forms of visibility.  

In offering the literary and historical contexts I have, and in suggesting a move 

away from postmodern genealogies, I do not mean to argue that the novels in this project 

emerged on their own. Rather, I place the twenty-first century novels and short stories in 

the context of previous works by Native American, Mexican American, and Asian 

American writers understood by scholars as engaged in political, social, and literary 

arguments. Many of the metafictional forebears I identify are canonical in their fields;21 I 

                                                
20 Of course, Natives, Mexican Americans and Asian Americans have been writing in America for much 
of the nation’s history. My point here is to note the beginning of mainstream readerships for these 
literatures.  
21 Examples include Dictee (1982) by Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, The Woman Warrior (1975) by Maxine 
Hong Kingston, Dogeaters (1990) by Jessica Hagedorn, Ceremony (1977) and Almanac of the Dead (1991) 
by Leslie Marmon Silko, Green Grass, Running Water (1993) by Thomas King, The Road to 
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draw on these earlier texts – and others – to show that while the novels that form the core 

of my study are uniquely situated in their historical and critical contexts to invite 

comparative readings, they are as at home in the fields of Native American, Mexican 

American, and Asian American literature as in the conversations of postmodern or 

experimental/genre literature in which they are often corralled, often at the cost of 

specific historical and political readings.   

CHAPTER ORGANIZATION 

Chapter one, “Staking Limits: Narrative Privacy and Ethnographic Surveillance,” 

explores how David Treuer, Sherman Alexie, Nam Le, and Rigoberto González contend 

with expectations of authenticity and transparency in ethnic literature by crafting spaces 

of narrative privacy in their fiction. Recalling historical legacies of compulsory 

ethnographic visibility, Treuer styles The Translation of Dr. Apelles (2006) as a 

voyeuristic ethnography that offers readers internal access to the intimacies of Native 

characters’ lives. In the final pages of the novel, however, the narrator underscores the 

fictionality of the story he tells at the same moment he acknowledges his reading 

audience, reversing the gaze implicit in ethnographic and reading practices. Alexie’s 

“Dear John Wayne” (2000), González’s Crossing Vines (2003) and Le’s “The Boat” 

(2008) similarly limit readers’ access to characters to demonstrate how ethnographic 

imperatives in contemporary literature position ethnic authors in the role of native 

informants who offer readers privileged access to their personal spaces and community 
                                                                                                                                            
Tamazunchale (1987) by Ron Arias, Caniculas: Snapshots of a Girlhood en la Frontera (1995) by Norma 
Cantú, and So Far From God (1993) by Ana Castillo. 
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secrets. Treuer, Alexie, Le, and González use narrative privacy to model reading 

practices that emphasize invention and politics – rather than transparency and 

authenticity – in fiction. This formal strategy also allows them to critically consider their 

positions as fiction writers of color in a U.S. still deeply influenced by ethnographic 

legacies of access and privacy while newly interested in post-9/11 concerns about 

surveillance and privacy.  

Chapter two, “Omniscient Surveillance: Ethnic Authorship and Narrative Privacy 

in a Post-9/11 World,” considers fiction by two writers who style their metafictional texts 

as self-aware ethnic commodities implicated in post-9/11 discourses of surveillance. Both 

stories, Le’s “Love and Honor and Pity and Pride and Compassion and Sacrifice” (2008) 

and Salvador Plascencia’s The People of Paper (2005), contain characters who 

acknowledge their authors’ plans to sell their stories of struggle and, imagining 

unsympathetic audiences, go to great lengths to destroy their stories before they circulate 

as entertainment. The tension between characters’ explicit desires to end their narratives 

and Le’s and Plascencia’s decisions to publish their fiction illuminates the difficult 

negotiations writers must make to responsibly narrate sensitive – even traumatic – stories 

in commercial fiction while respecting the privacy of lived experiences. Le’s and 

Plascencia’s characters experience social and political invisibility in the face of persistent 

inequalities, a position the novel sharply contrasts with the global reach, cultural 

visibility, and economic possibilities of the narratives they animate. Le and Plascencia 

implicate fiction writers and audiences in the vexed relationships among commercial 

fiction, recognizable forms of colonialism, and political surveillance to question how 
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commercial literature can contribute to political and economic equality for diasporic 

Asian and Mexican American communities. This chapter argues that the formal technique 

of narrative privacy works to change literature’s relationship to surveillance practices and 

to diminish the appropriative power of commodification. 

Chapter three, “Illegible Texts: Anti-Documentary Desire as Narrative Privacy,” 

turns to an author who employs narrative privacy to write responsibly about characters 

for whom literary inclusion may have been undesirable. Monique Truong crafts Bình, the 

protagonist and narrator of The Book of Salt (2003), from a marginal account in historical 

archives – the brief mention of Gertrude Stein and Alice Toklas’s “Indochinese cooks” in 

The Alice B. Toklas Cookbook (1954) – then tells the story of Bình’s almost complete 

absence from historical and literary records as a deliberate act of agency, rather than the 

inevitable outcome for a queer, Vietnamese man laboring in Parisian kitchens in the early 

twentieth century. Truong, like Plascencia, Alexie, and Le, insists on narrative privacy 

and declines to order the events and repercussions of imperialism into a knowable, 

containable narrative – if such an account were even possible – that would allow readers 

to come to terms with the effects of historical and ongoing imperial projects. 

Complementing conventional recovery scholarship that seeks to identify and fill gaps in 

historical and literary records, Truong raises the possibility of reading such gaps as 

spaces of privacy. She exposes the limits of literature, itself a form of historiography and 

archive, to tell particular stories without reinforcing the historical authority of literary and 

archival documentation over other forms of knowledge.  
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The authors I consider in this project do not abandon fiction as an artistic tool for 

crossing social boundaries and achieving political goals, but express anxiety over the way 

authors create, publishers circulate, and readers consume fiction without attendant 

progress toward political and economic equality. They link historical patterns of ethnic 

visibility with newly-mainstreamed discourses of personal and communal privacy 

circulating in the U.S. after 9/11 to respond to the racial and economic politics of our 

contemporary historical moment, particularly as it informs their responsibilities as fiction 

writers and our roles as reading audiences.  
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Chapter 1:  Staking Limits: Narrative Privacy and Ethnographic 
Surveillance22 

 

As a method of anthropological inquiry predicated on observing and describing 

foreign cultures to institutional authorities, ethnography is a historically fraught form of 

compulsory and often highly influential visibility for people of color in the United 

States.23 From the early amateur and semi-professional forms produced by colonial 

explorers, missionaries, and traders to the later scientific, academically-disciplined 

incarnations and today’s more self-reflexive, politically-aware studies, ethnographic 

accounts have long shaped public knowledge and policies about non-white peoples in the 

United States. If, as Linda Tuhiwai Smith argues, “[i]mperialism and colonialism are the 

specific formations through which the West came to ‘see,’ to ‘name,’ and to ‘know’ 

indigenous communities,” ethnography has been an authoritative meaning-making 

mechanism that enabled this colonial seeing, naming, and knowing (63).24 Moreover, 

classical anthropology long insisted on unilateral visibility by dividing the world “in the 

                                                
22 Portions of this chapter have been previously published in Studies in American Indian Literatures 26.4 
(Winter 2014). 
23 Marcus and Fischer provide a conventional definition of ethnographic practice: “Ethnography is a 
research process in which the anthropologist closely observes, records, and engaged in the daily life of 
another culture – an experience labeled as the fieldwork method – and then writes accounts of this culture, 
emphasizing descriptive detail. These accounts are the primary form in which fieldwork procedures, the 
other culture, and the ethnographer’s personal and theoretical reflections are accessible to professionals and 
other readerships” (18). 
24 Audra Simpson writes, “[t]o speak of indigeneity is to speak of colonialism and anthropology, as these 
are means through which Indigenous people have been known and sometimes are still known” (“On 
Ethnographic Refusal” 67). Colonial ethnographies in North America have focused largely on indigenous 
populations, but not exclusively. Ethnographic portraits and folklore studies are similarly the means 
through which Asian Americans, African Americans, Chicanas/os and Latinas/os have been known and 
sometimes are still known. 
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form of us and them, of viewing subject and viewed object” (Chow 180). Objectified and 

assumed to be knowable and available to researchers, peoples subjected to ethnographic 

study have historically experienced a form of compulsory visibility that compromises 

personal and communal understandings of privacy and makes them more vulnerable to 

dramatic social and cultural change. Contemporary practices of looking for differences 

between groups of people, objectifying Otherness, and assuming the privilege of 

observing other cultures are learned behaviors with colonial, ethnographic genealogies. 

The continued perpetuation of these practices reinforces uneven power relations between 

powerful institutions, such as governments, universities, and publishing houses, and the 

nation’s marginalized populations. 

Contemporary U.S. literature is one of the heirs to legacies of ethnographic 

influence, as ethnographic inquiry continues to inform the way authors and publishers 

produce and audiences – including reviewers and literary critics – consume literature. 

Under ethnographic surveillance, people of color have historically had little choice about 

their own visibility to, for example, dominant governmental, academic, and religious 

institutions. In her analysis of imperial travel writing, Mary Louise Pratt argues that an 

“ideology that construes seeing as inherently passive and curiosity as innocent cannot be 

sustained” (67). Similarly to Pratt, the authors under consideration in this chapter direct 

readers’ attention to how views of and curiosity about ethnic characters are implicated in 

colonial ways of knowing and seeing the Other. The texts in this chapter explore how 

storytelling by Native American, Asian American, and Mexican American authors for 

commercial audiences – in the context of commercially published fiction – still contends 
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with a legacy of colonial power relations between “native informants” and their 

audiences.25 By explicitly drawing attention to the ways they limit readers’ access to 

characters’ lives, the authors in this chapter challenge the role of native informant so 

often expected of non-white authors by U.S. audiences, instead carving spaces of 

narrative privacy in acts akin to what Audra Simpson terms “staking limits” (“On 

Ethnographic Refusal” 70). In doing so, Treuer, González, Alexie, and Le theorize issues 

of access and visibility. They also critically consider their positions as fiction writers of 

color in a nation still deeply influenced by ethnographic legacies of visibility, 

surveillance, and privacy while newly interested in post-9/11 experiences of surveillance 

and compromised privacy for the more privileged citizenry. 

Treuer’s The Translation of Dr. Apelles (2006) anchors the chapter and raises 

questions of privilege and access by considering the direct correlation between the 

hierarchy of power implicit in ethnographic inquiry between social scientists and native 

informants as well as in relationships among readers and texts, characters and authors. 

Along with Alexie and Le, writers whose short stories showcase similar critiques, Treuer 

positions readers as ethnographic voyeurs as he questions the privileges and 

responsibilities of vision and visibility in fiction in a settler-colonial context. Both Alexie 

and González write ethnographers into their respective stories to critique conventional 

interrogation procedures that involve the unilateral taking of stories and information. I 

                                                
25 The legacy deeply inflects relations between writers, audiences, and texts. For example, Paula Gunn 
Allen rather famously censured Leslie Marmon Silko for revealing too much about Pueblo traditions in 
Ceremony (Allen).  
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consider how Treuer, Alexie, González, and Le use forms of narrative privacy to theorize 

access and visibility in contemporary ethnic literatures. 

 In the historical context of compulsory ethnographic visibility, narrative privacy 

names those spaces in narratives by ethnic writers that are deliberately and explicitly 

inaccessible to readers. All narratives are necessarily selective, as writers are ultimately 

restricted in scope and perspective if not by their publishers, then certainly by the 

demands of narrative coherency; writers must choose what stories are valuable and which 

parts of stories get told. Narrative privacy, however, specifically names those instances in 

which writers use literary form to draw attention to what they willingly leave out of their 

story. For example, narrative privacy in Crossing Vines affords González an opportunity 

to metafictionally and self-consciously reflect on his own position as a writer who – not 

unlike ethnographers – decides what stories are valuable and worth telling. Similarly, 

Treuer metafictionally reflects on his novel’s fictionality, highlighting for readers the 

absence of a “true” story and his unwillingness to play the role of native informant. 

Treuer responds to historical ethnographic practices, namely the historical acceptance of 

anthropologists and ethnographic fieldworkers as arbiters of cultural value equipped to 

speak on behalf of the peoples they studied, by reversing historical power relations; his 

Native narrator explicitly retains control over his story by declining to share it with 

readers, whom Treuer positions as ethnographic voyeurs. For Treuer, narrative privacy 

affords a space to insist on reading Native literature for its intellectual and aesthetic 

contributions rather than merely as an artifact of ethnographic inquiry. Alexie similarly 

teases his readers – and the cultural anthropologist he writes into “Dear John Wayne” – 
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by narratively foregrounding yet never divulging his protagonist’s secret. Le carves 

spaces of narrative privacy in “The Boat” by deflecting readers’ gazes from the central 

traumas of the story as a means of protecting his characters, who – because of the 

abjection of their situation – do not share the privileges of curiosity or memorialization 

readers enjoy. By creating spaces of narrative privacy, Treuer, González, Alexie, and Le 

each respond in nuanced ways to histories of ethnographers speaking on behalf of non-

white peoples while also critically engaging their own authorial privilege of controlling 

and mediating stories about Native, Vietnamese, and Mexican American people.26  

HISTORICAL CONTEXTS: THE ANTHROPOLOGIST AND THE LONE ETHNOGRAPHER  

The archetypical figure of the anthropologist inhabits a special place of derision in 

writing by scholars of color, perhaps particularly in writing by American Indians. In a 

statement that enjoys many afterlives as an epigraph, Vine Deloria Jr. famously declares: 

“Indians have been cursed above all other people in history. Indians have 

anthropologists” (78). He explains, “behind each policy and program with which Indians 

are plagued, if traced completely back to its origin, stands the anthropologist” (81). 

Deloria characterizes the anthropologist as an out-of-touch academic in an intellectually 

incestuous academic system more interested in confirming his own authority than 

                                                
26 Trinh T. Minh-ha describes a similar contradiction of authorial privilege: “In a sense, committed writers 
are the ones who write both to awaken to the consciousness of their guilt and to give their readers a guilty 
conscious. Bound to one another by an awareness of their guilt, writer and reader may thus assess their 
positions, engaging themselves wholly in their situations and carrying their weight into the weight of their 
communities, the weight of the world. Such a definition naturally places the committed writers on the side 
of Power. For every discourse that breeds fault and guilt is a discourse of authority and arrogance. To say 
this, however, is not to say that all power discourses produce equal oppression or that those established are 
necessary” (10-11). 
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actually listening to or engaging with the peoples he purports to study. Each year, he 

writes, anthropologists embark on “the great summer adventure,” travelling to “Indian 

reservations to make OBSERVATIONS. During the winter these observations will 

become books by which future anthropologists will be trained, so that they can come out 

to reservations years from now and verify the observations they have studied” (78, 79). 

Deloria caricatures anthropologists’ presumed intellectual authority over the Natives they 

study, explaining that writing implements are not among the various useless tools they 

carry with them on their trips to reservations (79). He continues: “You may be curious as 

to why the anthropologist never carries a writing instrument. He never makes a mark 

because he ALREADY KNOWS what he is going to find. … [T]he anthropologist is only 

out on the reservations to VERIFY what he has suspected all along – Indians are a very 

quaint people who bear watching” (80).27 Deloria characterizes anthropologists by their 

disengagement with their objects of study; they observe Natives not in the spirit of 

dialogue, but to seek evidence for what they believe they already know. As Deloria 

explains, however, anthropological disengagement with the realities of Natives’ lived 

experiences manifests in disastrous social and political policies that have deleterious 

material effects in Native lives.  

                                                
27 In reviewing the ethnographic body of work on the Mohawk, Simpson confirms this frequent sentiment 
that fieldworkers seek to confirm what they already knew: “the anthropological and historical project 
[fieldwork] embodies may be characterised as one that seeks to authenticate cultural forms rather than 
analyse them” (“On Ethnographic Refusal” 71). 
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Deloria is far from alone in identifying the archetypical anthropologist as 

antagonist, an activity that is certainly not exclusive to American Indians.28 For instance, 

Renato Rosaldo, a Chicano who is himself an anthropologist, similarly caricaturizes “the 

Lone Ethnographer” by casting his yearly summer adventure in the form of a quest 

narrative: “Once upon a time, the Lone Ethnographer rode off into the sunset in search of 

‘his native.’ After undergoing a series of trials, he encountered the object of his quest in a 

distant land. There, he underwent his rite of passage by enduring the ultimate ordeal of 

‘fieldwork.’ After collecting ‘the data,’ the Lone Ethnographer returned home and wrote 

a ‘true’ account of ‘the culture’” (30). Like Deloria, Rosaldo draws into relief the 

difference between the fieldworker’s “home” in the academy and the “adventure” and 

“trials” of fieldwork. He ridicules the ethnographer’s presumed authority to determine 

truth based on these adventures and underscores the tangential nature of objectified 

“natives” to the entire process.  

 Deloria’s and Rosaldo’s witty portraits of anthropologists are part of their larger, 

sincere critiques of the way ethnographic representations are directly implicated in 

imperial projects, critiques shared across Native American, Mexican American, and 

                                                
28 Nor is the practice limited to North America. Maori scholar Smith expresses a similar sentiment: “The 
ethnographic ‘gaze’ of anthropology has collected, classified, and represented other cultures to the extent 
that anthropologists are often the academics popularly perceived by the indigenous world as all that is bad 
with academics” (70). The anthropologist has remained a trope in contemporary fiction. Two recent 
examples include Manuel González’s “The Disappearance of the Semali Tribe” (2013) which farcically 
illustrates the monopoly white anthropologists have on knowledge of “exotic” peoples, and Toni Jensen’s 
“At the Powwow Hotel,” in which Native characters identify and ridicule an anthropologist who literally 
stops progress to document a Native event. When a cornfield mysteriously appears around a hotel owned 
by Natives: “the cars came one behind another and pickup trucks, too, and then the news crews, of course, 
and the anthropologists. The last anthropologist’s old truck bogged down in the caliche half a mile in, and 
carloads of Indians drove by, honking and waving, leaning out their windows to take pictures, yelling, 
Don’t worry, we’ll document it for you” (59). 
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Asian American Studies.29 From its amorphous beginnings in the U.S. during imperial 

“discovery” and expansion but especially since its codification as a discipline in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century,30 cultural anthropology “accorded with the 

imperatives of Empire,” Simpson writes, by developing “specific technologies of rule 

that sought to obtain space and resources, to define and know the difference that it 

constructed in those spaces and then govern those within” (“On Ethnographic Refusal” 

67). The process of defining constructed difference involved assuming the power to 

speak for or to translate the cultures under study.31 Seeing subjugated groups in terms of 

difference and through a lens of European and American superiority, early ethnographers 

aimed to describe and represent colonized peoples, or “fragments of societies … on the 

verge of extinction,” before they disappeared through extermination, assimilation, or 

merely by their presumed incompatibility with Western modernity (Behar 20).32 

Ironically, as Rey Chow explains, “[i]n spite of the grandiose salvational motives of his 

profession, the very presence of the Western anthropologist means, effectively, that these 
                                                
29 Writing in 1993, Rosaldo divides the history of anthropology into three eras, the pre-1921 era of his 
Lone Ethnographer, the “classic period” from 1921-1971 driven by Boas’s “doctrine of objectivism,” and 
the post 1960s’ “reworking” of the discipline in response to the radical social upheavals in the U.S. during 
the 1960s and 1970s (34-35). Rosaldo’s chronology is representative of most overviews of anthropology; 
the two primary turning points are the start of the Boasian/scientific era (early 1920s) and Clifford Geertz’s 
The Interpretation of Cultures (1973), which called for self-reflexive, first-person ethnographies. 
30 Robert E. Bieder offers a thorough overview of popular scientific conceptions of Native Americans 
from European contact, especially the mid-nineteenth century in Science Encounters the Indian, 1820-
1880: The Early Years of American Ethnology (1986).  
31 Trinh T. Minh-ha writes, “[w]hat I resent most, however, is not [the ethnographer’s] inheritance of a 
power he so often disclaims, disengaging himself from a system he carries with him, but his ear, eye, and 
pen, which record in his language while pretending to speak through mine, on my behalf” (48). 
32 Ruth Behar explains, “[t]he practice of ethnography originates in the desire to salvage the fragments of 
societies that were seen as being on the verge of extinction. Ethnography engaged in a language of loss, of 
preventing loss, of mourning loss, of arriving there just in time to save the old books of culture from a total 
and permanent loss” (20). 
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‘other’ cultures are changed and displaced forever from their ‘origins’” (176). According 

to fieldworkers consumed with the pursuit of authenticity, living communities became 

tainted with influences of modernism by coming into contact and engaging in exchanges 

with Westerners; “authoritative” knowledge about these groups was thus concentrated in 

ethnographic accounts and the rights and claims of groups “compromised” by contact 

with outsiders were more easily ignored. As a consequence, ethnographers’ accounts 

influenced disastrous social and political policies that divested Native peoples in North 

America of their land and property and excluded people of color from the protections of 

citizenship and from discourses of civilized modernity.33 

 The early twentieth century saw what scholars term the “classic period” of 

anthropology as the discipline became institutionalized in universities and scholars, most 

notably Franz Boas, sought to align the practice with the scientific method. Though its 

relationship to the “imperatives of Empire” changed from the accounts produced by early 

explorers, traders, and missionaries, ethnography remained a powerful tool for colonial 

processes of objectifying and subordinating Otherness. Boas and Ruth Benedict, among 

other anthropologists working in the 1920s, argued against biological explanations of 

race, instead attributing difference to the emerging concept of “culture.”34 Their 

progressive and ideologically necessary move away from biology, however, had the 

effect of transforming the communities they studied “from colonized Others (to be 
                                                
33 Voicing a sentiment articulated throughout scholarship on the effects of ethnography, Chow concludes, 
“the methods and practices of anthropology and ethnography have simply served to reinforce and empower 
colonial administration, and thus to bring about the systematic destruction of these ‘other’ cultures” (177).  
34 For extensive histories of the emergence of “culture” as a way of analyzing peoples and difference, see 
Brad Evans, Before Cultures, and Michael A. Elliot, The Culture Concept.  
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assimilated, controlled, or eliminated) into objects of knowledge that could be circulated 

via institutionalized discourses centered on cultural difference” (Cotera 27). María 

Eugenia Cotera explains that this process, by virtue of its ostensibly neutral, scientific 

optic, “often erased or ignored the asymmetrical power relations that enabled this 

objectification” and that “[a]lthough these new relations of domination represented a 

bloodless form of appropriation – as opposed to the expropriation of land and human 

resources of the previous century – they nevertheless supported the changing exigencies 

of American imperialism by enabling a revisioning of the colonial subject within modern 

power relations” (28, 27-28). Pursuing ethnographic study through the optic of science 

produced a set of practices that again shaped the way the U.S. saw, named, and knew 

Others: as “‘natural objects’ of research” (Smith 122).  

 Objectifying people is a process of containment that relies on the authority of the 

researcher and that presumes the knowability of a group of people. Such relations 

establish a hierarchy of authority and intellect between researcher and researched that 

conditions ethnography’s ostensibly objective observations in favor of the allegedly 

neutral observer. Smith clarifies, [r]esearch has not been neutral in its objectification of 

the Other” (41). Until recent renovations of the discipline challenged the hierarchal 

relationship between researcher and researched, ethnographies conventionally depicted 

sophisticated, heterogeneous communities as simplified caricatures frozen in time, a 

process that excludes the possibility of individuality and intellectualism.35 Smith 

                                                
35 “Anthropologists have in fact proudly used the phrase ‘the ethnographic present’ to designate a 
distanced mode of writing that normalized life by describing social activities as if they were always 
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explains the logic of exclusion in research: “The objects of research do not have a voice 

and do not contribute to research or science. In fact, the logic of the argument would 

suggest that it is simply impossible, ridiculous even, to suggest that the object of research 

can contribute to anything. An object has no life force, no humanity, no spirit of its own, 

so therefore ‘it’ cannot make an active contribution” (64). Smith characterizes 

researchers’ practice of extracting knowledge from the people they studied, only to claim 

it as their own intellectual property to advance their careers and reputation, as 

“unrelenting” and “of a profoundly exploitative nature” (44).36  

 In addition to the dehumanizing effect of objectification, those naturalized as 

objects of research also experience compromised privacy, as researchers assume the right 

of access and conduct research in the name of universal knowledge. Gerald Vizenor 

explains that “the institutive sanctions of social science” have attempted “a contravention 

of native worldviews, tricky origin stories, privacy, and a sense of presence, by 

surveillance, transcription, translation, and elaborate transmission” (Fugitive Poses 

                                                                                                                                            
repeated in the same manner by everyone in the group. The societies so described appeared uncomfortably 
close to Edward Said’s notion of ‘orientalism.’ Said underscored the links between power and knowledge, 
between imperialism and orientalism, by showing how seemingly neutral, or innocent, forms of social 
description both reinforced and produced ideologies that justified the imperialist project” (Rosaldo 42).  
36 Bernard McGrane similarly characterizes anthropology’s ostensibly objective perspective as a 
monologue, “the decay of dialogue, the sustained, cultivated, and epistemologically enforced atrophy of 
dialogue” (127). He continues: “Anthropology never listened to the voices of ‘alien cultures,’ it never 
learned from them, rather it studied them; in fact studying them, making sense out of them, making a 
‘science’ about them, has been the modern method of not listening, of avoiding listening, to them. The 
Other’s empirical presence as the field and subject matter of anthropological discourse is grounded upon 
his theoretical absence as interlocutor, as dialogic colleague, as audience” (127-128). 
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58).37 Enabled by ideologies and practices that understand researched peoples as objects 

– therefore with “no life force, no humanity, no spirit of [their] own,” so no right to 

privacy – researchers exercise their privilege to look into the lives of the people they 

study and manipulate what they see, compromising privacy by surveilling their objects of 

study. Trinh T. Minh-ha writes, “[o]n the lookout for ‘messages’ that might be wrested 

from the object of study, in spite of its opacity or its reticence in sharing its intimacy with 

a stranger, this knowledgeable man [the “anthropologist-nativist”] spends his time spying 

on the natives, in fear of missing any of those precious moments where the latter would 

be caught unaware, therefore still living” (68). Connecting what she terms the 

“fundamental disparity in the classical anthropological and ethnographic situation” to 

issues of ethnographic visibility of colonized peoples, Chow draws on Laura Mulvey’s 

theories of visuality to explain how the ethnographic gaze objectifies its subject, who – 

like women in Mulvey’s work – experience “to-be-looked-at-ness” (180).38 A primary 

legacy of ethnographic research on indigenous or otherwise differentiated peoples, 

beyond the specific optics of biological or cultural difference, objectification, or 

                                                
37 Like Vizenor, Smith underscores the pervasiveness of colonial invasions of indigenous privacy “in our 
history under the gaze of Western imperialism and Western science” (41). She explains that research is a 
site of struggle “framed by our attempts to escape the penetration and surveillance of that gaze” (41). 
38 Building on Mulvey’s argument that to-be-looked-at-ness is “built into the way we look,” Chow 
continues: “What this means is that in the vision of the formerly ethnographized, the subjective origins of 
ethnography are displayed in amplified form but at the same time significantly redefined: what are 
‘subjective’ origins now include a memory of past objecthood – the experience of being looked at – which 
lives on in the subjective act of ethnographizing like an other, an optical unconscious. If ethnography is 
indeed authoethnography – ethnography of the self and the subject – then the perspective of the formerly 
ethnographized supplements it irrevocably with the understanding that being-looked-at-ness, rather than the 
act of looking, constitutes the primary event in cross-cultural representation” (180). While I agree with 
many of Chow’s premises, I read the authors in this chapter as engaging with ethnographic legacies of 
visibility in more nuanced ways than simply assuming or refuting to-be-looked-at-ness.  
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nostalgia, is the presumption that Western – European and U.S. – audiences have access 

into the lives of “Others.” 

Colonial access to “native” populations – including American Indians but also 

other populations of study, such as Mexicans and Mexican Americans on the U.S.-

Mexico border, African Americans in the U.S. South, and Asian Americans in urban 

enclaves, to name only a few – have been conventionally enabled by “native informants.” 

Informants are members of a community able and willing, albeit with various degrees of 

volition, to translate for researchers and to otherwise explain the inner workings of their 

community to outsiders. Much as Deloria and Rosaldo caricature established archetypes 

of Anthropologists and Ethnographers, the role of native informant similarly exists in an 

archetypical form that obscures the complex negotiations specific historical actors made 

in engaging with explorers, traders, colonial agents, and fieldworkers.39 The archetypical 

native informant provides access to a community for an outsider and stands as an object 

of research, not as an intellectual or an individual subject. As an object of research, the 

native informant is subject to surveillance by the “ethnographic ‘gaze’ of anthropology” 

and supplements researchers’ knowledge not through intellectual contribution but by 

being self-evident and available for study by experts (Smith 70). Informants ostensibly 

transparently “translate” their culture for researchers, who claim intellectual authority 

over informants and their communities. Without an expectation of privacy or intellectual 

agency, native informants were long considered by researchers as available conduits of 

cultural knowledge and artifacts.  
                                                
39 I am thinking here of la Malinche, a figure I consider at length in chapter two.  
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 Native informants in the U.S. imaginary are of course not only Native 

American.40 While the brief history offered above focuses largely on indigenous 

encounters with ethnographers, in part because Native North Americans have taken the 

brunt of U.S. anthropologists’ interest and so anthropology and ethnography play a 

central role in Native histories and intellectual projects,41 anthropologists, including 

ethnographers and folklorists, studied myriad groups in the U.S. For instance, starting in 

the nineteenth and into the twentieth century, scholars paid particular attention to regional 

African American folklore in the South and Mexican and Mexican American folklore 

along the U.S.-Mexico Border. Ethnographic reports also played substantial roles in the 

exclusion acts that restricted the movement and liberties of Asians and Asian Americans 

in the U.S. and that cut off immigration from Asian countries for parts of the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries.42 Ostensibly authoritative ethnographic works on racial 

differences in the nineteenth century influenced U.S. racial politics and law, including 

Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) and Ozawa v. United States (1922), which shaped race 

relations well into the twentieth century.43 Most important for this chapter, ethnography 

                                                
40 For example, Chang-Rae Lee’s Native Speaker (1996) famously positions its protagonist, Henry Park, as 
a spy who commits espionage as a means of gaining access to an elusive sense of belonging in the U.S.  
41 Krupat writes, “from Jefferson forward, America will stand as one of the world’s foremost laboratories 
for anthropological science, a science Americans proceed to establish upon the basis of first-hand study of 
the Indian” (63). 
42 In one example, Colleen Lye explains, “[i]n 1903 the Immigration Bureau adopted the Bertillion system 
for the inspection of Chinese immigrants. Developed by criminal anthropology, the system was a ‘scientific 
method of identifying criminals by the accurate measurement and inspection of the naked body’” (270n43).  
43 Lisa Lowe writes extensively about the influences behind the exclusion acts and Plessy v. Ferguson, 
among other cases, in Immigrant Acts (1996). Colleen Lye explains, “in Ozawa vs. United States the 
Supreme Court would conclude that Japanese immigrants were not eligible for citizenship on the authority 
of anthropological science that they were Mongolian and not white” (127). 
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as a way of seeing and knowing groups of people, particularly those differentiated from 

the assumed white, Euro-American “norm,” shapes the way U.S. Americans continue to 

view “cultural difference” as a natural object of study and consider non-white fiction 

writers as native informants.  

 Like all other academic disciplines, anthropology has transformed politically, 

methodologically, and ethically over the last half century. Often critiqued because of their 

historical practices, anthropologists and the ethnographies they produce are more varied 

and self-aware than the caricatures Deloria and Rosaldo construct.44 Increasingly, 

ethnographers seek “[i]dentification and connection rather than distance, difference, and 

otherness” (Behar 23). “Unlike anthropologies of the past,” Simpson writes, “accounting 

for Empire and colonialism … is now becoming more acceptable. This is owing to 

political currents, critiques and philosophical trends outside of and within anthropology 

that have embedded the discipline within the history of colonialism” (“On Ethnographic 

Refusal” 68-69). Acknowledging anthropology’s implication in colonialism – a 

disciplinary “history of shame” – has allowed for more self-reflexive, politically aware 

ethnographic work (Behar 16).45 In contrast to Deloria’s anthropologist who already 

                                                
44 Not all critics view anthropology’s disciplinary transformation as redemptive. Trinh T. Minh-ha, for 
example, argues that the ethnographer “belongs to that fraction of humanity which for centuries has made 
other fractions the objects of contempt and exploitation, then, when it saw the handwriting on the wall, set 
about to give them back their humanity” (47). 
45 It has also spurred unconventional ethnographies outside of the disciplinary home of Anthropology, 
such as those produced by artists, activists, and community members. Behar applauds these alternative 
ethnographic explorations: “the ethnography that does flourish in public spaces is being produced by 
people working outside of the academy who typically are not credentialed ethnographers. I think of the 
amazing work that dedicated documentary filmmakers are doing, that investigative journalists are doing, or 
of how a performance artist like Anne Deveare Smith gathers stories from real people in all of their rich 
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knew what he was going to find, Ruth Behar characterizes contemporary ethnography in 

its many forms as “an edgy form of knowing that dares to surprise the knower too. 

Curiously, in these situations, you yourself, the knower, don’t know fully what you knew 

until you wrote it down, until you told the story with you yourself included in it” (24). 

Since Clifford Geertz’s The Interpretation of Cultures (1973) encouraged researchers to 

consider their own positionality in relation to the peoples they researched, the discipline 

has self-consciously distanced itself from both Deloria’s archetypical anthropologist and 

Boasian anthropologists who imagined themselves as objective, neutral observers.  

 Ethnographies have also transformed as anthropology has expanded to include 

women and more native researchers, who bring with them not only new forms of 

knowledge but also particular relationships with and responsibilities to the groups they 

study.46 Inclusion of more diverse voices, however, does not entail equal intellectual 

footing in academic institutions. “No situation is ‘innocent’ of a violence of form, if not 

content, in narrating a history,” Simpson explains, and there is not “a level playing field 

of interpretation within which to assert … different translations [of events]” (Mohawk 

                                                                                                                                            
diversity in order to create ethnographically grounded theatrical vignettes. Ethnography is not the property 
of anthropology, sociology, the social sciences, or the academy” (34). 
46 In Native Speakers, Cotera studies the early twentieth century ethnographic careers of Zora Neale 
Hurston, who worked with African American folkways in the U.S. South, Jovita González, who worked 
with J. Frank Dobie on borderlands ethnography, and Ella Deloria (Yankton Sioux), who studied Sioux 
stories and languages while working informally with Boas. Cotera argues that Hurston, González, and 
Deloria helped move ethnography toward a “‘native ethnographic’ model,” as “their collaborations with 
mainstream scholars were of a different nature than those of ‘native informants’ of an earlier generation. 
They were, instead, informed natives” (Cotera 28). In his work on Hurston’s relationship to both 
ethnography and fiction, Elliot points out, however, that Hurston’s position in her discipline was highly 
compromised. Describing her work with Boas and other mentors and peers, Elliot notes Hurston 
acknowledges in her writing “the impossibility of deflecting a racially motivated gaze from her own black 
body as she takes on the office of ethnographer” (164). Ultimately, “she was, in other words, both a subject 
and object of her discipline” (171).  
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Interruptus 99-100). Smith similarly highlights the power relations inherent in academic 

forms: “Another problem is that academic writing is a form of selecting, arranging and 

presenting knowledge. It privileges sets of texts, views about the history of an idea, what 

issues count as significant” (37). While native anthropologists offer and practice a variety 

of responses to this epistemological inequality,47 for the purposes of this chapter I am 

most interested in how some researchers decide to preserve the privacy of the 

communities they study by limiting what they ask and what they say or publish.  

 In describing her experience as a Mohawk woman doing anthropological 

fieldwork in Kahnawá:ke Mohawk communities, for instance, Simpson acknowledges 

that she withholds portions of her research from her academic audience. Describing her 

research as “an ethnography of refusal,” Simpson terms this practice of withholding as 

“staking limits” (“On Ethnographic Refusal” 70). Simpson chooses to stake limits, or 

delineate what information should be shared, “for the express purposes of protecting the 

concerns of the community” (Mohawk Interruptus 105).48 Limiting access allows her to 

acknowledge and account for “the asymmetrical power relations that inform the research 

and writing about native lives and politics” (Mohawk Interruptus 105). Other women of 

color anthropologists explain similar methodologies; Behar, for instance, admits that in 

                                                
47 For example, Behar describes how she was able to co-opt and adapt academic tools to further her 
understanding of her personal (Jewish/Cuban) diasporas (Behar 21). In addition to staking limits, 
Simpson’s recent work also aims to “consider what analysis will look like, or sound like, when the goals 
and aspirations of those we talk to inform the methods and the shape of our theorising and analysis” (“On 
Ethnographic Refusal” 68). Many others have worked to balance prevailing power structures in the 
academy, or to harness the visibility available in academic settings to further their ideological goals.  
48 She explains, “I asked questions about the questions that mattered to the community and I had to write 
in certain ways, as these matters belonged to Kahnawà:ke and yet were being used to vilify the community 
in the mainstream press” (Mohawk Interruptus 98). 
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her research of her own Jewish-Cuban community, “[t]here were provocative topics I 

chose not to address” (32). Smith warns indigenous researchers that “[w]riting can be 

dangerous because sometimes we reveal ourselves in ways which get misappropriated 

and used against us” (37).49 Staking limits allows anthropologists like Simpson, Behar, 

and Smith to protect themselves and the communities they study, to create space in the 

academy for alternative methodologies, and to contest pervasive understandings of 

Otherness as available for study – even as it also means they become arbiters of what is 

valuable or private to the peoples they study.  

Despite the radical methodological and political changes in anthropology over the 

last half century, and despite the increasing inclusion of native researchers in the 

discipline, Deloria’s archetypical Anthropologist and Rosaldo’s Lone Ethnographer 

continue to persist as figures in contemporary imaginations, including in literature.50 The 

legacy of their “unrelenting,” “profoundly exploitative” research continues to shape 

accepted and authorized ways of knowing in the U.S., as well as lived experiences of 

inequality. Yet, Behar observes, “[t]here is a strange hunger for ethnography in the 

contemporary world, which is shaped by concepts of the ‘really real’ and the desire for 

stories based on the truth and immediacy of witnessing. Ethnography, rather than 
                                                
49 Ella Deloria offers an early example of staking limits. In a letter to her mentor Ruth Benedict, she 
explains the ways her place as a perpetual virgin, a specific role in her community, required she limit her 
ethnography: “I found I can’t possibly say everything frankly, knowing it could get out to Dakota country. I 
know it must sound silly; but it won’t to you. Ruth, I am a virgin; as such, I am not supposed to talk frankly 
on things I must, to be really helpful. The place I have with the Dakotas is important to me; I can not afford 
to jeopardize it by what would certainly leave me open to suspicion and you can’t know what that would 
mean” (qtd in Cotera 11).   
50 Quoting Robert Warrior, Lisa Brooks writes, “‘[e]veryone … who takes up the task of researching and 
writing about the indigenous world comes into an arena of inquiry already left in ruins by generations of 
bad faith.’ Undoing this legacy is a burden we all share” (Brooks 245, ellipses in original). 
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becoming extinct, has become a necessary way of knowing” (16). This chapter argues 

that U.S. audiences of commercial fiction, accustomed to privilege of access to 

differences naturalized as objects of study, extend colonial ethnographic imperatives into 

the literary where they seek representations of “the ‘really real.’” That is, the legacy of 

the ethnographic imagination in the U.S. positions “ethnic” authors in the role of native 

informants, offering readers access to transparent translations of cultural difference.  

CRITICAL CONTEXTS: ETHNOGRAPHIC IMPERATIVES IN CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE 

 Recent scholarship traces the paired intellectual histories of anthropology and 

literary studies since the mid-nineteenth century, focusing on the role of difference and 

“culture” in the two disciplines. In Before Cultures (2005), Brad Evans explores the ways 

anthropologists and writers grappled with describing and analyzing different groups of 

people before the modern concept of “culture” emerged after 1910. He traces an 

intellectual history of treating literary texts as ethnographic objects of study back to 

Hippolyte Taine, a French philosopher writing in the 1860s, who himself traces it back 

even further (12). Evans’s study, ranging from 1865 to 1920, dovetails with Michael A. 

Elliot’s The Culture Concept (2002), which describes at length the confluence of literary 

realism and ethnography in the early twentieth century. Other scholars have also paired 

early histories of anthropology and literature, including Pratt’s study of travel narratives 

and Simpson’s attention to captivity narratives. Others have traced the relationship 

between literature and anthropology through the twentieth century; Arnold Krupat, for 

instance, devotes several chapters of Ethnocriticism: Ethnography, History, Literature 
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(1992) to mapping the way ethnography and literature have come into contact and how 

they have respectively negotiated the various theoretical and political trends of the late 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Still others trouble the boundary between the 

disciplines; Alvina Quintana asserts that “[o]nce we admit that these cultural 

representations [in ethnography] should also be viewed as a mixture of descriptive and 

interpretive modes of discourse, the gap between imaginary and ethnographic writing 

shrinks before our eyes as both forms of writing are reduced to a particular way of seeing 

the world” (76). For the purposes of this chapter I am less interested in the pairing of the 

histories of the field than I am on the way ethnographic legacies inflect contemporary 

literary criticism and reading practices as well as the ethnographic imperative writers 

must negotiate to publish their fiction. That is, I am most interested in those instances in 

which publishers and readers conflate ethnography and literature in problematic ways. 

While literary scholars, particularly those who work in fields such as Native 

American, Asian American, and Chicana/o literatures, have long since traded explicitly 

ethnographic indices of cultural authenticity and representational accuracy for formal and 

political literary criticism,51 traces of ethnographic practices linger in popular and some 

academic readings, as well as in the well-meaning desire for representation by academic 

and popular readers alike. Concern over such problematic relationships between literature 

and ethnography is not new in literary criticism. Min Hyoung Song broadly describes this 

anxiety as stemming from “the tendency to make ethnic writers merely, or only, 

spokespersons of their respective groups, turning what they write into simply the raw 
                                                
51 Christopher Teuton offers a history of how these shifts occurred in Native literary studies (200-201). 
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material for an anthropological or sociological form of investigation” (77). 

Understanding ethnic literature as cultural translation that can be mined for cultural truths 

undermines its status as an intellectual, artistic, often political creation, which reinforces 

the culture/intellect divide, a key tenet of colonialism in which people of color produce 

culture but lack the capacity for intellectual engagement. Song and other critics who 

share his concerns argue that reading ethnic literature as cultural artifacts places an 

unwarranted pressure on authors to represent their communities accurately and blunts 

their political and aesthetic interventions.52  

In one example of extensive critical engagement with the way ethnography 

informs literary studies, Yoonmee Chang argues that Asian American literature can be 

understood as having an “ethnographic genealogy” (67). Drawing on Elaine Kim, Chang 

explains, “early Asian American literature was produced in response to publishers’ 

solicitations and social tastes for informative, entertaining literature about the 

increasingly visible Asian American population” (60). Chang terms these “explicit 

directives from publishers as well as implicit ones from mainstream reading audiences for 

fanciful, nonthreatening ethnographic portraits” as an “ethnographic imperative” facing 

contemporary fiction writers (60, 7). She argues Asian American writers are expected “to 

                                                
52 Other critics who take up these concerns include Elaine Kim, Yoonmee Chang, Kandice Chuh, David 
Eng, Anne Anlin Cheng, Linda Smith, Charles Ramírez Berg, and Paul Lai. To offer an alternate view, 
Alvina Quintana and Tey Diana Rebolledo explore the ways writers can inhabit the role of ethnographer 
productively. Contesting the treatment of fiction as an ethnographic artifact is not exclusive to ethnic 
writers, either. In his study of the relationship of ethnography to regional and folk writing, Evans argues 
“that many regionalist authors wrote vigorously against the move to think of literature as a representative 
artifact, or object of ethnography. Sarah Orne Jewett, in particular, is put forward in this context as an 
antiregionalist author of regionalist fiction, an author whose commitment to literary style anticipated the 
post 1910 anthropological concept of culture” (22). 
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create superficially informative and exoticized ‘insider’s views’ of Asiatic culture” by 

acting as both ethnographer and native informant: “The kind of ethnography demanded 

by the ethnographic imperative is one of participant observation, in which the 

ethnographer, or author, in this case, is deeply immersed in the community at hand, in 

that she is a community insider, in short, a native informant” (7, 13). Chang’s argument 

for Asian American literature’s ethnographic imperative makes the important case for 

contextualizing the field within the particular form of selective, compulsory visibility 

fostered by ethnographic interests in the U.S. The ethnographic imperative serves her 

larger argument that U.S. reception of Asian American literature has obscured pressing 

issues of class and poverty by glossing Asian American ghettos – for instance, urban 

Chinatowns – as ethnic enclaves because public focus remains stubbornly on issues of 

ethnic difference. However, by reading the corpus of Asian American literature as a 

consequence of an ethnographic imperative, Chang risks evacuating authors of agency or 

otherwise speaking on their behalf by speculating about the circumstances surrounding 

their publication history, particularly when archival material is thin or nonexistent.53  

                                                
53 While several prominent scholars of Asian American studies similarly problematize the relationship 
between Asian American narrative and ethnographies and memoirs – most notably and problematically 
Frank Chin and the other editors of AIIIEEEEE! (1974) and The Big AIIIEEEEE! (1991), and the 
subsequent feminist responses, for example King Kok Cheung and Ruth Hsu – Eleanor Ty offers an 
alternative explanation for this relationship. Ty argues that, rather than responding to the demands of 
publishers and audiences, early Asian American authors drew on the resources they had available: “When 
Asian Canadians and Asian Americans engage in the process of ‘returning the gaze’ of dominant culture, 
they are also faced with the task of re-presenting, that is, to present again through filmic or textual 
narratives what has misrepresented … In their attempts to rewrite and re-present their subjectivity, they 
have recourse to myths, to personal and collective memories, to oral narratives, and to recorded as well as 
unrecorded history. For this reason, much ethnic writing was initially autobiographical” (xiv). 
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My understanding of the ethnographic imperative draws from Chang’s concept, 

particularly her identification of the persistent focus on difference and authenticity in 

publishers’ and readers’ expectations of Asian American literature. I extend the concept 

to name the similar pressures that face Native American and Mexican American writers, 

but narrow my interest in the ethnographic imperative to its explicit appearances in 

literature. That is, with few exceptions, I put aside texts’ and authors’ publication 

histories and instead assess how authors identify and engage ethnographic imperatives in 

their fiction. Instead of asking, as Chang does, how publishers’ and readers’ expectations 

have worked over time to define a literary field, I consider the nuanced ways in which 

contemporary authors use narrative privacy to address such expectations without 

allowing ethnographic imperatives to force them into either complicit or reactionary 

positions. The ethnographic imperative the writers in this chapter identify and challenge 

is characterized by its two primary expectations: first, that fictions by non-white authors 

offer authentic insights into another culture and, second, that these depictions neither 

threaten nor make demands of the audience.54  

Demands that literature somehow represent culture in authentic ways reinforce 

ethnographic assumptions dating to the era of the Lone Ethnographer, who expected 

native informants transparently to translate their cultures from an inside perspective for 

                                                
54 Specifically, non-white writers are expected to offer insight into “their own” culture, as perceived by 
readers and publishers. When Bill Cheng published Southern Cross the Dog (2013), for instance, reviewers 
questioned how an Asian American man from New York could write a novel about African Americans 
living in the deep south. The same questions are not asked of white writers who craft characters of color.  
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an outside audience.55 Expecting an author to only authentically – a term problematic in 

its own right – represent his or her culture divests the author of his or her humanity by 

taking away either the capacity for choice or invention. Kandice Chuh argues that failure 

“to allow for the complexity of ‘ethnic literatures,’ which are effectively coded as 

transparent, self-evident expressions … obviously makes difficult an engagement with 

minoritized literatures as anything other than (‘authentic’) artifacts of an ethnography of 

the Other” (18). As artifacts, texts are frozen in time and become objects of study not for 

their sophisticated intellectual contributions, but as “authentic, unmediated 

representations of ethnicity,” or “seemingly transparent vehicles of authentic otherness” 

(Palumbo-Liu 12, Chuh 19). As “self-evident expressions,” texts are objectified and their 

authors denied full credit for their intellectual and creative production. Even when 

demands for referentiality emerge from well-meaning academics and readers frustrated 

with the dearth of non-white representation in popular and academic discourses, 

expectations of authenticity in ethnic fiction carry damaging colonial legacies.56  

Similarly, ethnographic imperatives encourage non-threatening, de-politicized 

cultural portraits in fiction. Derived from colonialist ethnographic practices that assume 

unidirectional flows of information, these expectations aim to avoid implicating 

                                                
55 Elliot proposes a similar timeline for what he calls the burden of “mimetic accuracy”: “For over one 
hundred years (at least), our vocabulary for discussing the presence of cultural difference in written texts 
has presumed a mimetic referentiality, a relationship to truth that can be apprehended through methodical 
observation. The burden of this mimetic accuracy weighs more heavily on those literary texts that attempt 
to represent groups outside of the dominant culture than those that do not” (186). 
56 Christopher Lee describes “literary and cultural studies in the North American academy” as “a context 
in which the demand for referential knowledge from writings by minority authors is part of an imperialist 
legacy that implicates ethnography, the humanistic disciplines, and the social sciences” (21). 
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audiences in texts or the uncomfortable issues texts often raise. Chang identifies this 

requirement of the ethnographic imperative in her discussion of the types of fictions 

Asian Americans were able to get published in the early twentieth century: “They 

caricaturize and decontextualize Asian culture, omitting attention to the historical 

contexts that created that culture, both in Asia and America, as well as to historical 

contexts more generally, especially of the racial discrimination and social inequity that 

immigrants experienced in the United States. It is for these omissions that ethnographic 

texts are praised, not to mention published and widely read” (60). These de-politicized, 

“authentic” portraits do not make demands on audiences or otherwise implicate audiences 

in dialogues about race, gender, sexuality, or other inequalities in the U.S., allowing 

audiences to experience difference passively while avoiding engaging actual people and 

the pressing issues emerging from lived experiences.57 

Instead, audiences are able to peer into characters’ lives from the privileged, 

abstracted position of a reader looking down on a page. The authors in this chapter 

compare the practice of looking into a text with the forms of ethnography conducted by 

Deloria’s anthropologist or Rosaldo’s Lone Ethnographer. Engaging questions of 

visibility raised by living under “the penetration and surveillance of that [Western 

imperialist] gaze” (Smith 41) – who gets to see, who must see; who gets to be seen, who 

                                                
57 Jace Weaver makes this point: “Too often, non-Native critics have no real knowledge of, let alone 
commitment to, Native communities. They simply want to read Native texts without ever engaging, let 
alone encountering, Native peoples. In this they are little different than early anthropologists who exploited 
their indigenous ‘informants,’ and saw themselves as adding the value for increase in the ‘universal’ body 
of knowledge, even as they burnished the luster of their own careers” (12). Palumbo-Liu similarly explains, 
“The deployment of ethnic texts as proxies for ethnic peoples can be related to the general function of 
‘diversity’ in contemporary U.S. society” (13). 
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must be seen – the authors challenge the hierarchy implicit in readers’ ethnographic 

voyeurism.58 Ethnographic voyeurism, or uni-directional gaze at Otherness, involves 

issues of privilege, access, and visibility stemming from ethnographic legacies in the U.S. 

The authors in this chapter engage ethnographic voyeurism through their play with 

narrative form. Crafting characters who return – or of their own volition explicitly decline 

to return – readers’ gazes, the authors in this chapter refute assumptions that readers are 

not implicated in the texts they read.  

Rather than transparently relating authentic cultural portraits, Treuer, González, 

Alexie, and Le engage and contest the role of native informant and instead create spaces 

of narrative privacy. Narrative privacy in the context of ethnographic legacies in ethnic 

literature names those spaces in texts where authors draw what Simpson terms “limits” 

around what they are willing to share. By explicitly withholding information – and 

broadcasting this withholding to readers – Treuer and the other authors upset 

ethnographic imperatives in literature and create space to theorize issues of access and 

visibility, as well as their positions as fiction writers of color in a post-9/11 U.S.  

NOTHING MORE TO SAY IN GONZÁLEZ’S CROSSING VINES 

In Crossing Vines, González takes up concerns about visibility and literary access 

by paying particular attention to characters’ motivations for desiring privacy. As Alexie 

                                                
58 Drawing on Victor Turner, Rosaldo raises the issue of ethnographic voyeurism: “‘Cartesian dualism,’ 
[Turner] says, ‘has insisted on separating subject from object, us from them. It has, indeed, made voyeurs 
of Western man, exaggerating sight by macro- and micro-instrumentation, the better to learn the structures 
of the world with an ‘eye’ to its exploitation.’ Turner thus connects the ‘eye’ of ethnography with the “I” of 
imperialism” (41). 
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does in “Dear John Wayne,” González crafts a character engaged in an ethnographic 

project to contend with institutional privilege of academic knowledge. Crossing Vines 

follows a Southern California community of farmworkers over the course of a 24-hour 

period, alternating perspectives by chapter. In a plotline that bookends the novel, a 

Chicana protagonist records stories and her conversations with her friends for her son’s 

college Chicano Studies project. Her son, Leonardo, disrupts family relations by asking 

his mother to record her stories, an action that angers his father and also puts his mother’s 

employment as a farmworker at risk. Leonardo plans to incorporate his mother’s stories 

“as footnoted and cross-referenced material in the folklore/oral culture section of the 

project. Crossing Vines: A Field Study of the Culture of Work (Grape Pickers Are People, 

Too!)” (204). González’s play with Leonardo’s school project title invites critical 

comparison between the ethnographic taking the character performs and the literary 

borrowing González does in writing fiction about Mexican American farmworkers from 

his hometown. He thus implicates himself as he literarily explores the types of ethnic 

stories – ethnographic and fictional – that continue to matter most in the academy and to 

commercial audiences. González narrates the ways informants limit their own spaces of 

privacy, suggesting narrative privacy offers one way of negotiating the tension between 

silence and telling intrusive and extractive narratives.   

Despite her initial suspicion of the micro cassette recorder Leonardo lends her, 

Doña Ramona quickly learns to take pleasure in recording her stories and in her ability to 

adapt to new technology. Doña Ramona is fully aware that her son has positioned her as 

an informant; as long as she can tell stories on her own terms, however, she is a willing 
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participant. She explains, “Leonardo got his reward, and she got hers: listening to her 

own voice embedded in the static had the effect of someone else talking to her. Hearing 

the stories through a different voice made them sound so fresh and new” (5). Similarly, 

when Leonardo asks her to bring a camera into the grape fields to document the working 

conditions of contemporary farmworkers, an action her husband, Don Manuel, feels 

compromises their jobs because the “foreman’s going to think we’re playing around 

instead of working,” Doña Ramona enjoys the novelty of photography with her 

girlfriends, who snap pictures of each other working and playing (7, 8). Despite the 

potential personal cost of the project, her husband’s objections, and her own cynicism of 

her son’s academic predilections, Doña Ramona records images and stories for Leonardo 

because she wants to make him happy; “God knew she could do little else for her son, the 

future professor” (5). She understands that Leonardo uses her as a native informant and 

accepts the role willingly, albeit fully aware of her son’s naiveté and the contradictions of 

his academic project. 

Though he is a member of the community of farmworkers in Southern California 

he purports to study, Leonardo shares several characteristics with the archetypical 

anthropologist Deloria and Rosaldo describe. Entering his fourth year of college, 

Leonardo is fully indoctrinated in academic worldviews:  

In college he learned fast and adapted swiftly to the tenets of the culture. 

Books were knowledge. History was subjective. The past informed the 

future. Identity was political. Anything was susceptible to challenge, 

analysis, or deconstruction. He now searched for deeper meanings and 
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more difficult truths in that vocation of his father’s that had once caused 

him such anxiety. Farm worker. (201)  

For Leonardo, “Farm worker” is a discursive concept rather than a lived reality, despite 

the fact that both of his parents and most of the community in which he was raised still 

earn their living in the fields. González draws particular attention to the way “Leonardo’s 

skin glowed with an unblemished smoothness because he never had to work in the sun,” 

and Leonardo’s father observes, “Leonardo’s hands were smooth as book covers, his face 

tight and unscarred by the hardships of the fields. Leonardo didn’t know horsepower 

from horseshit but that didn’t keep his mouth shut” (5, 60). Like Deloria’s anthropologist, 

Leonardo’s academic world contrasts with that of his “summer adventure” in the field. 

Rather than wandering around a reservation watching people, however, he lounges in 

bed, calling out for his mother to remember to bring a camera to work as she and Don 

Manuel leave the apartment in the early hours for a long day in the field.  

González highlights the tension between Leonardo’s academic worldview and the 

worldview of Leonardo’s family by having characters contemplate the relative value of 

various forms of knowledge. Interested in ethnographic data, Leonardo instructs his 

mother to only record true stories: “‘You can tell me about your childhood in México. Or 

about the first time you crossed over to the United States. About your friends, your 

lovers.’ ‘Leonardo!’ ‘Or tell me stories.’ Stories. Not fairy tales, not legends, Leonardo 

made it clear. People stories. ‘You mean, like chisme?’ Leonardo laughed. ‘Why not? 

But stories about people you know. Like the ones you tell me all the time’“ (5). Doña 
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Ramona, while delighted to have her youngest son home from college for a time, is fully 

aware of the contradictory nature of his sudden interest in family and community history:  

He came to take things from the family album, to make photocopies of 

birth certificates, church records, old postcards and letters. He even took 

her palm prints by pressing her blistered hands into a dish with blue paint. 

Now he wanted to take the stories she had been telling him all along. Now 

he wanted to pay attention, but only through the little black box. As usual, 

documents held the only truths, the only valid facts. No matter. (5) 

Doña Ramona understands that her “people stories” gain value in her son’s eyes once 

they are required for his academic study and recorded on tape so he can transcribe them 

into his records as “footnoted and cross-referenced material” in his project. Leonardo 

confirms his mother’s insight into what forms of knowledge he values as he muses while 

transcribing his mother’s recorded conversation with her friends: “Initially he had 

considered discarding the recording altogether but given the nature of his sociocultural 

studies this was actually a gem of a keeper: the subject interacting candidly in her social 

environment. He opened up his notebook and wrote down the exact wording; professors 

welcomed such precise and stilted phrasing in academic writing” (200). Leonardo’s 

reference to his mother as “his subject” illustrates the tensions González identifies 

between the forms of knowledge Doña Ramona is willing to provide her son and those 

Leonardo considers valuable from an ethnographic subject.  

Despite the pleasure she finds in recording her stories, Doña Ramona ultimately 

experiences Leonardo’s fieldwork as extractive: he takes pictures, palm prints, and family 
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artifacts, as well as her stories. Her reaction to the forms of knowledge he decides to 

include in his work places the authenticity Leonardo seeks from his family into tension 

with the artificial, supposedly precise and exact academic methodologies he uses, as well 

as underscoring his emotional disregard for his “subjects:” 

She was sure Leonardo had selected that one [photograph] in particular 

because it was the only one she owned in sepia, cracked and faded with 

age. Its removal bothered her because it was the only picture she had left 

of her mother, Cleotilde. The white backing of the pictureless picture 

frame appeared to glow almost obscenely, as if her mother’s dress had 

been removed, leaving her to hide behind the embarrassed undergarments. 

At best the pristine pillow of her mother’s casket came to mind. In either 

case the missing body of her mother hinted at a sacrilegious act. (212)59 

Doña Ramona interprets her son’s theft of the sepia-toned picture as sacrilegious and an 

invasion of her mother’s – and her own household’s – privacy. She values the picture 

because of its image and its rarity, whereas Leonardo takes it for his project because its 

appearance adheres to his assessment of authenticity. For Doña Ramona, Leonardo’s 

reasons for taking the photograph – so different from her own reasons for wanting to 

keep it – add insult to the theft and she consoles herself by plotting to “steal it back” 

(212).  

                                                
59 Doña Ramona is neither naïve nor passive in her relationship with Leonardo: “She didn’t fault 
Leonardo, but perhaps this small theft was taking his college project a little too far. She would have to ask 
for the photograph back. Better yet, she would steal it back. Leonardo had so many papers stacked about in 
his room that he would never notice one tiny photograph gone. This private plot amused Doña Ramona 
enough to make her tense face relax” (212).  
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Leonardo’s value system appears not only in what he takes, but what he rejects; 

he discards other familial documents that do not fit the mold his project forces his parents 

into. He reflects: “For people who were hardly literate his parents had so much 

paperwork lying around, everything from church records to personal correspondence 

written in semi-legible scrawls. So much for oral history. Hence the recordings” (201).60 

González contrasts this curatorial editing of family history with the revisioning that often 

happens on the part of those studied. In a phone conversation, a peer commiserates with 

Leonardo about the difficulties of studying her family: “That turned out to be a huge 

headache for me. My jefa was telling me all kinds of made-up shit to make our family 

sound less Indian than we really are” (203). The two students dismiss her family’s desire 

for their history to align with their values, despite potentially engaging in the same 

revisions of their family history to meet academic values, including increased value on 

indigeneity, unions, and political action. González undermines Leonardo’s conviction in 

his own objectivity and academic rigor, as Doña Ramona can see through his transparent 

selection of “true” stories and “authentic” artifacts to understand her son disregards 

household privacy and property to craft his family into an authorized narrative.  

 Leonardo studies his family through academic paradigms, asking himself 

questions important to his Chicano studies professors, but he never really talks to his 

parents about their experiences in their own terms. Instead, he couches his research 

questions in academic language:  

                                                
60 Leonardo implies, ironically, that oral histories are more authentic or desirable than the documents his 
parents actually use and value. 
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Farm worker. Dull and nondescript, the concept sounded so simple to 

explain, and yet here he was concentrating his thesis on the bigger 

questions: Who are these farm workers? What keeps them going? And 

perhaps, more implicitly, how was he like them? They had no formal 

education, few opportunities, and no hopes except for some misguided 

faith in religion and in the California Lotto. Well, there was more than 

that, but that it was easy for him to be cynical only showed how precarious 

a position they inhabited on the sociopolitical stratification ladder. What 

made them tick? (202) 

Leonardo’s parents and the farm worker community they are part of remain a mystery to 

him as he collects sepia-toned photographs and his mother’s stories, recorded 

appropriately in an authorized form. Leonardo seeks to confirm narratives made familiar 

to him by books and his lectures by his professors, and he pursues his project by seeking 

particular forms of evidence while declining to converse reciprocally with, for instance, 

his father in the next room. 

 Don Manuel, like his wife, sees irony in their son’s academic project. Leonardo 

returned home for the summer for the apparent purpose of researching a case study on 

farmworkers. Yet instead of talking with his parents to learn about their experiences, he 

impresses his own ideas on them and takes only artifacts and information that confirm 

what he believes he already knows. He angers his father by insisting on academic 

understandings of Catholicism and Joaquín Murrieta in Chicano culture and claims the 

moral high ground in their home by refusing to share a chilled bowl of grapes with his 
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father, citing his support of the grape boycott. Don Manuel reflects, “Leonardo was the 

youngest of his children and had never worked a day of his life in the fields. But 

Leonardo had built up resentment toward something he knew nothing about. Even worse, 

Leonardo wanted to educate him about what life in the fields was really all about—

exploitation of labor, oppression of the farm worker, violation of workers’ rights. 

Pendejadas!” (58-59). Leonardo asks himself what keeps farm workers going, but he 

never asks his father, who readers learn is fulfilled by the craft of his labor: “When the 

inspector opened the lid, he’d be struck by the meticulousness of the packing. But how to 

explain this sense of fulfillment to an over-grown schoolboy that college had turned into 

a vegetarian?” (56). Leonardo’s adherence to the academic methodologies and politics he 

has adopted devalues Don Manuel’s account of “what makes [him] tick.” Leonardo 

approaches his fieldwork in the spirit of confirming what he believes he already knows 

rather than engaging in meaningful, reciprocal dialogue with his family. In writing 

Leonardo into the familiar role of detached, out-of-touch anthropologist, González 

illustrates Audra Simpson’s and Linda Smith’s warning that simply diversifying 

academic populations does not create equitable intellectual environments.  

 Though she humors Leonardo’s project for two weeks despite her misgivings, 

Doña Ramona ultimately stakes limits to his project the night Don Manuel returns home 

after a shooting at the grape warehouse. Hearing his father’s excited talk about violence 

during a labor dispute, Leonardo emerges from his bedroom to record his father’s 

account. Frustrated with his son and unnerved by the evening’s events, Don Manuel cuts 

his story short and Leonardo retreats to his bedroom, allowing his parents space to talk 
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quietly.61 Once Don Manuel goes to bed, however, Leonardo overwhelms his mother 

with questions, pumping her for information: “‘So what happened, Ma? What did my 

father say?’ he asked. Doña Ramona took a step back towards the recliner. ‘Who got 

shot? Anyone die? What are the police saying? Has the UFW been contacted? Are the 

farmworkers organizing? Do you think I can go to the field tomorrow and conduct some 

interviews? What’s the boss like? Here, speak into this’” (210). Reaching the limits of her 

patience, Doña Ramona reacts in anger: “‘Enough, Leonardo!’ Doña Ramona yelled and 

accidentally slapped the beloved little black box out of Leonardo’s hand. The tape 

recorder bounced off the carpet and struck the wall. Leonardo, taken aback, stared at her 

with surprise as he knelt down to pick the recorder up. ‘What?’ he said. ‘I’m just asking’” 

(210). Leonardo’s insensitivity to his mother’s emotions and to the sensitive nature of the 

evening’s events shuts down Doña Ramona. Willing to humor her son when she can, she 

repeatedly turns down his insistent demands for information when she feels she needs 

quiet and privacy (210).  

The final scene of the novel demarcates the limits of Doña Ramona’s willingness 

to share herself with her son, illustrating her desire for privacy from the academic, 

disseminated narratives he represents. After Leonardo once again retreats to his bedroom, 

leaving his recorder with his mother in case she changes her mind, and Doña Ramona is 

alone in the living room, she realizes that Leonardo forgot to put a tape in the machine. 

                                                
61 Leonardo’s decision not to eavesdrop on his parents’ conversation might be read as his staking limits to 
his project. Watching from a crack in the door as his “mother stroked his father’s balding hair lovingly, in a 
tender gesture he had not witnessed in a long time … shamed him enough to make him withdraw from the 
door and shut it” (208).  
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As she considers the empty recorder, “speechless as a tiny black coffin,” the electricity 

goes out, turning off the fans and swamp coolers and bringing the men out of their 

bedrooms (211). For entertainment, Doña Ramona tells her husband and son a story, 

allowing Leonardo to believe he is recording the tale with his tapeless machine. When 

she finishes, Doña Ramona voices her frustration with her son’s extractive ethnographic 

project and asserts the privacy she feels he has violated:  

“I have another story if you want to hear it,” she said, stomping her feet 

and she stood upright. “I can tell you a dozen stories and then a dozen 

more. My head is filled with them. What good am I if not to entertain you 

with these senseless little tales? How else will you know I once lived? 

And what will you remember of me when the last word has been spoken, 

Leonardo? Even now I’m simply a ghost of a voice to you, aren’t I? Well, 

you know what? Forget about the next chingada story, you ingrate. Forget 

about me entirely I have nothing more to say. Chingado.” (215-216).  

Mimicking her son’s patronizing view of her “little tales,” Doña Ramona confronts 

Leonardo with the distance between his methods and the people he studies. Instead of 

listening to his parents, he extracts information that fits his agenda. Discarding the stories 

his mother has always told him, he now listens only to her recordings, to her “ghost of a 

voice.” The epistemologies Leonardo values exclude his parents, even as he imagines 

himself as speaking for them in academic writing. Even with insider’s access, Leonardo 

illustrates how native ethnographers, while working within a system that reinforces the 

intellectual status quo, can fall prey to the same systemic issues of looking at complex, 
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sophisticated people and peoples through privileged institutional lenses as do Deloria’s 

and Rosaldo’s anthropologists.62   

González contrasts Leonardo’s academic interest in particular “folklore/oral 

culture” stories about fieldworkers with his disinterest in stories fieldworkers such as his 

father might have to tell or might find important. The same night Leonardo badgers his 

parents for more information on the labor dispute shooting – an act of violence 

particularly interesting to him because it involves unions and organized political action – 

other field workers consider their course of action after Moreno (a.k.a. Tiki Tiki), a 

member of the community, is killed; they conclude that nobody will pay attention to a 

story about a dead transvestite farmworker so decide not to pursue action through the law 

or media outlets: “‘What’s the use in raising hell?’ Cirilo added. ‘Even if we manage to 

get some fancy lawyer to consider the case, he might change his mind after he finds out 

Moreno was a transvestite. I’ve seen this type of information used on television to 

humiliate the dead. Moreno deserves his peace, doesn’t he?’” (196). I read González’s 

pairing of Moreno’s death and Leonardo’s impotent academic interest in the politics of 

the simultaneous but unrelated shooting at the labor dispute as underscoring the gulf that 

too often exists between academic interest in political equality and human rights and the 

way these issues play out in peoples’ lived experiences. In contrasting the narrative 

threads the novel comprises, González reflects on which kinds of stories – like sepia-

toned photographs and labor strikes – are considered valuable to political projects and 

                                                
62 Here, Leonardo confronts a major issues facing native ethnographers: how to reconcile – or not – the 
academic language and ideologies he works with at the university with the language and ideologies of the 
people he studies.  
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which kinds of stories – like Moreno’s and the novel’s other narratives about a day in the 

grape fields – are not.  

González critiques the simultaneous desire for particular cultural knowledge – 

whatever sepia-toned photographs and “folklore” Leonardo feels his Chicano Studies 

professor desires – and disregard for the wellbeing of the people who originate it, a 

concern shared by Treuer, Alexie, and Le. González asks difficult questions about what 

stories even Chicanos and politically-minded academic audiences seek from people like 

the farmworkers in his novel, and what stories are ignored because they are disruptive to 

convenient, accepted knowledge. By having Leonardo, who is the Chicano son of 

farmworkers, discount his mother’s gossip and stories as irrelevant and probably 

uninteresting to his Chicano Studies professor, González raises suspicions about the way 

knowledge continues to circulate in the academy even as academic institutions have 

diversified to include courses in Chicano studies and to educate Chicanos like Leonardo.  

 In titling the ethnographic study at the center of Leonardo’s relationship with his 

parents Crossing Vines, the same title he uses for the novel, González turns the critical 

lens the narrative focuses on Leonardo as a native ethnographer to include himself as a 

writer who uses his own experiences in his fiction. In a moment of frustration with his 

parents, “Leonardo rolled his eyes and shook his head. Why hadn’t he stayed enrolled in 

that fiction writing class? He would have learned to invent his family history. Too late, he 

concluded as he shuffled the papers strewn across the bed” (204). In the same critical 

vein as Alvina Quintana’s conflation of fiction and ethnography as particular ways of 

viewing the world, however, the novel questions how different mining family 
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experiences for fiction is than the extractive ethnographic methods Leonardo practices 

and the texts in this chapter critique. Leonardo provokes his parents to draw limits around 

what they are willing to share with him; Don Manuel refuses to speak to his son once it 

becomes clear that Leonardo insists on the superiority of his own intellectual paradigms, 

and Doña Ramona stops sharing when Leonardo persists in treating her as informant, a 

subject of study, in a moment of tragedy. Through his characters’ insistence on privacy, 

González illustrates the ways in which ethnographic and narrative accounts can be 

invasive, even when written by members of the community. Doña Ramona and Don 

Manuel prefer privacy to being compared to what Leonardo – and by implication, readers 

– think they already know about Chicana/o farmworkers. As if acknowledging his own 

implication in the processes the novel critiques, González ends the novel soon after Doña 

Ramona’s insistence on privacy. 

STAKING LIMITS IN TREUER’S THE TRANSLATION OF DR. APELLES 

In The Translation of Dr. Apelles, Treuer disrupts ethnographic assumptions by 

underscoring the novel’s fictionality and, like González, explicitly curtailing readers’ 

access to his characters. He depicts Native storytellers as sophisticated intellectuals 

capable of displacing existing centers of knowledge rather than simply objects of study or 

willing native informants. In the final scenes of the book, Treuer has his protagonist, 

Apelles, acknowledge his readers to implicate the audience in the novel, turning the 

critical lens long pointed at Natives back on his readers. Read against a legacy of 
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appropriation and exploitation of Native informants, the novel points to a tradition of 

dissimulation as resistance to show the political potential of narrative privacy.  

The novel begins with a “Translator’s Note,” in which the narrator – the novel’s 

apparent translator – describes finding “a very particular book in a vast and wonderful 

library,” from which loose sheets, “covered with a text in a language [he] did not 

understand” fell (1). While the translator focuses his efforts on translating the story on 

those loose pages – to do so he must find someone who reads the language to dictate the 

story to him – the form of the novel suggests the composite text he first opens: two 

separate narratives alternate by chapter for the length of the novel, as if pages of one were 

inserted into a bound copy of the other. The first narrative – which begins with the last 

sentence of the Translator’s Note – is a retelling of the Greek pastoral Daphnis and 

Chloe, in which two naïve orphans find love and sexual fulfillment in each other through 

a series of coincidences. In the novel’s retelling, however, the Greek youths are written as 

Native characters Bimaadiz and Eta, and the story unfolds on Ojibwe lands in the 

nineteenth century.63 The other narrative in the novel centers on Apelles, a 43-year-old 

Ojibwe man living in a major U.S. city in the twenty-first century. Apelles works at 

RECAP, a library of retired books, and in his free time he translates obscure Native texts 

for publication in academic journals. In part because of his overwhelming fear of being 

reduced by stereotypes into a character “in a story like all other stories about his people,” 

Apelles has lived a solitary, private life (203). Faced with increasing loneliness he likens 

                                                
63 The novel provides some textual evidence for this date (76), but as Treuer points out in his interview 
with Virginia Kennedy, many stereotyped stories about Natives exist outside of time (51). The same might 
be said of the pastoral.   
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to the feeling of a book without a reader, however, Apelles risks becoming a character 

and undertakes the project of translating himself “into a language that someone, 

somewhere, will want to read” by writing the story of his life and his love for his non-

Native coworker, Campaspe (39). 

The two narratives exist next to each other but do not explicitly intersect until the 

final pages of the novel when Campaspe steals the translation Apelles is working on – a 

story about their love – and loses it while at work at RECAP. Jealous coworkers then 

hide the manuscript pages in a copy of Daphnis and Chloe, where it is presumably lost 

forever, stored away with other “unknown, unloved” books (304). Just as the story seems 

to come full circle and solve the puzzle of the novel’s form by suggesting that the 

composite text, lost as it is in “a vast and wonderful library,” is the source material from 

which the translator creates Translation, the narrative ruptures: Apelles becomes 

omniscient and, as he reveals himself to be the story’s narrator, divulges that the story he 

tells from the Translator’s Note forward is “make-believe,” not an actual account of his 

life or, in the novel’s vocabulary, a faithful translation (312).  At the same moment, 

Apelles acknowledges his readers by looking upward from the page, noting “they [the 

readers] know me best of all” (313).64 In breaking narrative distance, Apelles not only 

draws attention to his audience’s presence, but also reverses the gaze implicit in the act of 

reading to implicate readers in the story he tells. Apelles is not a character-narrator who 

transparently relates the intimacies of his life or a native informant translating his culture, 

                                                
64 Apelles’ reference to his readers here bears comparison to the moment in Thomas King’s Green Grass, 
Running Water (1993) when the narrator asks readers whether we remember the story he is telling (432).  
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but a calculating storyteller who confronts his audience with his own fictionality to 

foreclose any possibility that his story might be mined for cultural truths.65  

Apelles’s insistence on the fictionality of his story and his recognition of readers’ 

participation in the novel becomes political when read within a history of exploitation 

and appropriation of Native informants’ work. In the United States, literature canonized 

the representations of Natives produced by irresponsible ethnographic fieldwork through 

stories of Native absence and cultural authenticity, both of which portray Natives as static 

characters of the past, incapable of change, survival, or of contributing intellectually to 

the present. These manifest manners, to use Gerald Vizenor’s term for “the racialist 

notions and misnomers sustained in archives and lexicons as ‘authentic’ representations 

of indian cultures” did not strip Natives of their intellectualism or agency, but they did – 

and continue to – require Natives to develop creative forms of survivance, or an “active 

sense of presence” (“Preface” vii). Treuer points to this history of theft, appropriation, 

and manifest manners in several ways, not only by crafting Translation’s narrator as a 

Native translator and focusing the novel on questions of personal and cultural translation, 

but also by embedding Apelles’s story within a pastoral story that capitalizes on 

stereotyped tropes informed by irresponsible, exploitative ethnographic fieldwork.  

                                                
65 Treuer’s formal maneuver at the conclusion of the novel – revealing the preceding pages to be fiction – 
is similar to the conclusion of Ian McEwan’s Atonement (2001), in which the narrator reveals at the end 
that her sister and her sister’s lover died during the war and the happy narrative she revealed in the 
preceding pages was a fiction intended to deliver her a sense of atonement as well as to offer readers the 
story we desire. Whereas McEwan’s formal shift ultimately implicates the narrator’s complicity in denying 
her sister a happy ending, Treuer’s critical focus rests on readers and the narratives we desire about 
Natives.  
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The legacy of such history manifests in Apelles’s daily life, where expectations 

and stereotypes circumscribe his personal relationships. Apelles’s overwhelming anxiety 

in the novel stems from the demands he faces from other characters to act as a cultural 

translator, or native informant, for a society in which familiar representations of Natives 

predetermine his story, regardless of the translation he offers. Inevitably, when people 

learn he is Native, they ask “what was it like?” and Apelles “felt he was at a disadvantage 

because he, and all those like him, were measured against the stories that were told about 

Indians by those who did not know Indians. Not at all like the way men were measured 

against the stories about men because, for most people, men existed in life not just in 

stories. And how could he overcome that?” (204, 205). Apelles overcomes this 

disadvantage by substituting fiction for the story of his life; he maintains control over 

“that sovereign part of himself” and shifts critical attention from a Native man as an 

object of study to a Native story as a site of Native intellectual production (204). In 

refusing to play native informant, Apelles stakes limits around the intimate details of his 

life. Apelles offers readers a fictional story rather than personal testimony to delineate the 

limits of readers’ access to characters’ lives and to ensure the personal remains private.  

In Translation, Treuer argues for reading Native literature to disrupt historical 

power relations between stories’ sources, writers, and readers by understanding Native 

storytellers as intellectual agents. This insistence on Indigenous intellectualism contests 

persistent colonial perception of Natives as “natural objects” of study, in what Smith 
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would term a decolonizing methodology (122).66 Readers are not privileged recipients of 

cultural artifacts, enjoying the disinterested observation adventures of Deloria’s 

anthropologist and Rosaldo’s Lone Ethnographer, but participants in a challenging 

intellectual and artistic exchange. Reading Translation is indeed a challenge; the highly 

referential, metatextual narratives highlight the novel’s shifting styles, which mimic and 

adapt the voices of canonical writers.67 Treuer’s play with literary devices, particularly 

voice, self-referentiality, and genre, disrupts the narrative to remind readers the novel is 

an aesthetic object and work of fiction, not an ethnographic testimony. Translation 

refuses the ethnographic imperative, instead reminding readers of the limits of their 

access to characters’ lives.  

Treuer establishes vocabulary for thinking about how audiences read early in the 

novel when Apelles makes two simultaneous discoveries during his biweekly trip to the 

city archives: a text in a language only he can understand, and the fact that he has never 

been in love. After packing up for the day, Apelles announces to the reading room 

librarian, “I’m afraid I have made a discovery,” launching into an impromptu theorization 

of research and reading. The librarian responds, “[d]iscoveries are what bring scholars 

and translators here. You are here to make them,” but Apelles disagrees. Echoing 

Deloria’s indictment of the anthropologist, who “ALREADY KNOWS what he is going 

                                                
66 Robert Warrior’s work on Native intellectualism similarly works against “a very old tradition of racism 
toward Indians and other colonized people—we are the sort of people who are good with their hands, clever 
in their crafts, nimble on their feet, and delightful in their imaginations, but not so strong on the heavy 
lifting of philosophy and other higher order tasks of the mind” (“Native Critics in the World” 196). 
67 Various reviewers identify the authorial voices Treuer mimics; see Douglas Robinson, Donna Seaman, 
and Emily Roiphe, as well as David Yost.  
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to find” and visits reservations not to learn but “to VERIFY what he has suspected all 

along,” Apelles explains that he, like other researchers, does not seek discovery but 

“evidence” to “confirm what [he] already know[s]” (Deloria 80, Treuer 32). In Apelles’s 

formulation, reading for evidence in fiction involves the unilateral process of searching 

for narratives made familiar by canonical representations in literature – the same 

narratives that resign Apelles to a socially isolated lifestyle and that affirm the status quo.  

Apelles’s experience of discovery in the archives, in contrast, disrupts familiar 

narratives and requires him to make sense of what he finds through extensive engagement 

with and analysis of new ideas. He reflects that the turmoil he feels by having his beliefs 

disrupted “is the very price we pay for transforming our knowledge into wonder” (31). 

By naming Apelles’s revelations “discoveries,” Treuer ironically reverses colonial usages 

of “discovery” which proceed from the assumption of European superiority and inscribe 

Native peoples into existing narratives of inferiority, nobility, and Manifest Destiny. 

Instead, for Apelles, discovery entails wonder and transformation; he now faces the hard 

work of interpreting and analyzing knowledge that contests, rather than confirms, what he 

already knows in a reciprocal process closely related to the mechanics of love and 

translation. As Apelles explains, “[i]t is one thing to translate a thing, and something else 

completely to have that thing read. It is one thing to love someone, and something else 

entirely to be loved in return” (27). If reading to confirm what one already knows 

involves taking evidence – such as the sepia-toned photograph Leonardo selects – the 

engaged analysis Treuer advocates is marked by wonder, transformation, and reciprocity. 
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Despite Treuer’s efforts to encourage active analysis instead of passive reliance 

on familiar narratives, critical attention to Translation focuses on the relative authenticity 

of the novel’s two narratives. David Yost offers important correctives to the book’s early 

reviewers, many of whom read the paired narratives as parallel or miss Treuer’s critique 

of the essentialist assumptions undergirding the pastoral he writes. He argues, “the story 

of Bimaadiz and Eta is not, as some reviewers have suggested, a simple parallel to the 

story of Apelles and Campaspe. … Rather, the pastoral romance acts as an obstacle to the 

love of Apelles and Campaspe, its stereotypes threatening Apelles’s ability for self-

definition. For all the charms of its story – or perhaps because of them – this fairy-tale 

simulation of the Indian life becomes the true villain of the novel” (69). Yost suggests 

that the pastoral is a projection of Euroamerican fantasies as cultivated and made familiar 

by canonical American texts. For example, he compares a scene in which a jealous suitor 

disguises himself as a bear in an attempt to rape Eta – an effort so successful even Eta’s 

dogs are fooled – to a scene in James Fenimore Cooper’s The Last of the Mohicans in 

which Hawkeye and Uncas, disguised as bears, “walk unrevealed through a hostile band 

of Hurons” (64). Looking to the familiar tropes the pastoral adopts, Yost concludes, “[b[y 

putting this Cooper-esque story – and implicitly, the destructive stereotypes authors like 

Cooper helped to shape – in conversation with the more realistic narrative of Dr. Apelles, 

the novel again suggests that these stories have nothing to do with the lived experiences 

of Anishinaabe individuals and everything to do with Euroamerican fantasies of Indians” 

(64). Like most reviewers, however, Yost reads Translation as an ultimately affirming 
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novel that celebrates self-discovery and transcendence.68 He concludes that Apelles 

works through the confining stories that shape audiences’ understandings of Natives and 

by the end of the novel “Apelles has learned to translate himself and found a ‘much 

better,’ more genuine love, winning his most important victory” (71-72). Because he has 

negotiated and transcended the various literary traditions that proscribe how people 

around him interpret his Nativeness, Yost concludes, Apelles is able to offer a “more 

realistic,” “more genuine,” “more accurate self-reflection” (64, 71). 

The final scenes of the novel, however, displace realism, authenticity, and 

accuracy as narrative aims by emphatically underscoring the novel’s fictionality. 

Campaspe confronts Apelles about his omniscience and her own fictionality as a 

character in his translation:  

you didn’t really find anything in the archive, did you? 

I found myself, he says with a twinkle in his eye. 

but where’s the original, then? what is the original? 

you should know that by now. 

this all feels make-believe, she says after a while. even my heart – it feels 

like make-believe. but it isn’t. is it? my heart is filled with something. so 

there is something to it after all, something you can weigh and measure. it 

is real. but everyone is going to think you made all this up. I can’t believe 

it’s actually happening. (312) 

                                                
68 For example, one review lauds the novel’s “literary satire, metafictional gamesmanship and cultural 
truthtelling,” (Roiphe) while another concludes “Treuer’s edgy romance celebrates our love for each other, 
love for the earth and love of story” (Seaman). 
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Apelles confirms her suspicions: “it is happening, he says, his eyes wild. it is happening 

and what’s wrong with make-believe? isn’t that how it works: we make belief? besides, 

happiness is more real than any illusion” (312). Apelles clearly separates his story from 

conventional understandings of authenticity, which require belief in and fidelity to an 

essentialized identity. Rather, as in the Translator’s Note that characterizes the novel as a 

“gift of beauty,” Apelles underscores his story’s aesthetic nature. He reminds readers that 

the novel is a fictional creation rather than the exposé of self-discovery it first seems; 

Apelles is performing, rather than divulging, intimate insights into what it means to be 

Native. In other words, Apelles refuses to play the role of native informant for his 

audience. Contrary to critics’ impressions, Apelles shows he is capable of dissimulation 

and that he rejects authenticity or realism. 

Campaspe’s discovery of Apelles’s – and her own – fictionality directly 

repudiates her first impressions of her lover: “She had been attracted to him from the 

start. His silence was beautiful to her because, although he said little, it was clear that he 

was not capable of dissimulation – he could not appear as anything other than what he 

was. He could not be, or seem to be, anything other than Apelles” (143). Even once 

Campaspe becomes intimate with Apelles, she thinks of him “complete unto himself … 

like some kind of animal – a badger or woodchuck or a beaver – who needs nothing else, 

who need not do anything in particular at all for us to recognize him, instantly, for what 

he is” (144). Like the novel’s readers, Campaspe slowly comes to understand that she is 

implicated in Apelles’ story. After stealing his manuscript and bringing it back to her 

apartment to read, Campaspe realizes his story is not just a translation of Apelles’s 
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culture and experiences: “She read the page again, more confused than at first. Her heart 

quickened and she rubbed her fingers together. It wasn’t what she expected at all. Not at 

all. She began reading quickly, with the sickening dread that she was bound to find 

herself in the translation, or a version of herself” (249). Campaspe’s confusion and 

anticipation of seeing herself in the text are analogs for readers’ reactions to Apelles’s 

unexpected glance upward at the end of the novel, when readers realize Apelles has 

known about his audience all along.  

Campaspe, after all, is both lover and reader of Apelles. From his twin discoveries 

in the archive early in the novel, Apelles pairs loving and reading, reflecting, “I should be 

able to make love. I should be able to translate it into a language that someone, 

somewhere, will want to read. And he knows, surely, that the answer to both the 

translation and to love will be the same” (39). He acknowledges, however, that love and 

translation are both reciprocal actions, in which both parties – including writers and 

readers, as well as lovers – share the labor of translation. Campaspe similarly recognizes 

the intimacy of reading when Apelles first piques her interest at work: “Apelles was a 

pleasant torture because she longed to lift his cover and read him, to bring him home and 

read him immediately and completely, and, ultimately, to shelve him in her most private 

and intimate stacks in her warm, cozy, red-hued apartment” (144). While Campaspe soon 

has the opportunity to lift Apelles’s cover as she has imagined, she finds it difficult to 

read Apelles in ways other than sex. Apelles frustrates her efforts to understand who he is 

and where he comes from; he remains reluctant to share stories of his past with her even 

as their relationship grows more intimate.  
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Like Campaspe, readers also have the opportunity to lift Apelles’s cover in 

intimate ways. Despite Apelles’s fierce desire for privacy, Treuer offers readers access to 

Apelles’s life and desires through an explicitly voyeuristic narration. The narrator draws 

attention to his and readers’ violation of Apelles’s privacy by pausing and rationalizing 

the intimate views he offers. For example, after offering important narrative background 

on how Apelles came to work at RECAP, the narrator pauses and invites readers to peer 

with him into Apelles’s domestic life as well, seemingly on a whim: “Not forgetting for a 

moment that it is Dr Apelles’ working life we are here interested in exploring, we will, in 

any event, step into his apartment” (49). The narrator shows the reader the contents of Dr. 

Apelles’s closets – down to his eight pairs of underwear – pausing to assure the reader, 

“[i]t is important to know all of this. It truly is, for reasons that are not at all obvious yet” 

(51). Similarly, after describing Dr. Apelles’s daily habits, the narrator again addresses 

the reader, noting, “the importance of the order of Dr. Apelles’ day will become clear 

when certain things happen to him later on” (52). The contents of Apelles’s underwear 

drawer and the order of his daily routines are not crucial to the novel’s plot and are 

excessive to his character development. Their importance, instead, is in how they 

underscore the degree of access readers have to a private character who harbors deep 

anxieties about being read.  

Treuer offers readers access to Apelles’s personal reflections on his anxiety over 

being read, as well. In trying to work through his relationship with Campaspe, Apelles 

acknowledges that her feelings are more complex than they seem in the story he tells 

himself about her. He then observes, “[h]e has thought of himself as a simple man, too, 
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but he is not a simple man. And there is nothing simple about his feelings. Simple 

feelings only occur in stories” (194). Apelles seems unaware that his fears are actually 

realized, for as readers know, his feelings are already part of a story. Watching Apelles 

negotiate his anxieties about becoming a character is deeply intimate not only because for 

much of the novel he appears apparently ignorant of readers’ access to his thoughts but 

also because his anxieties are tied to his sense of self. In a moment of vulnerability, 

Apelles considers why he declines to let people access his story:  

[H]is life was real to him, and if he told it in the wrong way or for the 

wrong reasons it would cease to be real, it would no longer be his life 

because it would become a story like all other stories about his people, and 

if he told it he would only become a character in that story and would be 

the only Indian they knew and the Indian they told their friends about. His 

life would cease to be his and he would not even recognize himself 

anymore. (203) 

Apelles’s anxiety over being read – over becoming a character in a story – is not an 

irrational desire for privacy or an exclusionary impulse, but protection against 

objectification and decontextualization, a worry he shares with Doña Ramona. Apelles 

draws limits around his story to prevent the flattening caricature and stereotyping can 

effect. Treuer’s narrator implicates readers in Apelles’s anxieties by drawing attention to 

the access to Apelles’s life we enjoy, apparently against his explicit wishes.  

 Apelles’s hesitancy in sharing himself and his past with Campaspe stems from his 

mistrust of the desires others place on his Nativeness. When Campaspe insists on 
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knowing about his childhood, Apelles compares her demands to those of his first sexual 

partner in an anecdote he recalls about a summer in his youth, a story Apelles 

understands as a metaphor for the demands he faces as a Native man. The summer he was 

12 years old, Apelles had a troubled relationship with a young white girl who had been 

sexually abused by her father (214). Frances Warcup – “a white girl, no different from 

any other, hungry and lonely and orphaned within herself” – taught Apelles about sex and 

was the first to manually pleasure him, an act they repeated often though it was 

dissatisfying for both parties: “Dr Apelles still thought of that girl all those years ago. She 

had clutched his penis so hard and her arm moved ceaselessly and it must have gotten 

tired. She must have gotten tired, but she pursed her lips and tilted her head and kept at it, 

not satisfied until the stain came out and still not satisfied even then” (200, 214). 

Frances’s relationship with Apelles is a deeply problematic cry for help. Wounded and 

isolated, she looks to Apelles’s Nativeness as a potential escape from her desperate 

present.  

Apelles understands Frances’s desperation as indicative of his future relationships 

with all white people; they want something from his Nativeness to heal something broken 

inside of themselves. Their desire for a Native salve, however, relies on the familiar 

representations of Natives they already know, not engagement with Apelles as an 

individual or acknowledgement of colonial violence, historical and ongoing. Not only is 

such an arrangement dissatisfactory – the impressions of indigeneity they seek are the 

products of colonialist misrepresentations – it continually wounds Apelles, who bears the 

brunt of such uneven exchanges. Reflecting on his decision to live a lonely life rather 
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than share his story, Apelles names white people’s desires as the imperative for his 

privacy:  

The white people haunted him just as he haunted his own past. They 

excursed into the sanctity of his own self. It was that way for all Indians. 

Indians were the past that everyone else visited as a way to check on the 

development of something deep and long dormant. That girl [Frances]. 

She was looking for something after all and tried to call it up, carried on in 

the wake of his come: something unique, something different, something 

from outside herself that she could control in herself. She was looking to 

interrupt the dreary gray flow of life. She was looking for the one thing. 

The one thing. The one thing that could tell her she was unique, that her 

life was unlike any other, that she was more than a ghost, too. It was sad 

and also very wise. No wonder he felt the need to protect himself and his 

own personal treasure. (214-215)  

Drawing on his memory of Frances, Apelles reflects, “Campaspe’s curiosity and 

dissatisfaction with him and his explanations of himself and his translation are just like 

that. She hopes to get something that is unique” (214-215). He fears that, like Frances and 

other white people in his life, she is looking for uniqueness in his Nativeness as she 

understands it through stereotypes of Natives, that she is looking for evidence for what 

she already knows. 

 After months of evasion and Campaspe’s eventual theft of Apelles’s manuscript, 

the couple’s relationship reaches a happy resolution when Campaspe accepts Apelles’s 
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fictional translation as a way to know him. As they discuss the lost manuscript in the 

penultimate scene of the novel, Campaspe reveals that the story she read is fiction: “I 

don’t even own a white sweater, she says,” referring to a key part of her wardrobe in the 

story (311). The couple jokes about Apelles’s narrative power and Campaspe thanks him 

for the white sweater and asks, “can I have a red one, too?,” a request Apelles grants. 

Notably, Campaspe does have a white sweater in the story to which readers have access; 

the same scene that sees the relationship reach a happy resolution, therefore, also shows 

the romance to be fiction. Unlike Frances, who kept seeking “that one thing” that she 

needed for herself, Campaspe reads Apelles to learn something about him rather than to 

confirm what she already believes. Apelles acknowledges, “[s]he needs the story of his 

life, but as an Indian he is reluctant to give up that sovereign part of himself. So when 

Campaspe might ask, ‘What was it like?’ because eventually everyone wanted to know, 

he says, ‘I don’t know’” (204). Instead, Apelles talks about his translation, which 

“became the story he told her of himself, as a substitute for the story of his life. And he 

tried not to get anxious if she asked too many questions or probed too deeply” (206). 

Apelles’s reluctance to share stories about himself, or even his translation, is more 

complicated than an exclusionary impulse. He admits that “[a]ny story, all stories, 

suppose a reader. Stories are meant to be heard and are meant to be read. And 

translations, no matter what the subject, are like stories in that regard, only more so” (24). 

Apelles wants to be read the same way he wants to be loved, and in both cases he is 

dissatisfied until the relationship is reciprocal. As Apelles predicted, the answer to love 

and translation were the same; Campaspe steals Apelles’s translation and engages with it 
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fully, rather than reading for a familiar narrative. She explains: “I was so curious. I 

wanted to know what the words meant, she says. once I started reading I couldn’t stop, 

she says. and I was surprised! I had no idea” (309). Their relationship – and the novel – 

resolves after Campaspe critically reads Apelles’s manuscript multiple times and realizes 

her lover is capable of dissimulation and that she can know him through his dissimulation 

– his fiction – instead of searching for something “original” he could translate for her.  

 At the end of the novel, Campaspe understands what Apelles acknowledges: she 

is a character in a fiction he has created and their love exists in narrative form. Just as 

Apelles-the-character’s fictional translation became “the story he told her [Campaspe] of 

himself,” so too does Apelles-the-narrator’s fictional Translation become the story he 

tells his readers of his life. The novel, Treuer emphatically insists, is fiction, a “gift of 

beauty” to be engaged as an intellectual and aesthetic creation. Understanding the 

characters and the metafictional gymnastics of the final scenes requires readers to – like 

Campaspe – engage with the novel’s literary style and form instead of looking to confirm 

familiar narratives of self-realization, romance, and discovery of Native American 

worlds.  

EUROAMERICAN FANTASIES IN TREUER’S PASTORAL 

Treuer embeds Apelles’s narrative in Bimaadiz and Eta’s pastoral romance, a 

story that locates the political potential of dissimulation and narrative privacy in a 

specifically Native historical context. Replete with stereotypes and canonical tropes about 

Natives, the story illustrates the Euroamerican fantasies that threaten to overwrite 
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Apelles’s translation. By alternating the two stories for the length of the novel, Treuer 

links their projects and contextualizes them in a longer history of survivance stories by 

Native storytellers and translators.  

The narrative of Bimaadiz and Eta’s love focuses on a year in their adolescence in 

which they transition from friendly playmates to married lovers. As several of the novel’s 

early reviewers note, the pastoral closely mirrors the Greek story Daphnis and Chloe. 

Yost tracks the similarities in detail, concluding, “[t]hough he infuses the story with fresh 

language and detail, Treuer has done little else beyond changing Greek names to 

Anishinaabemowin ones and adjusting the setting accordingly” (65). Indeed, the plot 

sequence and even specific scenes can be traced to the Greek myth, from the youths’ 

early abandonment to their unlikely reunion with their birth parents in the story’s 

serendipitous conclusion.69 Perhaps most notably, the fantastic innocence Bimaadiz and 

Eta display is directly linked to the “famous innocence of Daphnis and Chloe – who, 

despite their careers in animal husbandry, manage to lack the slightest knowledge of sex 

– [which] also suggests the Rousseauan noble savage, a patronizing stereotype long used 

to portray the ‘Indian’ as ‘safely dead and historically past’” (Yost 8, quoting Robert 

Berkhofer). Treuer’s adaptation of Daphnis and Chloe so successfully adopts the tropes 

about Natives made familiar to U.S. audiences by American literature that many 

reviewers lauded the pastoral as “lush,” “sensuous,” and “real and affecting,” without 

                                                
69 See William Freiert, a classicist who outlines in detail Treuer’s use of Daphnis and Chloe and the story 
of Apelles.  
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noting the parodic quality of the narrative.70 The novel’s reception suggests the degree to 

which readers read for evidence to affirm social fantasies of Natives as noble innocents 

and willing cultural translators. 

Treuer frames his depiction of the Native youths as noble innocents in touch with 

nature but not their own sexuality as a form of voyeurism involving complicity between 

readers and a knowing narrator. Ironically positioning his story as ethnography rather 

than literature, the narrator asserts, “[t]hey are humans after all, not characters in a story” 

(160). The voyeuristic quality of the narrative is reminiscent of what Smith characterizes 

as the intrusive and assuming “ethnographic ‘gaze’ of anthropology” (41). In this 

iteration, however, the pastoral’s ethnographic voyeurism specifically implicates readers’ 

gazes, which are directed by the omniscient narrator playing the part of native informant. 

For instance, in key moments in the couple’s relationship, the narrator addresses the 

reader to comment on the story and in doing so disrupts narrative distance and reminds 

the reader that she and the narrator are peering in on unsuspecting characters. In the 

moments following the youth’s first kiss, for instance, the narrator interrupts his 

description of the proceedings with a parenthetical caveat to his characterization of 

Bimaadiz: “when he blinked it was a lazy, hooded gesture (if we can call blinking a 

gesture, and most certainly we can when describing lovers and how they look at each 

other)” (162). The narrator further underscores the voyeurism he invokes by explicitly 

linking the story to the couple’s pursuit of sexual satisfaction: Bimaadiz and Eta’s sexual 

frustration and eventual consummation is not incidental to the story, but rather its 
                                                
70 See Roiphe and Seaman, for example.  
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purpose. He explains the connection as he describes the couple’s discovery of 

handholding in a passage worth quoting at length: 

And so they walked along hand in hand with no idea where they were 

going – experiencing a quiet pleasure lost on adults, who, because they 

have experienced it all, because they have climbed the peak of life, look 

down on everything. They have forgotten how beautiful the view is from 

the valley floor. But how soon we search for the higher trail! Because, if 

Bimaadiz and Eta had reached the end of their efforts we could end ours 

and stop the story here – with the two impossibly beautiful children, 

walking hand in hand down the wooded trail. But since their satisfaction 

did end, and much sooner than they expected, our story must continue. 

And so, even though holding hands was a big step for the two, and even 

though it brought them pleasure that they themselves would have been 

hard-pressed to describe, it can’t be imagined that it brought them total 

happiness. (160)  

Mimicking the language of Daphnis and Chloe, the omniscient narrator slows down the 

reader not to develop the narrative or build suspense, but to contextualize why he offers 

readers access to Bimaadiz and Eta. The point of the passage, of lingering on the youths’ 

sexual inexperience, is to draw into focus readerly expectations about what sort of story 

we are consuming and what would constitute satisfaction for the story’s audience – in 

other words, under what conditions he might “stop the story here.” Treuer parodies what 

Yost terms “Euroamerican fantasies” of complete access to Native live, fantasies driven 
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by expectations of access cultivated by ethnography and ethnographic narratives 

canonized through literature. 

Translation’s conspicuous reliance on a classic European pastoral nods toward a 

tradition of Native informants identifying and capitalizing on the blindness that social 

fantasies cultivate. Jace Weaver offers Herbert Schwarz’s Tales from the Smokehouse 

(1974) as an example of an informant subverting expectations by explicitly catering to 

stereotypes. One of the stories in Schwarz’s collection is about a young Native woman 

naïvely seduced by a priest who capitalizes on her ignorance and sexual innocence, 

reportedly related to Schwarz from “the real ‘gentle Indian girl’ involved in the incident” 

(51). Finding the recent convert lying “naked on the stone floor,” a missionary removes 

his clothes to lie next to her to share in her suffering (51). Weaver summarizes the story: 

Seeing the man’s erection, the young girl inquires, “What is that pointed 

stick that stands out from your belly?” His Pauline response is: “My child . 

. . this stick is a thorn in my side, which causes me great pain and misery.” 

The naïve catechist replies, “It grieves me to see you so. Although I am 

cold and hungry, my suffering is but small compared to yours. . . . I want 

you to torture me with that thorn of yours, and put it where it will hurt me 

most!” The story then progresses to its obvious, gruesome conclusion, 

made all the more disgusting because it implicitly says that Native women 

do not know their own bodies. (50-51) 

The story, as Weaver explains, is the “put the devil in hell tale” from Giovanni 

Boccaccio’s The Decameron (51). He surmises, “I believe that Schwarz’s ‘informant’ 
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was having a bit of fun at the expense of the amateur ethnographer, a not uncommon 

practice (though Italian Renaissance literature is not normally involved in the jape)” (51). 

The Native woman clearly recognized the degree to which the ethnographer desired 

evidence of familiar narratives, so she obliged, at his expense. Daphnis and Chloe serves 

Treuer’s pastoral narrator much as The Decameron provided source material for 

Schwarz’s informant: the narrator thinly veils an old European story as Native by 

changing the names and setting but keeping intact the stereotypes through which 

canonical American literature renders Natives legible. In other words, the pastoral offers 

evidence for what readers already “know” about Natives through legacies of biased 

scholarship and representation.  

In perhaps less obvious ways, Apelles’s narrative can be read in the same tradition 

of Native dissimulation. Apelles and Campaspe, as critics point out, are historical figures 

from Alexander the Great’s court, and their love story resonates with the characters’ 

romance in the novel: an artist, Apelles, paints such a beautiful likeness of Campaspe, 

one of Alexander’s concubines, that Alexander gifts Campaspe to Apelles in exchange 

for the portrait.71 More importantly, Treuer’s Apelles – like the Native woman in 

Weaver’s anecdote – gives his audience the impression that we have access to his life by 

appearing to transparently translate his memories and intimate experiences for our 

consumption. Whereas Schwarz’s informant leaves the ironic tension in her story intact, 

Treuer tips his hand in the final scenes. In both cases, the storyteller maintains control 

                                                
71 John Lyly’s Campaspe (1584) reprises an account of the story first recorded by Pliny. For more 
complete consideration of Apelles’s and Campaspe’s relationship to the historical figures, see Freiert, 
Robinson, and Yost. 
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over access and re-writes conventional power relations between Native informants and 

their audiences; the storytellers carve out – and then draw attention to – spaces of 

narrative privacy by substituting “classic” stories for their own. Instead of accessing 

authentic testimony, readers are returned to the Western canon. 

 Apelles’s disclosure that he has fabricated the self he translates for his audience 

underscores the limits of readers’ access to the novel’s characters. Like the young Native 

woman in Weaver’s anecdote, Apelles declines to provide readers with transparent 

insight into his life; he tells a story that is “meant to be read” but refuses the role of 

cultural translator historically demanded of Native individuals (24). By insisting on the 

novel’s fictionality, Treuer shifts focus from cultural artifacts to storytelling, from 

amateur ethnography to literary study.72 In other words, he asserts his ability – and 

prerogative – to dissimulate and to exercise narrative privacy by translating on his own 

terms. 

Indeed, in a novel centered on acts of translation, Treuer conspicuously declines 

to translate some Ojibwe dialogue. In an interview, Treuer explains his decision to leave 

some Ojibwe phrases in his novels untranslated:  

[W]e novelists have inherited an ethnographic impulse – there’s an 

equation in ethnography where you have the ethnographer and you have 

the informant, and novelists have inherited that, so that the world is the 

ethnographer, we feel compelled to explain ourselves out to the world, and 

                                                
72 Currently on the Literature and Creative Writing faculty at the University of Southern California, Treuer 
earned his Ph.D. in Anthropology.  
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why should we? Why shouldn’t the world reach a little closer and push a 

little harder, dig a little deeper, towards us? And that’s why I won’t 

translate. (Kirwan 17) 

Treuer privileges authorial – and in this case, specifically Ojibwe – knowledge by 

declining to translate private Ojibwe conversations and thoughts for his audience.73 

While Treuer has on occasion translated phrases from his novels, in an interview about 

his second novel, The Hiawatha (1999), he explains his reluctance to render a character’s 

thoughts into English for scholars as an allegiance he shares with his character: “Betty’s 

life is terrible, for the most part. And when she remembers her early life with her husband 

it is the one precious and beautiful and unsullied part of it. So she protects it in her mind 

from the rest of her life by remembering it in Ojibwe. To translate it in the book would 

be, in a way, to violate Betty’s memory” (Kennedy and Treuer 53-54). He explains 

further, “of course, Ojibwe speakers will understand it, but that understanding must be 

earned by the reader. The chance to look into Betty’s life completely is a chance that is 

earned” (54). While untranslated Ojibwe is less critical to understanding Apelles’s stories 

than Betty’s, Translation similarly underscores the limits of readers’ access to the 

characters.  

                                                
73 Most Ojibwe phrases in the pastoral can be understood through context. In Apelles’s narrative, however, 
such is not the case. When a character in the story translates Ojibwe dialogue into English, the meaning 
changes dramatically (Yost 63). Treuer’s sense of loyalty to his characters is not unique. In a concluding 
“Note to the Reader: How Randy Lopez Came to Me,” Rudolfo Anaya explains how the protagonist of 
Randy Lopez Goes Home (2011) helped him and his wife cope with her final days, as she died at home 
while he was working on the manuscript.  
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The final scenes of the novel reveal that Apelles has declined to translate and tells 

a “make-believe” story instead. Readers earn the chance to look into characters’ lives by 

engaging the novel’s form using, as Daniel Justice suggests in his review of Treuer’s 

place in Native literary studies, “our specific skills as literary and textual interpreters, 

translators, and, even more generally, embodied readers” (345). Through Apelles, Treuer 

invites embodied readers to engage Translation literarily, even as he forecloses the 

possibility of ethnographic voyeurism. Treuer’s insistence on Apelles’s fictionality 

disrupts historical power relations between informants and ethnographers, texts and 

readers.74 The novel creates and maintains spaces of narrative privacy by substituting 

fiction for the ethnographic.  

THREE SECRET MINUTES IN ALEXIE’S “DEAR JOHN WAYNE” 

Sherman Alexie explicitly engages similar questions of narrative privacy and 

literary access by, like González, writing a cultural anthropologist into his short story, 

“Dear John Wayne” (2000). Though written before 9/11 and subsequent increased public 

attention to issues of surveillance and privacy, “Dear John Wayne” contextualizes the 

concerns Treuer raises in Translation in a much longer legacy of ethnographic 

surveillance. Alexie styles sections of the story as an ethnographic interview between 

                                                
74 Elliot calls for the sort of critical intervention Treuer makes in Translation: “We need to take care with 
the kinds of work that we ask culturalist texts to do within the academy. Part of this care requires that we 
situate these texts in the institutions and intellectual frameworks that influenced their production; part of 
this care requires that we take their creators seriously as intellectuals; and, perhaps most significantly, part 
of this care requires that we finally forgo the search for cultural authenticity without scorning those who in 
the past have attempted its documentation. Such restrictions would force us to consider the ways culturalist 
texts have been, and continue to be, regarded aesthetically, and would limit the ability of such texts to serve 
as the synechdochic repository of the experience of a culture” (187).  
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decorated anthropologist Dr. Spencer Cox, and Etta Joseph, a 118-year-old Spokane 

woman. Despite Cox’s self-assurance in his own expertise on “mid- to late-twentieth-

century Native American culture,” Joseph flips the conventional ethnographic script: she 

interrogates his beliefs and practices rather than divulging the information Cox seeks to 

confirm his academic arguments (190). Joseph disrupts the conventional power relations 

between native informants and ethnographers, a hierarchical relationship Alexie – like 

Treuer – maps onto text-reader relationships. She does so by exercising narrative privacy, 

undermining Cox’s and readers’ assumptions about access to Native knowledge. Alexie 

raises many of the same questions González and Treuer pose: Why are Natives assumed 

objects of study? Who has access to what information, and under what conditions? Who 

decides matrices of authenticity and truth? Whereas González is largely self-deprecating 

in his critique and Treuer implicates his audience with Apelles’s subtle look upward, 

however, Alexie directly engages readers with a question Joseph asks Cox. Asking “Why 

are you really here?,” Alexie, like his protagonist, rearranges the power structure that 

undergirds the ethnographic imperative in Native literature.  

Cox solicits an interview with Joseph to confirm his existing beliefs about 

powwows and expects to run the conversation in conventional question-and-answer 

format. Joseph, however, immediately takes control of the conversation by only 

selectively responding to her interviewer and instead soliciting information from him. 

Cox so blindly adheres to conventional understandings of informant-ethnographer 

relationships that he does not recognize Joseph’s appropriation of the interview and 

instead rationalizes her insistence on privacy and respect as characteristic of her 
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indigeneity. For instance, when he asks, “So, Miss Joseph, can I call you Etta?” and 

Joseph refuses, he replies, “Oh, I see, okay. Formality. Yes, quite another hallmark of the 

indigenous. Ceremony and all. I understand. I’m honored to be included” (190). Not 

recognizing that Joseph insists on being treated with respect rather than subjected to an 

interrogation, Cox smooths over the friction in the interview by reading Joseph as 

transparently enacting culture rather than engaging with him as an individual. 

Undergirding Cox’s approach are three interlocking assumptions: as a cultural 

anthropologist, he knows more about Native culture than Joseph does; as a Native, 

Joseph is available to be studied; and given their respective roles, Cox is naturally 

“included,” entitled to unfettered access to Joseph’s knowledge. In short, Alexie depicts 

Cox as the sort of archetypical ethnographer Deloria and Rosaldo contest, a self-absorbed 

individual who treats indigenous people as objects of cultural examination rather than 

sophisticated intellectuals.  

Through Cox, Alexie also models the reading practices Treuer and, through 

Leonardo, González critique. Like the readers and acquaintances Apelles tries to avoid, 

Cox looks to Joseph to confirm what he already knows, not to learn something new or 

satisfy genuine curiosity. Rather than a dialogue, Cox approaches his interview with 

Joseph as a chance to assess additional data points against existing, academic, non-Native 

sources. Joseph reverses Cox’s assumptions about access and the authority of textual 

sources on Natives by undermining the usefulness of reading about Natives in books. In 

doing so, Joseph ironically implicates readers, who at a minimum share Cox’s experience 

of reading about Natives in a published book, Alexie’s story collection. Unlike the white 
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scholars who authored what Joseph calls “books of lies,” Alexie aligns himself with his 

Native protagonist; by not offering readers any more information about Joseph than she 

gives to Cox, Alexie keeps Joseph’s secrets. Readers have no more privileges than Cox 

does, and enjoy only the same – strictly limited – access to Joseph’s private knowledge as 

the archetypical cultural anthropologist. In affording Joseph narrative privacy, Alexie 

points to the privileged access readers often assume, naming that privilege as akin to 

ethnographic voyeurism and as colonizing in nature. 

Joseph also challenges Cox’s authority as a scholar of Native cultures by 

contesting his assumptions that ethnographic observations are unilateral. Cox establishes 

his expertise on issues of Native culture by pointing to his publication record and, 

especially, the number of books he has read on the subject. To prepare for his interview 

with Joseph, he explains to her, he brushed up by reading “some excellent books 

regarding your tribe, and a few texts transcribed directly from the Spokane Tribe oral 

tradition” (191). Within Cox’s academic paradigm, these sources are “the definitive texts 

on the Interior Salish” (194). Joseph declines to recognize the texts’ – and by extension, 

Cox’s – authority, characterizing them as “books of lies.” Cox challenges her:  

Q: Have you even read these books? 

A: I’ve read all your books. You show me a book written by a white man 

about Indians and I’ve read it. You show me almost any book, any of our 

so called Great books, and I’ve read them. Hemingway, Faulkner, Conrad. 

Read them. Austen, Kafka, James, read them. Whitman, Dickinson, 

Donne. Read them. We head over to this university or that college, to your 
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Harvard, and grab their list of required reads, and I’ve read them. 

Hundreds of your books, your white-man books, thousands of them. I’ve 

read them all.  

Q: And what is your point in telling me this? 

A: I know so much more about you than you will ever know about me. 

(194) 

Following the logic of Cox’s intellectual paradigm, which posits that texts contain 

“definitive” knowledge about a people, Joseph upends Cox’s case for intellectual 

superiority. The phrasing of Cox’s challenge – “Have you even read these books?” – 

further illuminates his working assumption that Joseph is an object, rather than agent, of 

inquiry. Not only has she read the texts he uses as the foundation of his argument for his 

disciplinary mastery, she has reversed the ethnographic gaze on which those texts are 

built.  

 Joseph clarifies that the strength of her knowledge of white people comes not just 

from books – the definitive authorities according to Cox – but also from her lived 

experiences. She explains, “For the last one hundred and eighteen years, I have lived in 

your world, your white world. In order to survive, to thrive, I have to be white for fifty-

seven minutes of every hour” (194). Unlike Cox, Joseph lives immersed in her culture of 

study and has learned how to negotiate a world conditioned by continuing colonialisms 

and its effects. Joseph refuses to tell Cox – and readers – what happens during the 

remaining three minutes of every hour: “That, sir, is when I get to be Indian, and you 

have no idea, no concept, no possible way of knowing what happens in those three 
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minutes” (194). Respecting Joseph’s desire to keep those three minutes secret, Alexie 

creates a space of narrative privacy; he does not reveal to readers any more than she is 

willing to share with Cox. Joseph connects her need for privacy with her ability to thrive 

in a world still shaped by colonialism: “Those three minutes belong to us. They are very 

secret. You’ve colonized Indian land but I am not about to let you colonize my heart and 

mind” (194). Three minutes every hour are private for Joseph, and perhaps even a secret 

she shares collectively with other Natives. They also represent a targeted subversion of 

U.S. colonialism informed by her knowledge of non-Natives; understanding that Cox and 

the institutions he represents seek totalizing knowledge, her three private minutes 

undermine their project by disrupting historically presumed flows of information from 

native informants to non-Natives. 

  Predictably, Cox feels entitled to know about Joseph’s three private minutes. It is, 

after all, “what [he’s] here for” (194). When he realizes she withholds her story of her 

own volition – that the record he can provide is neither adequate nor wanted – he reacts 

in anger. Again highlighting his assumed right of access to Native cultural materials and 

belief in the validating nature of academic documentation, Cox disregards the legacies of 

colonialism that condition Joseph’s decision to keep secrets. He challenges her, “What do 

you have to tell me that could possibly help me with my work? You, you are speaking 

political nonsense. Colonialism. That’s the tired mantra of liberals who’ve run out of 

intellectual imagination. I am here to engage in a free exchange of ideas, and you’re here, 

you want to inject politics into this. I will have no part of it” (194). Cox operates as if the 

politics of colonialism were a choice for a Native woman living in the U.S. in the 
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twentieth and twenty-first centuries; he fails to see the degree to which colonial legacies 

condition ethnographic practices he understands as “a free exchange of ideas.” Joseph 

confounds Cox’s belief that including her secrets in the anthropological, academic 

records he manages is natural and honorific. Alexie disrupts power relations between 

informant and ethnographer by affirming Joseph’s decision to tell – or withhold – her 

stories on her own terms.  

Alexie practices a form of narrative privacy even when Joseph tells stories by 

engaging Cox – and readers – in dialogue about the nature of truth. Much to Cox’s 

frustration, Joseph declines at first to talk about powwow dancing and instead tells Cox 

about her experience losing her virginity to and conducting an affair with John Wayne 

while she was an extra on the set of The Searchers as a young woman in 1952. Her 

account offers an alternative version of John Wayne’s/Marion Morrison’s gender identity 

and contradicts Cox’s understanding of several “facts” of the film, namely, when it was 

filmed. As the sympathetic character in the story, Joseph appears trustworthy, intelligent, 

and well educated, yet she apparently gets wrong the date of The Searchers – a date on 

which her story rests, since her sons’ birth would otherwise precede the filming of the 

movie.75 In contradicting an apparently verifiable fact, she upsets her position as a 

source of evidence for white academic theories; she is well aware of anthropologists and 

what they expect from their sources – “evidence” rather than “knowledge,” in Treuer’s 

                                                
75 The 1952 date does not provide a seamless explanation for Cox, either, although the story does not 
pursue the point: Joseph says The Searchers filmed in 1952 and her sons celebrate their 100th birthday on 
February 28, 2052, which would not leave time for Joseph’s pregnancy (189). The accuracy of Joseph’s 
math, however, is not the point.  
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terms – and declines to play the role of native informant. Instead, she turns the interview 

around and ends up questioning the anthropologist and the reader.  

Much as Treuer underscores the fictionality of Apelles’s narrative, Alexie disrupts 

the ethnographic imperative placed on Native literature by displacing questions of 

veracity. “Dear John Wayne” ends with Cox sitting in his car in the parking lot of 

Joseph’s retirement home. Having just met Joseph’s twin sons – named John and Marion, 

they are implicitly the result of her affair with Wayne – who apparently corroborate a 

story Cox was prepared to dismiss, he questions his ability to assess truth76 and wonders 

about what to do with his recording of Joseph’s interview. Alexie’s narrator asks a 

question equally fitting for Translation: “Was the story true or false? Was that the 

question Spencer needed to ask?” (208) Joseph challenges Cox’s paradigm of truth, one 

in which a quick internet search turns up a 1956 release date of The Searchers, and in 

doing so disrupts his expectations of her as a transparent native informant or a liar. Cox 

concludes that it ultimately “didn’t matter what he chose to do with the story because the 

story would continue to exist without him” (207-208). Taking up an issue I consider in 

depth in chapter three, Alexie dismisses Cox’s authority as a cultural anthropologist and 

member of an academic community to validate her story.  

 Early in the interview, when Cox’s preamble to a question manages to consume 

the question altogether by becoming lost in lists of sources and reiterations of his own 

authority, Joseph cuts him short and asks him, “[w]hy are you really here?” (191) The 

                                                
76 This is an example of how a quintessential postmodern technique should not be dismissed as such in 
these stories – doing so misses the real political resonances of a Native woman engaging a cultural 
anthropologist in this conversation.  
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question, meant for Cox, extends by implication to readers, as Alexie positions readers as 

sharing Cox’s ethnographic gaze, and perhaps his paradigms of truth and authenticity. 

“Why are you really here?” is also one possible interpretation of Apelles’s look upward at 

his own readers in the final scenes of Translation. Both authors indict readers who seek 

evidence rather than engagement with the characters and the text, or who would judge 

their fiction by its fidelity to an imagined authenticity. Fittingly, the anthropologist – with 

his attendant questions of authenticity and veracity – ends the story with more questions 

than he was capable of asking in the beginning of the interview, when he couldn’t pose a 

question amidst his own assumptions, theories, and beliefs in his personal authority and 

knowledge. 

 In his 1992 study of cross-cultural encounters with Native texts, Greg Sarris 

illustrates his engagement with questions of access and privilege by introducing several 

important women in his life who, like Alexie’s Etta Joseph, disrupt colonialist, unilateral 

meaning-making. Mabel McKay, Sarris explains, “interrupted the classic participant – 

observation method” by challenging “the assumption that the students could take 

information without having to account for it” (18). Mabel implicates her audiences – 

those attending her presentations, those interviewing her, and indeed those reading 

Sarris’s account of her teachings – by underscoring responsibility and reciprocity. She 

disrupts audience expectations of availability by resisting easy interpretation and the role 

of native informant. Likewise, Anita Silva, another central figure in Sarris’s study, 

interrogates her interlocutors’ desire to know about her and about Natives. In a chapter 

titled “Telling Dreams and Keeping Secrets,” Sarris describes a Q & A event on a 
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university campus in which Anita and her cousin Violet Chappell faced questions from 

undergraduates. One young lady stand and asks, “We read all this American Indian 

literature, the folklore and everything, and I don’t know what I’m reading. I don’t know 

anything about the Indians. I was hoping to know something after today. Like where to 

start” (74). Anita cuts off her cousin – “Excuse me, Violet, but I just had to pick up on 

this one” – before turning the tables on the student. She asks, “do you know who you are? 

Why are you interested? Ask yourself that” (74). Rather than explaining herself – and 

American Indians – to the undergraduate, Anita questions the assumption that Natives are 

knowable, an assumption rooted in ethnographic understandings of indigenous people as 

objects of study. She also reverses the inquiry in a call for self reflection on the part of 

the interlocutor, asking – much as Etta Joseph and Apelles do – why the undergraduate 

woman and, by extension, readers, are really here.77 

In encouraging the student to first engage in introspection, Anita creates a space 

of privacy by drawing limits around what she is expected to explain, disrupting the 

conventional informant-ethnographer relationship. Similarly, Joseph’s three minutes 

every hour remain, like Apelles’s life, a secret. Neither González, Alexie nor Treuer 

compromises his character’s privacy to indulge readers’ curiosities. Writing surrogate 

readers into their fictions – Leonardo in Crossing Vines, Cox in “Dear John Wayne” and 

Campaspe as well as the subject of Apelles’s glance in Translation – the authors 

                                                
77 Simpson’s description of her informants also resonates with Joseph and Anita’s reversal of the 
ethnographic interview: “There seemed, rather, to be a ‘tripleness,’ a ‘quadrupleness,’ to consciousness and 
an endless play, and it went something like this: ‘I am me, I am what you think I am, and I am who this 
person to the right of me thinks I am, and you are all full of shit and then maybe I will tell you to your face’ 
and ‘Let me tell you who you are’” (Mohawk Interruptus 107). 
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implicate readers’ voyeuristic interest in the intimacies of their characters’ lives. Re-

writing historical hierarchies of visibility and power in which people of color are objects 

of study to which interested parties have access, González, Treuer, and Alexie instead 

exercise narrative privacy, displacing characters’ exposure and readers’ privileged 

position of looking. In the titular short story of his collection, The Boat, Le also engages 

readers’ symbolic relationship to ethnographic voyeurs. Also denying his audience access 

to a central character, Le specifically underscores the distastefulness of desiring 

voyeuristic access to trauma. I read Le as adapting Joseph’s question – Why are you 

really here? – to question privileged readerly and academic interest in narratives of 

trauma even as he implicates his role as an author depicting sensitive material.    

EXPRESSIONLESSNESS IN LE’S “THE BOAT” 

Like Treuer and Alexie, Le positions readers as voyeurs into his characters’ 

experiences; he also questions the possibility of readers’ comprehension by crafting 

characters who are unreadable – “expressionless” – even to those closest to them. 

Knowing that some experiences such as those borne of trauma cannot be understood, Le 

protects his characters in spaces of narrative privacy and invites introspection on the part 

of the reader: do we really think we could understand? What are we looking for in these 

characters? Le foregrounds the element of choice in vision by drawing particular 

attention to the act of looking, specifically which characters can see and when they 

choose to look away. I read Le’s deployment of narrative privacy in “The Boat” as 

theorizing approaches to difficult questions of how an author might tell the story of 
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something unreadable, incomprehensible – and how to do so while protecting the privacy 

of the traumatized.  

“The Boat” follows a group of refugees who have left Vietnam hoping to escape 

the trauma and deprivation of colonial wars and their aftermath. Escaping by boat, the 

group meets adversity almost immediately and drifts at sea for more than a week. Mai, a 

sixteen-year-old girl traveling alone, focuses the omniscient narrator’s perspective. She 

befriends Quyen and Quyen’s six-year-old son, Truong, the two of whom become 

something of a surrogate family for Mai over the course of the journey. Through Mai, Le 

affords readers access to the utter abjection of much of the ordeal. During a storm in the 

first several pages of the story, a vomit bag opens in Mai’s hands and “[t]he thin yellow 

juice sprayed into her lap” (231). Le depicts Mai’s bout of incapacitating illness and 

passengers’ protracted struggle with hunger, thirst, and overcrowding, concluding the 

story with young Truong’s slow death on the same day they sight land (272). Readers 

have extensive access to the physical, visible abjection the characters experience, but Le 

limits readers’ access to the psychic, emotional level of characters’ experiences on the 

boat. For instance, even as an emotional center of the story, Truong remains unreadable. 

Like Treuer and Alexie, Le stymies readers’ access to his character to disrupt the 

possibility of comprehension – as characters ask Apelles: “what was it like?” – and to 

refuse clean, extractable narratives that can be studied, circulated, and commodified.  

Through Truong, Le raises questions about the possibility of representing, or 

expressing, traumatic experiences. The colonial wars and subsequent reeducation camps 

and volatile political atmosphere taught Vietnamese faces “how to be expressionless” 
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(240). As a young child, Truong has only known war, which manifests physically in his 

expressionless exterior. Le describes the boy as “like an old man crushed into the rude 

shape of a boy, “ with “preternaturally calm” eyes and a “face as smooth and impassive 

as that of a ceramic toy soldier” (235, 231). Truong’s inexpressive countenance, however, 

belies the emotional turmoil he experiences: 

When Mai first met him they’d been gliding – silently, under cover of 

night – through a port full of enemies. Even then his demeanor had been 

improbably blank. The war had that to answer for too, she’d thought – the 

stone-hard face of a child barely six years old. Only when the boat shifted 

and his body leaned into hers had she felt, astonishingly, his heartbeat 

through his trunk – an electric flurry racing through the concavities of his 

back, stomach and chest. His body furious with life. He was engaged in 

some inward working out, she realized, and in that instant she’d grasped 

that nothing – nothing – was more important than her trying to see 

whatever it was he was seeing behind his dark, flat eyes. (235) 

“Furious with life,” a characterization that points not only to his racing heartbeat but also 

the gross injustices of his short existence, Truong contains worlds of emotion Mai – and 

readers – cannot access. Le does not depict in Truong a child evacuated of life by war, 

but rather he shows readers what he cannot possibly explain. Not comprehending 

Truong’s inscrutability in the face of death, Mai searches for meaning and understanding 

in “whatever it was he was seeing behind his dark, flat eyes,” only to be met with 

blankness. Even as an insider sharing Truong’s experiences, Mai is unable to translate for 
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readers. Donald Goellnicht observes, “Truong never has his story told; it remains a 

complete, unreachable mystery, his trauma shut off from narrative, without even the 

possibility of attempted revival” (218-219). Le does not offer readers the opportunity to 

understand Truong in conventional victim or tragic narratives. Instead, readers are left 

with the incomprehensible enigma of a traumatized, starved, sickened six year old, 

“furious with life,” who dies within sight of shore after fleeing his war-ravaged home.  

Mai, also, finds herself unable to comprehend Truong’s plight and the meaning of 

his sickness and death. When he falls sick with what will be a fatal illness, Mai seeks to 

comfort him as she puts him to bed: “Mai wanted desperately to say something to him – 

something useful, or comforting – but no words came. She got up to close the hatch door” 

(263). Even without reaching a sense of understanding, Mai continues to care for Truong 

as his sickness “follows the usual course” (263). To the end, Truong remains unreadable, 

even to those making the same traumatic journey. Goellnicht argues that “[b]y having 

Truong return the viewer’s gaze with blankness, Le emphasizes the viewer’s 

incomprehension, but more than this, he insists that the viewer does not have a right to 

comprehension. Too often readers of ethnic literature maintain a voyeuristic gaze that 

assumes the right of the dominant culture, the viewing subject, to know the viewed as an 

ethnographic object of study” (216). Le does not allow readers the possibility of 

comprehending what is for the characters, especially Truong, expression-less, trauma that 

narrative is ill-equipped to express. Instead, he creates a space of narrative privacy that 

relieves pressures to explain and make legible fundamentally incomprehensible 

experiences. Goellnicht argues for understanding the limits Le draws between his 
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characters and his readers as “a pedagogical example of the way a reader should approach 

and respond to ethnic literature/subjects: with a respect that does not demand knowledge, 

but rather keeps the reader open to other possibilities” (216). He continues, “[e]thical 

response, as modeled by Mai, demands empathy and compassion even in the face of lack 

of comprehension, an affective reaching out that carries the viewer beyond self to 

recognize and identify with suffering and vulnerability while leaving aside … pride and 

the pity” (216). Empathy, compassion, and even political action, in other words, do not 

require complete understanding; readers do not need full access to Truong’s, Mai’s, and 

Quyen’s ordeal.  

I read Le’s nuanced deployment of narrative privacy as balancing the act of 

telling a story for awareness and for remembrance with respect for the lived experience. 

Rather than ignoring privacy from a safe literary distance, Le reminds readers that full 

disclosure, even when possible, is a privilege not always necessary or afforded. Le’s 

cinematic narration and abrupt limits to readers’ access to characters resonates with 

Treuer’s project in Translation. Apelles’s look up at readers in the last pages of the novel 

catch readers in the act of peering into his life, consuming intimate details we do not 

necessarily need to know but have come to desire from literature. Le affords his 

characters narrative privacy in part because of the inexpressible nature of trauma, but also 

to underscore the often-superlative nature of narrating trauma, abjection, and, like the 

contents of Apelles’s underwear drawer, the scandalous details of life. Because it is 

beyond expression, and because readers do not need to know, Truong’s story remains, 

like Etta Joseph’s three minutes every hour, secret.  
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In addition to considering what and how characters’ lives are rendered visible, 

“The Boat” also turns explicit attention to characters as seeing agents. Notably, it is 

characters’ frequent refusal or reluctance to look that underscores their agency and their 

importance to Le’s theorization of narrating trauma. Following his service in a Southern 

regiment during the colonial wars in Vietnam, Mai’s father was sentenced to a 

reeducation camp for two years before returning home blind and infirm.78 In the hospital 

where he stays, the “doctors were baffled because they could identify no physical 

abnormality, no root cause” for his blindness, leaving his family to conclude, “[h]is 

reeducation had blinded him” (238). Confused by her father’s transformed physical state 

and emotional distance from his family, Mai considers during her last visit to the hospital 

before she leaves Vietnam whether her father has chosen to go blind: “He didn’t seem 

blind to her. She’d always imagined blindness to be blacking out – but what if it wasn’t? 

What if he could see – his eyes seemed outwardly unchanged – but had now chosen not 

to? What if his eyes were already looking elsewhere?” (239).79 Her father’s potentially 

voluntary blindness foregrounds Mai’s focus on vision for the rest of her journey out of 

Vietnam, and her futile attempts to find meaning behind others’ eyes, including Truong’s 

blank stare.80  

                                                
78 400,000 Vietnamese were sentenced to these camps following U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam (Pelaud 
7).  
79 In addition to transforming her father, the colonial wars in Vietnam also took their toll on Mai’s mother, 
who in the years since her husband left for war had “learned how to be expressionless” (240). Similarly, 
Mai describes her father’s face as “dead of surprise,” a characterization she later also applies to Truong 
(254). 
80 Mai attributes the judgment and surveillance she perceives on the boat to disembodied “eyes”: “A gang 
of eyes, unmoving, inexpressive, watched them from the shadows” (262). Similarly, she centers blame on 
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 Mai’s escape from Vietnam is part of a larger exodus of Vietnamese fleeing 

colonial wars in Vietnam and the communist Northern Vietnamese between 1975 and 

1992, specifically the second wave of “boat people” leaving Vietnam in the late seventies 

(Pelaud 10).81 During the late seventies, most of the hundreds of thousands of 

Vietnamese fleeing the country left by water, in secrecy and often in overcrowded, 

unseaworthy vessels. Many countries, including the United States, France, Australia, and 

Canada, agreed to take in Vietnamese refugees but the journeys people had to make to 

reach asylum were dangerous and frequently fatal (Pelaud 9).82 Overrun with refugees, 

neighboring Pacific nations including the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia 

often turned refugee ships away until their final destination was confirmed, sometimes 

with fatal consequences (Pelaud 11). Because of the informal nature of many of the 

escape routes – official passage was prohibitively expensive for most – scholars do not 

know how many people died in their attempts to leave Vietnam.83 Mai’s journey, made 

                                                                                                                                            
her own eyes: “How could this be the end of it? She wrung the heels of her hands into her eyes, as if the 
fault lay with them” (271). 
81 The text suggests Mai leaves Vietnam in late 1977 or 1978, which coincides with the mass exodus of 
refugees by boat. Mai’s father’s regiment falls apart post – March 1975 (257), after which he returned 
home briefly before spending two years in reeducation camp, to which he was sentenced for only ten days 
(253). Mai leaves three months after his return (237).  
82 “Most of the 700,000 Vietnamese who came to the United States as refugees did so because they feared 
retaliation by the communists due to their past affiliation with the Republic of Viet Nam in the south and its 
American Allies” (Pelaud 9).  “South Vietnamese fought with the Americans against the North 
Vietnamese, believing that Americans would continue tot support them until they were victorious over the 
communist forces. They believed America, the strongest superpower in the world, could not lose” (Pelaud 
8-9).  
83 Importantly, not all Vietnamese in the United States or in the Vietnamese diaspora are refugees or the 
descendants of refugees, an assumption Asian American Studies scholars, particularly those working with 
Vietnamese American literature and history, find deeply problematic and actively work against. See, for 
example, Palumbo-Liu, Asian/American, chapter 7, where he discusses the politically and socially volatile 
history of Asian, particularly Vietnamese, refugees in the U.S.   
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alone at her parent’s command and on a boat carrying so many people in its hold there is 

no room for everyone to sit, would not necessarily have been uncharacteristic of many 

refugees’ experiences, and as Goellnicht observes, passengers’ sighting of land in the 

story’s conclusion does not guarantee safe harbor or survival for anyone on board (Le 

231, Goellnicht 216).  

 On the boat, which endures enemy encounters and a strong storm only to list 

aimlessly without direction or power for more than a week, Le describes other specific 

instances of voluntary blindness in characters who choose to look away from dead bodies 

being tossed overboard. The first casualty, a small child, elicits an apparently unanimous 

reaction from the boat. “To the terrible drawn-out note of a woman’s keening the bundle 

was tossed, a meek splash, into the water,” the narrator reports, and “[l]ike everyone else, 

Mai looked away” (250, 251). Each of the passengers chooses not to watch the sea 

burials, perhaps to protect themselves from the emotional trauma of watching babies 

tossed into the sea, or perhaps to protect the privacy of mourning families. Their insistent 

choice to not look becomes a pattern over their listless days and nights at sea: “That night 

another bundle was thrown overboard. Minutes later they heard a thrashing in the water. 

It was too dark to see anything, yet, still, everyone averted their gaze” (251). Even when 

it would not be possible to see, the passengers insist on looking away. Mai’s resistance 

toward looking extends beyond the actual sea burials to include their after-effects. “As 

more and more bundles were thrown overboard she taught herself not to look – not to 

think of the bundles as human – she resisted the impulse to identify which families had 
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been depleted” (257). For Mai, not looking becomes a survival strategy that also affords 

mourning families privacy.  

The last body the narrator describes being tossed overboard is Truong’s. After 

delivering their own sad bundle to the men tasked with disposing of bodies, Mai and 

Quyen head to the front of the boat. “They stood together in silence, the spray moistening 

their faces as they looked forward, focusing all their sight and thought on that blurry 

peninsula ahead, that impossible place, so that they would not be forced to behold the 

men at the back of the boat peeling the blanket off, swinging the small body once, twice, 

three times before letting go, tossing him as far behind the boat as possible so he would 

be out of sight when the sharks attacked” (272). Mai and Quyen look intently away from 

Truong’s inanimate body and its inevitable encounter with the sharks trailing the ship, 

and toward the blurry color in the distance the passengers have tentatively identified as 

land. For the two women, the choice of when and where to look is a survival strategy for 

protecting their psychic health. They look to the future because the past is too painful; 

mourning is a privilege they do not have.  

In writing a story in which characters choose not to look at the animating trauma 

of the narrative, Le raises questions about his own and readers’ relationship to the story.  

The final image of “The Boat,” in which Mai and Quyen stand silently at the front of a 

boat, looking forward toward the hope of reaching land safely, committed to ignoring 

everything going on behind them – Truong’s sea burial, sharks attacking his body – is not 

a memorializing gesture. Rather than remembering, the women choose not to look back. 

If the players in the traumatic journey away from a homeland devastated by colonial 
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warfare into a catastrophic water crossing into an uncertain future choose not to look or 

to look back, what does it mean for readers to have access to the images of bundles 

getting thrown into water? The characters choose to look away, but readers continue 

reading, looking in on characters’ lives, a looking enabled by Le’s representation of the 

events.  

However, Le does not mimic the “Olympian view” of detached, objectivist 

ethnographies as Treuer does in his pastoral when he reveals Bimaadiz and Eta’s 

fumbling pursuits of sexual satisfaction and when he grants readers access to Apelles’s 

underwear drawer (Pratt 37). Whereas Treuer creates a space of narrative privacy by 

replicating an ethnographic gaze – one desired, for instance, by Leonardo and by Cox – 

then subverting its authority and ability to represent in the final pages of the novel, Le 

maintains privacy in his story by diverting his narrative along with his passengers’ eyes. 

Readers have access to the sounds of mothers wailing and small bodies being tossed to 

the sharks – sensations to which passengers are also subject – but Le’s narrator never 

describes what Mai and her peers choose not to see: what the bodies look like entering 

the water, or when they are attacked by sharks. The closest readers get to a description is 

the brief account Mai imagines as she stands with Quyen, adamantly looking forward 

toward land and away from the men tossing Truong’s body into the sea, and even that 

description only reveals that the bundled bodies are unwrapped before their burial. The 

men who conduct the burials likely have more extensive perspective than the other 

passengers with the liberty to avert their gazes, but theirs is a view Le protects 

completely. 
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The key traumatic images of Mai’s journey, like Truong’s furiously alive interior, 

remain private. As the frequent water burials start to wear on her already threadbare 

emotional fabric, Mai reflects on her psychological survival strategy: she “understood 

how necessary it was to stay on the surface of things. Because beneath the surface was 

either dread or delirium” (257). Le appears to follow Mai’s lead as he negotiates a 

writer’s imperative to tell a story with respect for the individuals who endured deeply 

traumatic experiences. I read “The Boat,” specifically Le’s deployment of narrative 

privacy in staking limits “on the surface of things” as modeling one potential approach to 

striking this balance, while also laying out the implications trauma narratives have for 

readers and for writers. Le does not explain what goes on under Truong’s surface – and 

how could he? – in part because it might be a violation of privacy to pin down such an 

experience in narrative, to render it somehow knowable. Looking is a choice, the 

characters show, and Le chooses not to allow us to look into particular spaces. 

Le’s decision to respect his characters’ refusal to see by not offering readers 

visual depictions of the sea burials and therefore incorporating us in characters’ decisions 

to not look highlights his role as author in allowing readers access to trauma. Le takes up 

the personal implications of writing representations of trauma in another story in the 

same short story collection, The Boat. In “Love and Honor and Pride and Pity and Honor 

and Sacrifice,” readers learn that the protagonist – also named Nam Le – has written a 

story about his family’s experience as Vietnamese “boat people,” a story Nam’s father 

derides as “having mistakes in it.” The character Nam struggles with the implications of 

representing trauma in fiction, particularly in the context of a commercial publishing 
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environment. What rights does he have to share traumatic narratives, particularly when 

they are not his own? What rights does he have to profit from these representations? How 

might an author balance the important work of testifying about an historical, understudied 

event with care and respect for the people who experienced it? I take up Le’s engagement 

with these questions at length in chapter two.  

CONCLUSION: ETHNOGRAPHIC PRIVACY 

If Treuer and Alexie focus their critique of ethnographic imperatives in fiction on 

publishers and readers, Le and, especially, González also consider difficult questions 

about the ways in which authors, by virtue of their fictional representations, may also be 

complicit in colonial processes of looking. González suggests narrative privacy offers one 

way of negotiating the tension between silence and telling intrusive and extractive 

narratives by narrating the ways informants organically limit their own spaces of privacy; 

Le models a more definitive form of narrative privacy by explicitly omitting portions of 

his narrative. 

The questions of representation González, Treuer, Alexie, and Le raise are 

compounded when stories are monetized as commercial fiction. Chapter two considers 

metafictions in which authors explicitly consider their fiction in the context of colonial 

commodification of otherness, a process that builds on the ethnographic imperative the 

authors in these chapters engage by simultaneously celebrating commodified cultural 

representations and subjecting the groups depicted in those representations to political 

surveillance. Like the ethnographic texts they contest, fiction by writers of color circulate 
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in colonial legacies in which “indigenous Asian, American, Pacific and African forms of 

knowledge, systems of classification, technologies and codes of social life” have become 

“as much commodities of colonial exploitation as other natural resources” (Smith 64, 63). 

Building on this chapter, which explores why and how writers desire privacy in the face 

of persistent ethnographic surveillance, chapter two considers how writers theorize 

narrative privacy when their representations circulate as material commodities in the 

context of a long history of cultural appropriation.   
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Chapter 2: Omniscient Surveillance: Narrative Privacy in a Post-9/11 
World 

 

Contemporary authors in the U.S. work within a long history of commodified 

ethnic representations and pervasive cultural appropriation. Chapter two considers fiction 

by two writers who style their metafictional texts as self-aware ethnic commodities. It 

opens with “Love and Honor and Pity and Pride and Compassion and Sacrifice,” a short 

story from Nam Le’s collection, The Boat (2008), in which Le restricts readers’ access to 

what his characters see and feel. These restrictions originate in his anxieties about 

commodifying and circulating his family’s stories, particularly stories of trauma; his 

desire to tell conflicts with his reluctance to reveal characters’ intimate struggles. 

Salvador Plascencia shares Le’s concerns about exposing his characters’ lives, and 

especially their sadness, for a paying audience in The People of Paper (2005). As 

Mexican and Mexican American farmworkers in El Monte, California, Plascencia’s 

characters experience social and political invisibility in the face of persistent inequalities, 

a position the novel sharply contrasts with the global reach, cultural visibility, and 

economic possibilities of the narrative they animate. Answering Dian Million’s call to 

“understand as fully as possible the forms colonialism takes in our own times,” Le and 

Plascencia make connections between recognizable forms of colonialism, political 

surveillance, and commercial fiction (55). In their work, the literary gaze is a privileged 

act of dominance and surveillance that mimics oppressive U.S. political and economic 

processes that target people of color.   
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Le and Plascencia narrate anxieties about writers’ and audiences’ relationships to 

a publishing environment that enjoys the commercial success of ethnic fiction without 

attendant progress toward social and economic equality. They do so by crafting 

metafictions that feature author-characters named Nam and Sal who confront vexed 

decisions about what to write and publish. The central conflicts of “Love and Honor” and 

The People of Paper are whether the author-characters will publish their work or concede 

to their characters’ desire for privacy; Sal destroys his manuscript, while Nam’s father 

destroys his. Both Le and Plascencia also write characters who envision their reading 

audience consuming their stories of struggle as entertainment and their authors as 

profiting from characters’ hardships. Much as Etta Joseph in Sherman Alexie’s “Dear 

John Wayne” protects her three minutes every hour when she “get[s] to be Indian,” Le’s 

and Plascencia’s characters would rather destroy their stories than allow Nam and Sal to 

share their intimate experiences and thoughts with readers (194). The characters imagine 

their stories as highly invasive, ultimately forgettable entertainment rather than political 

representation; only Nam in Le’s short story briefly considers the productive potential of 

narrative to heal his relationship with his father. For the characters, authors are intrusive 

and opportunistic (and in Plascencia’s novel, at least, parasitic) and readers are 

unwelcome voyeurs. Metafiction allows Le and Plascencia to engage anxieties about 

commodified representation narratively while also implicating readers in their indictment 

of unsympathetic reading practices.  

Le and Plascencia – unlike their fictional avatars – do publish their fiction, 

however, and use the relationship between characters and their fictional authors to 
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illustrate the worst-case scenario for published fiction about diasporic Asian and 

Chicana/o communities: if fiction does nothing politically, writers run the risk of simply 

profiting from others’ struggle without returning anything to the community, or worse, 

re-inscribing representations of inequality and trauma. Le considers the risks of 

publishing about Vietnam and the Vietnamese diaspora in terms of familial and 

generational guilt; as chapter one argues, ethnographic imperatives in literature increase 

the risk that such stories will be read as personal testimony rather than fictional 

approaches to difficult subjects, an intimacy Le rejects in “Love and Honor” and “The 

Boat.” For Plascencia, selling depictions of fieldworkers in Southern California – 

including undocumented workers – for readers’ entertainment constitutes a form of 

colonial betrayal in the gendered tradition of la Malinche, Pocahontas, and Rita 

Hayworth, legacies he invokes in the novel. Plascencia further suggests that Sal (and by 

extension, Plascencia) runs the risk of replicating the unequal power relations driving 

contemporary U.S. political surveillance of non-white people on the U.S.-Mexico border 

by using his omniscience to expose the lives of his Mexican and Mexican American 

characters.84  

                                                
84 Ramón Saldívar identifies the stakes of selling depictions of trauma or sadness in The People of Paper 
in a series of critical questions: “How, then, is a novel about “the commodification of sadness” to avoid the 
risk of reducing sadness and the people who experience it, into objects, or worse, of participating in the 
naturalizing of social inequalities in relation to the ways that commodities are produced and consumed? Is 
it the commodity fetishism of reified labor (the life of poverty and exploitation of these rose and carnation 
harvesters) or the commodification of sadness (the purveying of their unending sadness and other 
profoundly private thoughts and feelings as commodities for sale), or both, that is at issue in the novel? 
How may we understand the difference? And what is it that novels may do to alter the conditions of 
commodification and reification, especially within the historical conditions of postmodern late capitalism in 
a supposedly postrace era?” (“Historical Fantasy” 583). 
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By formally highlighting characters’ compulsory visibility to readers, Le and 

Plascencia work through the implications of narrative exposure. For example, in what 

ways does fiction work as a surveillance technology? What does it mean to make art out 

of, let alone sell, private moments of sadness or trauma? What does it mean for people of 

color and the working class to be visible in literature and cultural representations while 

lacking equal political and social visibility? More specifically, what does it mean for 

undocumented workers to be subjected to constant state and media surveillance while 

their labor and economic contributions remain largely invisible? Plascencia’s 

metafictional, self-deprecating war over narration and Le’s similarly self-deprecating 

short story do not abandon fiction as a tool for crossing social boundaries and achieving 

political goals – their very existence suggests persistent faith in the liberatory power of 

narrative – but express anxiety over the way stories are circulated as commodities 

without attendant political and economic progress. 

Le and Plascencia expose the politics of market expectations for depoliticized, 

palatable ethnicity and draw attention to the various limits of what representations they – 

or their author-characters – are willing to sell. In these acts of narrative privacy, the 

authors acknowledge readers, rupturing the objectifying processes of commodification 

and surveillance by asserting their characters’ subjectivity, and refuse exoticism by 

having their characters look up at their audiences.85 In his work on exoticism in 

                                                
85 Graham Huggan explains, “Exoticism describes a political as much as an aesthetic practice. But this 
politics is often concealed, hidden beneath layers of mystification. As a technology of representation, 
exoticism is self-empowering; self-referential even, insofar as the objects of its gaze are not supposed to 
look back” (14). Treuer’s Bimaadiz and Eta, as parodies of “Euroamerican fantasies” of Native people, 
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postcolonial literature, Graham Huggan asks if it is possible “to construct an object of 

study that resists, and possibly forestalls, its own commodification” (32). This chapter 

argues that the formal technique of narrative privacy works to change literature’s 

relationship to surveillance practices and to diminish the appropriative power of 

commodification. For example, Le narratively destroys a character’s “true” story and 

instead – like David Treuer in chapter one – offers readers a fictional story full of gaps 

and speculation. Plascencia writes characters who recognize that an omniscient narrator 

writes and manipulates them and who actively seek to escape his surveillance and 

readers’ curious gazes, illuminating the power relations behind their visibility.86 Le’s 

and Plascencia’s characters desire narrative privacy because they understand that if their 

stories are sold, they will circulate as entertainment in a process they feel compromises 

and trivializes their life experiences. As a means of balancing desires for privacy with the 

necessarily commodified, public form of commercial fiction, Le and Plascencia highlight 

the limits of readers’ access to the worlds they create in order to underscore what 

audiences cannot purchase or know.  

                                                                                                                                            
fully inhabit their roles as exotic – albeit accessible – characters. Like Treuer’s Apelles, however, 
characters in The People of Paper do reference their readers; they look back. Le also implicates readers in 
his fiction when Nam’s father anticipates readers’ reactions to his story.  
86 Drawing on Fatimah Tobing Rony, A. Gabriel Meléndez describes the “experience of the third eye” as 
the experience of “becoming conscious, sometimes painfully so, that one hails from a cultural community 
that has been under some kind of quasi-anthropological surveillance and scrutiny for some time. Ancestors 
and forebears, one discovers, have been spied upon for purposes not solely filmic and not solely incidental. 
It is the sense of having been studied that is particularly disconcerting to members of historically excluded 
populations” (4). The characters in The People of Paper experience similar painful realizations that they 
have been written into a narrative, spied upon by an omniscient author and reading audiences. 
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CRITICAL CONTEXTS: SELLING ETHNICITY 

 Le and Plascencia focus their discomfort with the commodification of their fiction 

on the way ethnicity circulates in literary marketplaces as niche and – as chapter one 

argues is often the case – self-evident, authentic expressions of culture. Working within a 

U.S. context in which publishers and authors have historically profited from 

representations of Otherness without regard for – and sometimes with antagonism toward 

– the peoples who produced or inspired the representations, Le and Plascencia suggest a 

colonial genealogy for contemporary literary markets that continue to monetize 

commercial ethnicity despite persistent social, political, and economic inequalities for 

people of color in the United States. The writers approach through literary form difficult 

questions about how writers of color might participate in contemporary literary 

economies that often value their work for their ethnic and assumed ethnographic quality 

rather than literary merit or political efficacy. Both texts imagine unsympathetic 

audiences who consume the fictions, including characters’ hardships, as easily-dismissed 

entertainment, part of what A. Gabriel Meléndez terms “the spectacle of cultural 

viewing” (16). Le and Plascencia contend with these issues, paying particular attention to 

their roles producing commodities marked and marketed as ethnic in particular colonial 

histories, and also to contemporary racial and literary politics that perpetuate this literary 

market.  

 Producing literary representations of peoples, locales, and encounters for profit 

was always part of European exploration and colonization of the Americas. Early forms 

of representation included the records of colonial exploits kept by explorers, 
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missionaries, traders, and ethnographers that were later published and circulated. “[B]y 

the end of the nineteenth century,” Meléndez writes, ethnography and commercial 

entertainment were so interchangeable “it was impossible to sort out what part of early 

photography and cinema representing native others was entertainment and what part was 

science” (17). He explains that early cinema was “complicit in representing the Other as 

savage, exotic, hypersexual, or quaint, that is, anything but real,” practices which 

“conditioned the American public to anticipate exotica, foreignness, and spectacle” in 

depictions of cultural others, expectations Hollywood continues to satisfy for profit (5, 

16).87 When understood in terms of global markets, contemporary practices of 

representing colonial others for profit is part of what Linda Tuhiwai Smith terms “trading 

the Other,” a “vast industry based on the positional superiority and advantages gained 

under imperialism” that circulates commodified artifacts, ideas, and representations of 

colonized or previously colonized peoples (93). “As a trade,” she writes, “it has no 

concern for the peoples who originally produced the ideas or images, or with how and 

why they produced those ways of knowing” (93). Key to Smith’s definition of trading the 

Other is the cultural and economic disconnect between commodified representations – 

including the content of the representations but also the profit they generate – and the 

people from whom the representations originated. Smith’s theory of “trading the Other” 

shares the critical thrust of cultural appropriation, “a contradictory behavior with a 

                                                
87 Tracking the historical relations between ethnography and literary studies, Brad Evans credits John B. 
Thompson’s 1883 critical engagement with Washington Irving’s “Rip Van Winkle,” along with Adolph 
Bandelier’s The Delight Makers (1890) and Hamlin Garland’s Crumbling Idols (1894) with developing 
“the formula that transposed artistic and ethnological projects in the interest of generating color and 
excitement around difference” (10). 
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colonial history,” which Coco Fusco describes as “the simultaneous embrace of a culture 

and rejection of the people who originate it” (66). Smith’s and Fusco’s theorizations 

hinge on the contradiction between the two halves of the processes they identify: the 

welcome reception of commodified, palatable representations and the rejection of or 

disregard for originating peoples’ lived experiences.88 That is, one symptom of ongoing 

colonial processes is the profiteering off of images of Otherness while those who 

originated that intellectual, cultural, or artistic capital remain excluded from economic 

and social equality.89 The animating conflicts of both “Love and Honor” and The People 

of Paper centers on author-characters Nam and Sal contending with their own 

relationship to the processes Smith and Fusco theorize. In a market whetted for 

ethnographic or exotic portraits of Otherness, Nam and Plascencia turn to narrative 

privacy as a means of theorizing how authors might represent immigrant, Mexican 

American, and diasporic Asian communities with explicit attention to attendant progress 

toward social justice for those communities.  

 Central to the commercial success of representations of non-white peoples in the 

United States is the palatability of their decontextualization. David Palumbo-Liu argues 

                                                
88 One historical example Fusco offers is of Native dances: “American history from the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century is rife with examples of how black and Native American cultural expression was 
regulated by a white power structure and removed from its sources to serve as entertainment for whites. 
Many Native American dances, for example, were outlawed on reservations while they were regularly 
performed for whites at fairs and circuses” (68). 
89 Smith positions the practice of trading the Other in a global context of colonization and exploitation of 
indigenous peoples. Fusco focuses more closely on the U.S., particularly consumer habits of appropriating 
adequately de-politicized, de-contextualized ethnic commodities and art. At their cores, however, both 
Smith’s and Fusco’s concepts point to the colonial process of disassociating the widely circulated forms of 
commodified visibility colonized peoples experience with the ongoing in/visibility of the political and 
economic realities of their lived experiences. 
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that within capitalist multicultural thought, “cultural ‘difference’ is an important element 

to ‘domesticate’ and make not only unobstructive, but attractive. This attraction is in part 

derived from its translatability, that is, commodification” (“Introduction” 5). In practice, 

“recognizable” and “domesticated” describe de-politicized and de-historicized 

representations, made appealing and non-threatening to commercial audiences, who can 

then consume such narratives as entertainment. Recognizable ethnicity represents what 

audiences have come to expect by fulfilling familiar stereotypes or tropes. Such 

representations are domesticated because they depict ethnic subjectivities that are 

contained and knowable, safely under surveillance. For instance, the romanticized story 

of Ojibwe youths Treuer weaves through The Translation of Dr. Apelles (2006) parodies 

the sort of palatable ethnicity often rewarded by publishers and consumers. In his critique 

of problematic ways in which U.S. audiences consume images of Native peoples, Treuer 

reworks the Greek pastoral Daphnis and Chloe into a commercially-attractive story about 

Ojibwe youths Bimaadiz and Eta by explicitly drawing on canonical and historical U.S. 

stereotypes about Natives, particularly narratives about Native nobility and innocence. 

Catering to “Euroamerican fantasies of Indians,” Treuer’s omniscient narrator delivers 

Bimaadiz and Eta for his readers’ consumption with descriptions of their bodies and 

exploits that drip with romantic idealism (Yost 64). Unlike Apelles, Treuer’s protagonist 

in the other narrative in Translation, and Plascencia’s characters, Bimaadiz and Eta never 

look up to confront their author or audience; they contentedly live out a perfectly 

consumable and non-threatening Native romance.90  
                                                
90 When Bimaadiz and Eta meet their omniscient narrator, in fact, they treat him deferentially, not as a 
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As chapter one contends, familiar markers of difference – often stereotyped and 

therefore recognizable – increase ethnic fiction’s value to publishers and, often, readers. 

Writing in the heyday of the multiculturalism of the 1990s, bell hooks argues that “[t]he 

commodification of Otherness has been so successful because it is offered as a new 

delight, more intense, more satisfying than normal ways of doing and feeling. Within 

commodity culture, ethnicity becomes spice, seasoning that can liven up the dull dish that 

is mainstream white culture” (181). Commodified otherness allows U.S. consumers 

“imagined access to the cultural other through the process of consumption,” what hooks 

terms “eating the other,” a process that invites the embrace of particular cultural 

representations while allowing – perhaps even requiring – consumers to reject or ignore 

the subjectivities, politics, and histories behind the representation (Huggan 19, hooks 

21).91 Domesticated, palatable representations of ethnicity are nonthreatening in part 

because they focus on issues of de-historicized authenticity rather than authors’ political 

goals or aesthetic achievements, but also because they allow readers uninhibited, 

unchallenged access to the lives of Others. 

 

HISTORICAL CONTEXTS: POST-9/11 SURVEILLANCE 

The U.S.-Mexico border and contemporary immigration politics provide a 

particularly illustrative example of the relationship between consumable ethnicity and the 

                                                                                                                                            
“sell out” as do Plascencia’s characters, and the narrative awards the narrator deity status.  
91 Mize and Swords, among others, articulate this relationship: “consumption in the era of global capital 
accumulation is heavily rooted in the marginalization and exploitation of immigrant labor” (xxv). 
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pervasive surveillance many people of color in the U.S. experience. Drawing on Laura 

Mulvey’s theories of visibility, Rey Chow argues that people of color often experience 

“looked-at-ness,” or a sense of being on display for privileged audiences (180). This 

spectacular nature of race and ethnicity in the U.S. is a primary factor driving interest in 

appropriative representations and cultivating a culture of surveillance of non-white 

people:92 as scholars have argued, people of color, indigenous people, and the formerly 

colonized are often understood as the objects of colonial surveillance.93 Palumbo-Liu 

asks, in the context of U.S. history, “why does it surprise these sociologists that racially 

marked people might have a particular intuition of being watched?” (Asian/American 

301). His larger point is that surveillance has historically shaped racialized experiences in 

the U.S. Nativist attention to border surveillance, which extends far beyond the border 

region to target all potential immigrants as identified by phenotype, therefore, is 

intimately tied to the same processes that objectify and spectacularize people of color in 

Hollywood, on the television screen, and as marketing for commodities ranging from 

corn starch to syrup. Aggressively asserting the right to look into the lives of people of 

color in order to observe, to police, to name, and to take ideas and images as one’s own is 

a learned behavior with a colonial history that links processes of cultural appropriation 

with the varied forms of surveillance people of color in the U.S. experience. 

                                                
92 In addition to sophisticated consumers, Fusco argues that commodified ethnicity – an accessible 
exoticism – also appeals to the disillusioned: “masses of young people dissatisfied by U.S. imperialism, 
unemployment, lack of economic opportunity, afflicted by the postmodern malaise of alienation, no sense 
of grounding, no redemptive identity, can be manipulated by cultural strategies that offer Otherness as 
appeasement, particularly through commodification” (186). 
93 See, for instance, Mary Louise Pratt, Eleanor Ty, Smith, hooks, Fusco, and Chow.  
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For example, citing first the “War on Drugs” and the threat of terrorism post-9/11, 

the U.S. has steadily increased political and military surveillance of the U.S.-Mexico 

border over the past half century even as Mexican food, drinks, and iconography 

dramatically expanded in popularity in the U.S.94 In addition to a heavily militarized 

border and strictly regulated border crossing stations, state and local governments have 

increasingly relied on racially profiling immigrants, residents, and citizens who 

phenotypically resemble Mexican or Central/South American immigrants, a practice 

Arizona codified in 2010 by passing SB 1070.95 These authorities conduct police actions 

                                                
94 While immigration reform in the 1920s prompted increased attention to the U.S.-Mexico border, 
“coincide[ing] with new techniques of surveillance [and] the creation of the Border Patrol,” recent decades, 
especially after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, have seen renewed attention to border surveillance 
(Chavez 23). Noting as precedent how the U.S. “War on Drugs” conflated Mexican immigrants with drug 
dealers, Mize and Swords argue “terrorism has been wantonly connected to the calls for increased border 
militarization. As part of the Homeland Security Act of 2002 that followed the USA Patriot Act, the 
reorganization and renaming of INS as Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) under the auspices of 
the DHS [Department of Homeland Security] has meant a change in name but not its mission to enforce 
immigration law” (Mize and Swords 98). The political rhetoric of U.S. border control policies underscores 
the exclusionary impulse of protecting the “homeland” against immigrants and other national security 
threats, a move that obscures the various economic factors driving immigration and migration, including 
the tremendous economic value of undocumented workers’ labor to the U.S. economy – labor contributed 
under often exploitative and unsafe working conditions. While this chapter only considers the U.S. side of 
the U.S.-Mexico border, working conditions in the other side similarly face erasure in popular discourses. 
As Mize and Swords point out, commodities – cheap in part because of the exploitation of Mexican 
workers – cross the border freely while the people responsible for their production do not enjoy such 
freedoms: “In the post-NAFTA era, the border region is being reshaped by a circuit of commodities that 
crisscrosses the border to maximize profits by reducing costs of labor and duties. The assembly of 
commodities occurs in the Mexican border region where disposable female labor is most easily exploitable. 
The distribution of commodities occurs in the US to both avoid tariffs and duties while employing a 
minimum wage and temporary workforce to handle the shipping of goods” (Mize and Swords 187) 
95 Ronald L. Mize and Alicia C.S. Swords explain: “In March of 2010, the governor of Arizona signed 
SB1070 into law. Dubbed the ‘Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe Neighborhoods Act,’ it requires 
law enforcement to check the papers of any person suspected of being in the state illegally by empowering 
them to ‘lawfully stop any person who is operating a motor vehicle if the officer has reasonable suspicion 
to believe the person is in violation of any civil traffic law.’ Some critics fear the act will lead to racial 
profiling; on closer read it is clear the act does mandate racial profiling and provides a how-to manual for 
police on how to profile those who look like immigrants” (183). Proponents of racial profiling defend the 
practice by appealing to what Leo Chavez calls the “Latino Threat Narrative,” a narrative perpetuated 
through media spectacles that represents Mexicans in the U.S., as “illegal immigrants” threating American 
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that compromise the privacy of individuals, asserting the right to monitor their actions “in 

public shopping areas, on residential streets and at bus stops,” as well as in their own 

homes (Mize and Swords 181-182).96 Border surveillance and racial profiling exemplify 

a U.S. culture of surveilling and invading the privacy of non-white people.  

Central to popular cultures of surveillance in the U.S. is a presumed right of 

privileged citizens to monitor people of color, a practice closely related to practices of 

racial profiling and the assumptions of ethnographic access considered in chapter one. 

For instance, The Texas Border Sheriff’s Coalition (TBSC) and BlueServo, a private 

social network, with the support of Texas governor Rick Perry, launched a “Virtual 

Community Watch” program along the U.S.-Mexico border in 2007 by live-streaming 

images recorded by military-grade cameras of known border crossings (Magnuson). 

Anonymous online users could monitor the video stream and report “suspicious activity” 

electronically, essentially crowdsourcing border surveillance. Perry’s press release 

announcing that “Texas will use $5 million to begin placing hundreds of surveillance 

cameras along criminal hotspots and common routes used to enter this country,” insisted 

that cameras will only monitor the border, “not the neighborhoods where families will 

continue to enjoy their privacy” (“Press Release”). The program was ended because of 

cuts to the homeland security budget, but not before illuminating the ideology of twenty-
                                                                                                                                            
jobs and draining U.S. social programs, “an invading force from the south of the border that is bent on 
reconquering land that was formerly theirs (the U.S. Southwest) and destroying the American way of life” 
(2). 
96 A prominent example of racial profiling in practice, the “Chandler Round Up” was a 1997 operation of 
the Border Patrol and Chandler Police Department which “target[ed] working-class and Chicano 
neighborhoods” around Phoenix, Arizona (Mize and Swords 181). The Roundup involved officials making 
“unannounced house-to-house visits…[and] stopping pedestrians in public shopping areas, on residential 
streets, and at bus stops” (Mize and Swords 181-182).  
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first century conservatism that insists individual privacy is a right, even as it denies 

privacy to non-citizens and people of color.97 In a post 9/11 U.S. deeply influenced by 

discourses of nativism and national security as well as national traditions of personal 

privacy, determining who can reasonably expect privacy – even, as in the case of Virtual 

Community Watch participants, total anonymity – is a contemporary means of 

delineating categories of “us” and “them.”  

Further, recent history demonstrates that such surveillance practices can be – and 

are frequently – transformed by the media into another form of cultural commodity. 

Widespread media coverage inflames a surveillance mentality in the national imaginary 

by devoting airtime to – and profiting from – public displays of vigilante surveillance on 

the border. Fueling nativist anxiety over immigration, news networks sell headlines about 

drugs and terrorism while largely ignoring nuanced coverage of undocumented labor, 

which remains relatively invisible. For example, the Minuteman Project was an 

approximately month-long gathering of armed, politically volatile volunteers monitoring 

a small portion of the U.S.-Mexico border near Tombstone, Arizona, in 2005 (Chavez 

132).98 The Project, led by Jim Gilchrist and Chris Simcox, aimed to “monitor the 

Arizona-Mexico border in hopes of locating clandestine border crossers” (Chavez 133, 

                                                
97 The program quickly lost popularity among disgruntled users who were alarmed that their accounts were 
not entirely anonymous, as the website could monitor activity related to individual Internet protocol (IP) 
addresses. The vocal detractors of the website’s policy to track users illustrate succinctly illustrates users’ 
double standards of privacy. One forum commenter writes, “So, tell me, who the FUCK are they really 
watching? So it begins” (“WTF!?!”). For citizens not subject to racial surveillance, such monitoring might 
be understood as the beginning. For many others, however, surveillance has long been a way of life.  
98 The Minutemen focused their efforts on part of the Arizona portion of the U.S.-Mexico border, but as 
Leo Chavez explains, their “spectacle of surveillance on the Arizona-Mexico border drew the line, as it 
were, along the entire U.S.-Mexico border” (151).  
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132). However, Leo Chavez explains, the “surveillance operation also had a larger 

objective: to produce a spectacle that would garner public media attention and influence 

federal immigration policies” (132). Leading up to the Project’s commencement, the 

group’s leaders inflated the number of volunteers, garnering “massive and mostly 

positive nationwide coverage of what in actuality was little more than a relatively small 

and ineffectual gathering of bigots and weekend warriors” (Holthouse 1). During the 

actual event, the number of volunteers present to watch the border was dwarfed by the 

crowds on site to watch the Minutemen (Holthouse 2).99 “By giving the media a story to 

cover,” Chavez explains, “the group managed to have its message about a need for 

greater border surveillance broadcast to millions of people” (132). Transformed by the 

media into a “spectacle of surveillance,” the Minuteman Project and similar stunts, 

including Texas governor Rick Perry’s 2014 deployment of the National Guard to the 

Texas-Mexico border at a cost of $12 million per month,100 contribute to a national 

discourse of immigration in which many U.S. citizens, including members of the Virtual 

                                                
99 “Before the Minuteman Project began, Gilchrist and Simcox repeatedly claimed they had recruited more 
than 1,300 volunteers. But when their plan lurched into action on April Fool’s Day in Tombstone, fewer 
than 150 volunteers actually showed up, and they were clearly outnumbered on the Wild West movie-set 
streets by a swarm of reporters, photographers, camera crews, anti-Minuteman protesters, American Civil 
Liberties Union legal observers, and costumed gunfight show actors” (Holthouse 2). Chavez outlines the 
tremendous amount of media coverage of the event, noting, “Although the number of Minutemen 
volunteers was less than anticipated, the media turned up in full force” (141). 
100 The National Guard troops only have authority to observe and report border crossings, not to detain 
individuals or to intervene with force. Perry is effectively paying $12 million per month for the symbolic 
force of the U.S. surveilling immigrants (Buch).  
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Community Watch, presume the right to monitor and to look into the lives of “those who 

look like immigrants” (Mize and Swords 183).101  

The media “spectacle of surveillance” commodifies border surveillance and 

violence with disregard for the larger context of immigrants’ lives in a process of 

objectification and dehumanization. Chavez argues that these “media spectacles 

transform immigrants’ lives into virtual lives, which are typically devoid of the nuances 

and subtleties of real lived lives;” they become spectacles, “the object of the viewer’s 

gaze” (5-6, 5).102 Such objectification of immigrants’ subjectivities obscures their 

individuality and is part of the same process that allows the image of Latinos or 

immigrants to be packaged and commodified. The familiar narrative allows consumers 

enjoying cheap commodities and agricultural products to ignore the inequality, violence, 

and exploitation undocumented workers endure at the hands of companies who benefit 

from their labor. Chavez explains: “portraying Latinos as objects or things makes it easier 

to see immigrant marchers as a chaotic mass rather than as a people struggling to be 

recognized as contributing members of the U.S. society ... or [to see] Latinas represented 
                                                
101 Perhaps nowhere is the confluence of political surveillance, cultural appropriation, and commodity 
culture more apparent than in the marketing campaign of Minuteman Salsa™. On the now-defunct 
company website, the company’s version of their origin story literalizes the critical metaphor of 
commercial desire for palatable ethnicity and hooks’ critique of a commodity culture in which “ethnicity 
becomes spice, seasoning that can liven up the dull dish that is mainstream white culture” (181). The 
company explains: “We weren’t going to compromise our values, and sure as heck weren’t going to stop 
eating salsa, so we had to create an alternative. Thus, Minuteman Salsa – America’s Patriotic Salsa was 
born” (quoted in Reed 1). Chavez points out the irony in this marketing strategy and the apparent sincerity 
in the salsa’s slogan, which reads: “Deport Bad Taste, Buy Minuteman Salsa” (148). 
102 Chavez points to the objectification surveillance effects: “In other words, a spectacle is something 
watched or looked at. It is the object of the viewer’s gaze” (5). He continues, “The virtual lives of 
‘Mexicans,’ ‘Chicanos,’ ‘illegal aliens,’ and ‘immigrants’ become abstractions and representations that 
stand in the place of real lives. Rather than actual lives, virtual lives are generalized, iconic, and typified 
and are turned into statistical means. They are aggregate figures melded into cost-benefit analyses. They are 
no longer flesh-and-blood people; they exist as images” (Chavez 43).   
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in advertisements as beer bottles, literally things, rather than human beings” (6). 

Following Fusco and Smith, the commodification and proliferation of these images not 

only offers a new item for consumption, but also works to dampen the social awareness 

of consumers and to neutralize the political activism of those working to improve 

immigrants’ situation in the U.S.  

Border surveillance is only one historical instance of a longstanding U.S. culture 

of surveilling non-white peoples while appropriating and commodifying their images and 

ideas. Public outcry about concerns over state surveillance after 9/11 and subsequent 

political action, including the Patriot Act, the creation of the Department of Homeland 

Security and the strengthening of the National Security Agency, has recently 

mainstreamed concern over the loss of personal privacy. The growth of the internet in the 

late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries has resulted in an explosion of personal 

electronic data owned and often sold by corporations. This chapter will demonstrate that 

for people of color in the U.S., concerns about surveillance, privacy, and 

commodification have always been linked through racism. For example, Barack Obama’s 

election as president in 2008 heralded, for many commentators, the dawn of a post-race 

era in U.S. history. During Obama’s campaign and early years of his presidency, 

however, racist “birther” activists demanded access to Obama’s complete birth records to 

prove he was born in the U.S. and thus eligible for presidency, demands stemming from 

his race and the perceived foreignness of his name. Despite Obama’s compliance with 

conspiracy theorists’ demands – demands not placed on previous (white) presidents – the 

pervasiveness of birther claims in conservative media illustrates the degree to which 
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expectations of access to non-white people has been normalized. Obama addressed the 

excessive surveillance of African American men in his response to the verdict of the 

Trayvon Martin trial in 2013, recalling his own experiences with racial profiling.103 

Veiled in discourses of homeland security and terrorism, recent U.S. wars and 

surveillance projects (including the expansion of satellite, drone, and balloon 

technologies over the Middle East and U.S. borders as well as inner-city video 

surveillance programs) almost exclusively monitor people of color (Sternstein). The 

authors in this dissertation are not only responding, therefore, to a specific historical 

moment of unprecedented surveillance and commodification in the twenty-first century, 

but are also contending with their roles as producers of ethnic commodities in a much 

longer U.S. history of racism.  

To make a living by writing, authors must sell their stories. Within legacies of 

cultural appropriation, questions about what U.S. audiences may do with representations 

of race or ethnicity offered to the marketplace necessarily shape decisions about what 

authors write. Similarly, as the authors in this chapter make evident in their fiction, the 

U.S. culture of surveilling non-white peoples also shapes decisions about literary content. 

Insofar as fiction about non-white people offers U.S. audiences insight into the lives of 

the subjectivities, geographies, and ideas that animate the fiction, the writers in this 

chapter ask how fiction might be understood in part as a surveillance technology. Le and 

                                                
103 Listing the various lenses through which African Americans understood the Trayvon Martin murder 
and court case, Obama explained, “There are very few African-American men in this country who haven’t 
had the experience of being followed when they were shopping in a department store. That includes me” 
(Obama). 
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Plascencia each contend with their own implication as writers in environments in which 

selling fiction can be understood as at once the measure of their success as writers as and 

a form of betrayal as they contribute ethnic commodities for circulation, observation, and 

consumption in a history of cultural appropriation and pervasive surveillance of non-

white peoples.  

Le’s and Plascencia’s situations are more complicated than that of a native 

informant delivering insider information to a white audience in exchange for money, 

however, as audiences of commercial fiction are increasingly diverse and, as the authors 

in chapter one illustrate, literature accomplishes far more than transparent cultural 

translations for curious audiences. Further, many factors other than a story’s potential 

commercial success influence what writers include in their fiction, even as editors and 

publishers wield influence over those writers hoping to publish their work.104 However, 

each of the authors chooses to focus the stories under consideration in this chapter on the 

complications and contradictions of producing fiction for a commercial market. In his 

work on contemporary Asian American writers, Min Hyoung Song considers authors’ 

struggles with the constellation of critical questions raised by publishing fiction in the 

current literary industry as “the dilemma facing contemporary Asian American writers as 

ethnic writers at the dawn of the twenty-first century” (90). I extend the dilemma Song 

                                                
104 In exploring the pattern of contemporary writers refusing the label of “Asian American,” Min Hyoung 
Song theorizes: “perhaps resistance to being labeled comes from working in a field dominated by 
assemblages of creative-writing programs, talent agents, editors, and marketing departments that 
relentlessly seek to commodify all that is different about a writer and that is thus also compromised in a 
way a writer might want to work against. Or perhaps such resistance emerges because writers, precisely in 
being writers, are intimately aware of the ways in which representation seems always to be invading 
personhood” (14). 
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identifies not only to include Native and Mexican American authors, but also to specific 

concerns about writing intimacy and trauma in responsible and nuanced ways in an 

industry that commodifies these features as intrinsic to ethnic literature.  

In his recent multi-disciplinary study, Song supplements literary analysis with 

interviews and statistical information on the publishing industry and literary award 

processes. He raises several questions central to this chapter, asking for instance how 

writers contend with producing texts that will be – for the talented and fortunate 

individuals who reach commercial success as writers – turned into objects and received 

as ethnic commodities. He explains the dilemma the writers she interviews face:  

They can embrace a position prepared for them by a literary marketplace 

with a whetted appetite for stories that can operate as a form of 

ethnography, but in doing so they can feel as if they are selling out to the 

marketplace and not engaging in anything more meaningful than an 

economic transaction. ... Likewise, in refusing to embrace such a position, 

writers might find themselves narrating this refusal to be identified with 

their ethnic background, as if there is something shameful in it. Such a 

refusal may also feel like a turning of their backs on communities whose 

experiences continue to be squeezed through the distortion of powerful 

extant narrative frames about Asian Americans, and about Asian 

diasporics more generally. (90-91)105 

                                                
105 Ty makes a similar point about Asian North American fiction writers: “In my study of works by Asian 
North Americans, I argue that the ambivalent claims and powers of visibility create tensions and disturbing 
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Song argues that ethnic writers are forced to contend with expectations placed on their 

ethnicity in an industry in which “their ethnicity is converted into a kind of commodity 

that helps attract attention to the stories they have to tell” (75). Often, these expectations 

are in the form of ethnographic imperatives or, increasingly, “postmodern” or highly 

stylized racialized aesthetics as in genres like magical realism.106 

 While I depart from Song’s interdisciplinary approach to focus more narrowly on 

how several contemporary writers use literary form to contend with the commodification 

of their work by the publishing industry, I share his interest in how writers negotiate 

market expectations in nuanced ways – that is, without catering to publishers’ interest in 

familiar, palatable representations or resorting to equally confining reactionary roles 

against ethnic or racial representation. I draw on Song’s use of the phrase “selling out” as 

a loaded but critically useful term that resonates with the central anxieties in “Love and 

Honor” and especially in The People of Paper, in which a character charges the author-

                                                                                                                                            
positions for authors who attempt to represent difference without falling prey to Western scopophilic 
fantasies. To resist the visible and the pleasures of scopophilia, to resist performing typically Oriental or 
ethnic roles without rejecting the everyday little acts that constitute one’s self, become some of the biggest 
challenges of self-representation” (Ty 10). In his work on exoticism and postcolonial literature, Graham 
Huggan voices a similar conclusion: “Exoticist spectacle, commodity fetishism and the aesthetics of 
decontextualization are all at work, in different combinations and to varying degrees, in the production, 
transmission and consumption of postcolonial literary/cultural texts” (Huggan 20) 
106 Marcial González, in his consideration of the economics of publishing Chicano literature explains, 
“But even though literary works by ethnic and working-class writers continue to be ignored by the 
mainstream publishing houses as they were in 1989, a change in marketing strategies began in the mid- to 
late 1980s. Selected Chicana/o texts that fit a certain ‘postmodern’ criterion, at least from the perspective of 
profit-motivated publishers and distributors, have now become marketable and therefore attractive to 
mainstream presses and booksellers” (167). Song articulates a slightly different version of the market’s 
aesthetic expectation of ethnic literature, particularly Asian American literature. She writes that such fiction 
“is routed through expectations about what will sell and about who the audience will be, as well as how the 
author defines the goals of his or her artistic endeavor. Racial-aesthetic expectations, post-racial modernist-
aesthetic expectations, and racially tinged market expectations besiege Asian American writers and cultural 
producers” (19). 
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character with betraying his family, friends, and hometown “for fourteen dollars and the 

vanity of [his] name on the book cover” (138). I appreciate the discomfort associated 

with the term “selling out,” as it illuminates the uncomfortable tension between betrayal 

and economic exchange these authors explore in their metafictions.107 

 Le’s and Plascencia’s use of self-referential metafiction to explore the 

relationships between literature, commodification, and surveillance historically situates 

their critical projects. In his recent work on contemporary ethnic literary form, Ramón 

Saldívar critically engages Plascencia’s The People of Paper and Junot Díaz’s The Brief 

Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao (2007) to theorize “a radical turn” in American literature in 

the twenty-first century. He writes, “in the twenty-first century, the relationship between 

race and social justice, race and identity, and indeed, race and history requires these 

writers to invent a new ‘imaginary’ for thinking about the nature of a just society and the 

role of race in its construction. It also requires the invention of new forms to represent it” 

(“Historical Fantasy” 574). While I depart from Saldívar’s theorization of an historical 

fantasy genre emerging in a “postrace” era,108 I pay similar attention to the way literary 

                                                
107 I appreciate Patricia Yeager’s concern for how studying narratives of trauma implicates academics, as 
well. She asks, “[i]f circulating the suffering of others has become the meat and potatoes of our profession, 
if this circulation evokes a lost history but also runs the danger of commodification, how should we 
proceed?” (30). I hope to extend the spirit of self-critique in the fiction I study to my own project, as well.  
108 The language central to Saldívar’s argument is a bit misleading. He clarifies: “I wish to make one thing 
clear about my use of the term ‘postrace’: race and racism, ethnicity and difference are nowhere near 
extinct in contemporary America. … Today race remains a central question, but one no longer defined 
exclusively in shades of black or white, or in the exact manner we once imaged. … the term ‘postrace’ does 
not mean that we are beyond race; the prefix ‘post’ here does not mean a chronological ‘superseding,’ a 
triumphant posteriority. Rather, the term entails a conceptual shift to the question of what meaning the idea 
of ‘race’ carries in our own times. The post of postrace is not like the post of post-structuralism; it is more 
like the post of postcolonial, that is, a term designating not a chronological but a conceptual frame, one that 
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form can reckon with historically-specific concerns, such as ethnic literature’s place in 

the twenty-first century marketplace and in legacies of surveillance and cultural 

representation. Smith calls for a similar attentiveness to increasing globalization and 

commercialization of cultural capital: “While being on the margins of the world has had 

dire consequences, being incorporated within the world’s marketplace has different 

implications and in turn requires the mounting of new forms of resistance” (25). 

Metafictionally highlighting issues of commodification and surveillance in literary form, 

the fictions in this chapter answer Saldívar’s and Smith’s call for awareness and 

innovation by deploying the formal technique of narrative privacy as a way of negotiating 

processes of appropriation in the twenty-first century.  

THE COMMODIFICATION OF TRAUMA 

In “Love and Honor and Pity and Pride and Compassion and Sacrifice,” Le 

considers how a writer might use narrative privacy to contest the commodification of his 

stories’ ethnic characters while still participating in commercial literary marketplaces. Le 

derives the title for his metafictional short story from William Faulkner’s advice to young 

writers in his 1950 Nobel Speech to write about the universal “verities” the story’s title 

comprises. Le’s subject, however, is the gap between Faulknerian expectations of 

literature in general and the particular demands non-white authors in America face. The 

story’s first-person protagonist, Nam – as distinct from the author, Le – is a Vietnamese 

Australian writer who is up against a deadline for a short story submission at the Iowa 
                                                                                                                                            
refers to the logic of something having been ‘shaped as a consequence of’ imperialism and racism” 
(“Historical Fantasy” 574-575). 
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Writer’s Workshop. Nam faces polarized advice from his advisors and colleagues on 

whether or not to mine his “background and life experience” for story material, by which 

they mean his family’s history in Vietnam and his own experiences as part of the 

Vietnamese diaspora (9). Unlike Faulkner’s background and life experiences that 

undoubtedly informed the verities he invoked in his Nobel speech, Nam’s knowledge of 

Vietnam and Vietnamese are treated as niche, rather than universal. His treatment of love, 

honor, pity, pride, compassion, and sacrifice are received as specifically Vietnamese, as 

Nam is not afforded the privilege of universality usually available only to white writers 

like Faulkner. Nam experiences a contradiction facing contemporary non-white writers: 

facing a market with a supposedly “whetted appetite” for ethnic literature, Nam must 

choose between turning his background and life experience into a commodity (rather than 

a universal verity) or deliberately avoid Vietnam in his writing. In both cases, his 

“background and life experience” confine and dictate his options. Nam understands that 

his narrative decisions will be read – as Le’s are here – as negotiations of his position as a 

Vietnamese man.  

To further complicate Nam’s decisions about what to write, much of his potential 

material involves trauma and vexed relations with his family and personal history. Nam’s 

father’s generation experienced the brutalities of U.S. military action in Vietnam, 

reeducation camps, and the diaspora of Vietnamese refugees, or “boat people.” While 

Nam has written a short “refugee story,” it appears he largely avoids drawing on Vietnam 
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in his own work (22).109 Song describes Nam’s reluctance to write about Vietnam as “a 

principled, and even a political, stance against turning his and his family’s experience 

into a commodity. It gives expression to his desire to write about what is important to 

him without at the same time falling into the trap of writing what is merely expected of 

him because of his ethnicity” (91). Nam’s aversion to writing accounts of his own and his 

family’s traumatic past is not a generalized aversion to exploring trauma through 

literature, however. Readers learn he has written other stories – “Colombian assassins, 

Hiroshima orphans – and New York painters with hemorrhoids” – that engage difficult 

situations and sad histories (10). Le, similarly, includes stories that meet the same 

descriptions in the same short story collection as “Love and Honor.” Rather, Nam’s 

resistance to writing about Vietnam is a resistance to the expectations placed on “ethnic 

authors” to sell the traumas and stories of their own background and life experience as 

intimate testimonies marketed as ethnic commodities rather than political representation. 

Nam understands that publishers expect him to write stories about Vietnam or 

Vietnamese people, but he worries that writing such stories will prevent him from gaining 

the respect of his peers, who will not take his story seriously as anything other than a self-

evident ethnographic account. He is unmotivated to write deeply personal stories that will 

                                                
109 Nam’s father claims the identity “boat people” for himself and for Nam. He tells the homeless man 
with whom he later burns the manuscript: “‘I read his story … about Vietnamese boat people.’ He gazed at 
the man, straight into his blank, rheumy eyes, then said, as though delivering a punch line, ‘We are 
Vietnamese boat people’” (13). I read Nam’s interpretation of his father’s comment as comparable to “a 
punch line” as Nam conveying his father’s incredulity that his son would write about people with whom he 
identifies.  
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be read as entertainment, rather than sophisticated literary engagements with histories and 

ideas.  

Nam’s community at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop serves as a microcosm of 

competing advice about how Nam should negotiate his position as an “ethnic” author. 

Instructors and visiting publishers warn that to sell books he must set himself apart from 

other writers, suggesting he write about Vietnam because “Ethnic literature’s hot. And 

important too,” an assessment more concerned with salability than the aesthetic or 

political importance of his work (9). Song describes the advice Nam receives as “explicit 

exhortations to turn native informant, to sell one’s life’s story as a commodity for literary 

enjoyment and, decidedly as an afterthought, for serious contemplation” (88). Nam’s 

colleagues evidently share the sentiment that much of ethnic writing’s value stems from 

its place as a cultural commodity rather than serious literature, as they list – perhaps out 

of jealousy or anxiety about their own commercial futures – what they see as the 

limitations of ethnic writing: “it’s full of descriptions of exotic food;” “the characters are 

always flat, generic;” “You can’t tell if the language is spare because the author intended 

it that way, or because he didn’t have the vocab” (9). A recent graduate, “[t]he 

workshop’s most recent success,” however, offers evidence for the publishers’ and 

instructors’ claims for the desirability of ethnic literature without substantiating Nam’s 

colleagues’ concerns about quality. She is “a Chinese woman trying to immigrate to 

America who had written a book of short stories about Chinese characters in stages of 

immigration to America. The stories were subtle and good” (8). As a result, rumor has it, 

“she’d been offered a substantial six-figure contract for a two-book deal” (8-9). Amongst 
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Nam’s community, however, the question remains as to whether it was the “subtle and 

good” writing or the Chinese content that earned the author recognition and financial 

success.  

Several of Nam’s colleagues interpret the Workshop’s recent success story as a 

direct result of her selling her culture and taking what they perceive as the easy route. 

One of these colleagues ignores the “subtle and good” quality of the Chinese graduate’s 

writing to illustrate a knee-jerk reaction to the way “ethnicity is converted into a kind of 

commodity that helps attract attention to the stories they [ethnic authors] have to tell,” as 

he dismisses ethnic literature as “a license to bore” (Song 75, Le 9). He praises Nam for 

not relying on his “background and life experience” for material: “You could totally 

exploit the Vietnamese thing” (9, 10). Of course, “the Vietnamese thing” to which the 

colleague refers is Nam’s experience as a refugee and as the son of a massacre survivor 

and former political prisoner. Operating from an unacknowledged position of privilege, 

he looks past Nam’s actual experiences to consider market expediency, much as in the 

same way he discounts the Chinese author’s success as taking the easy route, a 

conclusion that omits practical consideration of her “background and experiences” 

struggling to immigrate to the United States. Another colleague trivializes Nam’s 

difficulty writing a story by assuming Nam’s niche knowledge of Vietnam diminishes the 

challenges of crafting fiction: “‘Writer’s block?’ Under the streetlights, vapors of 

bourbon puffed out of his mouth. ‘How can you have writer’s block? Just write about 

Vietnam’” (8). Nam’s anxiety over writing about Vietnam or Vietnamese characters 

illustrates that for him – as for the recent Chinese graduate of the Workshop – writing 
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about his background and life experience is perhaps the most difficult option, precisely 

because the market desires ethnographies from ethnic writers. Rather than a lens through 

which to consider Faulkner’s universal verities, his family’s traumatic past will serve as 

entertainment for audiences who have come to expect trauma and hardship – along with 

“descriptions of exotic food” – from ethnic literature. The easy route for Nam would be 

to protect his and his family’s background and life experiences from being commodified 

and circulated as entertainment.  

Nam negotiates his position in the debate being waged at the Workshop as he 

contends with a bout of writer’s block that keeps him from finishing his final story of the 

semester in advance of his estranged father’s visit a couple days before his deadline. Nam 

has resorted to using a Smith Corona typewriter and lubricating his imagination with 

scotch in hopes of producing a story, but to no avail. His father, who he has not seen in 

three years and with whom he has a strained relationship, arrives early and despite his 

father’s protestations, Nam feels responsible for socializing with his father (4). After a 

strict childhood and a substantial rupture in their relationship while Nam was in high 

school, the two are not intimate, and Nam is sensitive to his father’s disapproval of his 

decision to leave his job as a lawyer to become a writer. In the context of Nam’s fears 

about failure and desire for paternal approval, his writer’s block takes on added 

significance.  

 After desperately casting around for ideas as his deadline approaches, Nam 

decides to write a story he remembers his father telling once when Nam was young. 

Acknowledging that he is capitulating to one of the ideological camps at the Workshop, 
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he titles his draft “ETHNIC STORY”: “Fuck it, I thought. I had two and half days left. I 

would write the ethnic story of my Vietnamese father. It was a good story. It was a 

fucking great story” (17). The “ethnic story” Nam writes is his childhood memory of 

walking in on his father telling a story during a gathering of old Vietnamese friends. Nam 

remembers his father drunkenly recounting the My Lai massacre: the villagers’ impotent 

cries for mercy, the terrible scale of violence, the murder of his family and friends.110 

After drafting what he remembers of the story, Nam acknowledges that his own version 

is incomplete, as he never again heard his father talk about his past: “Maybe he didn’t tell 

it exactly that way. Maybe I’m filling in the gaps. But you’re not under oath when writing 

a eulogy, and this is close enough. My father grew up in the province of Quang Ngai, in 

the village of Son My, in the hamlet of Tu Cung, later known to the Americans as My 

Lai. He was fourteen years old” (16-17). Working with “close enough,” Nam stays up 

working on the short story until the early hours of the morning.  

Nam’s father, however, has reservations about both his son’s fictional account 

and the potential repercussions of writing a more accurate story. Having read “ETHNIC 

STORY” before Nam wakes up the following day, he dismisses the draft as having 

“mistakes in it” (22). In response, Nam implores his father to recall the events of the 

massacre so he can write a more accurate account:  

                                                
110 In the version of the massacre included in the short story, Nam does not shy away from graphic details: 
“They made us turn around. They made us kneel back down in the water. When they started shooting I felt 
my mother’s body jumping on top of mine; it kept jumping for a long time, and then everywhere was the 
sound of helicopters, louder and louder like they were all coming down to land, and everything was dark 
and wet and warm and sweet” (16). Notably, the version Nam’s father shares with his son is entirely absent 
from “Love and Honor.” 
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He [Nam’s father] was silent for a long time. Then he said, “Only you’ll 

remember. I’ll remember. They will read and clap their hands and forget.” 

For once, he was not smiling. “Sometimes it’s better to forget, no?” “I’ll 

write it anyway,” I said. It came back to me – how I’d felt at the typewriter 

the previous night. A thought leapt into my mind: “If I write a true story,” 

I told my father, “I’ll have a better chance of selling it.” He looked at me a 

while, searchingly, seeing something in my face as though for the first 

time. (24) 

Apparently capitulating to publishers’ and audiences’ desire for ethnographic accounts, 

Nam asks his father to tell him about his traumatic past for the first time for the purpose 

of selling it. Goellnicht explains, “In this uncanny perception that plays upon the double 

meaning of ‘selling it,’ truth becomes translated into salability, authenticity in Asian 

diasporic fiction a commodity in a late-capitalist market of cultural products. Nam 

operates on the assumption that, in this marketplace, memories have become 

commodities that must compete for customers” (199).111 Nam’s father expresses 

concern over the commodification of his story, imagining an audience that, instead of 

remembering and thoughtfully considering the narrative, will treat the story as disposable 

entertainment. Nam’s father’s warning echoes bell hooks’s declaration that the 

“overriding fear is that cultural, ethnic, and racial differences will be continually 

                                                
111 Goellnicht observes the tangled decisions writers such as Nam must navigate: “On the one hand, Nam 
has decided to sell his father out, to turn a profit from this story; on the other, he decides to inject a 
decidedly un-American narrative – My Lai from a Vietnamese civilian’s perspective – into an American 
cultural memory in the belief that Americans will ‘buy’ (believe as well as purchase) a true story” (199). 
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commodified and offered up as new dishes to enhance the white palate – that the Other 

will be eaten, consumed, and forgotten” (200).112 Like hooks, and not unlike 

Plascencia’s characters in El Monte, Nam’s father resists the commodification of his 

specifically Vietnamese trauma as entertainment for a Western audience.  

Nam’s father nevertheless agrees to tell his son about his past, and by the next 

morning Nam comes to understand his work as a writer as doing something beyond 

participating in a literary marketplace. After sitting for hours talking with his father, Nam 

once again stays up all night, this time producing a draft he feels captures his father’s 

story. In the morning, Nam discovers his type-written draft missing, replaced by a note 

from his father that indicates he has taken the draft with him to read on his walk. With 

refreshed confidence in his purpose as a writer, Nam believes the story he has written has 

the capacity to repair his long-broken relationship with his father. “He would read it, with 

his book-learned English, and he would recognize himself in a new way. He would 

recognize me. He would see how powerful was his experience, how valuable his 

suffering – how I had made it speak for more than itself. He would be pleased with me” 

(27). Goellnicht argues, “For Nam now, the story is testament to the power of language to 

validate and, even more, to enhance experience, to make it more valuable in an affective 

rather than commercial economy, as well as to heal relationships that have deteriorated 

over time” (201). Nam believes his ability to articulate his father’s experience in 

                                                
112 Nam worries about commodifying his father’s trauma himself when he considers how his stories might 
be marketed if he writes about Vietnam and Vietnamese people. He imagines the image publishers will use 
on his book’s dust jacket: “I pictured myself standing in a rice paddy, wearing a straw conical hat. Then I 
pictured my father in the same field, wearing his threadbare fatigues, young and hard-eyed” (9).  
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language – something his father warned was impossible – validates him as a writer and a 

son but more importantly, renders his father’s childhood trauma into something more 

valuable: valuable as a tool for repairing their relationship, valuable as a memorial and 

testimony, valuable perhaps even as an epistemology. While Nam does not dismiss his 

comments the day before about the salability of a “true story,” his account of his father’s 

memories clearly takes on value in extra-monetary terms, as well.  

For Nam’s father, however, the value of telling his son about My Lai rests only in 

the experience of intimately sharing his story with his son. While his son sleeps, Nam’s 

father takes the typewritten manuscript and burns it in a homeless man’s fire, destroying 

the only copy of the narrative. Rather than displaying his traumatic experience for 

audiences who will “clap their hands and forget,” he temporarily joins the homeless man 

in a space outside of prevailing capital circuits to irrevocably erase his story. Like his son 

has come to believe, Nam’s father understands the value of his story as existing outside 

of its potential status as an ethnic commodity. Goellnicht, who reads the act of burning 

the manuscript as a gesture toward the burning of paper money as a Vietnamese tradition 

of ancestor worship,113 sums up the destructive act: “For Nam’s father, no story will 

ever suffice, especially one told secondhand and thrust into a marketplace of commodity 

exchange. Sometimes it is better to forget” (204). Whereas Nam believes the act of 

writing gives his father’s story meaning beyond its commodity value, Nam’s father 

                                                
113 Goellnicht reads Nam’s father’s act of destruction as also a way to honor the dead: “This honoring of 
the dead by burning paper ‘money’ or ‘hell notes’ – a traditional Vietnamese and more broadly Asian ritual 
of ancestor veneration that cuts across all religious affiliations – turns the story away from the realm of 
capitalist exploitation of the traumatic past (the saleable story Nam claims to be writing) and carries it into 
the register of spiritual enterprise” (202-203). 
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understands the written story as reducing his story to a marketable – and ultimately 

forgettable, disposable – commodity.114  

 Rather than taking a side in the polarized debate raging in Nam’s Iowa Writers’ 

Workshop about what ethnic writers should write by sympathizing with either Nam, who 

wrote the story, or his father, who erased it, Le ends “Love and Honor” with a son’s 

nebulous regret. The story does not include direct description of Nam’s reaction to his 

father’s act of destruction, only the lament of a presumably older, more knowledgeable 

Nam:  

If I had known then what I knew later, I wouldn’t have said the things I 

did. I wouldn’t have told him he didn’t understand – for clearly, he did. I 

wouldn’t have told him that what he had done was unforgiveable. That I 

wished he had never come, or that he was no father to me. But I hadn’t 

known, and, as I waited, feeling the wind change, all I saw was a man 

coming toward me in a ridiculously oversized jacket, rubbing his black-

sooted hands, stepping through the smoke and its flecks and flame-tinged 

eddies, who had destroyed himself, yet again, in my name. (28) 

The narrative pans away from the impending confrontation, framed as though Nam’s 

father is stepping out of the past, away from the traumatic memories of war he protects 

through fire from unsympathetic audiences. The question Le’s ending raises – what does 

Nam know later that helps him make sense of the tension between his impulse to write 

                                                
114 I read the tension between Nam and his father – two competing perspectives on how to treat the 
commodification of literature – as resonant with the tension I identify above between Sal and Plascencia’s 
opposing treatment of their novels. 
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and his father’s to sacrifice and “forget”? – teases an answer the story does not deliver 

about the role of ethnic authors in contemporary literary marketplaces; instead, Nam 

points to narrative privacy as a means of negotiating the difficult, personal limits of what 

writers share in literature.  

Le considers how writers should treat trauma in literature, particularly when it is a 

trauma experienced by a previous generation rather than personally.115 For Le, this is 

not just an academic, literary, or economic question, but a political concern with 

implications for living populations: what psychic or emotional effect would seeing an 

account of the My Lai massacre sold for the profit of its author have on survivors and 

their children? What does it mean to memorialize such an event in a medium understood, 

in part, as entertainment? Similarly, Y-Dang Troeung interrupts the pervasive impulse in 

Asian American literary studies toward testimony and remembrance to remind scholars 

that these are not faceless questions.116 She asks, “What is the effect on traumatized 

                                                
115 Goellnicht identifies this question as one the field of Asian American literature faces: “Nam Le has 
consciously evoked in this opening story of his collection some of the central debates that have raged in 
Asian American literary studies for decades: questions of cultural authenticity, authorial ownership and 
voice appropriation, responsible representation of trauma, the selling out of the community by subsequent 
generations, what constitutes the content of Asian American literature, and what is marketable as ‘ethnic 
literature’” (199). 
116 While Troeung focuses her intervention in Asian American Studies, similar exchanges are ongoing in 
other fields as well. In perhaps the most frequently cited statement on the subject, Patricia Yaeger indicts 
the sometimes single-minded academic impulse to abstract as itself a form of commodification: “We 
inhabit an academic world that is busy consuming trauma – eating, swallowing, perusing, consuming, 
exchanging, circulating, creating professional connections – through its stories about the dead. We are 
obsessed with stories that must be passed on, that must not be passed over. But aren’t we also drawn to 
these stories from within an elite culture driven by its own economies: by the pains and the pleasures of 
needing to publish, by salaries and promotions that are themselves driven by acts of publication, by the 
pleasures of merely circulating? From within this complex matrix of pleasure and pain, I want to come 
back to my earlier question, Given the danger of commodification and the pleasures of academic 
melancholy – of those exquisite acts of mourning that create conceptual profit – what are our 
responsibilities when we write about the dead?” (28).  
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subjects who turn, or who are turned, back to look at their trauma? How can we envision 

a political project that takes better ethical care of those who bear the burden of 

remembering? Going a step further, I ask is there a space left for forgetting in our 

endeavours to develop a politics of loss?” (91). Le, similarly, asks how writers can care 

for those like Nam’s father, who feel “Sometimes it is better to forget, no?” (24). In part, 

“Love and Honor” is an experiment in writing with respect for forgetting; Le circles the 

trauma of My Lai without explicitly recalling the details or how Nam’s father coped with 

the aftermath.117 The circumstances of how the story works in Nam’s relationship with 

his father and the effects of their private remembering become the story, while Nam’s 

father maintains privacy from readers and is allowed, narratively, to forget.118 

By including a brief fictional account of the massacre at My Lai while omitting 

the “real story,” Le’s story evokes the questions raised in chapter one about the 

ethnographic imperative placed on ethnic writers. Notably, Nam declares it is the “real 

story” that sells, and readers discover it is the “real story” Le omits from “Love and 

Honor.” Recognizing the literary market’s desire for authenticity and testimony, Le 

undermines his own marketability – as defined by the ethnographic imperative – by 

                                                
117 Though working in a vastly different context of racialized visibility – the spectacular nature of violence 
in slavery in the U.S. during the nineteenth century – Saidiya V. Hartman asks critical questions about 
reproducing representations of trauma that resonate with Le’s and Troeung’s concerns. She asks, “Are we 
witnesses who confirm the truth of what happened in the face of the world-destroying capacities of pain, 
the distortions of torture, the sheer unrepresentability of terror, and the repression of the dominant 
accounts? Or are we voyeurs fascinated with and repelled by exhibitions of terror and sufferance? What 
does the exposure of the violated body yield? … At issue here is the precariousness of empathy and the 
uncertain line between witness and spectator. Only more obscene than the brutality unleashed at the 
whipping post is the demand that this suffering be materialized and evidenced by the display of the tortured 
body or endless recitations of the ghastly and the terrible?” (3-4).  
118 The presumed conflict between Nam and his father after the narrative cuts away in the final scenes 
remains similarly private.  
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omitting Nam’s father’s account of My Lai. As readers, we can only access the “close 

enough” fiction Nam creates from his childhood memory by “filling in the gaps;” Le 

outlines the contours of Nam’s scotch-fueled discussion with his father and reveals Nam 

has taken forty-five pages of notes, but withholds the story Nam’s father burns (17, 16, 

26). In the case of Nam’s first story draft, readers learn what he will write before he stays 

up to write it; Le could have revealed Nam’s second story to readers and still had his 

father burn the pages, but he decides not to. Like Apelles, Le substitutes “make-believe” 

for the “true story,” offering readers fiction rather than ethnographic testimony. Readers 

are left not knowing what Nam will do in the wake of his father’s destruction: will he 

rewrite his story from his extensive notes and submit his story, albeit late, to the 

Workshop? Or, does the regret that permeates the final passages of “Love and Honor” 

suggest he ultimately reaches an understanding with his father’s decision to prevent his 

testimony from commodification and exposure? While Nam’s diegetic course of action 

remains hypothetical, Le insists on narrative privacy for his main characters by never 

offering readers more than a fictional account of My Lai from Nam’s father’s 

perspective.   

Contextualizing Le’s commitment to narrative privacy as a method of contending 

with issues of commodification and art in the tragedy of the My Lai massacre provokes 

comparison to Ronald Haeberle’s photographs of the massacre and their subsequent sale 

and deployment as propaganda art. Haeberle was an army photographer who documented 

the March 16, 1968 massacre with both an official army camera and his personal camera. 

While the photographs he took on his army camera were state property and subject to 
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government control and censorship, those on his personal device were legally ruled 

private property. In the fall of 1969, a year and a half after the massacre, Haeberle sold 

some of his personal images to Life magazine; the graphic images quickly became fodder 

for anti-Vietnam War movements. The Art Workers Coalition, an anti-war artist 

collective, selected one photograph of dead Vietnamese bodies – most are obviously 

women and children – piled along a path to create one of the most iconic propaganda art 

pieces of the Vietnam War era, titled “And babies.” The poster, which superimposes red 

text reading “Q. And babies? / A. And babies.” on Haeberle’s photograph, quotes an 

interview between Mike Wallace and former army Private First Class Paul Meadlo in 

which Meadlo describes his participation in killing women, children, “and babies” at My 

Lai (Meadlo).119 The interview was part of the public reckoning of the U.S. Army 

officers and soldiers who conducted the massacre, a process in which Haeberle 

participated on an official level. Using his photographs, he identified the fates of his 

Vietnamese photographic subjects for the Armed Services Investigating Subcommittee; 

with few exceptions, his subjects were murdered moments after they were photographed 

(United States 502).  

Nam’s father’s story and Haeberle’s photographs represent two disparate 

approaches to the commodification of the same traumatic event. Scholars and activists 

                                                
119 “[Mike Wallace] Q: And you killed how many? At that time? 
[Paul Meadlo] A: Well, I fired them on automatic, so you can’t – you just spray the area on them and so 
you can’t know how many you killed ‘cause they were going fast. So I might have killed 10 or 15 of them. 
Q: Men, women and children? 
A: Men, women and children. 
Q: And babies? 
A. And babies.” (Meadlo) 
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frequently make the important argument for recovering, remembering, and memorializing 

traumatic or violent histories for various ends. Among these ends is political activism to 

effect change. In deciding to burn his son’s version of his story, Nam’s father eliminates 

the possibility that his experience might be used as a counter-narrative to the U.S.’s 

persistent diminishment of what is still frequently termed “the My Lai Incident.” 

Similarly invoking the critical counterpoint to Nam’s father’s course of action and Le’s 

deployment of narrative privacy, Goellnicht lists prototypical questions: “Doesn’t he 

have an obligation to remember, to speak out, to refuse the silencings and repression, the 

‘prescriptive forgetting’ by the American authorities and public? Isn’t it the ethnic 

writer’s responsibility to remember and record oppression, abuse, colonial exploitation, 

murder at all costs?” (203) Haeberle’s photographs, especially those such as “And 

babies” which were transformed into propaganda art, appear to fulfill the duties implied 

by Goellnicht’s questions: the photographs were for many Americans the first visual 

images of the violence committed against Vietnamese civilians by U.S. servicemen, and 

the “And babies” poster, in particular, was responsible for an upsurge of protests against 

servicemen, fueling the common epithet “baby killers” (Holsinger 363, MacPherson 

497).  

At the root of the Haeberle photographs, however, is the commodification of 

trauma. Haeberle waited two years before selling the images to Life magazine from where 

they circulated and took on afterlives in various commodified forms.120 In the 

                                                
120 The photographs were broadcast on CBS on Nov. 20, 1969, “one after another, in complete silence” 
(Oliver 48).  
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intervening years between the massacre and the photos’ publication, the U.S. saw 

dramatic increases in anti-war sentiment, potentially increasing the market and political 

value of the photographs, while the passage of time diminished the possibility of 

immediate political action for the victims of My Lai. Haeberle explained that he sold the 

photographs because “I just wanted to get it off my chest, let the people see exactly what 

happened,” but he accepted the $17,500 payment for their rights (267).121 His testimony 

in front of the Armed Services Investigating Subcommittee offered a measure of political 

accountability, but in 2009 Haeberle confessed to destroying the most damning of his 

personal photos of the massacre to protect soldiers he anticipated would be later tried for 

their actions.122 Haeberle, too, drew lines around the depiction of trauma he was willing 

to sell, and which he needed to irrevocably destroy, albeit for privacy motivated by 

different reasons than those driving Nam’s father to burn his son’s account of the 

massacre. 

In Le’s story, Nam’s father takes steps to ensure his son’s story never reached 

popular audiences for less clearly articulated reasons than those that motivated Haeberle. 

For Nam’s father, more important than potential political activism – activism that can 

perhaps be part of the story’s entertainment value before it is forgotten – is protecting the 

                                                
121 While Haeberle explains, “I had no intention of any profit off these [photographs] whatsoever,” (261) 
he and a journalist friend “asked for $125,000” from potential buyers before finally selling the images for 
$17,500 and other additional smaller fees (270).  
122 PBS reports: “Forty years later, in November 2009, Haeberle admitted to destroying his most graphic 
personal pictures depicting soldiers in the act of killing in an attempt to prevent the identification and 
persecution of additional soldiers. ‘I had actual photos of actual guys who were doing the shooting and 
stuff like that. I never showed those … I was there in the operation, but I’m not gonna point a finger at 
some soldier out there and have him, you know, put up. We were all guilty” (“Sergeant Ronald Haeberle”). 
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memory from commodification and the cheapening effect of being consumed as 

entertainment. Le’s decision to talk about the transfer of testimony between father and 

son and to point to the effects of the storytelling experience on the two men but to 

withhold the actual story of the My Lai massacre is a strategic deployment of narrative 

privacy that imagines a way to respect both the importance of bearing witness and the 

deep need for privacy and even forgetting that Nam’s father represents. Le breaks the 

silence Nam’s father models by showing readers that such stories circulate, but he 

chooses to not participate in systems that would make intensely private narratives of 

trauma available to paying audiences. 

Le’s collection, The Boat, comprises seven stories, starting with “Love and 

Honor,” which insists on protecting a story of Vietnamese trauma from readers, and 

ending with “The Boat,” which, as I argue in chapter one, tells a traumatic story yet 

protects characters by deflecting readers’ curious gazes through narrative privacy. The 

five intervening stories range in setting from Hiroshima, Japan, immediately before the 

U.S. drops an atomic bomb, to a Colombian barrio, to Tehran, to Australia, to Carnegie 

Hall. Le’s range, often cited by critics as exemplary of his cosmopolitanism, extends to 

his depictions of trauma: each story details a different form of abjection, delivering for 

readers the intimacy “Love and Honor” and “The Boat” deny. “Love and Honor” opens 

the collection by suggesting readers’ desire for trauma is destructive and extraneous to 

political action or emotional care for victims. After five stories in which he takes readers 

into the horrors of colorectal cancer, militarized youth, and impending nuclear war, Le 

delivers his audience to “The Boat,” the careful, concluding story. Read as a collection, 
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The Boat draws Le’s use of narrative privacy in his stories about Vietnamese and 

diasporic Vietnamese characters into relief. He can – and is willing to – write revealing 

narratives of others’ trauma, but he challenges readers’ desires for such brutal, intimate 

accounts and asserts control over what stories he sells. 

Le’s collection of published short fiction attests to his faith in the power of 

commercial narrative, but “Love and Honor” complicates the relationship between 

representation and commodification in part by demarcating spaces off limits to readers. 

Reading “Love and Honor” next to “The Boat,” Goellnicht concludes that Le’s stories 

suggest the “ethical way to pay homage to the dead left behind, those who didn’t make it 

to the boats and those who died at sea, and to the living who may yet survive, is to use the 

admittedly limited tool of language to convey bodily memory, the sensory experiences of 

traumatic suffering. Despite its limitations, language may be able to take individuals out 

of their isolated experience into empathetic identification with others” (216). I would add 

the important caveat, however, that Le, like Plascencia, uses literary form to intrude on 

readers’ identification with characters to remind us of the limits of our access. Le 

questions the efficacy of literary witnessing, “resisting the notion of memory as universal 

or collectively available/accessible for redemption” (Cheng 147). Rather, for Le, looking 

away – from the bodies in “The Boat” and from Nam’s father’s account of Mai Lai – 

serves as a way to respect the vast differences between lived experience and literary 

stylizations. 
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THE WAR ON OMNISCIENT NARRATION 

Plascencia takes a similar metafictional approach to anxieties over 

commodification of his stories and the ways literary representation replicates political 

surveillance. In The People of Paper, Plascencia’s characters decide that their author-

narrator, Saturn, has too much control over their lives. Sensing Saturn as an oppressive 

force looking down from the sky, the characters wage a “war on omniscient narration 

(a.k.a. the war against the commodification of sadness),” elsewhere in the novel named a 

“war for volition” (218, 53). The characters’ grievances against Saturn, who reveals 

himself to be a writer named Sal Plascencia, link issues of omniscient surveillance, 

commodification, and volition in the post-9/11 context of Mexican immigration to the 

U.S. Plascencia implicates in this context his readers and his role as author to consider 

how his narrative mimics U.S. processes of commodifying Otherness while surveilling 

and restricting non-white bodies. By crafting a metafiction that explicitly lays open 

several narrative worlds, Plascencia explores the traitorous implications of selling his 

hometown through literature; he considers how offering paying audiences a view into the 

lives of the Mexicans and Mexican Americans who he controls constitutes profiting from 

the ongoing political and economic struggles people experience on the U.S.-Mexico 

border.123  

                                                
123 In The Book of Want (2011), Daniel Olivas similarly contends with anxiety about commodifying 
stories of Mexican Americans by breaking narrative distance and having characters interview each other 
about their respective decisions to participate in the novel. One character, La Queenie, feels disrespected in 
the interview, so removes herself from the novel, asserting the same agency exhibited by characters in 
Plascencia’s El Monte. As she leaves the interview and the novel, La Queenie denigrates The Book of Want 
by distinguishing it from “a great novel like The Hummingbird’s Daughter or The People of Paper” (99). 
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Three distinct but interpenetrating worlds comprise The People of Paper. On one 

narrative level of the novel, Mexican and Mexican American farmworkers in El Monte, 

California work in flower and strawberry fields to support their families. Most of the 

characters are affiliated with the gang El Monte Flores, or EMF, and fight the war against 

omniscience, battling their author-narrator, Saturn. While Saturn makes appearances in 

EMF’s world as a vague presence in the sky, he inhabits another narrative level where he 

is an author called Sal Plascencia. Sal shares his narrative world with an ex, Liz, a new 

lover, Cameroon, and the various minor characters with whom they interact. Sal writes 

from New York, though he travels to his hometown of El Monte, where he once lived 

with Liz. Outside of the two narrative worlds is that of Salvador Plascencia, who wrote 

the novel readers hold in their hands. The author figure, in varying forms, threads through 

each world: to distinguish between the three, I call the omniscient being EMF perceives 

Saturn, the fictional author Sal, and The People of Paper’s author Plascencia.  

The two fictitious worlds can be understood as running parallel to one another, 

even as EMF’s story is also embedded in Sal’s. Narratologists such as Gerard Genette 

and H. Porter Abbott offer language for describing these narrative relations. Sal exists in 

the diegetic level, or “storyworld, the world created by the narration” (Abbott 231). “The 

‘diegetic level’ consists of all those characters, things, and events that are in the 

                                                                                                                                            
Rather than acquiescing to the literary space Olivas authorizes for her, La Queenie pulls herself from the 
novel in a distinctly political act that confronts the economic and social inequalities faced by the 
subjectivities that populate Plascencia’s and Olivas’s novels. She tells her interviewer, “[l]ook, Olivas 
invented me, he invented you. He doesn’t have to pay us or take care of our medical bills or anything. 
We’re basically slaves” (99). As she leaves, she actively declines to explain herself to her creator because 
“He’s not worth the energy” (100). La Queenie makes explicit the inequalities in the economic treatment of 
Mexican Americans in the U.S., wherein laborers are denied equal pay and medical care yet can be 
commodified and circulated through fiction. 
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storyworld of the primary narrative,” meaning that reading EMF’s narrative in parallel 

with Sal’s qualifies it as also diegetic (231). However, as a character world within the 

diegetic novel Sal writes, also titled The People of Paper, EMF’s narrative can also be 

considered metadiegetic. The diegetic levels in Plascencia’s The People of Paper, 

however, are permeable, as EMF’s and Sal’s worlds interact, ultimately spilling over into 

Plascencia’s. A cinematic example of a narrative relying on intersecting diegetic worlds 

(a narrative technique termed “metalepsis”) is Peter Weir’s The Truman Show (1998), in 

which Jim Carrey’s character, Truman, lives a metadiegetic story under the command of 

a corporation profiting from his representation, which is itself a diegetic world in a 

Hollywood film. Other examples range from Warner Bros.’s The Lego Movie (2014) to 

the “mocumentary” genre pioneered by television shows The Office (U.K. and U.S.) and 

Parks and Rec. Thomas King’s Green Grass, Running Water (1993) and Ruth Ozeki’s A 

Tale for the Time Being (2013) are two examples from U.S. ethnic fiction; Laurence 

Sterne, Italo Calvino, and John Barth (particularly Lost in the Funhouse, 1968) are the 

standard literary touchstones of metaleptic diegesis.  

Crafting a diegetic author who shares his name and basic biographical 

information, Plascencia, like Le, critically considers his role as author. By inviting 

readers to conflate Sal with Plascencia, he implicates himself as an author in a legacy of 

commodified representation even as the fictional nature of the story allows him authorial 

distance from his critique of those processes. Members of EMF acknowledge the 

possibility that ending Saturn’s story might end their existence since he creates and 

controls their lives. Cami and Liz exist both inside and outside of Sal’s fiction as his 
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lovers but also, as they find out, his characters. In both instances, Plascencia narratively 

imagines how fiction replicates historical and contemporary modes of racial, economic, 

and social oppression by invading the privacy of individual characters, curtailing their 

volition, and commodifying their representation for paying audiences.  

Plascencia’s interest in the politics of narrative form is at once playful and 

somber. As fictional characters, members of EMF do not have rights, and, until their 

author animates them, they lack even the capacity to recognize injustice, suffer, or rebel 

against oppressive forces. At its most basic level, therefore, the novel luxuriates in formal 

play to pose abstract, if entertaining, literary questions. As Plascencia’s formal interest in 

omniscience and access illustrates, however, writing a novel about Mexicans and 

Mexican Americans at times too closely allegorizes contemporary racial politics for 

readers to sit comfortably. Through the novel’s metafictional play, Plascencia explores 

the formal connections between the narrative view he offers readers about Mexicans and 

Mexican Americans on the U.S.-Mexico border and contemporary U.S. surveillance of 

the same border region, a “site at which surveillance is concentrated to control legal and 

unauthorized immigration” (Chavez 132). The government deploys military surveillance 

technologies to monitor the border, including “helicopters, night-vision equipment, 

electronic intrusion-detection ground sensors,” in addition to border guard stations, 

drones, guard patrols, and extensive networks of video surveillance, all in hopes of 

achieving the omniscience de la Fe and EMF battle against (Mize and Swords 181). 

Local governments monitor people of color through racial profiling, and citizen groups 

such as the Minutemen fuel media attention to their surveillance spectacles. As EMF’s 
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omniscient and oppressive narrator-author, Sal hovers almost invisibly in the sky, 

particularly on the border, and monitors EMF’s every move, requiring neither 

justification nor outside authorization to conduct his surveillance.124 

In turning a critical – metafictional – lens on the relationship between characters 

and their authors, Plascencia considers the relationship between controversial racial 

profiling in border surveillance and commercial omniscient narration. Sal intends to sell 

his diegetic novel about EMF “as entertainment,” profiting off of particular forms of 

commodified Mexicanness even as he continues to invade the privacy of the 

subjectivities who animate his novel. Plascencia invites comparison between Sal’s plans 

for publication and the pervasive cultural appropriation in the U.S. that consumes salsa 

and equally palatable images of Latinidad on television and in film while building a fence 

along the U.S.-Mexico border and supporting unfair labor practices in Mexican 

maquiladoras. The U.S. government imposes inconsistent and unjust legal and economic 

obstacles into the lives of Mexican Americans and Mexican migrants to the U.S., such as 

racial profiling, limited work opportunities, and few legal avenues for relief – almost all 

of which work in the U.S.’s favor economically. Sal’s characters understand the narrative 
                                                
124 Through his loose allegory, Plascencia critiques the ostensibly defensive gaze of U.S. surveillance and 
outlines the types of Mexican and Mexican American subjectivities the state authorizes: “It was never 
Saturn’s intention to destroy any of them, if only they had not rebelled and just lived their lives without 
looking up. If they had not listened to Federico de la Fe and his crazed speeches, his claims of dignity 
through privacy and their right to remain unseen – it was he who prompted the unneeded war. Saturn 
wanted only to watch, to see their story develop and unfold” (46-47). Saldívar locates The People of 
Paper’s political activism in a genealogy of Chicano protest narratives: “Set paradigmatically on the 
transnational US-Mexican border, about immigrant Mexican agricultural workers struggling against the 
sanitized, casual, mainstream racism without racists of the postrace era US, without access to safe working 
and living conditions or good schools, their life opportunities limited by conditions of severe economic 
exploitation, living under constant vigilance, and representing a heroic, even if doomed, fight against 
tyranny and injustice, The People of Paper could be seen as a typical instance of a realist protest Chicano 
narrative” (“Historical Fantasy” 576). 
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obstacles he drops in their stories in a similar light; their strife creates a more compelling 

story, and Sal profits by commodifying their sadness. As is often the case with many 

undocumented Mexicans and Latin Americans working in the U.S., Sal’s characters have 

no real recourse against the shadowy authority that monitors their lives.  

As diegetic and occasionally metadiegetic characters when they appear in Sal’s 

novel, Liz and Cami have different concerns than do EMF. The women are not subject to 

Sal’s omniscience, but they still recognize the degree to which his fiction invades their 

privacy by exposing them to outside surveillance by the novel’s readers. Liz worries 

about how her future children will think of her because of Sal’s unflattering account of 

their breakup, while Cami expresses disgust at strangers knowing intimate details of her 

life and physiology by reading scenes depicting her and Sal’s sexual escapades. In a letter 

to Sal included in the novel, she reproaches his decision to include her in his fiction: “In 

your world of fiction and imagination you may fuck whomever you want; masturbate 

with your genius. But I’m not of paper. It is not decent, Sal. To fuck and then tell is one 

thing, but to write about it – to allow the telling to never end …” (226). Implicit in 

Cami’s disparagement of Sal and in Liz’s disgust at her depiction is an indictment – 

though certainly not equal to the responsibility they place on Sal’s position as author – of 

The People of Paper’s readers.  

EMF’s leader, Federico de la Fe, is first to understand that the characters’ lives, 

scripted by Saturn to include economic and political inequality as well as personal 

heartbreak and physical trials, are designed for Saturn’s profit and the entertainment of 

readers. He teaches EMF to recognize their position as subjects under surveillance, 
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commodities, and prisoners of the novel. Readers first meet de la Fe in his home of Las 

Tortugas, Mexico, where he lives on a farm with his bride, Merced, and his daughter, 

Little Merced. De la Fe believes Saturn inflicts him with nightly incontinence and 

consequently drives away Merced and replaces her with inconsolable sadness. De la Fe 

turns to self-harm to alleviate the sadness and repress his incontinence, burning parts of 

his body covered by clothing when he thinks Little Merced is not watching. He finally 

decides to move to California with his daughter in hopes of leaving his sadness behind 

and starting a new life by obtaining a job in a dress factory (19). As the pair near the 

U.S.-Mexico border, de la Fe begins to feel as if he is being watched: “In Tijuana, 

Federico de la Fe exited Bus Number 8 and instantly felt a hovering force pressing down 

on him. He sensed that he was being constantly watched from above” (26). De la Fe 

seeks out a mechanic’s shop with lead tortoise shells in the yard and, sending Little 

Merced on an errand, asks permission to hide under a shell where he can escape the 

abstract surveillance he senses. After some time, he emerges and looks upward. “His 

black eyes moved a little to the left, toward the direction of Saturn. For years he had 

sensed something in the sky mocking him as he peed in his bed and dreamed of dress 

factories and of his lost Merced. And today, as he stood outside a junkyard hundreds of 

miles from his home, the force upon him felt heavier than ever before” (28). Saturn 

confirms de la Fe’s suspicions, narrating, “Saturn was aligned directly over Federico de 

la Fe, following him wherever he went, budging a half a space centimeter for every five 

hundred land miles de la Fe and Little Merced traveled” (30). Now convinced he has 
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located the source of the obstacles in his life, de la Fe focuses his animus on Saturn, 

whom readers later learn is his author-narrator, Sal Plascencia.  

Saturn continues to put obstacles into the narrative as de la Fe enters California. 

In addition to feeling unfairly observed as he moves throughout his day, de la Fe learns 

his undocumented status precludes the possibility of obtaining the work he desires. Little 

Merced explains, “[w]hen we reached Los Angeles none of the dress factories wanted my 

father. They wanted people who carried laminated cards with the stamp of a bald eagle” 

(33). De la Fe pursues the only option available to him by settling in El Monte, 

California, “a small town fifteen miles east of Rita Hayworth’s Hollywood mansion, a 

town of furrows and flowers” (33). In proximity to the wealth and glamor associated with 

Hollywood – and a particular form of commodified Latina/o-ness embodied in 

Hayworth125 – El Monte relies on a different sort of commodity: cheap labor to fuel the 

opulence of neighboring towns.126 In El Monte, de la Fe joins other Mexicans and 

Mexican Americans in the fields where he is afforded little pay, few legal or human 

rights, and no opportunity for advancement.  

                                                
125 Meléndez argues that “mexicanos and American Indians” living in the U.S. southwest have been 
spectacularized and commodified since the start of cinema (7). He argues they “were viewed as a part of 
the archive of human variation to be photographed, filmed, catalogued, scrutinized, and ultimately 
possessed by legions of amateur and quasi-scientific adventure-seekers. Of course, the era of the adventure-
tourist sauntering into the Southwest came at the end of a long interval of nefarious military and political 
conquests over its native inhabitants. Not until several tumultuous decades had passed and reports to the 
eastern United States signaled that the Borderlands were firmly in the political control of the United States, 
its inhabitants having been formally detached from the Republic of Mexico, did more ordinary adventure-
seekers deem it time to film the people of the region. As if taking a step back in time, a fledgling movie 
industry seized on the spectacle of conquest and quickly began the work of reifying Manifest Destiny in the 
American imaginary. War, conquest, and battlefield heroics made good drama, and thus entertainment film 
gorged itself on the self-justifying logic of American imperialism” (7). 
126 Mize and Swords describe “the central tenet by Marx:” “human labor is the ultimate source of 
commodities” (xxxii). 
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Plascencia situates El Monte as a palimpsest of colonial economic histories, 

starting with U.S. westward expansion and extending into contemporary labor practices. 

Glossing over the violent European invasions of the North American southwest, Sal 

writes that the “original settlers of El Monte” arrived via the Santa Fe Trail and, later, 

Route 66 (34). Settled in the course of Manifest Destiny, El Monte is shaped from the 

start by colonial processes of land theft. The nature of colonialism in El Monte changes 

with time, as the area gentrifies and segregates: the “original settlers … gradually moved 

from El Monte to the foothills of Arcadia and Pasadena, towns that did not have the foot 

traffic of flower pickers or the smell of oregano and lard bubbling from the boiling pots 

of menudo stands. The only time that the pioneers of El Monte returned was in 

December, when they bought flowers to decorate the motorized carts that floated down 

the avenues of their newly adopted towns” (34). In addition to explicit colonial practices 

of invasion and settlement to gentrification fueled by racism, ongoing processes of 

isolating and segregating labor along racial and legal citizenship lines shape the region 

around El Monte. Those with money move to the foothills, while those who fuel wealth 

with their labor remain in the fields of El Monte. These shifting economic arrangements 

elicit another migration, not from east to west, but from south to north. Plascencia tracks 

the northward movement of labor out of Mexico to California: “El Monte was one 

thousand four hundred forty-eight miles north of Las Tortugas and an even fifteen 

hundred miles from the city of Guadalajara, and while there were no cockfights or 

wrestling arenas, the curanderos’ botanica shops, the menudo stands, and the bell towers 

of the Catholic churches had also pushed north, settling among the flowers and sprinkler 
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systems” (34). Highlighting the gulf that exists between producers and consumers in the 

region, de la Fe labors in El Monte’s fields, transforming his undocumented labor into 

flowers, which serve as ephemeral decorations for the yearly celebrations of the wealthy.  

The farmworkers experience their time in the flower fields much differently than 

do tourists from Pasadena and Arcadia, who visit for the beautiful sights and to collect 

flowers for their annual Rose Parade. Organized as EMF, the farmworkers bear the 

burden of tourists’ consumption:  

for them there was no softness in petals and no aroma in flowers. They felt 

only the splinters and calluses from tilling the land and smelled only the 

stench of fertilizer and horse shit. Their shoes were wet and the cuffs of 

their work pants crusted with mud. At midday they took off their shirts, 

wringing the sweat and then tossing them over their shoulders. And 

always a cutting knife was in hand. It was from these blades and hands 

that bouquets and potpourri came. (34) 

The violence implicit in the gang’s knives does not manifest in criminal acts, as with the 

gangs in “pressed zoot suits” from LA (34). EMF “did not loot fruit stores or steal car 

parts; they just drank mescal and worked in the furrows harvesting flowers,” but touring 

gangs knew better than to call them “a gang of sissy flower pickers,” because they 

recognize the violence EMF experiences, while understated, is nonetheless real and 
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systemic (34).127 The banality of capitalist violence against EMF renders it at once 

invisible and as ostentatious as parade floats and potpourri. Contrasting the farmworkers’ 

labor and the excessive consumption of the tourists, Plascencia re-signifies the 

switchblades and butterfly knives EMF use in their daily labor. Rather than signifying the 

violence committed by a gang, the knives serve as reminders of the violence implicit in 

bouquets and potpourri, commodities produced by unfair labor practices. They also, 

however, function as a source of currency in the community, serving not only as gifts, but 

as the primary wagers in nightly games: “The dominoes pots were mostly butterfly 

knives, switchblades, and shears – all tools that made the cutting carnations and rose 

stems easier” (38). While markers of capitalist violence against the farmworkers, knives 

also testify to EMF’s communal vitality and resourcefulness in survival. 

Beyond systemic violence, including violence inflicted by U.S. capitalism, 

racism, and nativism, and the violence Saturn introduces into characters’ lives, violence 

in The People of Paper primarily manifests as self-harm. De la Fe considers burning his 

skin a way to control sadness; on journey north to California, he teaches his burning 

techniques to a Glue Sniffer, whose abuse of glue fumes to “dull sadness” left him unable 

to control his stomach or persistent nosebleeds (29).128 When de la Fe, Little Merced, 

and EMF visit the border, they meet others, called Burn Collectors, who “had also 

discovered the cure for sadness. But unlike Federico de la Fe, they felt no shame and did 
                                                
127 I understand the zoot-suiter’s respect for EMF as Plascencia’s recognition that the city gangs, who the 
novel suggests may engage in looting and theft, are subject to the same banal violence of capitalism, 
although it takes different forms in urban areas. 
128 The (former) Glue Sniffer reports, “I continued Federico de la Fe’s treatment for a week and I regained 
control of my stomach. I wrapped my [burnt] thighs with gauze and threw my jar of glue away” (29). 
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not hide their scars or blisters” (58). For the Burn Collectors, burn wounds and scars 

constitute non-normative forms of knowledge. Little Merced identifies constellations the 

“woman in burn stars” has crafted across her body (58, 59) and a woman with “blistered 

and black” arms reading tarot cards uses pus from her blisters to tell Little Merced’s 

fortune (58, 61). Watching the pus run across her palm, Little Merced a real-time view of 

her mother bathing with a strange man in the river near her childhood home in Las 

Tortugas, a storyline Saturn otherwise declines to include in his omniscient narration 

(61). Even the violent brincas, in which EMF initiates new members, are a form of 

community self-violence; once an initiate survives a one-minute beating by eight 

members of EMF, “They hugged him, congratulating him for his endurance and 

suffering” before taking him on “the EMF parade, a parade with no Rose Queen or 

benches of spectators” (37). Like de la Fe, the Glue Sniffers, and the Burn Collectors, 

EMF inflicts violence they choose and can contain as a form of control and relative 

volition in an otherwise pre-determined world. 

While systemic and self-inflicted violence saturates the novel, the narrative 

present of Sal’s diegetic novel finds EMF’s energies focused toward political action 

rather than physical resistance. De la Fe organizes EMF by turning their political 

consciousness toward fighting commodification and surveillance, and desiring volition in 

a world they experience as subject to Saturn’s determination. He encourages them to 

concentrate on the root of the inequalities they experience by rising up against Saturn, the 

oppressive being in the sky. EMF member Froggy describes the speech de la Fe delivered 

to rally EMF to his cause and enlist soldiers in the war against omniscience:  
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He said it was a war for volition and against the commodification of 

sadness. “It is a war against the fate that has been decided for us,” he said. 

I asked who had given us the fate. Federico de la Fe shook his head and 

said he was not entirely sure. All he could tell us was that it was 

something or someone in the sky, hidden and looking down on us safely 

from the orbit of Saturn. And that entity had driven his wife away and 

cursed him with a perpetual sadness that was alleviated only through fire. 

And everybody else in El Monte was subject to the temper and whims that 

emanated from Saturn. “Right now, as I say this, we are part of Saturn’s 

story. Saturn owns it. We are being listened to and watched, our lives sold 

as entertainment. But if we fight we might be able to gain control, to 

shield ourselves and live our lives for ourselves,” Federico de la Fe said. 

(53)  

Exhausted by Saturn’s constant omniscient surveillance, which limits their freedoms and 

opportunities but allows him access to the stories he sells for the amusement of 

audiences, EMF join de la Fe in condemning Saturn and turn their energies toward 

ending or, not unlike Nam’s father in “Love and Honor,” possibly stealing then erasing 

the novel. 

De la Fe structures the war against omniscience around inducing writer’s block in 

Saturn. Writers’ block produces two desirable effects: temporary privacy from authorial 
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surveillance and, de la Fe hopes, the potential abortion of the narrative project.129 At the 

start of the war, de la Fe returns to the mechanic’s shop where he once escaped Saturn’s 

gaze by hiding under a tortoise shell. He purchases the lead shells in bulk and cuts them 

into pieces to hide his war plans: “Pressed against the two slabs of lead were Federico de 

la Fe’s schematics for a war of eventual emancipation, safely hidden from Saturn’s view. 

Some of the parchment paper stuck out from between the heavy sheets of lead. Parts of 

Federico de la Fe’s home-taught cursive, with uncrossed x’s, undotted i’s, and unlopped 

Spanish q’s, were exposed, along with what appeared to be a triangle with numerical 

measurements. But Saturn could not extrapolate any of Federico de la Fe’s plan from the 

protruding scribbles” (86). De la Fe soon procures enough lead to line the ceilings and 

walls of all the houses of El Monte, thereby excluding Saturn from the privacy of EMF’s 

homes and their war meetings. De la Fe instructs members of EMF to hide their thoughts 

in “a loop of irrelevance” when they have to venture out from under the lead shields, 

thereby giving Saturn nothing to write and impeding the progress of the novel (90). 

Saturn admits, “Everything they thought of had to do with carnations and farm animals 

and objects too brown or formless to have any meaning.130 Unable to see the notes that 

                                                
129 To fund the war on omniscience, or the commodification of sadness, EMF initiates an alternative 
economy based on cockfighting and sustenance farming. Burning tires in an unsuccessful attempt to block 
Saturn’s vision, groups of EMF members pool their money and make runs to the border to procure more 
lead tortoise shells, goats, chickens, and other materiel. After returning, “EMF was now ready to run its 
own dairy farm and host its first cockfight. [De la Fe] told Froggy that we had almost everything we needed 
to sustain and finance a war against Saturn” (63). Despite Saturn’s omniscience and control over their fates, 
the characters exhibit agency in responding to his authority. 
130 As Julie Minich observes, through Saturn’s admission Plascencia acknowledges the ways in which 
literary scholarship typically read Chicana/o literature for content – brown bodies – rather than form. He 
also points to ways in which these brown bodies are devalued, or considered meaningless in national 
discourses.  
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Federico de la Fe hid underneath the lead, Saturn had not foreseen this type of attack. De 

la Fe’s plan was to stump Saturn in the midst of the story, to hide their lives behind lead 

walls” (90). By explicitly excluding Saturn from their thoughts and thwarting his 

surveillance, the characters win a measure of privacy and volition. 

EMF ultimately hopes not just to evade Saturn’s omniscient surveillance, 

however, but also to end his narration. They hope that he will retreat to more distant 

orbits and give up the novel if he experiences writers’ block for long enough, though they 

are prepared for more immediate action, as well. In real narrative time on page 105 of the 

novel, de la Fe gives EMF specific instructions about what to do if they ever encounter 

Saturn: “The carnation knife must be pulled out of the waistband and then put to the 

throat of Saturn, dragging the blade across the skin and stubble of his throat, letting his 

ink drip. … At the very least, if rushed, steal the plot lines and the hundred and five pages 

that have been written. Leave nothing behind but the title page and table of contents, on 

which you write, ‘You are not so powerful’” (104-105). Like Nam’s father, de la Fe 

prefers the destruction of his story to circulating narratively as entertainment.  

As the story progresses, the characters reveal a variety of positions toward Saturn, 

as well as a series of techniques for resisting, embracing, or ignoring his voyeurism into 

the most intimate moments of their lives. Like the authors in this dissertation, 

Plascencia’s characters critically engage the power relations dictating who has access to 

their stories. De la Fe, who blames Saturn for the tragic events written into the opening of 

the novel, represents the staunchest resistance to omniscience; he understands Saturn as 

the force that predetermines the courses of characters’ lives. Baby Nostradamus, an 
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indigenous child with supernatural wisdom adopted by El Monte’s curandero, blocks 

Saturn’s thoughts altogether by obscuring text with blocks of black ink. He teaches de la 

Fe’s daughter, Little Merced, to do the same, and over the course of the novel she 

increases her ability to shield herself and those around her from Saturn’s omniscience. In 

addition to his capability to shield his thoughts from Saturn, “Baby Nostradamus knew 

how The People of Paper ended. It concluded with a plain, nine-word sentence that read, 

‘And there would be no sequel to the sadness’” (166). He has the capacity to engage in “a 

terrorism of summation, prematurely bringing everything forward,” but instead adheres to 

the “codes of his profession” by allowing the story to unfold by Saturn’s telling (167). 

Froggy, another EMF member, does not harbor de la Fe’s vitriol against Saturn, but still 

seeks to experience “our story unobstructed, unexploited by Saturn” (212). To varying 

degrees, most characters tolerate Saturn even as they wish for privacy and an escape from 

the indignity of having their sadness commodified and circulated while they remain 

rooted in social and economic inequality.  

While other characters decide to resist Saturn’s surveillance of their lives, one 

character, Smiley, rather enjoys the thought of constant attention and seeks out his creator 

in curiosity. As another member of EMF explains, “Smiley wanted some form of 

celebrity, even if it came from simply lying naked in his bed” (185). He pulls out of the 

war effort, and while the rest of EMF “took refuge in inane thoughts and under the 

weight of lead, Smiley walked outside and gathered goat droppings to scoop into his pots. 

And after watering his plants and removing his clothes, he lay down on his bed, enjoying 

the rest and carefree comforts that came with peace. But still he stared up at the sky, 
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hopeful that perhaps Saturn would look down and notice the nude wunderkind of botany 

and mathematics” (169). Seeking recognition, Smiley learns Saturn’s name – “Salvador 

Plascencia de Gonzalez, to be exact, though he dropped his maternal name long ago” – 

from a curandero who also provides him a map to Saturn’s home (102).  Smiley follows 

the curandero’s map to a “rough spot” in the sky, where he peels away “the deteriorating 

glaze of blue, collapsing part of the sky and exposing a layer of papier-mâché” (103). 

After opening a hole in the sky, Smiley crawls through and emerges into Saturn’s 

bedroom, penetrating the divide between character and author. Saturn, however, fails to 

recognize Smiley because he is preoccupied with his own heartache.  

Saturn’s heartache constitutes another layer of The People of Paper’s narrative 

that involves similar confrontations between characters and author, this time explicitly 

framed in the language of colonialism. When Smiley finds him, Saturn – Sal – is “asleep 

and heartbroken … he was no longer in control.” Smiley observes, “He did not have the 

foresight to see that I was coming, nor did he care” (103). As Sal writes a book about de 

la Fe, Smiley, and the people of El Monte, his long-term relationship with Liz, to whom 

the book is dedicated, dissolves, and she leaves him for a white man. Sal reacts in anger, 

telling Liz, “You weren’t supposed to spill out of the dedication page. But then you 

fucked everything. Made holes in my ceiling, cracks in my ribs, my whole wardrobe to 

dust. All for a white boy. […] The trajectory of the novel altered because of him. They 

colonize everything: the Americas, our stories, our novels, our memories …” (117).131 

                                                
131 Sal refuses to include Liz’s new lover’s name in the book, so cuts out all references in the hardback 
volume, and scratches out his name in paperback printings of The People of Paper.  
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In the emotional turmoil accompanying heartbreak, Sal understands Liz’s departure and 

her subsequent relationship with a white man through the politics of colonialism. He 

considers her decision to leave an act of betrayal and part of a larger pattern of 

colonization in which “they” – ostensibly, white people like Liz’s new boyfriend – 

colonize more than the geographic space of “the Americas,” but also “our stories, our 

novels, our memories,” cultural capital of, presumably, Mexican Americans like Sal 

(117). While his conflation of his breakup with the colonization of the Americas is 

hyperbolic, Sal’s comparison points to the degree colonialism structures the way he 

understands the world. He suggests that as a Mexican American man, recognizing 

colonialism – past and ongoing – is not a choice but a matter of course. In the face of the 

narrative and romantic colonization he experiences, Sal asserts omniscience over his 

characters, a form of control he understands as akin to conquest. Having internalized a 

world view that understands power and privilege in terms of colonization, Sal sees his 

war against de la Fe and EMF as a way “to prove that I too am a colonizer, I too am 

powerful in those ways … I can wipe out whole cultures, whole towns of imaginary 

flower people” (238). In his heartbroken state, however, Saturn temporarily retreats from 

his war on EMF and focuses his anger on Liz.  

Sal charges Liz with betraying him and their race by leaving him for a white man, 

whom he aligns with North American colonialism. He similarly couches his other 

grievances against Liz in an explicitly colonial context, accusing her of being a “sell-

out,” “[w]orse than Rita Hayworth … You are worse than the Malinche, worse than 

Pocahontas” (118). By invoking Malinche, Rita Hayworth, and Pocahontas – all women 
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who partnered with white men under various conditions – Sal taps into a long tradition of 

masculinist discourse in which women of color are to be either conquered and enjoyed as 

spoils of conquest, or protected as symbols of their race. In this formulation, women are 

either passive objects, or, as in Sal’s examples, traitors to their men and race.  

As a historical figure, Malinche was a Nahuatl woman twice exchanged as 

property, the second time to Hernán Cortés (Rebolledo 62). Because she was able to 

speak Maya and Nahuatl, she became an important translator for Cortés. As Tey Diana 

Rebolledo explains, “She later became Cortés’s mistress. Her name became so closely 

identified with that of the conqueror (and his with hers) that in Mexico, by the twentieth 

century, the word ‘Malinche’ or ‘Malinchista’ became synonymous with a person who 

betrays her or his country” (62). She explains: “Chicana writers do not view La Malinche 

as the passive victim of rape and conquest but instead believe her to be a woman who had 

and made choices. Because she possessed the power of language and political knowledge, 

for them La Malinche is a woman who deliberately chose to be a survivor” (Rebolledo 

64-65). While Chicana scholars have contextualized Malinche’s decision to have a child 

with Cortés as an act of survival by an intellectual woman who had been exchanged as a 

commodity, Sal clearly intends his comparison of Liz to Malinche as an epithet. As with 

Pocahontas, another indigenous woman who later paired with a European invader, 

Malinche stands in for gendered, cultural betrayal. Writing in the mid-1990s, Rebolledo 

explains that calling someone a Malinche can have even broader connotations, riffing on 

the multiple meanings of “selling-out,” as it “specifically refers to those Mexicans who 

relate excessively to American-produced commercial goods” (62). In charging Liz with 
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being “worse than the Malinche,” Sal calls on a long history of linking commodification 

with betrayal or “selling out” to project his own anxiety about selling out his characters to 

readers who will consume their sadness as entertainment.  

Another name that captures Sal’s sense of betrayal, Rita Hayworth, shares with 

“Malinche” the connotation of gendered cultural betrayal, also with the implication of 

“selling out,” but this time in the context of Hollywood representation. Rita Hayworth, 

born Margarita Carmen Cansino, starred in Hollywood films in the early twentieth 

century (Ovalle 70). Born in New York to a Spanish father and white American mother, 

Rita entered the entertainment industry as a Latina, only to undergo a “process of 

publicized commodification and transformation (from Margarita Carmen Cansino to Rita 

Cansino, ethnic starlet, to the all-American Rita Hayworth)” (McLean 3).132 While Sal’s 

biography of Hayworth is inaccurate – she was not a plum farmer from “a coastal town in 

Jalisco” – his account of her transformation succinctly mirrors the biography Hayworth 

scholar Adrienne L. McLean offers (Plascencia 41). Sal explains:  

Rita Hayworth bleached her jet-black hair into a light shade of auburn. To 

emphasize her widow’s peak, she used needle-shaped electrodes to push 

back her hairline. She pinched her cartilage until her mestizo nose was 

pointy. The in-house linguist at Fox Pictures touched Rita’s tongue, 

teaching her to unroll her r’s and pronounce words like salamander and 

salad without sounding like a wetback. (47) 

                                                
132 Hayworth’s all-Americanness is acknowledged in the novel by her image’s implication in colonial 
processes, as Sal points out, “her pinup shot was airbrushed to the first test bomb dropped on the island of 
Bikini Atoll” (42).  
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Contextualizing Hayworth’s career in patriarchal Hollywood and theorizing Hayworth’s 

image as spectacular commodity, McLean understands Hayworth as a complex figure, 

“both agent and object” (28). To Sal, however, Hayworth is another “Rita Vendida,” in 

the same vein as Malinche (Plascencia 78). “Too good to fuck us lettuce pickers,” Sal’s 

Hayworth chooses white men over Mexican men, and literally sells herself to Hollywood 

by transforming into an American celebrity (45). Sal interprets Liz’s betrayal – leaving 

him for a white man who lives in Hollywood – as a similar form of whitening and selling 

out. Like de la Fe, who was resigned to a town of farmworkers fifteen miles east of 

Hayworth’s mansion, Sal sees himself as left behind with the lettuce pickers as Liz 

whitens herself for her new lover.  

 Using the figures of Malinche, Pocahontas, and Rita Hayworth as shorthand for 

racialized, feminine betrayal reinforces negative stereotypes of women as objects or as 

deceptive and traitorous. It also ignores the substantial bodies of Chicana, Native, and 

feminist scholarship that contest historical use of the figures through more nuanced, less 

reductive, and more politically-useful readings.133 Sal – and by implication, Plascencia – 

pushes his use of masculinist depictions of colonialism to the point of parody, however, 

such as when he equates Liz’s boyfriend’s semen with imperialism: “He would not think 

of her [Liz] or of the white boy who colonized his memories. He who had spread his 

                                                
133 Rebolledo’s Women Singing in the Snow: A Cultural Analysis of Chicana Literature (1995), 
particularly chapter three, “From Coatlicue to La Llorona: Literary Myths and Archetypes,” and chapter 
nine, “Mujeres Andariegas: Good Girls and Bad” offers an important overview of some of this scholarship; 
the notes to these chapters helpfully direct readers to additional, earlier sources. Rayna Greene’s classic 
essay, “The Pocahontas Perplex” reconsiders Native women archetypes. Most recently, Alicia Gaspar de 
Alba considers Malinche in [Un]framing the ‘Bad Woman’: Sor Juana, Malinche, Coyolxauhqui and Other 
Rebels with a Cause (2014).  
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imperialism everywhere. All over her, spilling it on her chest and stomach, coating her 

lips, and throat, lining the esophagus and intestines” (124). Even in the emotional 

hyperbole accompanying heartbreak, Sal’s masculinist depiction of imperialism is 

extreme enough to suggest at least self-awareness, if not irony, in his reliance on 

gendered, colonial tropes.  

In several instances, Sal allows the women characters he accuses of betrayal to 

speak back to their creator – and audience – to contest Sal’s problematic depiction of 

women as “sell-outs.” Rita Hayworth sporadically enjoys the novel’s narrative focus and 

eventually adopts the occasional role of first-person narrator. Through the narrative in her 

dedicated columns, Rita’s characterization as a traitor to her race becomes complicated 

by discourses of racism and capitalism on the U.S.-Mexico border in entertainment 

spaces that “help U.S. tourist-consumers assume and sustain a sense of cultural 

superiority through the exhibition of exoticized non-white bodies” (Ovalle 73). Sal 

narrates Rita’s/Margarita’s entrance into the entertainment industry “[i]n Tijuana, as she 

danced in anchored gambling ships and casinos,”134 where Hollywood executives 

evading Prohibition “asked Margarita to dance in front of their celluloid motion machine” 

(44).135 Priscilla Ovalle argues that these nightclubs on the Mexican side of the border, 

usually co-owned by wealthy Americans, positioned “Latina bodies as readily available 

                                                
134 While Plascencia fictionalizes much of Hayworth’s biography in Rita’s character, Hayworth did 
perform “at venues such as the Foreign Club in Tijuana, and on the Rex, a notorious gambling boat off the 
coast of Santa Monica, California” (Ovalle 72). She was “discovered by a Hollywood producer named 
Winfield Sheehan in a Tijuana club co-owned by Twentieth Century Films’ cofounder and amusement park 
pioneer Joe Schenck” (Ovalle 73).  
135 Plascencia narrates the colonial processes of erasure and renaming: “‘Rita, you’re fabulous,’ they said, 
and from that point onward her first name was condensed” (44). 
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objects and commodities of first world tastes,” as they “indulg[e] the pleasures of an 

Anglo-American male clientele operating from a wholly U.S. perspective” (73). While 

Sal gets little of Hayworth’s biography correct, his attention to her entrance to 

Hollywood’s entertainment industry through border nightclubs is historically accurate 

and contextualizes her choices as a Latina performer historically and politically; her 

decision to “sell out” might be better understood as a negotiation of an industry that had 

already positioned her as a racialized commodity. Speaking in the first person, Rita 

responds to her popular characterization as a traitor, a trope Sal exploits: “it is not 

elephants that never forget, but those we betray, those we hurt. … Unable to excuse a 

change of address or wardrobe. Telling their children and grandchildren that I am their 

sellout whore” (214). Rita directly engages the way an individual woman’s historically-

specific decisions – glossed as “a change of address or wardrobe” – become overwritten 

by familiar narratives of cultural betrayal. While Sal problematically relies on Rita as a 

trope of feminine treachery, her sympathetic character has space to refuse her flat 

characterization and to contextualize her decisions in the political and social histories of 

Hollywood and continuing U.S. racism.  

Cameroon, Sal’s new girlfriend, also offers the novel’s audience an alternative to 

Sal’s narrative. For instance, she points out to readers as number 63 on her sixty-four 

page list of lies Sal tells in the novel, “Rita Hayworth was never Mexican” (136). She 

contends that Sal abuses his power as narrator to manipulate the lives of the women he 

crafts as characters, punishing them for hurting his pride. In addition to Rita’s revised 

biography, Sal depicts his relationship with Cameroon unfairly by depicting her as a 
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“clingy and desperate girl sitting on a bidet” (226). Cameroon outlines her grievances 

about the unfairness of his fiction in a letter “written in a cursive so angry that it broke 

through the paper,” which Sal includes in the novel (226-227). One of Cameroon’s 

narrative columns depicts her in the future, finding an out-of-print The People of Paper 

on sale for two dollars in which she learns Sal has killed her off by narrating her dying in 

Africa, where locals feed her to sharks (227-228). She reflects on Sal’s narrative 

misogyny and the death of her character as she wonders why “her fate was such an 

unimaginative one. But she knew why. This was the fate of women who know too much, 

women who can upset the pride of Saturn. Because ultimately Saturn is a tyrant, 

commanding the story where he wants it to go. That is why they fight against him, why 

they hide under lead and try to push him to the margins” (228). Cameroon’s assessment 

of Sal – Saturn – as a tyrant illuminates the audacity of Sal’s pretensions to omniscience 

and his abuse of omniscient perspective. Echoing Sal’s assertion that “I too am a 

colonizer … I can wipe out whole cultures, whole towns of imaginary flower people,” 

Cameroon understands Sal’s narration as manipulative and aligns the women in Sal’s life 

who he turns into characters with EMF’s struggle against omniscient narration (238). 

Cameroon’s challenge to her depiction as a character – and the ease with which a 

privileged author can write her fate – focuses critical attention on Sal’s role as a writer 

and his decisions to diminish particular groups. In challenging how Sal characterizes her 

and the other women in the novel, Cameroon reminds audiences of his – and by 

extension, Saturn’s, Plascencia’s, and all authors’ – biases and authorial privilege.  
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Liz takes up a similar critique of Sal’s narrative decisions particularly as they 

relate to women by reversing his accusations of “selling out.” Taking up Sal’s insistence 

on framing their breakup in the language of colonialism and representation, Liz points to 

The People of Paper as a more serious form of selling out:  

So I have moved house and replaced you with a white boy, but that is 

nothing compared to what you have done, to what you have sold. In a neat 

pile of paper you have offered up not only your hometown, EMF, and 

Federico de la Fe, but also me, your grandparents and generations beyond 

them, your patria, your friends, even Cami. You have sold everything, 

save yourself. So you remain but you have sold everything else. You have 

delivered all this into their hands, and for what? For fourteen dollars and 

the vanity of your name on the book cover. (138) 

Despite Sal’s understanding of his omniscience as colonizing in nature, Liz’s accusation 

rearranges Sal’s relationship to colonization by naming him not as a colonizer, but as a 

sell-out to colonizers (his publisher and readers); she reverses the charges Sal once 

leveled against her. Central to Liz’s complaint is that Sal is willing to exchange access to 

those closest to him for money and individual recognition. While she never names Sal’s 

interlocutors – “their” might refer to the white colonizers Sal evokes with his pronouns, 

or publishers and readers – Liz literalizes Sal’s frequent epithet, “sell-out,” in her 

accusation. 

 Plascencia’s reliance on tropes of betrayal directs readers to a central anxiety of 

the metafictional novel: writing for commercial audiences as a traitorous act. By using 
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The People of Paper’s form as a stage on which to play out the conflict between Sal and 

the women characters he betrays, Plascencia concedes his own implication as a Mexican 

American writer selling access to his hometown, family, friends, and characters. He also 

includes himself in Cameroon’s indictment of omniscience as an arrogant and easily 

abused narrative privilege that, like the colonialisms undergirding the discussion, often 

obscures its own power dynamics. Ramón Saldívar explains that Liz, in confronting Sal 

diegetically, “foregrounds the fact that we are dealing with not so much an unreliable 

narrator as a totally discreditable author, ‘Salvador Plascencia,’ whose own sins, of 

selling out friends, family, community, and ideals for the sake of authorial vanity – the 

commodification of sadness – are wrapped in a veil of disingenuousness, at best, or 

deceitful bad faith, at worst” (“Historical Fantasy” 580). In allowing his characters to 

speak out against their representation and commodification – and the consequences of 

their compromised privacy – in terms of “selling out,” Plascencia invites critical 

comparisons between writing commercial fiction and the acts of cultural betrayal of one’s 

self and people that Sal vehemently opposes.  

Plascencia’s self-awareness of his “sins,” to use Saldívar’s term, become 

increasingly self-deprecating in nature as the novel progresses. In a scene in which Little 

Merced finds her father in the throes of lead poisoning out on their front yard, Plascencia 

characterizes Saturn’s diegetic omniscience and authorial privilege – not unlike his own – 

as lacking decency and empathy. Recognizing de la Fe’s pain, Little Merced brings her 

father inside to bathe and comfort him. “If there was ever an instance that Federico de la 

Fe wanted his privacy, his right to be shielded from the sight of Saturn,” Saturn observes, 
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“it was at that moment” (184). Saturn, however, “lacked the decency to look away, the 

ability to empathize with Federico de la Fe and his daughter and their need to be alone 

and unseen,” continuing to voyeur and narrate the scene for his readers (186). Unlike 

Le’s decision to deflect readers’ gaze from the central traumas in “The Boat” or to omit 

Nam’s father’s story of My Lai, Saturn’s narrative exposes the details de la Fe would 

rather remain private: “Saturn focused on the vomit on Federico de la Fe’s lap, slowly 

panning upwards to his bare stomach and chest, revealing the dry and ashing skin, the 

scars, and the still-blistering burns. And then to Little Merced as she tended to her sick 

father, Saturn listening to everything that they said” (186). Saturn identifies in his role as 

author the potential to look away from the intimate moment, then refuses. Instead, he 

draws attention to the invasive, excessive access he offers readers by refusing to give his 

characters privacy in moments of acute emotion, such as the scene in which de la Fe must 

explain his practices of self-harm to his daughter, an incredibly private and heartbreaking 

event.136 As she looks at her father’s burn scars, Little Merced extends his critique of 

Saturn to also indict the reading audience for violating their privacy:  

“I’m sorry,” Federico de la Fe said to his daughter. “There are some things 

that are better kept hidden.” And Little Merced quietly nodded, sensing 

Saturn’s presence. She began to feel her own resentment, not only toward 

                                                
136 He says simply, “[s]ometimes I really miss your mother” (184). Saturn’s apparent willingness to 
publish a scene of abjection raises questions for readers about how and whether we read the scene. In his 
consideration of photographers who “abused the native sense of privacy to capture an image and then either 
sold or distributed the pictures to various agencies,” Gerald Vizenor reflects on the choices surreptitiously 
commodified images of Natives pose for viewers: “How should we now respond to the photographs that 
have violated the privacy of the natives? Cover the eyes? Whose eyes should be covered?” (Fugitive Poses 
163).  
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Saturn, but also against those who stared down at the page, against those 

who followed sentences into her father’s room and into his bed, watching 

as he pressed matches to his skin, perhaps even laughing and saying to 

themselves, “Get over it, old man – it is only a woman.” Little Merced 

wanted to protect her father, hide him from mockery, from the pity of 

strangers, and to conceal her own rage. (186) 

Like Doña Ramona in Rigoberto González’s Crossing Vines, Little Merced demands 

privacy in moments of acute emotion. Little Merced’s anger drives the ending of the 

novel, as it is she who dresses her father and packs their belongings before opening her 

parasol, “shading her and her father” as they walk off the page and out of Saturn’s – and 

Plascencia’s – novel.  

Plascencia styles The People of Paper as self-aware in its commodification of 

sadness, a commodification the characters recognize, detest, and in which they implicate 

both author and audience. From the start, de la Fe condemns Saturn’s willingness to sell 

his heartbreak of abandonment – a despair so deep he burns himself daily for years – and 

his vulnerability as a legally and economically marginalized laborer relegated to working 

in flower fields because he doesn’t have the necessary documentation. Little Merced’s 

indictment of readers extends de la Fe’s critiques of their author to the novel’s paying 

audience who, against the explicit wishes of the characters, continue to read The People 

of Paper and peer into the private moments Saturn cultivates only to violate for profit. In 

wanting to protect her father by shielding him “from mockery, from the pity of 

strangers,” Little Merced desires the protection of narrative privacy and indicts the 
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practice of narrating sadness for commercial audiences. In this, she shares the sentiments 

of Nam’s father in “Love and Honor,” who would rather burn his story than have it sold 

as entertainment so that readers can feel as though they can witness his trauma and 

extend him pity.  

 Sal finally yields to his characters’ demands for privacy not because of the war 

EMF wages against Saturn, but because he concedes to Liz’s accusation that turning 

stories about his hometown, friends, and family into a commodity is a form of selling out. 

She asks Sal to “Start this book over, without me,” a request Sal accommodates by 

interrupting the novel with new title and dedication pages, this time scrubbed of Liz’s 

name (138). Liz, like EMF, is concerned about the effects of her story being 

commodified and circulated. She tells Sal, “You need to remember that I exist beyond the 

pages of this book. One day, I don’t know when, I will have children, and I don’t want 

them finding a book in which their mother is faithless and cruel and insults the hero” 

(138). Liz understands her inclusion in the novel as codifying a failed relationship and 

imposing a particular narrative on her future.  

 Sal’s concessions allow EMF to win their war against omniscience and the 

commodification of sadness as they pack their belongings while he muses over a future 

without Liz. The novel ends with de la Fe in his Pendleton shirt and Little Merced 

carrying her parasol, walking “south and off the page, leaving no footprints that Saturn 

could track. There would be no sequel to the sadness” (245). The last page of the novel 

contains only a black circle, Little Merced’s parasol shielding her and her father from 
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Saturn’s and readers’ surveillance.137 De la Fe achieves his aim of ending Saturn’s 

omniscience and earning privacy from the novel’s audience. The last scene, furthermore, 

is one of the characters’ volition; the novel ends not once Sal surrenders, but after the 

characters remove themselves from the book.  

 Tired of perpetuating legacies of betrayal by selling the lives of those he loves and 

creates, Sal destroys the novel he has written. Imagining himself in the role of Samson – 

yet another narrative of a man betrayed by a woman – Sal sacrifices himself and his work 

to demolish the system. Instead of the columns of a temple filled with Philistines, Sal 

pushes against the columnar structure of The People of Paper:  

At times debilitated by the thought of her, but still able to summon enough 

strength to press against the columns. Saturn’s weight leaned against the 

structure. At first there was only a single crack at the base of the column. 

He thought of her, of her perfidy, and then of the others throughout the 

story: Delilah, Merced, Ida. The lone crack splintered into a web of 

fractures, buckling the structure and crumbling it to rubble. Once the first 

support was down the others were easily tipped, all the columns falling. 

(242) 

Rita contextualizes Sal’s evocation of Delilah as he tears down the story by pointing out 

the irony in the masculinist traditions that devalue women as weak, yet reveal them to be 

more powerful than God: “[Delilah] chose her people and a bag of silver over her love of 

                                                
137 The characters enjoy the privilege of the last word, yet decline; in fact, the black circle is identical to 
Little Merced’s thought-block, meaning she explicitly blocks their last words from readers (for comparison, 
see her thought block on page 239). 
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Samson, cutting his locks of hair with a borrowed razor and delivering him to his 

enemies. Samson was consecrated by God Almighty and defeated by the weakest of 

sexes” (232). Rita continues, “It is Delilah who is the hero, the one who brings the brute 

down. Avenging the deaths of the thousands he killed” (235). As Rita points out, 

Delilah’s betrayal of her lover for her people, while grouped together by Sal with other 

anecdotes of feminine “perfidy,” is actually the reverse of Rita’s and Malinche’s 

ostensible betrayal; Rita performs the sort of feminist reading of a historical woman Sal 

explicitly denies Rita, Malinche, and Pocahontas. In identifying Samson’s own brutish 

betrayal that preceded Delilah’s, Rita focuses for Sal his own complicity in selling out by 

profiting from social and economic systems that continue to commodify and consume 

images of women like Liz and workers like de la Fe. Sal responds by destroying his novel 

to prevent it from circulating as a commodity or as merely entertainment. Like Nam’s 

father, Sal appears to find narrative privacy incompatible with published narratives, as 

writing is implicated in processes of commodification, and selling a story is akin to 

facilitating these processes. 

 Unlike Sal, who destroys his novel to protect his characters from further 

omniscient meddling and commodification, Plascencia chooses to publish the novel 

readers hold in their hands. In doing so, he appears to fulfill Liz’s prediction that Sal 

would sell out El Monte for fourteen dollars and the vanity of his name on the cover. 

Whereas Sal concedes complete narrative privacy to his characters by allowing them to 

walk off the page and destroying the narrative he has crafted, Plascencia, despite self-

reflexively implicating himself in his own critique of omniscience and commodification, 
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exposes his characters – including Sal – for paying readers, offering them only the 

consolation that “there would be no sequel to the sadness” (245).138 Plascencia proposes 

a defense of his decision to sell the novel, however, in the varied responses his characters 

offer to their failed attempts to exclude Saturn from their lives. The characters conclude: 

“The lead that protected EMF from Saturn was leaking into the air and was absorbed by 

the standing water in bathtubs and sinks, the drought reserves poisoned by lead. They 

drank the water and lead entered their bodies and circulated through their veins, 

thickening their blood and clotting in their vessels” (180). Escaping Saturn’s surveillance 

by hiding takes its toll on characters’ bodies and minds, and they decide the costs 

outweigh the privacy they desire. Froggy explains, “But we have discovered an allergy to 

lead, and learned that history cannot be fought with sealed lips, that the only way to stop 

Saturn is through our own voice” (209). The characters who align with Froggy decide 

that silence, or absence from the conversation, is not the answer. Instead, they must find a 

way to speak back to their author in their own voices. Froggy’s plan of action accurately 

describes the form of The People of Paper, in which characters’ voices – often speaking 

back to and actively contesting or negotiating with their author – comprise the narrative. 

While not every character agrees with Froggy, The People of Paper’s form allows for a 

                                                
138 Saldívar considers Plascencia’s concluding line as a place to start theorizing what he terms a post-race 
aesthetic, or a literary aesthetic that reflects “the critical difference between the social and aesthetic 
conditions of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries and the significance of this difference for the form of 
fiction in the contemporary American context,” not an aesthetic that assumes the past-ness of race (575). 
He asks, “How could there be a sequel to sadness? To its commodification? To the colonization of the 
racialized mind? How could we conceive of narrativity constantly interrupted at every point of its 
narrative? What kind of a narrative monstrosity could even imagine such a complete breakdown of form, 
character, and narrative voice? And to what end? The answers to these questions are a good starting point 
for a theory of race, narrative, and the form of the novel in postrace America” (“Historical Fantasy” 584).  
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diversity of reactions from Smiley’s exhibitionism to de la Fe’s and Little Merced’s 

guarded exit in the last pages of the novel. Plascencia does not grant his characters the 

narrative privacy Sal tries to extend by erasing his work, but in drawing attention to the 

motivations behind their varied desires for narrative privacy, he illuminates the processes 

of commodification that condition how stories are told and to whose benefit, while fully 

implicating himself in the novel’s critique of literary invasiveness and commodification. 

Through the novel’s formal self-referentiality, he at least allows his characters a stage to 

speak back to his privilege and to destabilize readers’ positions as literary consumers.  

In reflecting on the politics of Plascencia’s formal innovation in The People of 

Paper, Saldívar turns to the last line of the novel to illuminate the stakes of writing 

fiction sincerely committed to the cause of social justice (584). He asks, “[h]ow could 

there be a sequel to sadness? To its commodification? To the colonization of the 

racialized mind?” (“Historical Fantasy” 584). In language reminiscent of Etta Joseph – 

who repulses Spencer Cox’s attempt to “colonize [her] heart and mind” by invading the 

privacy of the three minutes each hour she protects for herself  – Saldívar reinforces Sal’s 

understanding of literature as a colonizing tool (Alexie 194). Saldívar, Alexie, and 

Plascencia each consider the act of accessing and influencing characters’ intimate 

thoughts or secrets as colonizing acts, implying writers’ and reading audiences’ 

complicity in ongoing, if vaguely defined, colonial projects. In explicitly divulging his 

characters’ intimacies, Plascencia self-deprecatingly positions himself as a literary 

colonizer, a role Alexie rejects by protecting Joseph’s secrets from readers, and that Le 

avoids by destroying Nam’s father’s story. Saldívar argues that, as Plascencia narratively 
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illustrates, selling a story about the sadness of marginalized people risks “reducing 

sadness and the people who experience it, into objects, or worse, of participating in the 

naturalizing of social inequalities in relation to the ways commodities are produced or 

consumed” (“Historical Fantasy” 583). Consequently, he contends, non-white writers’ 

only chance at political progress toward social justice is to adapt new literary forms. 

Plascencia and Le, along with the other writers in this dissertation, use narrative privacy 

to mitigate the invasiveness of their narratives, as well as the politically regressive effects 

of commodification.139  

CONCLUSION: POLITICAL PRIVACY 

Both The People of Paper and “Love and Honor” use narrative privacy as a tool 

for approaching narratives of sadness responsibly and negotiating readers’ access and 

subjects’ exposure in a necessarily commercialized medium. While Plascencia illustrates 

de la Fe’s and Little Merced’s motivations for desiring a narrative privacy he does not 

grant, Le honors his character’s insistence on privacy by describing but declining to tell a 

narrative of trauma; he deploys narrative privacy to illustrate for readers what he was not 

willing to narrate for a commercial marketplace. As Goellnicht points out, “There is 

something obscene in trying to make art out of such experiences, especially when that art 

is directed to a Western audience who … will co-opt, appropriate, and transform the 

memory into entertainment” (201). “Love and Honor” makes clear that Nam’s father’s 

reticence is not a refusal to testify, as he shares his story completely with his son; it is a 
                                                
139 As bell hooks succinctly argues, “[w]hen commodified it is easy for consumers to ignore political 
messages” (194).  
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refusal to offer his story as entertainment for readers (26). By withholding Nam’s father’s 

full account from readers, Le prevents the story’s knowability and readers’ opportunity to 

“clap their hands and forget” (24). Plascencia’s evocation of “the commodification of 

sadness,” while treated playfully in The People of Paper, similarly expresses concern 

about the at-times devastating conditions facing undocumented Mexicans on the U.S.-

Mexico border and in California and the U.S. Southwest. His explicit refusal to allow his 

characters a sense of privacy and control draws into focus the historically situated 

political realities of the subjectivities that populate his novel.  

Saturn’s decision to destroy his story and Plascencia’s decision to publish The 

People of Paper model two approaches to a central anxiety of the novel, that authors 

directly benefit from representing ongoing struggles still being fought by real people. 

Plascencia’s title and his dedication to Liz, “who taught me that we are all of paper,” 

point to this anxiety over the distance between lived experiences of people and writers’ 

literary – paper – representations. Specifically, Plascencia draws attention to the 

privileged position of writers who, often having escaped or survived experiences similar 

to those they depict, now consider them from the safety and comfort of literary distance 

while the conflicts and struggles they narrate continue to permeate others’ lives.140 Put 

                                                
140 Plascencia’s post-publication experience tempers his characterization of writers’ privileged positions, 
however. Shane Jones’s novel, Light Boxes (2009), published four years after The People of Paper, affords 
a unique comparison opportunity to consider the implications of race and authorship in contemporary 
literary marketplaces outside of metafictional, diegetic discussions. Light Boxes shares a stunning degree of 
overlap with Plascencia’s The People of Paper, both in form and narrative details. Like The People of 
Paper, Light Boxes makes use of innovative typography, columnar text organization, and extensive white 
space. More significantly, Light Boxes also contains two diegetic levels: a brokenhearted author and, 
metadiegetically, the story he tells about characters whom he submits to constant surveillance and the 
sadness of an unending February. Jones also borrows very specific textual details, including children hiding 
under tortoise shells, mattresses stuffed with mint, kites hidden in closets to be discovered by clergy, and 
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differently, the novel’s tension between characters and author illustrate the fraught 

relationship between commodified otherness “sold as entertainment” (to the benefit of 

publishers and authors and for the entertainment of readers) and the possibility of 

mobilizing literary representations for political and social equality for living people at the 

margins of U.S. society.  

Plascencia’s attention to the influence the difference between the lived and the 

literary has on writers, particularly writers of color, resonates to different degrees in each 

fiction in this dissertation. Self-deprecatingly aligning himself with the privileged, 

smooth-handed Leonardo, Rigoberto González acknowledges the privilege of his distance 

from the fields in which his characters labor even as he works through the difficult 

relationships such distance entails. In “The Boat,” Le uses narrative distance – deflecting 

readers’ gazes from characters’ central traumas and precluding readers’ attempts to 

comprehend the expressionless – to respect his distance as writer from the refugees on a 

boat fleeing a Vietnam torn apart by colonial wars. Similarly, he circles around a central 
                                                                                                                                            
mysterious, marching groups of holy men. However, Jones’s novel is based in an racially unmarked and 
vaguely Puritan New England, where the characters are made to suffer an endless February by their 
heartbroken author rather than the systematic economic and political inequality Mexican and Mexican 
American characters suffer in Plascencia’s El Monte, California.  
Light Boxes and The People of Paper are similar in form and in narrative, yet it was Jones’s novel – a story 
scrubbed of racial politics, ongoing social inequality, and immigration policy – that was immediately 
optioned by Spike Jonze and earned its author a Penguin deal. Despite Light Boxes’s explicit borrowing 
from The People of Paper, Jones’s appropriation of Plascencia’s work was widely defended as artistic 
license or coincidence and reviewers and online forums condemned Plascencia’s defense of his intellectual 
property as impolite and immature. Conspicuously absent from most responses to Plascencia’s comparisons 
of the text is attention to the racial politics of Jones’s revision of The People of Paper. The choice to ignore 
racial and colonial power structures at play, however, is a privilege contemporary Chicano authors like 
Plascencia do not enjoy. Jones’s novel, which Plascencia describes as The People of Paper “disemboweled 
of its Mexicans and hung out to drip dry in a Sanrio Store,” offers its characters a happy ending unavailable 
in a historically and politically contextualized El Monte (Young). Whitewashing The People of Paper does 
more than change the location and the names; it shapes the characters’ possibilities. To not see the racial 
politics at play in Jones’s rewriting of Plascencia’s story – this time stripped of race, racialized geography, 
and surveillance politics – is to read from a place of privileged epistemic blindness. 
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story of trauma in “Love and Honor” while shielding the actual trauma from readers. 

Treuer, also, uses his position as a writer to deploy narrative privacy as a shield for the 

people he depicts from the privileged view of curious readers, delivering – as does 

Monique Truong in chapter three – fiction in the place of knowable, containable 

narratives of authenticity.  

Chapter three takes up similar issues of literary and historical witness in Truong’s 

The Book of Salt (2003). Drawing on de la Fe’s belief that “some things are better kept 

hidden,” and Nam’s father’s question to his son, “Sometimes it’s better to forget, no?,” I 

read Truong’s evasive protagonist as embodying anti-documentary desire as he negotiates 

the confining quality of narrative. Truong asks how readers and writers might respect 

gaps in literary and historical records – gaps such as Etta Joseph’s three minutes each 

hour, Nam’s father’s burnt story, or the lives de la Fe, Little Merced, and EMF shield 

from Saturn. 
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Chapter 3: Illegible Texts: Anti-Documentary Desire as Narrative 
Privacy 

 

Characters and narrators who actively pursue illegibility as a form of privacy 

provoke the animating question of this chapter: how can literature – itself a form of 

historiography, archive, and institutional verification – approach gaps in literary and 

historical records without reinscribing the centrality of literature and archival 

documentation as validating authorities? To illustrate this question, I return to Etta Joseph 

from Sherman Alexie’s “Dear John Wayne.” How should scholars treat Joseph’s three 

minutes in every hour when she “gets to be Indian”? Conventional academic practices try 

to recover or imagine ways into such a gap in the record – or, following critics such as 

David Eng, to name such gaps as melancholic – but Joseph’s desire for privacy and her 

refusal to recognize the authority of Cox’s records suggest some literary and political 

value to leaving the gap unfilled (Eng Feeling of Kinship 59).141 Alexie expresses 

Joseph’s anti-documentary desire, or lack of documentary intent, by telling a story about 

a story he will not – or cannot – tell. Similarly, Salvador Plascencia and Nam Le each 

acknowledge the limits of their craft by having their respective characters explicitly reject 

inclusion in textual records. In The People of Paper (2005) Federico de la Fe, for 
                                                
141 Eng offers insight into how he understands melancholia in The Feeling of Kinship: “As described by 
Freud, melancholia – in contrast to his concept of normal mourning, where libido is eventually withdrawn 
from a lost object to be invested elsewhere – is a pathological mourning without end. As Freud’s privileged 
theory of unresolved grief, melancholia delineates a psychic condition whereby certain losses cannot be 
avowed and, hence, cannot be properly mourned. In our argument, racial melancholia describes both social 
and psychic structures of loss emerging form Asian immigrant experiences that can be worked through only 
with considerable pain and difficulty. … Racial melancholia thus describes a psychic condition by which 
vexed identification and affiliations with lost objects, places, and ideals of Asianness, as well as whiteness, 
remain estranged and unresolved” (115).  
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example, explains that “some things are better kept hidden” from writers and readers, a 

sentiment shared by Nam’s father in “Love and Honor and Pity and Pride and 

Compassion and Sacrifice” (2008) before he burns the sole manuscript of his story about 

surviving the massacre at My Lai: “Sometimes it is better to forget, no?” (Plascencia 186; 

Le 24). In both texts, Plascencia and Le employ narrative privacy to negotiate the limits 

of literature’s political efficacy for their characters and, by extension, for various modes 

and sources of knowledge strategically left out of written records. This chapter draws on 

these instances of narrative privacy in Alexie’s, Plascencia’s and Le’s fiction to 

contextualize Monique Truong’s The Book of Salt (2003), which anchors the chapter.  

Truong uses the form of The Book of Salt to shield characters from readers. She 

crafts Bình, the protagonist and narrator of the novel, from a marginal account in 

modernist archives – the brief mention of Gertrude Stein and Alice Toklas’s “Indochinese 

cooks” in The Alice B. Toklas Cookbook (1954) – then tells the story of Bình’s almost 

complete absence from historical and literary records as a deliberate act of agency, rather 

than the inevitable outcome for a queer, Vietnamese man laboring in Parisian kitchens in 

the early twentieth century.142 From the first page of the novel when he describes his 

aversion to photographers, Bình privileges ephemerality; he understands food as both a 

nutritive and sensuous experience and considers his work as a cook to be a series of 
                                                
142 David Treuer bases his most recent novel, Prudence (2015), on a similar conceit. He bases the titular 
character on Prudence Bolton, an Ojibwe woman on whom Ernest Hemingway based a recurring character 
in his fiction. Treuer explains of his experience reading about Bolton in Hemingway’s biography: “it struck 
me then, in my 20s, that we know so much about Hemingway – we have book after book after book – but 
about the real-life Prudence Bolton, who became the model for the Prudence character in the Nick Adams 
stories, we know nothing. And to me, that always reflected the political reality of Indians in this country. 
As individuals, as citizens, we aren’t accorded much attention. As emblems of culture or something, of 
course people pay attention to that. But as human beings, we don’t get much ink” (Nance).  
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artistic acts that can only be appreciated for a short time, in direct contrast to Stein’s art 

(tangentially including Toklas’s Cookbook), which contributes to and helps establish the 

American modernist canon. Within the novel’s logic, forgetting is as powerful a tool as 

remembering for surviving and thriving, and Bình is suspicious of all forms of 

permanence – photographs, ink, fame. He considers at length the way the French empire 

and the Catholic Church serve as surveillance technologies that enforce particular stories 

over others. Within this context, Bình’s near-absence from historical and literary records 

– his illegibility – can be understood as an exercise of his agency and an expression of his 

anti-documentary desire, not just as the inevitable outcome of his position as a multiply-

marginalized colonial subject.  

Truong, like Treuer, Plascencia, Alexie, González and Le, insists on narrative 

privacy and declines to order the events and repercussions of imperialism into a 

knowable, containable, static narrative – if such an account was even possible – that 

would allow readers to come to terms with the consequences of historical and ongoing 

imperial projects and, therefore, begin to justify them or relegate them to the past. While 

conventional recovery scholarship identifies and fills gaps in historical and literary 

records, Truong raises the possibility of reading such gaps as spaces of privacy. She 

exposes the limits of literature, itself a form of institutionally-authorized narrative, to tell 

particular stories without reinscribing the historical authority of literature and archival 

documentation, an authority that often enables imperialism and oppressive political 

practices. In doing so, she challenges assumptions that historical and literary inclusion – 
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no matter how flattering – is desirable for marginalized and historically excluded 

subjectivities.  

HISTORICAL CONTEXTS: COMPULSORY LITERARY AND DOCUMENTARY VISIBILITY 

Characters’ resistance to textual visibility that animates the fiction under 

consideration in this chapter emerges in a fraught history of state-instituted 

documentation and highly compromised canonical literary representations of people of 

color. Textual documentation of people of color in the U.S., in its many forms, has 

always been implicated in dramatically unequal power relations.143 For instance, textual 

documentation has formed the basis of legal identity for people of color, a prerequisite 

for the recognition of individuals as human or as citizens in the U.S. It also has and 

continues to be a method for valuing different classes of people. Individuals marginalized 

by legal systems because of their ethnicity, class, race, gender, or sexuality have 

historically developed tools for negotiating those systems either from compromised 

positions of inclusion or, at times, strategic exclusion. Government officials can 

manipulate, invalidate, or revoke official documentation; when documentation stands in 

for the individual, these manipulations impose external conditions – such as shifting 

political climates, geographical location, or the whim of a law officer – on individuals’ 

humanity. 

Early examples of the was in which documentation has historically stood in for 

individuals in the U.S. are African and African Americans’ “free papers” during slavery. 
                                                
143 Trinh T. Minh-ha explains the processes by which classification is death for people of color, especially 
women, in the U.S. (48).  
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These documents, which protected free black people from pervasive assumptions that 

they were slaves, were the difference between individuals being considered chattel or 

human. Recent films, including Django Unchained (2012) and especially 12 Years a 

Slave (2013) which is based on a 1853 memoir by Solomon Northrup, as well as 

canonical accounts by writers such as Frederick Douglass and Harriet Jacobs, underscore 

the tangible importance of free papers to free individuals and the devastating effects of 

losing or not obtaining such documentation. As historically important and liberating as 

free papers were to individuals, their necessity remains insulting and dehumanizing, as 

they reduce peoples’ humanity to paper documents. Not recognizing paper’s authority to 

name one a human would be both righteous activism and entirely untenable for 

individuals in deeply compromised deficits of power.  

While U.S. political and social systems have transformed dramatically since the 

era in which African Americans required paperwork to establish they were fully human, 

the systemic legal marginalization of groups of people persists even in a twenty-first 

century context. For people of color – including citizens – along the U.S.-Mexico border, 

particularly in Arizona, which in 2010 passed SB1070 or the “Support Our Law 

Enforcement and Safe Neighborhoods Act,” paperwork remains a prerequisite for human 

rights.144 Ronald L. Mize and Alicia C.S. Swords explain that SB1070 requires law 

enforcement to check the papers of any person suspected of being in the state illegally by 

                                                
144 “Anti-immigrant rhetoric and actions, anti-affirmative action rulings and propositions, English-only 
initiatives, and separate and unequal schools together make for an inhospitable climate for Mexicans 
residing in the U.S. Anti-immigrant rhetoric has become increasingly vitriolic with the rise of vigilantism 
and right-wing spin machines that have created the twenty-first-century witch-hunts that scapegoat ‘illegal 
aliens’” (Mize and Swords 104).  
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empowering them to “lawfully stop any person who is operating a motor vehicle if the 

officer has reasonable suspicion to believe the person is in violation of any civil traffic 

law.’ Some critics fear the act will lead to racial profiling; on closer read it is clear the act 

does mandate racial profiling and provides a how-to manual for police on how to profile 

those who look like immigrants” (183). Proponents of racial profiling defend the practice 

by appealing to what Leo Chavez calls the “Latino Threat Narrative” perpetuated through 

media spectacles that represent Mexicans in the U.S. as “illegal immigrants” threatening 

American jobs and draining U.S. social programs, “an invading force from the south of 

the border that is bent on reconquering land that was formerly theirs (the U.S. Southwest) 

and destroying the American way of life” (2). Humanity, citizenship, or residency is not 

enough; a class of people defined by phenotype, language, and economic class also 

requires paperwork for freedom and human rights. Furthermore, the requirement to carry 

papers compromises any sense of inclusion that possessing the proper documentation 

purports to afford. Especially in the last two decades, “documented” and 

“undocumented” have become a new vocabulary for classing groups of people; to not 

have documents is to be less than human in U.S. public discourse.145  

Documented identity takes on a different – but no less vital and complicated – 

meaning for Natives in the U.S. As Brian Klopotek explains, “American Indian identity is 

formed, expressed, and policed in many subtle ways in a variety of contexts, but the 

federal government’s tribal recognition decisions provide a uniquely explicit, public, and 

                                                
145 Or worse, to not have documents is to be a burden on the nation, despite the tremendous amount of 
labor undocumented individuals typically produce.  
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potent arena for the dramas of identity to be enacted” (1). Klopotek describes the tribal 

recognition process that requires Native communities to submit documents attesting to 

their “history, race, culture, and genealogy” to the Office of Federal Acknowledgement 

(OFA) of the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) (1). This process, Klopotek explains, 

“mak[es] this tiny federal office the unelected arbiter of Indian identity in many ways” 

(1). The OFA, in other words, assesses whether the tribe’s documentation – documentary 

evidence that accords with dominant U.S. systems of knowledge and that must account 

for ruptures in Native history, language, residency, and knowledge created by the U.S. 

government – justifies their existence as a recognized people.146 “To lack status 

[recognition] as a tribe within the meaning of federal law,” Klopotek explains, “means to 

live without the limited protections and benefits available for tribes under that law – 

tribes must be federally recognized to exercise legal jurisdiction over their own land, be 

exempt from state taxes, or operate high-stakes gaming facilities, for example” (3).147 

More than asking Native peoples to accomplish the impossible, the recognition process 

uses documentation as a tool of erasure. Joanne Barker explains:  

                                                
146 Klopotek explains in more detail: “At its most basic level, federal recognition (also called, more 
formally, acknowledgement) establishes a political and legal relationship between a tribe and the United 
States that carries particular rights and responsibilities for both parties under federal law: it affirms the 
status of a tribe as an indigenous nation with inherent rights to self-government in its homeland, but it 
simultaneously validates the colonial authority of the United States over the nation. While the federal-tribal 
relationship has routinely been a means through which the United States has exerted control over tribes, the 
government-to-government relationship also affords tribes unique standing to protect their political, legal, 
and cultural rights” (2-3). 
147 He continues, “[b]ut because federal recognition has been as much a means of domination and 
subjugation as a means of protection for tribal sovereignty, its appeal to tribes has ebbed and flowed with 
shifts in federal Indian policy and race relations in the United States more generally” (3).  
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The United States escapes the consequences of its own historical sins by 

having real Indians situated in a far distant past before colonialism and 

imperialism mattered and embodying those cultures and identities today as 

though colonialism and imperialism have had no substantive or significant 

long-term consequences. Native peoples are confronted with the 

impossible task of representing that authenticity to secure their recognition 

and rights as sovereigns. (35) 

To be federally recognized, in other words, Native communities have to conform to ideas 

of Nativeness that are inherently racist, that relegate Natives to the past, and that obscure 

the traumas of imperialism. Requiring documentation that contemporary Native 

communities closely resemble their pre-contact ancestors – documentation of which often 

comes from missionary and other imperial sources – the U.S. government assigns value 

to Natives based, in part, on their production of documents complicit with the erasure of 

the nation’s violent imperial history.  

Not all Native tribes undergo the federal recognition process, however, because 

the General Allotment Act of 1887 recognized many Native nations in the process of 

divesting Natives of their land. In doing so, the Act generated census rolls of officially 

registered Natives, which “recorded their blood quantum paternally and maternally, 

marriage and dependency status, and age. This information was used by the BIA to 

evaluate the ‘competency’ of the individual to manage the demands of private property 

ownership and so earn the rights and privileges of citizenship that came with being issued 
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full land title” (89).148 The government also used the information to develop and issue 

Certificate of Degree of Indian Blood, or CDIB cards, still in use today (Barker 92). 

Barker explains, “[q]uickly, being enrolled and being able to document descent to 

someone on the rolls became the only mechanism within federal and tribal law by which 

individuals qualified for tribal membership status and rights (and were so counted by 

tribes when applying for federal funds that were dependent on total populations)” (91). 

The census rolls were wrought with errors, however, as a result, in part, of the bad faith 

and deep ignorance of the U.S. government. “Many [Natives] refused to be registered 

(enrolled), give up their names or the names of their families, provide personal 

information, or accept the patent certificates they received in the mail following the 

closure of the rolls,” Barker explains (91).149 She continues, “[f]urther, federal officials 

were often grossly ignorant of tribal languages and social politics and so accepted 

information about individuals on the word of others, some of whom spoke from the 

context of intense family and interpersonal conflicts, providing false or incomplete 

                                                
148 “‘Competency’ was determined by theories of social evolution and human genetics that fused race, 
biology, and culture. The theories went that the less Native blood/biology a person possessed, the more 
socially assimilated into U.S. society she or he was; the more Native blood/biology a person possessed, the 
less she or he was socially assimilated” (Barker 89). 
149 “The rolls were immediately caught up in legal contestations over their legitimacy and accuracy. There 
was intense resistance within tribes to allotment and the statehood that invariably followed. This was 
evident in the fact that the rolls were replete with errors of every kind imaginable: from mistakes in the 
spellings of individual names to records of siblings with different blood degrees, to falsifying degrees and 
other information when unknown, to including nontribal people. Many were omitted from the rolls by fault, 
intention, or the absence of documentation. Despite these issues, Congress passed two pieces of legislation 
in 1906 and 1908 that made the rolls produced by the controversial Dawes Commission in Indian Territory, 
and by implication everywhere else, ‘conclusive evidence’ of tribal identity and lineality” (Barker 91).  
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information” (91).150 As a result, the official documentation that continues to define 

legally many Natives’ political identities, which in turn afford individuals specific legal 

rights and communities specific resources guaranteed by treaty, are deeply flawed. In 

part, this inaccuracy stems from historical actors’ – Native and non-Native – 

understanding of and in some cases resistance to the power of state documentation. Some 

refused to participate in a system bound to marginalize and suppress their rights, while 

others entered into the system and manipulated the rolls to their advantage. 

 A particularly compelling example of historical agents manipulating the U.S. 

government’s oppressive practice of conflating people with their documents comes in the 

aftermath of the 1906 earthquake and fires in San Francisco, which destroyed the local 

public records. At the time, Asian immigration to the U.S. was tightly restricted, and 

Asian women were almost entirely excluded from entering the country as a result of the 

Page Law of 1875.151 As part of a history in which the U.S. initially recruited Asian men 

as laborers, particularly along the West Coast and on the railroad lines, only then to 

exclude further immigration, bar Asian men from owning land, and relegate Asian 

laborers to specific, conventionally feminized professions, the disaster created a space for 

                                                
150 Barker explains that the conditions of enrollment “the political contexts informing the production of 
the rolls, the use of the rolls in tribal dispossession, and the fact that tribes did not have an administrative 
history of keeping and preserving written documents like certificates of birth, marriage, and death that were 
required after the rolls closed. This forced Native people born after the rolls were closed – for instance in 
Indian Territory in 1906 – to go to federal, state, and local government offices and churches to secure 
documentation of their lineality. For those who could not do so – for whatever reason – they and their 
descendants were granted neither legal status nor rights in their tribes” (Barker 92). 
151 “The Page Law of 1875 and a later ban on Chinese laborers’ spouses had effectively halted the 
immigration of Chinese women, preventing the formation of families and generations among Chinese 
immigrants; in addition, female U.S. citizens who married an ‘alien ineligible to citizenship’ lost their own 
citizenship” (Lowe Immigrant Acts 11). 
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Asians and Asian Americans to challenge their state-imposed isolation.152 Lisa Lowe 

explains, “[a]ccording to U.S. law, the children of Americans were automatically citizens, 

even if they were born in a foreign country. After the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and 

fires destroyed municipal records, many young men purchased the birth certificates of 

American citizens of Chinese ancestry born in China and then claimed they were citizens 

so as to enter the United States” (125). Fae Myenne Ng narrates the social implications of 

the resulting surge in immigration, including relationships between “paper sons” and 

“paper fathers,” or people who were related on paper despite often being otherwise linked 

only through an economic transaction, in her novels Bone (1993) and Steer Toward Rock 

(2008).153 In the novels, she illustrates the ways in which Asian American communities 

transformed documentation – so frequently a source of oppression and alienation – into a 

                                                
152 Lowe offers a more expansive historical context: “throughout the period from 1850 to World War II, 
the recruitment of Asian immigrant labor was motivated by the imperative to bring cheaper labor into the 
still developing capitalist economy: Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino laborers were fundamental to the 
building of the railroads, the agricultural economy, and the textile and service industries. … Theoretically, 
in a racially homogeneous nation, the needs of capital and the needs of state complement each other. Yet in 
a racially differentiated nation such as the United States, capital and state imperatives may be 
contradictory: capital, with its supposed needs for ‘abstract labor,’ is said by Marx to be unconcerned by 
the ‘origins’ of its labor force, whereas the nation-state, with its need for ‘abstract citizens’ formed by a 
unified culture to participate in the political sphere, is precisely concerned to maintain a national citizenry 
bound by race, language, and culture… The state’s attempts to ‘resolve’ the economic contradictions of 
capital and the political contradictions of the nation-state resulted in the successive exclusions of the 
Chinese in 1882, Asian Indians in 1917, Japanese in 1924, and Filipinos in 1934 and the barring of all these 
immigrant groups from citizenship and ownership of property. The Alien Land Laws of 1913, 1920, and 
1923 prohibited Asian immigrants from owning land and other forms of property through the legal 
construction of nonwhites as ‘aliens ineligible to citizenship.’ The disenfranchisement of Asians was also 
supported by laws against miscegenation that created an environment extremely hostile to Asian 
settlement” (Immigrant Acts 12-14).  
153 Ng’s project in Bone, particularly, resonates with my articulation of narrative privacy. The narrative 
progresses backward through time as characters try to solve the mystery of their sister’s or daughter’s 
suicide. Documents fail to provide any answer or comfort. Also, Ng details and explores the historical 
practice of many Chinese who saw the U.S. not as home but as an economic opportunity, who wished for 
their children to “dig up” their bones after they’d died, then “send them – no, accompany them – back to 
the home village for a proper burial” (79). They wished, in other words, not to leave a trace of their 
physical presence in the U.S.  
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means of empowerment. For Ng’s characters, paper relationships and paper identities 

came to have meanings of their own, but did not supplant other forms of self- and 

community-identification.  

 The twenty-first century rise of the Internet and post-9/11 surveillance states have 

expanded historical concerns over documentation, not only for people of color. Legal 

rulings in Europe have established individuals’ “Right to be Forgotten,” or right to have 

their records expunged from internet search engines, a privilege that may soon extend to 

the U.S. (“Factsheet”; Toobin). When Twitter recently published and indexed their entire 

cache of public tweets, the media immediately identified the company’s actions as a 

breach of privacy and offered users instructions for deleting their earlier – and potentially 

embarrassing or outdated – tweets (Zhuang). Even when documentation is democratized 

and disseminated rather than exclusively controlled by the state, privacy is a primary 

concern. Public anxiety over Google Glass illustrates the degree to which people are 

uncomfortable with having daily public life recorded and potentially disseminated even 

when they do not necessarily object to having their activities witnessed by others in 

person. As Viktor Mayer-Schönberger, “one of the intellectual godfathers of the right to 

be forgotten,” argues in his aptly-titled study of society’s changing relationship to 

documentation in the twenty-first century, Delete: The Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital 

Age (2009), the potential misuse by a surveillance state or totalitarian government of a 

comprehensive, permanently recorded cache of information on the internet is clear 

(Toobin). Old arrest records, misguided tweets, unflattering pictures: an overwhelming 

anxiety of our present historical moment is that these traces of ourselves we (and others) 
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leave online – decontextualized and manipulable – will come to stand in for who we are. 

The writers under consideration in this project engage contemporary issues of privacy, 

but they do so with an eye for a much longer history of the perils of documentation.  

CRITICAL CONTEXTS: HISTORICAL CATACHRESIS AND ACADEMIC SPECTACLE 

Truong engages issues of historical and contemporary privacy in texts through 

metafiction, specifically her strategic deployment of narrative illegibility. Self-reflexively 

conceiving of the novel as a textual record, Truong withholds and obscures particular 

elements of her story, rupturing the historical unity of her narrative and prohibiting 

audiences from consuming her characters as spectacle. Truong self-consciously centers 

her narrative on a historical figure preserved in an archive that has marginalized and 

trivialized his life experiences by characterizing him through tropes and inserting him 

into a pre-determined narrative. Truong engages the archival figure by imagining Bình as 

a more human, more sophisticated historical subject. She carefully avoids overwriting the 

historical structure with her own narrative, however; The Book of Salt is Truong’s formal 

experiment in writing an account that does not allow narrative or documents to stand in 

for or erase the individual. Rather, the novel represents a way of imagining and 

conceiving of the past without relying on or wishing for a complete historical record. The 

Book of Salt does not offer readers the opportunity to feel reassured or self-congratulatory 

because Truong imaginatively resuscitates Stein and Toklas’s Vietnamese cook from 

confining archival records, nor does it offer, as critics suggest, a means of mourning 

historical subjects lost to incomplete and politically compromised historical records. 
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Instead, Truong invites readers to question the validity and desirability of – and our own 

reliance on – textual and narrative records altogether, given their complicity with 

historical structures of power. 

In the service of his larger project on queer liberalism, Eng develops the concept 

of “historical catachresis” to explain The Book of Salt’s relationships with history and 

archives. Unlike many reviewers and critics who understand Truong’s novel as a 

historical revision or recovery, Eng reads The Book of Salt as displacing the possibility of 

a singular history altogether. For Eng, historical catachresis describes the ruptured 

relationship between reified versions of history and the “unnameable and unknowable” 

possibilities of “what-could-have-been,” and asks “who must be forgotten and what must 

be passed over, homogenized, and discarded, in order for history to appear in the present 

as a stable object of contemplation” (63).154 Historical catachresis, he explains, “works 

to dislodge a particular version of history as ‘the way it really was’ by denying the 

possibility of a singular historical context in which the past has transpired and reemerges 

in the present as a reified object of investigation” (63). He argues that by highlighting the 

impossibility of the story she tells, Truong “shifts our attention from the problem of the 

real to the politics of our lack of knowledge;” rather than filling or suturing gaps in the 

                                                
154 Pairing The Book of Salt with Kar-Wai Wong’s film “Happy Together” (1997), Eng argues “Truong 
and Wong rethink the what-can-be-known by drawing insistent attention to the epistemological as well as 
the ontological limits of a liberal humanist tradition that affirms particular subjects while excluding others 
from historical consideration. They imagine those who have yet to be visualized or articulated within these 
restricted paradigms of knowing and being – others who constitute and haunt, but are nevertheless 
foreclosed, from the domain of the properly historical. Truong and Wong thus saturate the what-can-be-
known with the persistent, melancholic trace of the what-might-have-been, the what-could-have-been” 
(Feeling of Kinship 59). Benedict Anderson, similarly, famously argues in Imagined Communities (1982) 
that forgetting is essential to the creation of national identities. 
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historical record, Truong denies the possibility that the record can ever be complete (65). 

Eng concludes that the novel “saturate[s] the what-can-be-known with the persistent, 

melancholic trace of the what-might-have-been, the what-could-have been,” and that the 

melancholic traces evoke “the possible, albeit unverifiable... the forgotten, albeit 

persistent” (59, 65). In highlighting Truong’s critical project of questioning the 

possibility of comprehensive historical recovery projects and the persistent scholarly 

blindness toward historically invisible actors, Eng productively shifts critical 

conversations around The Book of Salt away from evaluations of Truong’s historical 

acumen. 

Truong’s critical project exceeds the scope of Eng’s argument, however. I 

understand Truong’s privileging of persistent, unverifiable possibilities not as 

melancholic but as undermining the processes of authorization that determine what and 

who is verified; a historiography “lacking proper historical destination or documentary 

intent” (Cheng 64). The Book of Salt does not generate an alternative, subaltern archive, 

but questions the desirability of archival presence altogether. In other words, Truong 

suggests being unverifiable or illegible in literary and historical records is not a 

“melancholic loss” to subjects who may not have recognized literature or documentation 

as having the authority to verify their existence. Rather, she deploys narrative privacy as 

an expression of anti-documentary desire.  

Anne Anlin Cheng articulates the critical concept of “anti-documentary desire” in 

her work on Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s experimental novel, Dictee (1982). Dictee 

outlines the stakes of historical and literary inclusion and offers one model for rethinking 
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colonial archives by refusing a clear narrative that would render the events it covers – 

multiple imperialisms, an invasion of Korea, diaspora – legible.155 Cheng, who reads 

Dictee as “a critique of the desire for documentation,” explains, readers “are allowed 

neither the complacency of spectatorship nor the consolation that bearing witness effects 

change” (150). Cheng argues Dictee “indicts our very desire to know and see the ‘other’ 

through reading – implicates, in fact, our positions as private, historical, or literary 

witnesses of submerged histories” (150). Illustrating anti-documentary desire, Cha 

declines to offer audiences a coherent narrative of violence, fragmentation, and cultural 

rupture that would allow readers to comprehend the effects of European and U.S. 

imperialism in Asia. Ordering the events and repercussions of imperialism into a singular 

narrative would represent them as contained and knowable artifacts to be consumed as 

entertainment, or as (contained and knowable) penance. Worse, such ordering may allow 

for the possibility of imperialist nostalgia or politically conservative justifications of 

imperial projects (Rosaldo 69).156 

Cheng defines and contextualizes anti-documentary desire within scholarly 

desires for representations and complete histories. She cautions her academic colleagues:  

                                                
155 Lowe also looks to Dictee, as well as Jessica Hagedorn’s Dogeaters (1990) and Fae Myenne Ng’s 
Bone (1993) to theorize “antirepresentational” and “antinarrative” form in Asian American women’s 
literature as “an alternative aesthetic to the realist mode, and in that alternative, the text opens space for a 
different historical subject engaged with that aesthetic” (Immigrant Acts 119, 120).  
156 For example, the Law of 23 February 2005, passed by a conservative majority in the French 
Parliament, required high school teachers to “recognise in particular the positive role of the French 
presence overseas, notably in North Africa” (Henley). Conceiving of imperial narratives and history as 
linear, lawmakers articulated technological and educational advancement in territories previously occupied 
by France as the result of French occupation. Refusing narratives – such as the one French conservatives 
constructed in 2005 – helps prevent historiographical justifications of empire.  
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We need to step back and look at the desire for history, especially in 

minority literature. The desire to know and to bear witness as some kind of 

“redemptive” act has fueled many of the recent academic moves to 

recognize and understand the various histories and forms of colonization – 

a desire, in other words, for the documentary. … This documentary 

impulse as a mode of knowledge also carries certain pedagogical 

assumptions that reinforce the academic tendency to conduct “corrective 

re-readings” or to pursue history in fictional narrative. (143) 

The same processes of narration that may allow victims of uncontainable, unintelligible 

events to heal can also be a means for readers to satiate guilt, “bear witness” and feel as 

though they have comprehended the consequences of imperialism and racism on people 

of color. Furthermore, the desire for documentation is a product of the modern state and 

institutions implicated in the modern state; in other words, when scholars long to recover 

documentation they do so for historical and political reasons intimately tied to the very 

institutions responsible for historical and literary erasure. Like Eng’s historical 

catachresis, Cheng’s theorization of anti-documentary desire critically undermines 

universal views of history and implicates academics’ desires for recovery.157 Intentional 

                                                
157 Cheng is not refuting the importance of recovery work or new approaches to history but – like this 
dissertation project – asking for a more full consideration of what visibility entails. These discussions are 
made possible by the tremendous work accomplished by scholars and authors who have insisted on 
visibility and voice for previously marginalized or erased histories. Eng offers a canonical example in 
Asian American literary history: “Indeed, by giving ‘voice’ and visibility to generations of unrecognized 
Chinese American laborers who worked on the construction of the transcontinental railroad, on the sugar 
plantations of Hawai’i, in the canneries of Alaska, and in the laundries and restaurants of America’s 
Chinatowns, China Men and Donald Duk collectively dispute the popular notion of democratic 
membership underpinning discourses of American exceptionalism. Kingston’s and Chin’s focus on the 
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illegibility is an act of defiance, and in the case of The Book of Salt, an act of narrative 

privacy.  

Saidya Hartman and Y-Dang Troeung point to the political and psychic risks of 

critical approaches to literature that insist on textual representations when writers, 

characters, or contexts require otherwise. In her study on the spectacular nature of 

violence and power in representations of U.S. slavery, Hartman opens Scenes of 

Subjection (1997) by meta-critically describing her decision to omit Frederick Douglass’s 

description of his aunt’s beating. She does so “to call attention to the ease with which 

such scenes are usually reiterated. … Rather than inciting indignation, too often they 

immure us to pain by virtue of their familiarity … and especially because they reinforce 

the spectacular character of black suffering” (3). Naming repetition as potentially 

politically and emotionally destructive,158 Hartman joins Cheng in asking scholars, 

writers, and audiences to reflect on the desire to witness:   

Are we witnesses who confirm the truth of what happened in the face of 

world-destroying capacities of pain….? Or are we voyeurs fascinated with 

and repelled by exhibitions of terror and sufferance? What does the 

                                                                                                                                            
disavowed, repressed, and invisible histories of Chinese American men from the mid-nineteenth century to 
the present day insistently critiques the striking contradiction between the U.S. nation-state’s economic 
need to recruit cheap and exploitable Chinese immigrant labor and its political refusal to enfranchise these 
racialized laborers as citizens – to recognize them as proper subjects of the nation-state” (Racial Castration 
36). 
158 Plascencia similarly critiques the destructive potential of repetition in Cameroon’s complaint against 
Sal in The People of Paper. While treated more playfully, Cameroon’s indictment of Sal’s narrative of their 
sexual relationship focuses on the undesirability of documentation also at stake in The Book of Salt: “In 
your world of fiction and imagination you may fuck whomever you want; masturbate with your genius. But 
I’m not of paper. It is not decent, Sal. To fuck and then tell is one thing, but to write about it – to allow the 
telling to never end…” (226). 
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exposure of the violated body yield? ... Or does the pain of the other 

merely provide us with the opportunity for self-reflection? At issue here is 

the precariousness of empathy and the uncertain line between witness and 

spectator. (3) 

Evoking similar issues of visibility and looking Nam Le raises in “The Boat” and echoing 

Pratt’s challenge to curiosity, Hartman cautions readers not to put uncritical pressure for 

visibility on communities already under other forms of surveillance. Similarly, Troeung 

argues “that the impetus to keep certain wounds open and alive in the public sphere – to 

keep our gazes focused on a difficult past in order to combat historical erasure – must be 

tempered by a consideration of the psychic and material costs of such acts” (“Loss” 

91).159 Persistent efforts in investigating ways to fill historical and textual gaps, despite 

politically sympathetic intentions, may be forms of academic narcissism that blind critics, 

writers, and readers to other possibilities, such as what Trinh T. Minh-ha terms 

“opaqueness” (48). She writes, in the context of critiquing masculine, invasive 

anthropological study, “I may stubbornly turn around a foreign thing or turn it around to 

play with it, but I respect its realms of opaqueness. Seeking to perforate meaning by 

forcing my entry or breaking it open to dissipate what is thought to be its secrets is to me 

                                                
159 Troeung considers the issue more fully through a series of questions: “Cultural theorists of melancholia 
have done an exceptional job of thinking through all the ways in which continuous grief can be mobilized 
for creative, political, social, and ethnical projects and ends, but they have only hinted at the psychic harm 
that this process can incur. Perhaps in their concerted effort to move the discussion of melancholia beyond 
its associations with narcissism, pathology, and the psychic domain in general, they have gone too far in 
one direction. What is the effect on traumatized subjects who turn, or who are turned, back to look at their 
trauma? How can we envision a political project that takes better ethical care of those who bear the burden 
of remembering? Going a step further, I ask is there a space left for forgetting in our endeavours to develop 
a politics of loss?” (“Loss” 91).  
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as crippled an act as verifying the sex of an unborn child by ripping open the mother’s 

womb” (48-49). Truong’s protagonist, Bình, for example, insists on his right to remain 

opaque, even to himself. He sums up his philosophy of self-aware forgetting by 

explaining to readers, “I choose to remember these things only. The rest I will forget" 

(36). For Bình, as for Le’s protagonist in “The Boat,” looking away and forgetting are 

important survival strategies often overwritten by zealous writers, scholars, and readers 

seeking understanding, equality, and – in the worst cases – spectacle, justification, or 

absolution. 

Narrative privacy allows Truong to approach the critical commitments of her 

project and to address the central question of this chapter: how can literature approach 

gaps in textual records without reinscribing the privileged position of literary and archival 

documentation? That is, how can fiction account for the historical exclusion and 

marginalization of groups of people without retroactively inscribing a belief system that 

values inclusion in permanent records despite the potential political costs of that 

inclusion? Further, Truong’s project provokes critical attention to who gets to decide 

what stories are recovered or imagined and highlights the potential costs of mediating 

narratives, even by well-meaning scholars. Through narrative privacy, Truong models a 

formal approach to creating space for extra-textual, private sources of knowledge, even as 

she confronts the exposure inherent in commercial narrative. The Book of Salt also 

engages questions of who owns and controls stories. Bình frequently uses language of 

ownership when talking about stories or life events and shares with David Treuer’s 

narrator in The Translation of Dr. Apelles a fanatical concern about how his audience will 
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receive his story. As with Apelles, Bình’s desire to retain control over his story is greater 

than his desire to share in a complex negotiation Truong explores through narrative 

privacy.  

BÌNH’S COMPULSORY LITERARY VISIBILITY 

The Book of Salt opens with Bình’s reflection on the occasion of GertrudeStein 

and Miss Toklas’s departure from Paris in February 1934 for an extended speaking tour 

in the U.S., but most of the story takes place through Bình’s recollection of his time in 

Paris and, before that, his youth in Vietnam and subsequent sea voyages.160 Born in 

Saigon as the fourth and last son in his family, Bình endures the abuse of his alcoholic 

father and the affections of his long-suffering mother, with whom he labors in the family 

kitchen. Bình secures a position as a garde-manger in the Governor-General’s kitchen, 

where his oldest brother, Anh Minh, is the sous-chef. There, Bình learns to speak French 

and to cook French dishes before being fired from the staff once a jealous secretary 

discovers and reports Bình’s affair with the new chef de cuisine, Jean Blériot. Disowned 

by his homophobic father, Bình takes to the sea as a galley cook aboard the Niobe,161 

where he meets Bão, a fellow Vietnamese man with whom he becomes close. Several 

years and many sea voyages later, Bình trades sea travel for Paris, where he works as a 

live-in cook for a series of employers and otherwise survives through barroom bets and 
                                                
160 Truong’s characters are named GertrudeStein and Miss Toklas, whom I distinguish from the historical 
figures Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas.  
161 Niobe, a figure in Greek mythology, is widely associated with mourning and the tears she wept after 
her fourteen children were executed as punishment for their mother’s boastfulness (Plato 163). Bình’s self-
exile begins on a ship associated with sadness, a characterization Truong contrasts with GertrudeStein’s 
and Alice Toklas’s triumphant return journey to America. 
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casual prostitution. In the fall of 1929, Bình responds to an ad in the paper, posted by 

GertrudeStein and Miss Toklas, for a live-in cook at 27 rue de Fleurus and subsequently 

takes the position, his memories of which provide the bulk of The Book of Salt’s 

narrative. 

Bình inhabits a fairly comfortable position in the Stein-Toklas household, where 

he cooks for GertrudeStein and Miss Toklas six days a week, observes their large 

following of artists and devotees, and lives an otherwise solitary life. He is a curiosity to 

GertrudeStein, who frequently engages him in conversation and, Truong playfully 

suggests, adopts her famed reticent literary voice from Bình’s poor use of French and 

frequent failed attempts at communication.162 Bình accompanies his employers on their 

annual summer escape to Bilignin, France, and is privy to the intimacies of their daily 

lives, including their slowly-building fame and their growing desire for public 

recognition. Bình’s access to his employers’ secrets and his occasional disclosures of 

their private moments to readers underscores his power as narrator; he has his Mesdames 

under narrative surveillance even as he protects his own narrative privacy. GertrudeStein 

and Miss Toklas desire fame, however, and negotiate issues of privacy – like issues of 

queerness – from positions of privilege not available to Bình. 

                                                
162 Speaking about GertrudeStein’s rough French, Bình observes: “I think it a companion to my own. I 
think we will exchange one-word condolences and communicate the rest with our eyes. I think this we have 
in common” (34). She is fascinated with his ability to use the language in minimal ways to express his 
point. Also: “Communicating in the negative is not the quickest and certainly not the most esteemed form 
of expression, but for those of us with few words to spare it is the magic spell, the incantation, that opens 
up an otherwise inaccessible treasure trove. Wielding my words like a rusty kitchen knife, I can ask for, 
reject, and ultimately locate that precise specimen that will grace tonight’s pot” (18). 
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After several years in the Stein-Toklas household, Bình attracts the attention of 

Marcus Lattimore, a black man passing as white in Paris. Lattimore hires Bình to cook on 

Sundays, and initiates a weekly tryst through which they develop a relationship of 

dubious intimacy and because of which Bình dubs Lattimore “Sweet Sunday Man.” Bình 

is fascinated by Lattimore, with whom he can only communicate through food, sex, and 

their mutually insufficient French, and realizes that Lattimore’s interest in him stems 

primarily from his position of intimacy in the Stein-Toklas household. “The honey that he 

craves is the story that he knows only I can tell,” Bình acknowledges (149). His 

suspicions are confirmed when Lattimore asks him to “borrow” a manuscript from 

GertrudeStein’s collection so that he can study the work of a genius. Bình reflects, “[y]ou 

want to see GertrudeStein’s handwriting, her crossed-over words, the discarded ones. 

She is the twentieth century, you tell me. What she keeps and what she does not will tell 

you about the future, you insist. My Madame is not a soothsayer, I think” (209). 

Nevertheless, Bình steals “a thin notebook that says to [him] it is small, insignificant, 

forgettable even,” and opens the manuscript, which he later learns is titled The Book of 

Salt, to discover that GertrudeStein has written a story about him (124).163  

Bình understands his inclusion in GertrudeStein’s literary repertoire not as 

honorific, as Lattimore might, but as alternately terrifying, restrictive, and invasive. He 

describes the discovery of his Anglicized name, “Bin,” among other English words as a 

form of drowning:  

                                                
163 See, for example, Min Hyoung Song’s chapter, “The Trope of the Lost Manuscript,” in The Children of 
1965: On Writing, and Not Writing, as an Asian American (2013).  
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I find my American name written again and again on the following pages 

as well. With each sighting, I am overwhelmed by the feeling that I am 

witnessing myself drowning. There … I am, I think. Here … I am again. I 

am surrounded on all sides by strangers, strung along a continuously 

unraveling line that keeps them above the water’s surface. It is a line I 

cannot possibly hold onto. GertrudeStein knows it, and she has cast me in 

there anyway, I think. (215, ellipses in original) 

In contrast to the string of aspiring youth who frequent GertrudeStein’s salon in hopes of 

gaining her favor and for whom such literary inclusion would entail a form of desirable 

immortality, Bình moves quickly to anger. Imaginatively evoking GertrudeStein, he 

rebukes her narrative as theft: “I did not give you my permission, Madame, to treat me in 

this way. I am here to feed you, not to serve as your fodder. I demand more for such 

services, Madame. You pay me only for my time. My story, Madame, is mine. I alone am 

qualified to tell it, to embellish, to withhold” (215). Bình reiterates language of ownership 

when he imaginatively delivers the manuscript to Lattimore: “Here, Sweet Sunday Man, 

here. This notebook may belong to my Madame, but the story, it belongs to me. Look, it 

has my name all over it” (215). He uses the sensation of drowning to articulate his anti-

documentary desire and is later appalled when he learns from Lattimore, who left town 

after Bình delivers the manuscript to him, that “Stein captured you, perfectly” in The 

Book of Salt (238). Textual inclusion, for Bình, is tantamount to drowning and captivity, 

both sensations that entail a loss of control and a loss of freedom. 
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Bình’s reaction to the discovery of his story in GertrudeStein’s canon illustrates 

two components of Truong’s articulation of narrative privacy in The Book of Salt. Bình 

considers his inclusion in literature as undesirable in part because he understands 

GertrudeStein’s textual narrative as inescapable and a form of destructive permanence, 

akin to drowning or captivity; throughout the novel he iterates his preference for the 

freedoms of ephemerality, or fleeting moments in the present unconcerned with archival 

or textual preservation. Second, Bình desires ownership and control over his story, 

including those versions constructed on stereotypes, literary conventions, and dominant 

historical practices. Facing the impossibility of controlling or owning a story once it 

circulates in the world, Bình opts instead to dissimulate, like Treuer’s Apelles; he 

alternately tells, embellishes, or withholds the story he narrates. 

Truong foils Bình’s anti-documentary desire with GertrudeStein’s and Miss 

Toklas’s explicit pursuit of fame. Throughout the narrative, Bình reflects skeptically on 

his employers’ delight in being photographed and interviewed for publication: “Every 

visit by a photographer would be inevitably followed by a letter enclosing a newspaper or 

magazine clipping with my Mesdames’ names circled in a halo of red ink. The clippings, 

each carefully pressed with a heated iron, especially if a crease had thoughtlessly fallen 

on my Mesdames’ faces, went immediately into an album with a green leather cover” (2). 

GertrudeStein and Miss Toklas fill the album with “family photographs of the most 

public kind,” gleefully accumulating material evidence of their growing fame (2). For 

GertrudeStein, the attentions of journalists and photographers confirm and complement 

her role in curating American modernist art, the evidence of which Bình observes filling 
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the bookshelves in 27 rue de Fleurus, her cabinets of personal writing, and the chairs in 

her weekly salons. He understands her documentary desire as intimately connected to her 

sense of professional, artistic, and historical becoming: “My Madame is staring into the 

camera so intently that I imagine it was she who willed the shutter to close and open back 

up again, fixing her in that moment when she declared ‘I am the one’” (213). Through 

Bình’s skepticism, Truong critiques the overwhelmingly dominant position 

documentation has in creating and reinforcing historical importance.  

 For Bình, in contrast, photographs have the capacity to violate subjects’ privacy. 

Truong bookends the novel with Bình’s ruminations on the two photographs he possesses 

of the day GertrudeStein and Miss Toklas left the Gare du Nord in France for the U.S. on 

the SS Champlain. The first line of the book reads, “[o]f that day I have two photographs 

and, of course, my memories,” and the final page of the novel describes the images on 

Bình’s two photographs (1, 261). Bình observes at several points in the novel the degree 

to which photographers invade GertrudeStein’s and Miss Toklas’s privacy. 

“Photographers,” he explains while acknowledging his own privileged access to his 

employers’ lives, “are even more curious than servants. The only difference is that 

photographers practice their invasive art while my Madame and Madame are still in the 

room” (233). GertrudeStein and Miss Toklas are unconcerned with potential invasions of 

privacy, as they crave the recognition they associate with photographs: “Photographers, 

my Mesdames believed, transformed an occasion into an event. Their presence signaled 

that importance and fame had arrived, holding each others’ hands” (1). Bình, however, is 

far more suspicious. “At the Gare du Nord that day,” he recalls, “all I could think about 
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were the flashes of the cameras, how they had never stopped frightening me. They were 

lights that feigned to illuminate but really intended to blind” (3). Bình points to his 

Mesdames’ naïve fascination with photographers and the fame photographs offer as a 

model of the blindness cameras’ flashes produce. In analyzing the two photographs of the 

Gare du Nord in the final pages of the novel, Bình illuminates the degree to which the 

images inadequately represent an experience by fixing in a specific moment something 

dynamic and complex.164 In doing so, they blind viewers – like readers and critics – to 

other possible narratives.  

                                                
164 Bình’s suspicion of photography and assertion of narrative privacy resonates with the decisions of Ishi, 
Bình’s approximate contemporary in a vastly different context, halfway around the world. A Native man, 
Ishi appeared outside a butcher’s shop near Oroville, California on August 29, 1911 and was immediately 
identified as a “wild man,” the “last Yahi,” by the local media and anthropologist Alfred Kroeber 
(Theodora Kroeber 3, Starn 18). Anthropologist Orin Starn explains, “[a]long with a few other holdouts 
from his tiny Yahi tribe, Ishi had hidden out in the hills above the Sacramento Valley for more than fifty 
years. The others had died, and Ishi was captured in 1911, then brought to stay in a San Francisco museum” 
by Kroeber (Starn 12). He continues, “Kroeber told the newspapers that this ‘uncontaminated and 
uncivilized’ Indian was an unprecedented find for his young science of anthropology, then devoted to the 
study of primitive people” (Starn 24). Kroeber and his colleagues, including Kroeber’s wife, Theodora 
Kroeber, who would write Ishi in Two Worlds: A Biography of the Last Wild Indian in North America 
(1961), popularized the narrative that Ishi was happy to have joined civilization and embraced his role as a 
cultural artifact and scientific curiosity performing for museum visitors and interested scientists. Starn 
argues that this narrative, that “the last Yahi seemed to be happy in San Francisco and to hold no bitterness 
has doubtless enhanced his appeal to whites across the decades,” who associate Ishi with the nostalgic 
closure of a period in which Natives remained unaccounted for (Starn 18). Ishi died from tuberculosis in 
1916, five years after becoming captive, and was subject to an autopsy against his explicit wishes, during 
which his brain was extracted and held at the Smithsonian until its repatriation in 2000 (Starn 25, 264). 
Anishinaabe scholar Gerald Vizenor disrupts conventional interpretations of Ishi’s time in Kroeber’s 
museum by arguing that Ishi offered scientists and curious visitors the absence of a narrative. As evidence, 
he points to Ishi’s refusal to tell anyone his real name, instead substituting a word that means “one of the 
people.” Vizenor argues that Ishi’s evasive maneuvers extended beyond his time in the California 
mountains to his experience as a human history exhibition: “Ishi told stories to be heard, not recorded or 
written; he told stories to be heard as the sounds of remembrance, and with a sense of time that would never 
be released in the mannered silence of a museum” (Manifest Manners 126-127). Vizenor continues, “he 
should be honored for more than his stories, his humor, and survivance: he should be honored because he 
never learned to slow his stories down to be written and recorded” (MM 135-136). The stories Ishi told, 
Vizenor argues, were a form of survivance and an act of continuing agency in the face of an overwhelming 
power deficit. Ishi’s assertion of privacy – through dissimulation and by protecting some of his stories from 
being recorded – resonates with Truong’s expression of narrative privacy in The Book of Salt by raising the 
possibility of that disallowing preservation can be understood as form of power. 
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Truong’s critique of photography resonates with Susan Sontag’s influential thesis 

that despite their constructedness and ability to objectify or dehumanize their subject, and 

despite years of theorization to the contrary, photography has eclipsed other ways of 

remembering or knowing (89). She writes, “[p]hotographs objectify: they turn an event or 

a person into something that can be possessed. And photographs are a species of 

alchemy, for all that they are prized as a transparent account of reality” (81). They are 

also a form of surveillance. John Tagg writes, “[l]ike the state, the camera is never 

neutral. The representations it produces are highly coded, and the power it wields is never 

its own” (63-64). Specifically, photography has historically objectified and surveilled 

people like Bình who are marginalized and considered by photographers, viewers, and/or 

the state “only as someone to be seen, not someone (like us) who also sees” (Sontag 

72).165 Truong critiques GertrudeStein’s and Miss Toklas’s insistence on self-

preservation through photography in part by contrasting their philosophy with Bình’s 

privileging of embodied experiences and sensations over confining, highly selective 

historical accounts. In doing so, she illuminates the vastly different stakes of visibility for 

someone like Bình and someone in a more protected position, such as Stein and Toklas.  

                                                
165 Sontag makes this point with more specificity: “Generally, the grievously injured bodies shown in 
published photographs are from Asia or Africa. This journalistic custom inherits the centuries-old practice 
of exhibiting exotic – that is, colonized – human beings: … the exhibition in photographs of cruelties 
inflicted on those with darker complexions in exotic countries continues this offering, oblivious to the 
considerations that deter such displays of our own victims of violence; for the other, even when not an 
enemy, is regarded only as someone to be seen, not someone (like us) who also sees” (Sontag 72).  
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EPHEMERALITY, INVISIBILITY, AND EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE  

Bình’s desire for invisibility and privacy stems in part from his understanding that 

the French empire and the Catholic Church constantly monitor him as a poor, queer 

Vietnamese man. He resents the moment in every job interview where prospective 

employers require him to account for his whereabouts over the course of his lifetime as a 

precondition of assessing his value as a cook and his reliability and safety as a presence 

in the household. Bình withholds from his accounting three years in which he was not in 

Vietnam, Paris, or on ships moving between imperial ports. He recalls interviewers’ 

almost universal reaction:   

Three years unaccounted for! you could almost hear them thinking. Most 

Parisians can ignore and even forgive me for not having the refinement to 

be born amidst the ringing bells of their cathedrals, especially since I was 

born instead amidst the ringing bells of the replicas of their cathedrals, 

erected in a far-off colony to remind them of the majesty, the piety, of 

home. As long as Monsieur and Madame can account for my whereabouts 

in their city or in one of their colonies, then they can trust that the 

Republique and the Catholic Church have had their watchful eyes on me. 

But when I expose myself as a subject who may have strayed, who may 

have lived a life unchecked, ungoverned, undocumented, and unrepentant, 

I become, for them, suspect. (17)  

Like Federico de la Fe in The People of Paper, Bình understands constant surveillance as 

limiting his opportunities; like Plascencia, Truong underscores the importance of imperial 
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and state surveillance in historically contextualizing contemporary discussions of 

visibility for people of color. For the Parisians who pay Bình’s wages, the Republique 

and the Catholic Church constitute legitimizing institutions with the capacity for 

validating Bình’s subjectivity.  

 Bình shares his preference for the ephemerality of lived, shared experiences not 

only with de la Fe, but also Nam’s Father in Le’s short story “Love and Honor” and Doña 

Ramona in Rigoberto González’s Crossing Vines. Nam’s father, for instance, tells stories 

of his youth to his son in what is for him a traumatic, embodied, intimate experience. Le 

describes Nam’s father contorting himself into shapes to illustrate torture methods for 

Nam, and as the pair drink scotch, they bond over a growing sense of intimacy fostered 

by sharing. Nam’s father burns in a homeless man’s fire the narrative Nam records in 

typewritten form, however, to keep the story from circulating among audiences who will 

read the story divorced from the context of the night of sharing and storytelling. For 

Nam’s father, “[s]ometimes it’s better to forget” than to record stories for unchecked, 

decontextualized consumption (Le 24). Doña Ramona, in Crossing Vines, similarly 

prefers her son to listen to her stories and engage with her embodied storytelling than to 

record and transcribe her words for inclusion in the academic record. The preservation of 

her stories holds no interest for Doña Ramona; she would much rather Leonardo have 

paid attention over the years for the sake of listening to her stories, rather than demanding 

she tape her musings so that they can outlive her and move beyond the contexts she 
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provides.166 Like Nam’s father and Doña Ramona, Bình privileges ephemeral, embodied 

knowledge and experiences over the permanence – and captivity – of the story he 

discovers GertrudeStein has written about him. 

 Lived experiences and ephemeral pleasures, long subordinated by European and 

American reliance on empirical evidence and documentation and Catholic doctrine 

focused on eternal salvation over earthly pleasures, are important sources of meaning for 

Bình. Lattimore considers Bình’s relationship to GertrudeStein and Miss Toklas to be an 

economic relationship like any other unless Bình takes advantage of his proximity to a 

literary genius – by, for instance, procuring manuscripts. Bình rebukes Lattimore’s 

assumptions by asserting the value he places on daily physical exchanges with his 

Mesdames:  

Sweet Sunday Man, please understand. My Madame and Madame sustain 

me. They pay my wage, house my body, and I feed them. That is the 

nature of our relationship. Simple, you may think. Replaceable, even. The 

morning meals, the afternoon repasts, the evening suppers, the day-to-day 

is what I share with them. You may think that that is just an unbroken 

string of meals, continuous but otherwise insignificant, but you would be 

wrong. Every day, my Mesdames and I dine, if not together, then back-to-

back. (209) 

                                                
166 Also, after Tiki Tiki dies in Crossing Vines, his friends all agree not to bring the experience up with the 
police. In part, that’s because they know authorities won’t do much for a non-white trans person, but also 
because they don’t want public dissemination of Tiki Tiki’s identity to expose him post-mortem to public 
shaming and ridicule. There’s only one way into the record for Tiki Tiki, in other words, and it comes at to 
great of a cost. 
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In Bình’s value system, sharing with his employers the food he labors to prepare offers 

intimacy and communion far more valuable than literary or critical inclusion. Unlike his 

discovery of his name in one of GertrudeStein’s manuscripts, Bình’s description of his 

place in the rhythms of daily life in the Stein-Toklas household is one of relative 

belonging forged through acts of communal meals and shared appreciation of Bình’s 

labors. Bình actively resists inclusion in the modernist canon GertrudeStein curates and 

Lattimore reveres, and is uninterested in curating an alternative archive of his own; he 

finds value and satisfaction in the parts of life experienced very much in the present.  

In direct contrast to GertrudeStein’s and Miss Toklas’s infatuation fame, literary 

canonicity, and the permanence of their stature in the historical record, Bình seeks 

privacy and agency in remaining undocumented. The actions and materials he 

understands as giving meaning to his life are all ephemeral in nature. His labor in various 

kitchens, for instance, produces sensual meals that are consumed shortly thereafter; even 

if they were not, the dishes he prepares are perishable and hardly suitable as artifacts. His 

menus, moreover, shift with the changing Vietnamese and then Parisian seasons, as he 

cooks with fresh and available ingredients dependent on dynamic factors of weather, 

harvest, and seasonality. Unlike Miss Toklas, who dutifully records her recipes and 

insists on exact replication of her tastes,167 Bình cooks from memory and adapts menus 

according to his perceptions of his audience’s tastes and moods. Rather than claiming a 

                                                
167 Bình explains: “Miss Toklas is a Madame who uses her palate to set the standard of perfection. In 
order to please her, her cook has to do the same, an extremely difficult feat. Her cook has to adopt her 
tongue, make room for it, which can only mean the removal of his own. That is what she demands from all 
of her cooks. Impossible, of course, and so eventually they all had to go. I have stayed this long because I 
am experienced, qualified in such matters” (211). 
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dish or method of preparation as his own by writing recipes as Miss Toklas does, Bình 

asserts his power in the kitchen and his participation in the human processes of creation 

and consumption by cutting his hands and lacing the meals he prepares with his own 

blood. “Blood,” he declares, “makes me a man” (142). Blood, labor, and the resulting 

meals are all the ephemeral components of daily life that constitute Bình’s sense of self, 

along with equally intangible, fleeting desires, fears, and tastes.  

Bình describes knowing early on that he found meaning in the ephemeral, sensual 

qualities of life, as opposed to seeking it in canonicity or the public record. He recalls 

memories of girls and young women swooning over his second and third brothers as an 

articulation of his own nascent queer desire: “When I closed my eyes, [the girls’] bodies 

melted away, leaving behind just their desires, strong, pulsating. Now that I could feel, 

and prophetic of this life that I now live, this trade that I now practice, I could taste it 

too. The last peaches of the season honeyed by the sun, the taste of my own salt on my 

fingers, it was a cross between the two” (58). The fundamentals of Bình’s memory – 

pulsating desires, the taste of overripe peaches and salt – are necessarily fleeting 

sensations that cannot be fully captured in textual narrative.168 Overripe peaches soon 

                                                
168 “The European colonial archive, in particular, with its ledgers registering the numbers of enslaved and 
indentured, with its ship manifests tallying the numbers of bodies, is haunted by the presence of 
‘impossible subjects’ who have left spectral traces in what is unwritten about the intimacy of their 
occupations. The dry, bloodless language of the colonial archive does not allow space for interiority. So, 
how then can we account for the loves, labors, and losses of racialized and sexualized subjects of the past? 
While the invisible labors of enslaved Africans and later, in the 1800s, indentured Asian ‘coolies’ create the 
foundation for the modern global economy, in the historical ledger barely a trace of these subjects’ 
intimate, interior lives is recorded. The unwritten desire of those deemed undesirable constitutes the 
undocumented loves, labors, and losses of the past” (Goffe 53). 
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rot, and the bodily focus of Bình’s salt and the girls’ desires locate his memory – like the 

fruits of his labor and his labor itself – in specific temporal spaces that defy preservation. 

Bình cultivates ephemerality as a method of survival as well as a source of 

meaning. Each season, he trades his clothing at le mont-de-piété, or pawnshops, choosing 

utility over attachment to particular articles of clothing. He explains, “I have always 

thought it best to pawn my light-weight suits when the weather changed. It provided 

protection from hungry moths and a saving on mothballs. My own hunger also played a 

somewhat deciding role” (6). When he struggles with traumas of his past, he self-

consciously jettisons portions of destructive memories and creates new memories for his 

psychic health. Reflecting on the beauty of narcissus bulbs blooming in the window, he 

notes to his readers, “I choose to remember these things only. The rest I will discard” 

(36). Even his memories are impermanent, not a personal archive but a strategy for 

survival, happiness, and health. Further, when his sense of alienation as a Vietnamese 

man in Paris becomes overwhelming, he finds solace in confirming his continuing 

presence by examining himself in “a small speckled mirror that shows me my face, my 

hands, and assures me that I am still here” (19).  Bình relies on a fleeting, ephemeral 

record of himself – his image in a mirror – rather than official documentation or a lasting 

image such as a photograph for confirmation of his identity, a confirmation he treats as 

deeply private. 

In his pursuit of privacy, Bình embraces various forms of invisibility. He learned 

the value of invisibility from his mother and older brothers, who escaped the worst of the 

Old Man’s wrath by staying out of his line of sight. From the beginning, invisibility 
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serves Bình as a survival strategy. As a domestic, he can “move unnoticed” through the 

homes in which he works; unlike GertrudeStein’s and Miss Toklas’s adoring visitors who 

are denied access to the private rooms of 27 rue de Fleurus, Bình reminds readers “I can 

walk through them without being seen” (155, 26). While scholars generally identify 

Bình’s invisibility as a racial and class injustice,169 Bình also finds joy in being invisible 

in plain sight. He explains to readers, “[a]lways discreet, almost invisible, I imagine that 

when the guests look my way they see, well, they see a floor lamp or a footstool. I have 

become just that” (149). From his place of invisibility within the Stein-Toklas household, 

he is free to move around, observe visitors, and avoid the prying inquiries GertrudeStein 

and Miss Toklas joyfully endure. Bình similarly enjoys the invisibility of anonymity in 

Parisian markets, where his Vietnamese phenotype shields him from individuation, 

marking him as an “Indochinese laborer, generalized and indiscriminate, easily spotted 

and readily identifiable all the same” (152). While not preferable to the way he could 

“take [his] body into a busy Saigon marketplace and lose it in the crush,” where he “was 

just a man, anonymous, and at a passing glance, a student, a gardener, a poet, a chef, a 

prince, a porter, a doctor … above all just a man,” Bình takes comfort in the invisibility 

afforded him by Parisians’ dismissive assumptions about Vietnamese (152).170 Bình’s 

race, class, and occupation – the very elements that preclude meaningful inclusion in the 

                                                
169 For example, see Coffman (153).  
170 Bình’s desire for the anonymity he enjoyed in his home country – “I was just a man, anonymous, and, 
at a passing glance, a student, a gardener, a poet, a chef, a prince, a porter, a doctor, a scholar. But in 
Vietnam, I tell myself, I was above all just a man” – resonates powerfully with Franz Fanon’s claim, in his 
essay on the white gaze, that “I wanted to be a man, and nothing but a man” (92).  
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literary and historical archives GertrudeStein curates – offer him a measure of privacy in 

his daily life. 

Even as his racialized body affords him the ability to remain invisible as an 

individual in Paris, Bình’s body ultimately betrays him when Lattimore sees him in 

passing one day on the market. Bình imaginatively and ironically confronts his lover: “I 

believe that my relationship to this city has now changed. I have been witnessed. You 

have testified to my appearance and demeanor. I have been sighted. You possess a 

memory of my body in this city, ink on a piece of paper, and you, a magician and a seer, 

could do it again. How can I carry my body through the streets of this city in the same 

way again?” (110). Up until this point in the novel, Bình has imagined himself invisible 

in Paris, even if that invisibility is by virtue of Parisians’ presuppositions about 

Vietnamese men in the city. Rather than incurring loneliness or despair, as might be 

expected, this invisibility is comforting to Bình, who believes it makes him freer to 

embody places and senses; his experiences are not corrupted by matters of record. He 

equates Lattimore’s sighting of him, however, to “ink on a piece of paper,” a descriptive 

recording – albeit in memory form – of his “appearance and demeanor” in the city. Bình 

enjoys and even desires Lattimore’s attentions in the privacy of Lattimore’s apartment 

and the relative intimacy of the Stein-Toklas salon; it is specifically a public sighting that 

upsets Bình, in part because he was unaware Lattimore saw him.171 

                                                
171 Bình’s first meeting with Lattimore, in fact, is marked by his sense of being seen: “After years of the 
imposed invisibility of servitude, I am acutely aware when I am being watched, a sensitivity born from 
absence, a grain of salt on the tongue of a man who has tasted only bitter” (37). Bình craves intimate 
visibility with his lover.  
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Bình weighs Lattimore’s sighting so heavily in part because he understands 

bodies, experiences, and physical senses as highly important forms of embodied 

knowledge. Although literate in Vietnamese and able to communicate with his limited 

knowledge of French, Bình frequently relies on a range of physical senses to accumulate 

information and discern meaning.172 When his brother Anh Minh writes to him at 27 rue 

de Fleurus, for instance, he engages with the letter first as he would a culinary dish:173  

I sniffed the envelope before opening it. It smelled of a faraway city, 

pungent with anticipation for rain. If my Mesdames had not been in the 

room, I would have tasted it with my tongue. I was certain to find the 

familiar sting of salt, but what I needed to know was what kind: kitchen, 

sweat, tears, or the sea. I wanted this paper-shrouded thing to divulge itself 

to me, to tell me even before the words emerged why it had taken my 

brother almost five years to respond to my first and only letter home. 

(5)174  

Bình understands that his brother’s letter might divulge itself through taste or smell as 

well as narrative, a distrust in words his brother shares, writing “it would have been better 

for [Bình] to hear it all in person” (8). Bình explains, “What he meant was that paper was 

                                                
172 Truong pushes this emphasis on embodied knowledge further in her next novel, Bitter in the Mouth 
(2010), in which the protagonist, Linda Hammerick, experiences synesthesia; she can physically taste 
words.  
173 Importantly, Bình rarely receives written correspondence: “They said that they had been startled to 
realize that they had never seen my full name in writing before. What probably startled them more was the 
realization that during my years in their employment I had never received a piece of correspondence until 
this one. I did not have to look at the envelope to know. It was from my oldest brother” (5). 
174 Yet, they might have understood. Bình later explains of his Mesdames: “They never assume that words 
can tell them the whole story” (186).  
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not strong enough to bear the weight of what he had to say but that he would have to test 

its strength anyway” (9). Anh Minh only writes Bình as a last resort, understanding face-

to-face communication as superior, if impossible given their distance.  

 Anh Minh’s letter becomes one of Bình’s few possessions and its value exceeds 

its capacity as a written narrative. Unlike GertrudeStein’s manuscripts, which remain 

neatly preserved among other texts in her cupboard, Anh Minh’s letter physically 

changes because of its extended, intimate contact with Bình’s body. Bình keeps the letter 

in his jacket pocket and reveals that “[t]he oils on my fingertips, the heat of my body, had 

altered its physical composition. The pages had grown translucent from the repeated 

handling, repetitive rereading. The ink had faded to purple. It was becoming difficult to 

read. Though in truth, my memory had already made that act obsolete” (9). Bình’s lived 

experiences erase the narrative fixed on the page, a narrative Bình would have rather 

discerned through taste and smell than reading in the first place. The permanence of the 

text, in other words, is inconsequential for the letter’s meaning to Bình. 

 Truong suggests that words themselves, in fact, are at times inconsequential to 

Bình’s understanding. In a lover’s game, Bình asks Lattimore to talk to him in English: “I 

tell you to speak to me in the language of your birth. I free myself from the direct 

translation of your words into understandable feelings and recognizable acts. I leave your 

words raw, allow myself to experience your language as a medium of songs, improvising 

and in flux. I imagine your language as water in my hands, reflective and clear” (111). 

For Bình, the experience is moving, and he understands the content of Lattimore’s story 

about his childhood and the difficulties he faced growing up in the U.S. South with a 
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black mother whose silence his white father purchased. When Bình reciprocates by 

telling Lattimore the story of his life in Vietnamese, however, Lattimore struggles against 

the unfamiliar words. Bình explains to him, “[t]he pleasure that I take from your words, 

you cannot take from mine. … It is the first time that I see you cry. I swear I will never 

do it again. I have been expertly trained, I try to tell you, if not bred for such things. Your 

training is different” (117). He explains, “[w]ords, I will grant you, are convenient, a 

handy shortcut to meaning. But too often, words limit and deny. For those of us who are 

better trained, we need only one and we can piece together the rest” (117). For Lattimore, 

the “experiment is disastrous, a torture” (117). Bình describes Lattimore’s listening to 

Vietnamese as a struggle against suffocating darkness in an effort to translate Bình’s 

meaning, whereas translation, for Bình, takes the form of embodied knowledge, signals 

emanating from his lover’s neck, eyes, and posture (117-118). Bình imaginatively 

describes to Lattimore, an iridologist, the various ways he reads others’ bodies for 

knowledge they never articulate, let alone commit to record.  

STORYTELLING AS STRATEGIC NEGOTIATION 

 Bình’s suspicion of documentation and recorded narrative does not diminish his 

reliance on stories as dynamic tools for survival and emotional health, however. Growing 

up by his mother’s side in the kitchen in a city saturated with Catholicism, Bình 

experiences competing models of storytelling. From his mother, Bình learns to create or 

embellish the stories he needs to survive and to narrate paths of hope and survival into the 

story of his own life. For instance, she tells him stories about her former lover – and 
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implicitly, Bình’s biological father – a scholar-prince who treated her kindly and gently, 

unlike her abusive husband (174). Bình adopts the story as his own, using the promise of 

one day finding his scholar-prince as a source of hope despite, as critics suggest, the 

implausibility of his mother’s story (Jones 121). From his father, “the Old Man” known 

around Saigon as a “holy man,” a “proselytizer of the city’s poor,” and an ostensibly 

devout Catholic who converts locals by driving them to desperation through the gambling 

den he runs on the side, Bình learns storytelling can be absolute and confining, qualities 

he loosely associates with the Catholicism his father exploits.175  

Truong draws into relief the novel’s competing articulations of storytelling 

through the story of Father Augustine that Bình and his mother self-reflexively modify. 

Father Augustine was an emissary tasked with visiting Rome and escorting “a small 

fortune in gold chalices, a papal gift for the Bishop of Saigon” back to Vietnam (165). 

Bình and his mother dislike the official story, which ends with Father Augustine’s death 

on a ship far from home – “a tragedy” to their minds – and his unwitting exchange with 

his ship’s captain of the papal gold for a proper burial in France (165). Rather than 

preserving the story, meant to offer local Catholics a model of “fidelity and devotion to 

the Catholic Church,” Bình and his mother “felt free to improvise” and to imagine other 

possibilities for the story’s ending, including speculation about how the captain dealt with 

his newfound fortune (165). “My mother and I enjoyed this version because the last 

words did not belong to Father Augustine but to the man who took the gold chalices 

                                                
175 In “Eucharistically Queer?: The Postsecular as Transnational Reading Strategy in The Book of Salt,” 
Norman W. Jones considers Truong’s treatment of Catholicism in productive ways that complicate the 
straightforward assessment I offer here.  
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home with him,” Bình explains (172). He adds, “[w]e wondered how they must have 

looked displayed on the windowsill of the captain’s house. We imagined that they must 

have caught the glint of the sun and poured its light all over the room. Beautiful, we 

thought” (172). Bình and his mother transform a tragic ending of Catholic piety into one 

of beauty as a means of negotiating their place in a deeply misogynist, homophobic 

household and city.176 In self-consciously relating Bình’s practices of embellishing 

stories, Truong metafictionally encourages readers to question her narrator’s reliability.   

 As an adult, Bình briefly meets the scholar-prince he once dreamed of with his 

mother, who tells him yet another ending to Father Augustine’s story. Bình meets the 

man, a fellow Vietnamese in Paris, on a bridge and throughout the novel refers to him as 

“the man on the bridge,” though readers later learn his name is Nguyên Ái Quõc, a 

pseudonym used by Ho Chi Minh, the Vietnamese revolutionary, during his time in Paris 

in the 1930s (246).177 The man on the bridge holds the same promise of hope, escape, 

and love for Bình as his mother’s scholar-prince once held for her. Readers are no more 

assured of the veracity of Bình’s encounter with the man on the bridge than we are of his 

mother’s love affair with her own scholar-prince, but the account of Father Augustine he 

offers displaces questions of veracity with an illustration of the unreliability of even 

ostensibly static, permanent stories, echoing the final scene of Alexie’s “Dear John 

                                                
176 Bình’s relationship to written language is, from the start, one of transition: “My third oldest brother 
worked at a printing press. He cleaned the typeset sheets, ready to be dismantled, voided by the next day’s 
news. He removed each block and cleaned the letters while they were still warm and cloaked in a soft scab 
of ink, getting his brush into the sickle moons of each ‘C,’ the surrendering arms of each ‘Y’” (44). 
177 For example of scholars who address the man on the bridge’s pseudonym, see Jones 118, Eng Feeling 
of Kinship 61-64.  
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Wayne.”178 The man on the bridge describes to Bình what happened when Father 

Augustine’s journal reached the Bishop of Saigon with news of the lost gold. The Bishop, 

like earlier missionaries, “[u]nderstood the power of literacy. The written word never 

stops proselytizing,179 never dies of malaria, and has an uncanny tendency to reproduce” 

(173).180 Especially coming from a religious tradition reliant on textual history, the 

bishop understood that written accounts are upheld as authoritative and, as in the Old 

Man’s worldview, absolute. “Enraged to learn that a simple country priest had traded 

away his gold chalices for a burial in Avignon,” the story goes, “[t]he Bishop of Saigon 

ripped out all traces of Father Augustine and kept the journal, with its remaining blank 

pages, for his own” (173). Even an ostensibly permanent form that continues to 

proselytize after the author and subject are long gone can be violently revised to reflect 

the needs of an individual. Father Augustine, a poor Vietnamese man, is forcibly 

removed from the official record by the blue-eyed Bishop (173). Bình’s and his mother’s 

embellishments of stories for purposes of hope and survival, therefore, are no less valid 

                                                
178 “Here, the query, ‘Did Ho Chi Minh really sleep with men?’ is lost; the impossibility of the question 
and a response opens up a tear in historical time, a space of disappearance and forgetting in which time 
never quite coincides with itself. Through this slippage in time, Truong not only draws attention to the 
limits of historicism’s idealization of presence and progress, but also creates a queer time and space outside 
teleological histories of state and family, infused with heterogeneity and intractability and lacking proper 
historical destination or documentary intent. In short, Truong opens up an epistemological space for a 
consideration of the unknowable and unthinkable – other possibilities and other possible times and spaces – 
that inhabit and saturate the emergence of modernity’s now” (Eng Feeling of Kinship 64).  
179 This resonates with Cami’s critique of Sal in The People of Paper cited above (“to allow the telling to 
never end…”). 
180 “The Jesuit, like all missionaries after him, understood the power of literacy. The written word never 
stops proselytizing, never dies of malaria, and has an uncanny tendency to reproduce, an act that he as a 
man of God was not privy to” (173). 
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than official records, kept by the same authorities tasked with surveilling and validating 

the existence of people like Bình for Parisian employers.  

Despite the powerful ways in which Bình and his mother understand and 

embellish stories as a survival strategy, Truong makes clear that storytelling is not always 

a positive force for the less-privileged, as evidenced by Father Augustine’s effacement. 

Bình is acutely aware of the “inevitable” stories that would be told or assumed about him 

as a poor, gay, Vietnamese man in Paris. Acknowledging the Orientalist tropes that 

confine Parisians’ understandings of Asia and Asians, Bình tells the novel’s audience of 

his encounters with the French, who unfailingly ask him to account for his past and his 

travels, implicitly calling for an account of his foreignness. In the aforementioned 

interviews with prospective employers, for instance, Bình explains that “[t]o them, my 

body offers an exacting, predetermined life story. It cripples their imagination as it does 

mine. It tells them, they believe, all that they need to know about my past and, of lesser 

import, about the life that I now live within their present” (152).181 As Isabelle Thuy 

Pelaud explains, “When he is seen, the color of his skin triggers exotic fantasies of Asia 

in the minds of the people he serves” (39). Despite believing they already know the story 

of Bình’s life, written as it is in his Vietnamese features, employers demand his history. 

“I find myself again and again shamefully submitting,” Bình admits:  

And so I stay on, eventually serving myself forth like a scrawny roast pig, 

only to be told, “Thank you, but no thank you.” Thank you? Thank you? 

                                                
181 Bình understands that people read his body as a text; in other words, he is not the only character who 
recognizes embodied knowledge as a tool for negotiating and understanding the world. His employers, 
however, read his body in problematic ways by reading his Asian features as predetermining his life story. 
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Madame, you should applaud! A standing ovation would not be 

inappropriate, I think each time. I have just given you a story filled with 

exotic locales, travel on the open seas, family secrets, un-Christian 

vices. Thank you will not suffice. My self-righteous rage burns until I am 

forced to concede that I, in fact, have told them nothing. This language 

that I dip into like a dry inkwell has failed me. It has made me take flight 

with weak wings and watched me plummet into silence. (17)182 

Armed with imperialist, Orientalist expectations, these employers interview and 

occasionally hire Bình because “[t]hey yearn for a taste of the pure, sea-salt sadness of 

the outcast whom they have brought into their homes” (19). The invisibility Bình’s 

phenotype affords him in Paris comes at the cost of Parisian expectations and demands 

for his exotic stories of travel and trauma. 

David Treuer’s project in The Translation of Dr. Apelles similarly engages 

through a self-referential, knowing narrator the “inevitable” story told about his 

characters because they are Native. The pastoral narrative in Translation, considered at 

length in chapter one as a critique of the ethnographic imperative in ethnic fiction, can 

also be read as Treuer’s critique of audiences’ expectations of Native writers and the 

ways in which such expectations limit stories’ potential by predetermining reading 

                                                
182 “And so, like a courtesan, forced to perform the dance of the seven veils, I grudgingly reveal the 
names, one by one, of the cities that have carved their names into me, leaving behind the scar tissue that 
forms the bulk of who I am,” Bình reflects, drawing on language of Orientalism (16). 
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strategies.183 Treuer’s reworking of the pastoral Daphnis and Chloe into a story about 

Ojibwe youths Bimaadiz and Eta caters to canonical and historical U.S. stereotypes about 

Natives, particularly narratives about Native nobility and innocence and the accessibility 

of Native bodies to non-Natives. Catering to “Euroamerican fantasies of Indians,” 

Treuer’s omniscient narrator delivers Bimaadiz and Eta for his readers’ consumption with 

descriptions of their bodies and exploits saturated with romantic idealism (Yost 64). The 

youths’ increasing awareness of their own sexuality is the primary intrigue of the novel as 

it plays out under the reading audience’s gaze – an erotic voyeurism acknowledged at 

several points in the story by the narrator. Transformed by emotions they cannot name or 

understand, the two focus their energies on discovering how they might physically 

consummate their relationship, which becomes a challenge since the pure, good-hearted 

youths do not know sex exists. 

Treuer offers a consumable account of otherness, made palatable through familiar 

narratives, similar in nature to the “story filled with exotic locales, travel on the open 

seas, family secrets, un-Christian vices” Bình delivers to his potential employers. Like 

Truong, Treuer gives readers the impression they are veering into characters’ lives; the 

visual nature of the narrative’s descriptions gives the reader a sense that the youths – and 

the reductive, sexualized stereotypes they embody – are on display for the novel’s 

                                                
183 In interviews, Treuer has cited a resistance to poverty porn as his reason for writing his nonfiction 
account of life on the Leech Lake Reservation, Rez Life (2012). While some of his colleagues find this 
point contentious – the term isn’t subtle and it accuses many of them of catering to audiences at the cost of 
their subjects (of, in other words, selling out, an ungenerous charge) – what he means is that there are 
particular narratives about Natives that sell well right now, and they involve depictions of abject poverty. 
Percival Everett’s parody of Sapphire’s Push in Erasure (2001) makes a similar point and has been met 
with similar resistance. 
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audience. Readers have access to Bimaadiz and Eta’s private moments as they slowly 

learn to deploy their sexual desires in various states of undress despite challenges from 

nature, jealous suitors, raiding parties, and a floating brothel. The narrative thus works 

toward not only consummating Bimaadiz and Eta’s desires, but also realizing the 

destructive social fantasies placed on Native bodies. Treuer and Truong anticipate and 

confront these destructive social fantasies by anticipating and parodying the familiar 

narratives readers expect from Native and Asian American fiction, respectively. Truong 

acknowledges readers expect a particular story from a Vietnamese American woman – a 

biographical detail, along with the story of Truong’s family fleeing Saigon in 1975 that 

prefaces most reviews and main academic treatments of her fiction – in part by 

analogizing her situation with Bình, whose biography, Parisians believe, is written not 

only in his name but across his dark skin. 

Truong metafictionally explores the ways phenotype overwrite individual 

narratives by considering Lattimore’s position as marginally white. Unlike Bình, who 

navigates Paris as a racially marked man, Lattimore passes as white despite being, 

according to the racial politics of the U.S. he has left behind, black. Bình reflects on this 

difference in an imagined address to his lover:  

You, Sweet Sunday Man, take full advantage of the blank sheet of paper 

that is your skin. You introduce yourself as a writer. You tell stories about 

a family that you do not have, a city in which you have never lived, a life 

you have never fully led. You think yourself clever, resourceful, for 

always using the swift line of a pencil and never the considered stroke of 
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the pen. You shy from the permanence of ink, a darkness that would linger 

on the surface of the page and skin. You are in the end a gray sketch of a 

life. (151) 

Lattimore seeks inclusion into the systems of knowledge Bình so ardently avoids. 

Catherine Fung argues that “[t]he two men seem drawn to each other through a shared 

desire to be visible,” a process hindered by their identities as men of color (99). Lattimore 

does indeed seek visibility, much as he seeks a regular place in GertrudeStein’s salon and 

the modernist movement she appears to direct. Bình, however, has a clearer 

understanding of the limited possibilities men like he and Lattimore – who appears 

unaware that Miss Toklas suspects his African American lineage – have in historical and 

literary systems that systematically exclude people of color. Lattimore’s desire to be part 

of GertrudeStein’s history relegates him to the margins, or in Truong’s metaphor, makes 

him a subject constantly under the threat of erasure, caught between white and black. 

Bình, in contrast, finds value and affirmation elsewhere.184  

 Bình avoids the “gray sketch of a life” that exclusion from or marginalization in 

histories such as Stein’s and Toklas’s entail by performing as a self-consciously 

unreliable narrator.185 Truong’s novel, told from Bình’s perspective, threatens to itself 

capture Bình in literature, albeit by his own volition. Truong metafictionally highlights 

ruptures in Bình’s narration – examples of historical catachresis – by exposing him as 
                                                
184 I understand Lattimore’s insistence on finding a way into an existing system that historically and 
persistently excludes him as resonant with his single-mindedness toward literal translation during his game 
with Bình, whereas Bình is not as tied to the primacy of reference.  
185 Truong provokes the question: to whom and for what purpose do narrators owe reliability? What are 
the politics of these expectations, debts? 
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telling a story, not an actual account of his life, as demanded of him by prospective 

employers. Truong makes clear that Bình freely embellishes his narration, revealing late 

in the novel that his father is still alive, despite his stories otherwise, and describing in 

detail scenes no one other than an omniscient narrator could have witnessed (229, 125). 

“I lie to myself like no one else can,” Bình admits, “I always know what I need to hear. 

What else am I to do, revert to the truth and admit that I am a twenty-six-year-old man 

who still clings to the hope that someday his scholar-prince will come?” (80). Perhaps 

more pointedly, Bình declines to offer readers his given name, breaking the fourth wall to 

explain, “I never meant to deceive, but real names are never exchanged. Or did my story 

about the man on the bridge not make that code of conduct already clear?” (243). While 

he hints at several points that he changed his name from Bão (“storm”) to Bình (“peace”) 

for luck in his first water crossing, Bình makes clear that he playfully betrays his readers, 

the same way he does other characters in the novel (247, 242, 243).186 Like Alexie’s 

Etta Joseph and Treuer’s Apelles, Bình makes clear he is not aligned with his readers, but 

is rather alternately performing the story he knows readers expect and withholding his 

own story through narrative privacy.   

Bình opens a space to explore who has access to stories and under what 

conditions people are compelled to disclose their stories as he condemns Parisians for 

flexing their privilege to extract stories from him, “as if they have been authorized by the 

French government to ferret out and to document exactly how it is that I have come to 

inhabit their hallowed shores,” only to send him away when he’s finished (16). Bình 
                                                
186 For example, see Norman Jones (105), Eng (64), and Coffman (151).  
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reflects not only on the privilege of demanding others’ stories, but of the desires behind 

these demands, noting, “they have no true interest in where I have been or what I have 

seen. They crave the fruits of exile, the bitter juices, and the heavy hearts” (19). Bình’s 

French employers, like the readers Federico de la Fe imagines in The People of Paper, 

crave an affirmation of their privilege to look into the lives of exotic – yet palatable and 

containable – Others, in Bính’s case, exiles from the French empire. 

In a move much like the ones Plascencia and Treuer make, Truong positions 

readers as akin to the prospective employers who demanded an account of Bình’s life. He 

offers us the same “story filled with exotic locales, travel on open seas, family secrets, 

un-Christian vices,” while at the same time he has “told [us] nothing” (17). Bình 

highlights his interviewers’ demands to know what happened in the three years 

unaccounted for in the life story he offers them, a secret he keeps for himself. Like Etta 

Joseph, Bình preserves what happens during his private time – albeit three years, not 

three minutes – not only from his interlocutor but from readers as well; piecing together 

even his fabricated timelines still leaves three years missing. The novel’s condemnations 

of the privileged and Orientalist desires Bình’s Parisian audiences place on his stories, 

therefore, are translateable to the novel’s readers.187 

                                                
187 Norman Jones makes a similar observation that he interprets more generously, noting “the narrative 
uncomfortably aligns the reader with Bình’s employers by suggesting that the reader similiarly 
misperceives him through a distorted colonizing lens, although Bình-as-narrator implicitly hopes for more 
from the reader in this regard by making the reader more aware of such distortions” (116).  
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HISTORICAL ARCHIVES, PUBLISHING INDUSTRY, AND CONTROL  

Truong articulates narrative privacy through Bình’s excessive concern for 

ownership and control over his own story and by explicating the consequences of his 

inclusion in histories like GertrudeStein’s or Toklas’s. Truong extends her critique of 

historical records by directly engaging Toklas’s written archive. In the eponymous The 

Alice B. Toklas Cookbook, Toklas describes in passing several “Indo-Chinese” cooks 

who lived and worked in the Paris home she shared with Stein at 27 rue de Fleurus. As 

the bulk of scholarship on The Book of Salt centers on Truong’s treatment of history, 

scholars have collectively traced the various moments in the novel inspired or explicitly 

lifted from Cookbook, including most famously Stein and Toklas’s advertisement for a 

cook (“Two American ladies wish ---”).188 Truong adapts Toklas’s description of Trac – 

with Nguyen, one of their two primary “Indo-Chinese” cooks – in which “[h]e would say, 

not a cherry, when he spoke of a strawberry. A lobster was a small crawfish, and a 

pineapple was a pear not a pear” into a scene in The Book of Salt that treats Bình’s use of 

language with more nuance (Toklas 186). She writes: 

I wanted that afternoon to ask Miss Toklas whether the household budget 

would allow for the purchase of two pineapples for a dinner to which my 

Mesdames had invited two guests. I wanted to tell her that I would cut the 

first pineapple into paper-thin rounds and sauté them with shallots and 

slices of beef; that the sugar in the pineapple would caramelize during 

                                                
188 For example, see Eng, Troeung, Norman Jones, Coffman, and “Readers Read.” 
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cooking, imparting a faint smokiness that is addictive; that the dish is a 

refined variation on my mother’s favorite. I wanted to tell her that I would 

cut the second pineapple into bite-sized pieces, soak them in kirsch, make 

them into a drunken bed for spoonfuls of tangerine sorbet; that I would 

pipe unsweetened cream around the edges, a rung of ivory-colored 

rosettes. And because I am vain and want nothing more than the eruption 

of praises that I can provoke, I wanted to tell her that I would scatter on 

top the petals of candied violets, their sugar crystals sparkling. 

 “Madame, I want to buy a pear…not a pear.” 

 Miss Toklas looked at me, recognition absent from her eyes.  

 I, yes, lost the French word for ‘pineapple’ the moment I opened 

my mouth. (34-35) 

Truong’s deeply evocative (fictional) contextualization of Toklas’s characterization of 

her cook as foreign and child-like, betrayed by language, powerfully questions the 

capacity of archives such as the ones Stein and Toklas curated to offer nuanced, textured 

insight into anything other than the subjectivities it privileges. Truong’s project might be 

read as fictionally supplementing history or, as Eng argues, illuminating through 

historical catachresis “who and what must be forgotten” for history to take the form of a 

coherent narrative (60).189 The novel contextualizes and justifies Bình’s preference for 

                                                
189 “Bình’s dim presence in the archive compels Truong’s fictional narrative as a historical supplement. … 
Yet The Book of Salt is less an instance of the subaltern writing back than an exploration of the limits of 
such writing for the politics of history. Through the course of Truong’s novel, the eloquence of Bình’s 
queer desires comes to entangle and reconfigure the domains of both history and fiction by drawing 
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privacy – a vanity that resists reinforcement by dominant documentary methods – by 

demonstrating the other possible option for a queer Vietnamese man in Paris in the 

1930s: a trace of Orientalist caricature in the historical records of the more privileged, 

like Toklas or Stein.  

In part because of the stature of Eng’s work on The Book of Salt, most scholars 

understand Truong’s engagement with Toklas’s archive in relation to history. They 

understand Truong’s novel as expressing “a desire to create presence where absence has 

existed;”190 as “haunting” dominant historical narratives;191 or a “postcolonial re-

appropriation and subversion in the critical tradition of Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffen’s 

The Empire Writes Back.”192 Fung raises the possibility that Truong challenges “the 

                                                                                                                                            
insistent attention to who and to what must be forgotten so that the high modernism exemplified by Stein 
and Toklas might come to be affirmed” (Eng Feeling of Kinship 60). 
190 “Truong’s account of the inspiration for her novel is informed by a desire to create presence where 
absence has existed; she sees the untold story of these Vietnamese servants as a gap in the ‘official history’ 
of the Lost Generation and creates a narrative to ‘fill’ it. In this sense, she demonstrates what Michel de 
Certeau, in The Writing of History, claims motivates historiographers: the need to fill or obliterate ‘the 
lacunae’ of history as well as the need for texts to have a ‘structure of finality’ that is ‘organized by the 
need to finish’” (Fung 96). She continues, “But Truong invokes the desire to fill in these gaps and arrive at 
a structure of finality in order to demonstrate the impossibility of satisfying that need. She acknowledges 
the impulse to excavate the history that marks her identity at the same time as she lists, in rather 
melancholic terms, the memories she does not have. Thus for Truong, recognizing an epic embedded in a 
footnote is not an exercise in filling in absences in historical narratives but one of embracing them. Right 
from the novel’s start, Truong questions the privileging of presence as the measure of historical notability 
and draws attention to the fact that no testimony, data, or any other sort of ‘evidence’ can be recovered to 
trace her protagonist’s existence” (Fung 96). 
191 “Furthermore, just as the novel is haunted by the untold stories of Trac and Nguyen, the text is also 
haunted by its own future. Set in the 1930s but published in 2003, Truong’s tale is inevitably inflected with 
our knowledge of what is yet to come in Vietnam” (Edwards 169).  
192 Troeung explains in her own survey of critical treatments of Truong’s engagement with Toklas’s text: 
“Indeed, many reviewers and critics have interpreted Truong’s text this way; for instance, Benfey writes 
that Truong taps the ‘trendy territory [of] the postcolonial perspective: a book derived from a minor 
character in another well-known book’; and Mannur comments that ‘where Trac and Nguyen are non-
speaking subjects in Toklas’ cookbook, Truong’s character is an idiosyncratic but deeply impassioned 
character given the agency to speak his mind and desires’. Only Eng argues that The Book of Salt ‘is less an 
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privileging of presence as the measure of historical notability,” but concludes that “[e]ven 

as the novel places this Vietnamese cook within the ‘official history’ of the Lost 

Generation, it constantly defines him by means of his absence and erasure” (96). Truong 

“embrac[es]” “absences in historical narratives,” Fung argues, as she comes to terms with 

“the fact that no testimony, data, or any other sort of ‘evidence’ can be recovered to trace 

her protagonist’s existence” (96). In other words, Fung argues Truong accepts the 

impossibility of accounting for historically marginalized subjectivities through 

conventional evidence so, by default, questions positivist approaches to historical 

narratives that rely on textual records. More than accepting the impossibility of a 

complete, documented history – an argument Eng displaces in his theorization of 

historical catachresis – I argue Truong privileges the intangible, unrecorded ephemera of 

Bình’s life and narratively protects him from the exposure of historical inquiry. She does 

so by undermining the authority of conventional records and illuminating the stakes of 

representation not just for Bình, but for all socially marginalized individuals whose 

narratives are mediated by historically privileged authorities. 

For example, Truong offers two accounts of Paul Robeson’s visit to the salon at 

27 rue de Fleurus in The Book of Salt, one from GertrudeStein and the other from 

Lattimore. After his visit, GertrudeStein recounts to Miss Toklas, in front of Bình, “I 

asked him why he insisted on singing Negro spirituals when he could be performing 

requiems and oratorios. Do you know what that curiosity in a suit said? In that basso 

                                                                                                                                            
instance of writing back than an exploration of the limits of such writing for the politics of his history’” (“A 
Gift” 129). 
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profundo voice of his, he replied, ‘The spirituals, theys a belong to me, Missa Stein’” 

(188). The couple shares a laugh over GertrudeStein’s imitation, which Bình finds 

sobering, given GertrudeStein’s position as a writer and likely an influential historical 

authority. Lattimore offers a different account, in which Robeson responded to the query 

by saying “‘Miss Stein, with spirituals I can sing. The others I have to perform’” (189). In 

the difference between the two versions, Truong illustrates a version of the Bishop of 

Saigon ripping out Father Augustine’s story; GertrudeStein records a depiction of 

Robeson that confirms existing, familiar, racist narratives but which will likely be 

received with authority.193 In doing so, Truong confirms the basis of Bình’s anxiety 

about entering GertrudeStein’s record. 

GertrudeStein’s oppressive power to mediate Robeson’s story – much like the 

Bishop of Saigon’s revision of the priest’s journal – appears historically in Toklas’s 

Cookbook, as well. Truong’s engagement with Toklas’s Cookbook as source material for 

the novel opens up another case study in the revisionary power of privileged narrative by 

attending to how Trac and Nguyen appear in Toklas’s historical record. In a chapter titled 

“Servants in France,” Toklas reports on the departure of one cook and the arrival of Trac: 

“It was then that we commenced our insecure, unstable, unreliable but thoroughly 

enjoyable experiences with the Indo-Chinese” (Toklas 186). She characterizes Trac as 

“childish,” possessing “the gayest, most innocent and infectious laughter,” but also 

                                                
193 This resonates with Tru-Dee’s experience in Nina Marie Martinez’s Caramba (2004); she writes a 
letter to the paper articulating her desire for a sex change operation in nuanced ways, only to have it revised 
into conformity for printing; Martinez illuminates the power differential between the cursive-scripted, 
hand-written note from a local stylist and a publication. 
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deceitful with “amiable weaknesses” and an infantilizing accent, all stereotypes 

commonly associated with Asians, particularly in Orientalist constructions (187).194 The 

few stories she tells reinforce her authority and knowledge in the kitchen, despite Trac’s 

evident talent, further reinforcing the perception common to colonial ideologies that 

Europeans are intellectual while the indigenous or colonized are instinctual. When Trac 

leaves, Toklas reports that he warns her against hiring another Vietnamese cook: “In his 

pretty childish way he said we wouldn’t like any other Indo-Chinese, none of them were 

nice like he was” (187). Toklas tried anyway, and found that “[e]ach one in turn was 

either a gambler, which made him morose when he lost (and he always lost, for he did 

not work when he won), or he drank, which was unthinkable in our little home, or he 

loved women and would become dishonest, or he was a drug addict and he would not be 

able to work” (187). They eventually hired Nguyen, who they found to be “delightfully 

Chinese,” before Trac rejoined them for another year (188). Throughout Toklas’s account 

of her experiences with “Indo-Chinese” cooks, she consistently characterizes the men as 

childish and deceitful, given to vices, and desirably exotic. None of the rich 

characterization Truong offers in The Book of Salt appears in Toklas’s record, which 

generalizes and dehumanizes the men who shared her home. 

                                                
194 For example, see Colleen Lye, America’s Asia. The first story reads in full: “He made very few 
desserts and those were of the simplest. To his childish joy, I taught him several. But before this he served 
one evening a very dubious elaborately frosted and decorated cake. There was something familiar about the 
cake. Did you make the cake, Trac, I asked him. As he answered that he had, I remembered that I had seen 
it for years, or one like it, in the window of a very second-rate confectioner’s. Are you sure, I ruthlessly 
continued. Trac nodded his head and broke out into the gayest, most innocent and infectious laughter. At 
once the three of us were laughing together. Nothing more was said that evening, but the next morning I 
said quite seriously, You must never make that cake again, we didn’t care for it. All Trac said, but with a 
wide smile, was, Me know, me know” (Toklas 187).  
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Despite Miss Toklas’s attempts to extract recipes from Bình – and, in Cookbook, 

from Trac – Bình’s talents in the kitchen remain unreplicated in textual form. Recalling a 

pattern among past employers, many of whom insisted on learning his secret to making a 

delicious omelet, Bình relates an interior dialogue with his mistresses: “Do I look like a 

fool? I ask myself each time. Please, Madame, do not equate my lack of speech with a 

lack of thought. If there is a secret, Madame, I would take it with me to my unmarked 

grave” (153-154). Instead of telling them the real key to his success – “Repetition and 

routine. Servitude and subservience. Beck and call” – Bình explains to his employers that 

he adds nutmeg, an ingredient he confides to readers would destroy the flavor of eggs 

(154). If years of practice, as Bình tells readers, is the truth behind his omelet-making 

skills, no secret ingredient or technique can be captured in a cookbook like Toklas’s. In 

Cookbook, Toklas admits, “Of course, there was no way of knowing how Trac prepared 

any of his delicious food. He was not secretive, but he was a master in his kitchen. Much 

later, when he had left us and returned to us twice and then married, his wife told me the 

ingredients he used in some of the dishes he had cooked for us, but even she never knew 

the measurements. Trac said he didn’t measure” (187). Trac’s wife may or may not have 

known the secret to her husband’s success in the kitchen, much as Bình’s disclosure that 

years of practice may or may not be the key to his perfect omelets, a specific skill he uses 

to procure employment over other job candidates and a secret he is entitled to keep. 

Bình’s evocation of an unmarked grave points to the two-fold nature of secrecy and 

ephemerality for a multiply-marginalized subject. An unmarked grave is, Truong 

acknowledges, a likely resting place for an impoverished Vietnamese exile. She also 
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suggests, however, that an unmarked grave is not a tragedy for Bình, but a hiding place 

where his secrets are safe from the curious covetousness of those, like his employers, 

who seek to extract those parts of him they consider valuable while discarding the rest.  

Bình’s archival origins inform his aversion to becoming a character in 

GertrudeStein’s story. Since inclusion involves the interpretation to which Robeson, 

Trac, and Nguyen are subject, Bình insists on control over his story in order to maintain 

his privacy. Ironically, Truong’s treatment of Bình’s defiance in the face of reductive 

representation resonates in the novel’s reception amongst publishers. Pelaud writes:  

Publishers at times make decisions based on their perceptions about the 

racist assumptions of the public. Although The Book of Salt garnered wide 

success, it initially encountered resistance from publishers. The first 

publisher that acquired the manuscript asked Truong to simplify the 

language because they said a Vietnamese cook could not possibly have 

such sophisticated thoughts and the language was too poetic for an 

uneducated Asian character. “I cannot imagine a white writer being told 

that,” laments Monique Truong. (125-126)195 

While publishers may have misjudged the novel’s appeal, their perceptions of readers’ 

racist assumptions were spot on, according to contemporary reviews of the novel that 

praised Truong’s exoticism, instability, and unreliability. “Once published, this novel was 

                                                
195 Having the language to fully express ourselves is a form of privilege, especially if your audience is an 
institution or government. That sort of vocabulary and literacy requires education and practice, and a 
command over the official language (hence issues for those like Bình and tremendous numbers of people in 
the U.S.). 
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loved for reasons the text itself seems to counter,” Pelaud observes. Analyzing 

Christopher Bentley’s review of the novel in The New York Times, Pelaud argues “[l]ike 

reviews of Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior thirty years before, Benfey 

measures the book to a certain degree against the stereotype of the exotic, and by 

extension inscrutable, and mysterious Oriental. His use of the adjectives ‘insecure,’ 

‘unstable,’ and ‘unreliable’ is reminiscent of Orientalist attitudes aimed at defining 

Europeans as ‘rational, peaceful, liberal, logical, and capable of holding real values 

without natural suspicion’” (Pelaud 126, quoting Edward Said, Orientalism, 49).196 As 

Pelaud notes, Benfey’s review is not alone in its implicit reduction of Truong’s novel, 

further substantiating Bình’s – and Apelles’ and Nam’s father’s – anxiety over what 

happens to stories once they circulate in the world.  

 Bình, like Nam’s father in “Love and Honor” and de la Fe in The People of 

Paper, desires complete privacy from audiences who, like his various Parisian employers, 

will consume him as entertainment. He understands complete absence from literary 

circulation as far preferable to how readers will treat his decontextualized story. As he 

reels from GertrudeStein’s theft of his story, Bình reflects, “[a] gift or a theft depends on 

who is holding the pen” (215). As if to confirm Bình’s anxieties, scholars and reviewers 

have almost uniformly read the line as Bình giving his stories to readers, as a narrator. To 

                                                
196 Ironically, Truong meant to distance readers from her characters through her poetic Prose. Pelaud 
reports, drawing on a lecture Truong delivered to Karen Yamashita’s class at UC-Santa Cruz in 2009: “The 
sophisticated prose of The Book of Salt invites readers to reflect upon their own privilege and the 
exclusionary practices engendered by labels of race, sexuality, or history. In Monique Truong’s words, she 
‘alienates readers without them knowing it’” (39). Fitting Bình in familiar, exotic tropes, however, 
counteracts this alienation.  
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do so, they must not only ignore the context of the comment – Bình’s outrage and 

sadness over exposure and captivity by GertrudeStein and the canonicity she represents – 

but also, in the ethnographic tradition outlined in chapter one, assume access to his story. 

Bình does tell readers a story, but he embellishes and withholds his story, as well. Truong 

critically highlights Bình’s acts of embellishment and withholding to illuminate the 

representational limits of literature for ethnic American writers.  

Bình’s insistence on his right to embellish or withhold his story also underscores 

his vulnerability as a queer, racialized laborer in the 1930s. He resents his forcible 

inclusion in even an identifiably queer archive in part because the stakes of visibility for 

his queerness are different than those for his white, American, lesbian employers who are 

partly protected by fame, gender, and class. While France did not enforce anti-sodomy 

laws with imprisonment and chemical castration as did other nations during the early 

twenty-first century, and while other characters read Bình as queer in the novel, Bình 

resists GertrudeStein’s impulse to formalize his story and his queerness in narrative. 

Truong evokes a different context of visibility for Bình, in addition to his diasporic, class, 

and racial positioning: queerness and its varying historical relationships to privacy, 

performance, and compulsory visibility (“outing”). Bình’s insistence on controlling his 

story resonates with the personal and political importance of queer individuals’ control 

over how they share their sexual identification(s). To privileged liberal subjectivities – 

GertrudeStein, but also many readers and critics in the twenty-first century – the default 

may be visibility, but to multiply-marginalized subjects like Bình, inclusion in a queer 

archive may be yet another burden to bear. In refusing readers a coherent narrative or full 
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insight into Bình’s character, however, Truong focuses critical attention on why 

audiences desire access to historical and literary spaces of privacy, and to whose benefit. 

CONCLUSION: FORMAL PRIVACY  

Truong’s formal play in The Book of Salt is her experiment in writing about 

forgetting. Just as Le allows Nam’s father to narratively forget in “Love and Honor,” 

Truong allows Bình to slip out of the fiction he tells, uncaptured by her narrative; he 

remains historically illegible. She works to adapt her form to the novel’s content, 

privileging forgetting, invisibility, and ephemerality and leaving her readers unsure of 

who or what to trust. Through Bình, The Book of Salt proposes a literary form that offers 

privacy rather than exposure, and ephemerality rather than the preservation GertrudeStein 

– and, largely, literary studies – seeks. In addition to the myriad alternative archives 

scholars theorize as means of accessing and recognizing historically marginalized 

subjects and histories, Truong proposes readers and literary scholars find critical space 

for reading practices that afford subjects privacy from the demands of representation. 

The novel is itself a privileged form of documentation and means of 

preservation.197 Truong’s metafictional reflection on the potentially oppressive nature of 

literature from within a novel raises critical questions: how might writers write and we 

                                                
197 “The imposition of the colonial language and its cultural institutions, among them the novel, demands 
the subject’s internalization of the ‘superiority’ of the colonizer and the ‘inferiority’ of the colonized, even 
as it attempts to evacuate the subject of ‘native’ language, tradition, and practices. … Such encounters 
produce contradictory subjects, in whom the demands for fluency in imperial languages and empire’s 
cultural institutions simultaneously provide the grounds for antagonism to those demands” (Lowe 
Immigrant Acts 97).  
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read novels without “capturing” subjectivities in texts? Without privileging and 

reinscribing the authority of textual records? Hartman argues that narrative replication of 

trauma, while empowering and bearing witness to marginalized or erased experiences, 

also offers readers low-risk voyeurism into historical trauma. Hartman shares this 

concern with Cheng, who worries readers can too easily find closure in narrative, or 

absolution in their personal acts of witness. In a recent interview on NPR’s “Fresh Air,” 

Treuer explained his narrative efforts frustrate readers’ sense of closure as his 

responsibility as an author to avoid writing “trauma porn.” Trauma porn, he explains, is 

narrating “hardship which provides a kind of catharsis; there’s a kind of cathartic 

reaction on the part of the reader to it – this unleashing, this unburdening of emotion, of 

pity and fear. And then, once unburdened, the reader – their burdened is lightened. 

They’ve expiated whatever guilt they have” (Treuer and Davies). Treuer argues that 

writers should not let readers “off the hook,” but rather encourage sustained critical 

reflection. Much as Treuer critiques in The Translation of Dr. Apelles white Americans’ 

use of romantic narratives about Natives as a salve for something broken inside of 

themselves, Truong indicts readers in her depiction of Bình’s prospective employers, who 

seek in Bình’s story a consumable form of pain and exile that does not require any 

political commitments, not a reminder of an ongoing, persistent crisis in which they are 

complicit. Rather than allowing readers an opportunity to move beyond their own 

complicities in ongoing issues of racism, sexism, and homophobia, Truong narratively 

evades closure.  
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Truong makes clear the stakes and potential appropriations of representation and 

narrates potential political reasons subjects may have for evading literary or historical 

documentation. Complementing and tempering efforts to rediscover stories and 

individuals and to close gaps in historical and archival records, her critique of literary 

practices that reinscribe the authority of written and photographic documentation reminds 

readers that while literature can be used to entertain, to remember, and to include, it is 

also deployed to assuage guilt, to trivialize behavior, to evade responsibility, to contain 

and limit individuals and experiences, and for various other purposes that fall short of the 

idealized democratization of fiction and the archive. Along with Treuer, González, Le, 

and Plascencia, Truong uses The Book of Salt to illustrate the limits of literary 

representation, expressing an abiding faith in the form even as she points to the potential 

of the extra-literary.  
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Conclusion: “Welcome to the Indian World!,” or, We Are All People of 
Paper 

 

When you start talking about a surveillance state, certainly on an overall level I get 

worried and suspicious about it. But I also think, “Welcome to the Indian world!” All of 

a sudden all these white folks are feeling a slight taste of what it is to be black, living 

where they’re being watched and judged and potentially a suspect. 

-- Sherman Alexie, 2013198 

In January 2015, PEN America released its conclusions from a survey of 800 

authors in a report titled Global Chilling: The Impact of Mass Surveillance on 

International Writers, a follow-up to their 2013 report on the influence of mass 

surveillance on U.S. writers. The authors of the study report that U.S. surveillance 

policies have damaged the United States’ reputation as a “protector of freedom of 

expression at home” and as a “champion of freedom of expression around the world” 

(Global Chilling 12, 13). The report calls for U.S. Congressional action on the principle 

that reasonable protection from mass surveillance is specifically guaranteed to U.S. 

citizens and, more broadly, constitutes a universal human right (16). In their 2013 study, 

PEN America found that U.S. writers increasingly assume their research, talks, and 

writing are under surveillance, and that the “assumption that they are under surveillance 

is harming freedom of expression by prompting writers to self-censor their work in 

                                                
198 See Alexie’s digital hangout with PEN American staff, summarized by Deji Olukotun.  
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multiple ways” (Chilling Effects 2). Among their recommendations, the institute asks that 

the U.S. government cease broad profiling practices to restore “required due process 

protections, including probable cause and individualized suspicion,” and to make “the 

right to be free of unwarranted surveillance a cornerstone of surveillance policy and 

practice” (9).199 The institute’s conclusions in the two studies, that people – including 

writers – ought to be entitled to due process and freedom from unwarranted surveillance 

indicate growing mainstream concern about issues with which communities of color 

(among others, including LGBTQ communities) have long contended. As Sherman 

Alexie might editorialize, “Welcome to the Indian world!” 

PEN America’s anxiety over surveillance and privacy surfaces across 

contemporary fiction in response not only to 9/11 and subsequent political shifts around 

the world, but also to the increased popularity of the Internet in the 1990s and social 

media in the 2000s and 2010s. Writers frequently frame their examinations into public 

                                                
199 Their recommendations are worth noting in full: “Given the alarming implications of this survey and 
ongoing revelations about the vast breadth of NSA surveillance, PEN calls on the United States 
government to take immediate steps to restore public confidence that private communications remain 
private and protected by: 1. suspending the dragnet monitoring of international communications of U.S. 
citizens pending the restoration of Constitutionally required due process protections, including probable 
cause and individualized suspicion; 2. suspending the wholesale, unwarranted collection of 
telecommunications and digital metadata, also pending the restoration of due process protections; 3. 
reviewing the dragnet monitoring of all international communications and bringing any such monitoring 
into compliance with established norms, including privacy and due process guarantees; 4. making the right 
to be free of unwarranted surveillance a cornerstone of surveillance policy and practice; and 5. reaffirming 
the United States government’s commitment to preserving and protecting the privacy necessary for 
intellectual and creative freedom by: • disclosing the full scope of surveillance programs that access the 
communications of, or information about the communications of, U.S. citizens without a warrant; and • 
disclosing what data the government is gathering on U.S. citizens without a warrant, the purposes for which 
the data is gathered, how the data is stored, and the circumstances under which it may be accessed. 
Furthermore, PEN strongly supports additional research to explore the connection between surveillance and 
intellectual and creative freedom, particularly the link between surveillance and self-censorship and the 
impact that growing awareness of new digital surveillance programs and powers is having on writers and 
on the universal right to free expression” (Chilling Effects 9, italics mine).  
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anxieties about privacy in terms of secrecy and access. For instance, Mark Z. 

Danielewski opens his 2000 novel, House of Leaves, with the epigraph “This is not for 

you.” Philip Roth draws on the hyper-public secrets and revelations surrounding the 1998 

Clinton-Lewinsky scandal to similarly evoke anxieties about access to stories in The 

Human Stain (2000) by titling the first chapter “Everyone Knows.” Ian McEwan’s 

Atonement (2002), Jonathan Safran Foer’s Everything is Illuminated (2002), J. M. 

Coetzee’s Slow Man (2005), and Jeffrey Eugenides’s Middlesex (2007) all position a 

character’s secret at the center of their narratives. To varying degrees, each text explores 

the privilege writers have in obscuring or revealing the intimacies of characters’ lives. 

Dave Eggers’s The Circle (2013) directly engages the age of social media and the 

repercussions of digital over-sharing. Implicitly critiquing the prominence of Facebook 

and Google, Eggers questions the value of transparency and public disclosure.200 In a 

contentious editorial published in The Guardian in September 2013, Jonathan Franzen 

characterizes the “panoptical surveillance” of social media and divisive twenty-first 

century U.S. politics – in contrast to the simplicity of his childhood in the 1950s and 

1960s – as apocalyptic for serious contemporary literature (Franzen).201 These writers’ – 

and their contemporaries’ – literary projects seek ways to contend with and better 

                                                
200 In contrast, Junot Díaz frequently interrupts his narrative in The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao 
(2007) with asides and footnotes to illustrate his readers’ ignorance – despite their presumed access to the 
Internet in the age of surplus information – of Dominican history and therefore of his characters’ 
experiences.  
201 Alexie comments about Franzen’s editorial: “Franzen has many valid points, but he adopts such an 
arrogant and hypocritical pose (and it is a pose) that he ends up alienating anybody who isn’t a wildly 
successful white male literary writer” (Alexie, “Louis C.K. VS Jonathan Franzen”).  
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understand a new century marked by multiple dramatic social and political shifts, 

including reconceived ideas about privacy, narrative, and surveillance. 

The writers in this dissertation join their often more celebrated peers in 

reimagining literature for the twenty-first century, but do so while paying specific 

attention to what Alexie terms “the Indian world,” or historical contexts in which people 

of color have navigated political, social, and cultural surveillance, “living where they’re 

being watched and judged and potentially a suspect” (Olukotun). They also carefully 

attend to the historical and ongoing importance of political visibility for people of color, a 

context increasingly important in the face of xenophobic policies in legal systems and 

school curricula that once again place civil rights and ethnic studies under an immediate 

threat. For example, Arizona’s SB1070 violates due process by codifying racial profiling 

policies (informally) practiced by police officers across the country. Recent cases of 

police brutality against men of color, notably, have only registered on the national 

conscience because of bystanders’ videos or photographs (and subsequently social 

media); democratized surveillance facilitated political awareness of the events. Further, 

ethnic studies programs in several states face ongoing challenges, and the Supreme 

Court’s 2013 ruling on the Voting Rights Act opened a new era of voter discrimination. 

Both the ethnic studies bans and the Court ruling stem from conservative desires to 

obscure ongoing issues of racial and ethnic inequalities in the U.S. In other words, for the 

writers in this dissertation, post-9/11 government surveillance and the over-exposure 

encouraged by the digital age are only two of the many concerns about visibility that they 
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investigate in their critical considerations of the role of fiction for people of color in the 

twenty-first century.  

Alexie, David Treuer, Rigoberto González, Nam Le, Salvador Plascencia, and 

Monique Truong, among others, write fiction and engage their readers with equal 

measures of skepticism and optimism. On one hand, they write persuasively about the 

myriad reasons they should withhold, hide, forget, or destroy the stories they write, given 

the weight of historical and contemporary forms of compulsory visibility for people of 

color in the U.S. On the other, however, they each chose to sell and publish their fiction, 

albeit with their insistence on narrative privacy intact; in other words, they actively 

participate in and benefit from the very systems their narratives critique. Narrative 

privacy articulates through literary form the tension between writers’ desires to withhold 

and to disclose the stories they have to tell. The dissonance between their narratives’ 

insistence on privacy and the texts’ evident circulation as commercial fiction refuses any 

clean resolution to the relationship between ethnic fiction, privacy, and surveillance. In a 

historical moment in which writers are at once exhausted by representational politics and 

yet acutely aware of the importance of narrative, they formally center their conflicted 

relationships to privacy and surveillance by taking as their subject the very act of writing 

the story we – also implicated in their project, as audiences – read. 202 

                                                
202 Other contemporary ethnic writers use self-referential metafiction to express much more uniformly 
optimistic perspectives on the power of literature to effect change and to nourish individuals and 
communities. In A Tale for the Time Being (2013), for example, Ruth Ozeki’s protagonist, Ruth Ozeki, 
understands her work as a writer as having the capacity to recognize and start healing personal and 
historical traumas such as suicide and the 2011 tsunami in Japan. Charles Yu uses verb tense in his 
speculative How to Live Safely in a Science Fictional Universe (2010) to help his protagonist, Charles Yu, 
travel through time to more fully understand his lost father. LeAnne Howe also manipulates language tense 
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 Self-referential metafictional form offers Alexie, Treuer, González, Le, 

Plascencia, and Truong an equally playful and somber literary approach to difficult – and 

potentially immobilizing – questions of ethnic representation in twenty-first century U.S. 

fiction. Crafting characters who assert their rights to freedom from unwanted surveillance 

by their authors and audiences, writers frame their inquiries into issues of privacy and 

surveillance as abstract, literary thought experiments. The characters they write are 

fictional, and thus not entitled to the rights and privileges they assert; EMF’s war against 

Saturn/Sal, Apelles’s look up at his readers, Bính’s unreliable narration, and Etta 

Joseph’s trickery can be read as playful, for instance, precisely because readers are in a 

position of power over the characters. Read at face value, EMF’s struggle to evade 

readers’ curiosity is an adorable exercise in futility that allows Plascencia to offer readers 

an easy point of access to questions of surveillance, privacy, and the relationship between 

fiction and social activism. The metafictions featured in this dissertation, especially The 

People of Paper, The Translation of Dr. Apelles, and The Book of Salt, are without 

exception described by reviewers and critics as pleasurable reading. In part, the 

                                                                                                                                            
in Miko Kings: An Indian Baseball Story (2007) to imagine different futures for her historical characters. In 
Gonzalez and Daughter Trucking Company: A Road Novel with Literary License (2005), María Amparo 
Escandón depicts storytelling – telling the story that is Gonzalez and Daughter – as a form of healing and 
reconciliation. Some writers, however, lean more cynicism than optimism in their metafictional 
examinations of how we read and write fiction. In What You See in the Dark (2011), for instance, Manuel 
Muñoz depicts a fictional alternative history of the filming of Psycho (1960) in Bakersfield, California, to 
illustrate that the absence of representation – the dark – are always already filled with received narratives of 
racial and ethnic criminality. For Muñoz, who contrasts the wrongful arrest and deportation of a Latino in 
the novel with the grotesque criminality of Norman Bates in the film, even representations of people of 
color lack the power to overwrite what audiences see in dark faces and dark characters. Jones’s social 
experiment in Growing Up Dead in Texas (2012) – his demonstration of the degree to which the publishing 
industry, readers, and critics desire to read his novel ethnographically by mapping his public persona, 
whose protestations they ignore, onto his protagonist – might be understood as a fundamentally cynical 
critique of the institutions of commercial fiction.  
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literature’s attention to its own literariness – its form, its narratives about literature – 

apparently takes the edge off of its deeply political critiques of racial inequality for some 

readers who might not otherwise engage fiction about the U.S.-Mexico border, inequality 

on Native reservations, or queer Vietnamese exiles. 

 The literature’s attention to literariness – its metafictionality – also allows authors 

an opportunity to address audiences’ roles in the stakes of narrative privacy. By 

positioning readers as subjecting characters to unwanted – perhaps unwarranted – 

surveillance, these authors call into question the innocence of curiosity and the privilege 

of access to others’ stories and lives. For example, texts such as The Translation of Dr. 

Apelles and The People of Paper, among others in this project, suggest a genealogical 

link between curious readers’ access to characters’ lives and the institutions and policies 

so thoroughly questioned in twenty-first century literature for violating the human right to 

privacy. The connection is certainly playful – characters are, after all, not people, and 

Apelles assures us “books are meant to be read” – but it also carries a serious critique of 

historical and ongoing practices of invasive surveillance of people of color in the U.S.  

Self-referential form also implicates authors’ roles as writers, and therefore as 

mediators of secrets and narratives alike. Many of the authors in this project are explicitly 

self-deprecating as their writer-characters struggle with what it means to offer up stories 

to decontextualization, dissemination, and consumption by audiences whose sympathies 

may reside elsewhere. How might writers contend with financially and socially profiting 

from telling stories, often about people who are poorer and far more marginalized than 

the person drafting their narrative and selling it for personal (and corporate) profit? Far 
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preferable for many characters would be to forget, to embellish, to withhold, to keep 

secret, or to mask with “make-believe” the stories audiences crave and believe 

themselves to be entitled to. Just as the suspicions authors express about publishing 

fiction are mitigated by the fact that they published fiction, however, their self-

deprecation and skepticism about their livelihoods as writers are assuaged by their 

varying enthusiasms for public recognition as literary figures. 

Some – notably, Alexie, González, Treuer, and Truong – embrace their positions 

as authors and as public intellectuals by participating in literary communities (judging 

fiction contests, teaching in creative writing programs, retweeting other contemporary 

writers of color203) and embracing the public forums of social media. Others, like Le, 

maintain a lower public profile or, like Plascencia, decline to maintain a public literary 

presence at all outside of small, invited talks. Stephen Graham Jones, a Native author 

who maintains strategic narrative privacy in at least two of his novels, The Bird is Gone: 

A Manifesto (2005) and Growing Up Dead in Texas (2012), actually incorporates his 

public persona as an author and a scholar into his fiction. For instance, Jones omits key 

plot points in The Bird is Gone that surface in an interview with the author, conducted by 

the novel’s protagonist, posted on Jones’s literary site amongst other journalistic 

interviews. In Growing up Dead in Texas, Jones declines to name his protagonist but sets 

the action of the story in the setting of his own childhood, consequently allowing the 
                                                

203 For example:  
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publisher and reviewers to understand the fiction as a memoir in all but name, despite 

Jones’s amused public denials. I understand Jones as using himself to conduct a social 

experiment on how fiction by writers of color are often pigeonholed generically and read 

ethnographically; Jones clearly marks the novel as fiction both narratively and through 

paratext, yet readers and reviewers persist in mapping his public persona onto his 

protagonist. Jones’s metacritical view of the effect of writers’ public personas on 

audience’s reading practices takes the metafictional projects in this study one step further.  

In a dedication that also serves as an epigraph to his novel, Salvador Plascencia 

writes, “we are all people of paper.” In writing themselves and their reading audiences 

into the fiction they write, Alexie, Treuer, González, Le, Truong, and the other writers in 

this project appear not only to concur, but to insist that real world problems might be 

worked out, in some measure, on the page. The attention these writers clearly pay to their 

roles in this – their self-deprecation, their careful critique of their positionality, their 

indictment of uncritical audiences – indicates a generation of writers that is not only 

engaged in the vital, urgent task of reimagining ethnic privacy and visibility in the U.S., 

but that has created in narrative privacy a new form to meet the challenges of a new 

century. Even as they maintain a healthy degree of cynicism, skepticism, and suspicion – 

and how can they not, given the weight of history – their participation in commercial 

fiction markets and communities testifies to an abiding faith in the power of narrative to 

effect meaningful social and political change.  
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